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Abstract 
 
This thesis problematises and investigates the role of the popular music critic in Web 
2.0 environments. It does so through an act of metacriticism grounded in my experience 
as an internationally successful popular music critic for major print publications 
including NME, Rolling Stone, and Melody Maker. The reflective aspect of the 
metacriticism is triangulated through interviews with other notable music critics, 
through a dialectical approach to role definition grounded in the literature, and through 
the ongoing experiment of Collapse Board, a music blogging site I set up to experience 
the new environment from the “inside”. Popular music critics have customarily been 
seen as gatekeepers of ‘cool’ and arbiters of taste. The industrial structure of print 
allowed critics to earn a living from their craft. The print environment was defined by 
limited outlets and large readerships with limited access to information. In that 
environment popular music criticism helped mould the ways popular music was 
received, consumed, and contextualised. This project asks whether the same holds true 
in Web 2.0 environments in which audiences have access to the same sources of 
information through which critics formerly derived their knowledge, authority, and 
influence. The thesis concludes that there are four major roles of relevance to the critic 
in the new media environments: bespoke criticism, music critic as fan, music criticism 
as entertainment, and the music critic as ‘firestarter’. I explain those roles and theorise 
the various strategies they imply. This doctorate addresses a gap in knowledge around 
the role of the critic in music taste formation for emerging online environments and thus 
has significance for the fields of music, music criticism, and all creative fields in which 
the role of criticism has been key to the success of art and artists. 
 
Key words: popular music criticism, web 2.0 environments, user-generated content, 
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authenticity, rock criticism, music criticism 2.0, firestarters, bespoke criticism, fandom 
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Preface 
 
Is artistic quality simply a question of personal likes and dislikes? Is one opinion as good 
as another? Or is there any way that quality or value judgements about art can be 
grounded in any objective or external criteria? (McDonald, 2007, p. viii) 
The aim of this PhD is to interrogate the gap in knowledge around the changing role of 
the popular music critic in web 2.0, or “social media”, environments. Taxonomically, I 
situate music criticism within the more general term of music journalism. For the 
purposes of this thesis I define a ‘music critic’ as anyone who seeks through public 
engagement in critical discourse to make different forms of music more or less popular 
by explaining the effect music has upon its audience. Mine is an inclusive definition. If 
someone calls themselves ‘a music critic’, or writes an article that is intended to be 
viewed as some form of music criticism, then I must view that person or article as a 
music critic or as an act of music criticism. They are attempting to be tastemakers. They 
are attempting to affect and influence the way people listen to and engage with music. 
They are engaged in music criticism because their discourse is designed to help make 
different forms of music more or less popular by explaining the effects music has upon 
its audiences.  
What becomes evident throughout this study is that the nature of popular music 
criticism has changed from being a monologue in print environments, in which the role 
of reader participation is limited by constraints of the medium and its organisation, to an 
instantaneous and global multilogue in web 2.0 environments. That circumstance 
demands a fundamental change in approaches to music criticism, one that acknowledge 
the dynamic and heteronomous nature of the environments within which it operates. 
Similarly, the ‘excess of access’ to music created by social networking, file-sharing, and 
streaming websites has also greatly transformed the role of the music critic.  
To adapt to web 2.0 environments, popular music criticism needs to acknowledge that 
there is no longer much of a demand for one of its primary functions in print 
environments: that of providing a form of consumer guide to the reader that helps 
classify and describe the music under investigation. Music critics are no longer 
gatekeepers, but gate-watchers. In an age where popular music is no longer considered 
the principal form of entertainment, popular music criticism needs to take on various 
novel functions to establish its value and authority. These include bespoke criticism—
where the criticism is specifically tailored to suit both the music and audience. Tied in 
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with this is the concept of the music critic as fan. Rather than receiving financial 
compensation in return for the time, money, and authority conferred upon the critic of 
the print era it is the enjoyment of writing the criticism itself that takes precedence. 
Third is music criticism as entertainment in which the criticism is viewed to be on a 
similar cultural plane as popular music itself and serves a similar function: that of 
entertainment for its audience (or ‘art’, depending on the status of the music under 
discussion). Fourth is the music critic as ‘firestarter’ in which the critic acts as an agent 
provocateur, halfway between the New Journalism of the 1960s and 1970s, and the 
modern-day Internet troll. This thesis argues that far from the day of the popular music 
critic being over, the field is on the verge of new beginnings and practises, ones that 
embrace the plurivocal and inclusive nature of web 2.0 environments. 
The thesis is a metacriticism grounded in my own work as tastemaker and music critic 
under the nom de plume of Everett True. In recent years, there has been an increase in 
research into the area of music criticism but none written as metacriticism and grounded 
in the researcher’s own work. As a professional music critic of 30 years’ standing I am 
in a unique position to offer an “insider’s” view into the complex and mutable world of 
music criticism.  
It would be disingenuous to present myself as an impartial observer of a research topic 
in which I so heavily involved as a professional. Instead, I use my own history as a 
music critic, including many decisions of varying success that I have made in adapting 
to changing circumstances, as the basis on which to theorise various directions and 
strategies that popular music criticism has taken and might take in web 2.0 
environments. An important assumption that I make here is that my experience is 
typical of the professional critic: that as a formerly well-paid critic operating in print 
environments who has in recent times been reduced to blogging for free and turning 
around the occasional paid-for review can be taken as representative of the field as a 
whole. To test that underpinning assumption, and to triangulate my own experience, I 
have interviewed thirty established music critics. The thesis is further grounded by my 
practical investigation into the nature of music criticism over the last seven years 
through my Brisbane-based website Collapse Board, a platform that uses social media 
principles and technologies.  
The primary research questions are:  
1. What principles of popular music criticism were established through print 
media?  
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2. Do they still apply in web 2.0 environments? 
3. What new or alternative forms of popular music criticism have arisen in web 
2.0 environments?  
4. How have the power relations around popular music criticism changed from 
print to web 2.0 environments?  
5. What do the changes in the role of the music critic tell us about the fundamental 
changes in the power relations between critics, artists and audiences?  
6. How have popular music critics responded to this circumstance?  
It has long been argued that popular music criticism serves a mediating function, 
helping to shape the buying habits of its readership (Frith, 1978, p. 155). But how that 
description applies in an age where it is possible to access music immediately and 
without financial cost is problematic. Recent years have seen a spate of online articles 
that suggest the day of the popular music critic is over (see, for example, Powers, 2004; 
TDS Editors, 2008; Adams, 2009; Lukowski, 2009; Stacey, 2009; Weingarten, 2010). 
That is a suggestion that this research project vigorously contests: on a very basic level, 
such claims rarely articulate a specific definition of the popular music critic, often 
conflating the terms ‘popular music criticism’ and ‘rock criticism’. This study aims to 
begin with a clear understanding of the role and function of the popular (tastemaker) 
music critic in the print era before going on to address the question of their relevance in 
new media environments and theorising various strategies for their role in future media 
environments.  
The role of the popular music critic has been in transition throughout the past three 
decades. This role can be to provide a consumer guide, to act as a ‘gatekeeper’ or an 
industry cheerleader (Frith, 1978, p. 155), to record events as a biographer or archivist, 
or to be a participant creative practitioner within the music industry documenting events 
from ‘within’. The role can be to provide analysis and insight, to heighten 
understanding of music, to review recorded music or live concerts, amid various other 
functions (see, for example, Klein, 2005; Lebrecht, 2009; Forde, 2001a; Hearsum, 2013; 
Fletcher & Lobato, 2013). In pre-web 2.0 environments, quantifiable credentials were 
not required for a music listener to become a music critic: all that was required was 
enthusiasm, a love for music and a willingness to research (see Powers, 2008). As 
Village Voice music editor Maura Johnston puts it: “I feel like the only prerequisite for 
writing about music is an open mind. Okay, and a willingness to research” (Ducker, 
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2012). This is also true, perhaps more true, or at least more easily evidenced, in web 2.0 
environments.  
In print environments however, the status of music criticism could be confirmed by 
virtue of its publication, be it in a professional or amateur magazine. The process of 
publication assumed a level of mediation that separated the printed word from its reader, 
and helped confer authority. This barrier to publication has been dissolved in web 2.0 
environments and access to the newest music is no longer the domain of a privileged 
few insiders. There is now a widespread expectation on the part of consumers that both 
the music itself and commentary about the music should be available for free. That 
means an audience is no longer reliant upon critics for the ‘consumer guide’ function. 
Indeed, the audience is now able to comment upon the music simultaneously to, or even 
before, music critics. 
Current circumstances therefore make it difficult to differentiate ‘professional’ criticism 
from ‘non-professional’ criticism, opinion, or self-reflection. Some commentators argue 
that this is immaterial, that it has never been possible to separate criticism from opinion 
or self-reflection. Hence the reliance upon the outlet to help establish definitions and 
status of criticism. Academics generally agree, though, that in an era when so many 
established print and web 2.0 magazines have folded because of a lack of recognisable 
business models, the possibility of defining music criticism by the platform on which it 
appears has been called into question. Also, if the platform the criticism appears on 
provides equal access to music and commentary to the critic and the reader, how is it 
possible to tell the two apart? Is it even desirable? This thesis seeks alternative ways to 
define music criticism within this framework of questions and thus identify the 
changing role of the popular music critic. 
If the craft of the music critic is to use language to convey the feeling and substance of 
music, one may question the value of that skill in a time when the reader can listen to 
the music directly. In these circumstances, music listeners have the power to 
circumnavigate one of the primary purposes of music criticism altogether: to act as a 
form of consumer guide, differentiating between music perceived to have value and that 
which is of less value. The mediating role of critics’ recommendations, positive or 
negative, that help determine the buying patterns of their audience is by no means the 
only reason people turn to criticism. Although many professional critics would have you 
believe otherwise (as they believe such a description serves to devalue their craft), I 
argue that music criticism serves primarily as a form of entertainment. Criticism not 
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only complements the experience of listening to music; it can also and often does serve 
as the entertainment experience in itself.  
I therefore contest various negative descriptions about the role of popular music 
criticism in web 2.0 environments, especially the assumption that the day of the popular 
music critic is over. Indeed, my research suggests the opposite. Not only is the day of 
the popular music critic not over, but with the excessive access to music that web 2.0 
environments have created, with its attendant demands upon web users’ attention and 
time, the demand for cultural filters is greater than ever. In the course of this 
metacriticism, I theorise several alternative functions of the critic. Some of those roles 
suggest a hybrid between digital journalism and the roots of popular music criticism in 
the 1960s: for example, the music critic as fan, the music critic as entertainer, bespoke 
criticism, and the music critic as firestarter. Even the idea that music criticism can still 
serve as a consumer guide is tenable if the criticism embraces the multi-layered nature 
of the internet.  
The role of the popular music critic has never been clearly defined. Perhaps that is a 
positive as it means that popular music criticism can take whatever form the writer 
chooses. Definitionally, several other similar but separate roles have been conflated 
with the role of the popular music critic, particularly those of rock critic and music 
journalist. This definitional confusion is viewed as unhelpful, and is something else this 
research project attempts to address. I consider that an understanding of the ways in 
which a critic establishes authority is considered crucial to an understanding of the role 
of music criticism in the digital age, and so I am concerned to understand various ways 
that authenticity or the illusion of authenticity has been used to help establish authority 
in the U.K. and U.S. music press. I also acknowledge that the concept of authenticity is 
fiercely contested. These areas of investigation are the foci around which this study 
revolves. I present findings in these areas as well as aiming to demonstrate the 
relationships that exist between these areas of investigation.  
A note on style: I acknowledge that some of the language used in the thesis is more 
informal than many scholars might expect from doctoral studies. However, I argue that 
by using such a style I not only reflect the language commonly used within popular 
music criticism, but also open the discussion up to non-academics. This feels 
appropriate as much of the discourse that is happening around the changing role of 
popular music critics is occurring online in web 2.0 environments. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Never trust the artist. Trust the tale. The proper function of the critic is to save the tale 
from the artist who created it. (Lawrence, 1977, p. 8) 
 
The title of this thesis refers to my nom de plume of Everett True. I have written for 
numerous music publications in the U.S., U.K., and Australia, both online and in print. 
Print publications include Melody Maker, NME, VOX, Mojo, Uncut, Plan B Magazine, 
The Times, Arena, Careless Talk Costs Lives and The Guardian (all U.K.), Spin, Village 
Voice, Blender, The Stranger, NY Press, Punk Planet, Hit It Or Quit It!, BB Gun and SF 
Weekly (all U.S.), and The Age, The Australian, Sydney Morning-Herald, Rolling Stone, 
J-Mag and Brisbane Courier-Mail (Australia). Online publications include The 
Guardian, Tangents, Amazon, The Quietus, PlayLouder, Music365 and Drowned In 
Sound (U.K.), Village Voice, The Stranger, Amazon, NPR and eMusic (U.S.), and 
Crikey, The Vine, FasterLouder, Mess and Noise, Collapse Board, The Electrical Storm 
and Vice (Australia). I am frequently held to have discovered and helped popularise one 
of the most influential rock bands of the past four decades, Nirvana (see, for example, 
Bauck, 1997; Yarm, 2011) and am attributed with introducing the band’s troubled 
singer Kurt Cobain to his wife Courtney Love. In 1992 U.S. publication Entertainment 
Weekly credited me with ‘inventing’ a musical genre, grunge. I was the Assistant Editor 
of U.K. music paper Melody Maker and Editor of U.K. music magazine VOX during the 
1990s, during a period commonly regarded as the final heyday of the rock critic (see, 
for example, Hearsum, 2013; Reynolds, 2014). I have written several books about rock 
music, most notably biographies of Nirvana (True, 2006), The White Stripes and 
Ramones, and have contributed chapters to several more. Since the 1990s, however, I 
have stepped back from the mainstream, acting as Music Editor for the countercultural 
free Seattle newspaper The Stranger, writing freelance for print and online, and 
publishing and editing my own semi-professional U.K.-based music criticism print 
magazines (Careless Talk Costs Lives, Plan B Magazine). In 2008 I moved to Brisbane 
and began to teach university students in a unit designed to aid students from various 
disciplines understand their personal relationship with music. I also published the 
amateur Australia-based music criticism websites The Electrical Storm and Collapse 
Board. By turning my back on what seemed to be a promising media career I was one 
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of the first critics to run contrary to what was formerly a well-established career path for 
music journalists (see Atton & Hamilton, 2008).  
What leads me to this enquiry is the change in taste formation in more diffuse, less 
exclusive, communications environments. There is a crisis in music criticism created by 
the ready availability of publishing platforms and of music itself. When I started this 
project in 2009, there was little academic research addressing the changing role of the 
music critic. There was plenty of literature around various connected research domains, 
for example: the emergence of web 2.0 environments, theories of taste formation, 
analysis of the changing role of the critic in society with particular reference to the 
function of the Internet, and analysis of the field of music criticism in print 
environments. But there was little of direct relevance towards my study area. As 
Michelsen states, “despite a few articles published in the 1990s, the area has only 
received more sustained attention after the onset of the millennium” (2015, p. 218). The 
situation has changed in the last few years, partly because ongoing digitisation of U.S. 
and U.K. music criticism archives (most obviously Rock’s Backpages) has made vast 
resources of primary research material more readily available. Research about the role 
of the music critic in web 2.0 environments is however still largely under-researched.  
The first time I wrote about music was in 1981 for a free eight-sheet Hall of Residence 
magazine at Goldsmiths College where I was studying mathematics. My reviews were 
terribly written. I was unable to describe the music or give any relevant information.1 
That might have been an end to it. But my new friend Alan McGee (shortly to found 
notable U.K. independent label Creation Records) asked if I wanted to write a column 
for the first issue of his fanzine Communication Blur. When I pointed out to McGee that 
I was unable to write he replied that it did not matter and that of all the people he knew I 
was the most enthusiastic about music. That passion was more important to us as 
devotees of music than was an ability to string a sentence together or possession of 
formal qualifications. We sold the resulting couple of issues of the magazine to its 
audience directly at gigs put on by McGee at ‘The Living Room’ in the West End of 
London where I also acted as compère. With my cultural stock rising, I started writing 
for the weekly music paper NME in 1983 as a freelance writer living in London, under 
my performing name of The Legend! (also the title of the fanzine I self-produced 
                                                 
1 The same year, I conducted an interview with Welsh band Young Marble Giants at Rough Trade 
Records in Ladbroke Grove, London. I had a crush on their singer. As I did not write for anyone, I 
pretended that I did, thereby intuitively grasping a fundamental in the music industry and in music 
criticism itself: It is not what or whom you know. It is what you claim you know.  
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following on from Communication Blur). At that time the idea of sustaining a liveable 
career as a music critic was tenable and something I managed to achieve for over two 
decades. I made a reasonable living between the years of 1989, when NME’s great rival 
Melody Maker offered me a full-time position as Reviews Editor, and 2009 when my 
second self-published U.K. title Plan B Magazine ceased publication. 
In 2008, I moved from Brighton in the UK, a city and country associated with a globally 
influential tradition of music and arts criticism, to Brisbane, Australia. From living in a 
city where I was able to publish a specialist music magazine that paid myself and 
several of my editors a living wage, I found myself in a country in which “the tradition 
of long-form print music journalism is relatively weak” (Fletcher & Lobato, 2013, p. 
117). I was used to critiquing bands and music as part of my everyday work routine: 
indeed, my role as a tastemaker and opinion-leader meant that it was expected of me. 
However, arriving in a culture where music criticism—as I understood the term—barely 
existed, I found many of my assumptions around my own value and purpose challenged. 
The act of criticising a band in a country still suffering from the cultural cringe 
(Phillips, 1950) is viewed as counterproductive, as if it were somehow un-Australian to 
criticise one’s own. As popular alternative crooner Nick Cave puts it: “The American 
music press is completely deferential. And the Australian music press… well, there isn’t 
really one to speak of. It’s not worth discussing the Australian music press” (Cave, 
2007, p. 44).  
The unfamiliarity with my cultural surroundings, coupled with an apparently growing 
belief among consumers that content should be free on the internet, rapidly put paid to 
my ability to earn a living from the craft in which I had long been considered one of the 
leading practitioners (Kelly & McDonnell, 1999, p. 11; Hearsum, 2013, p. 113). The 
situation was exacerbated by an ill-judged online blog I wrote for The Guardian 
wherein I accidentally raised the ire of what seemed to be the entire Australian musical 
and critical communities (Ramadge, 2009; Fletcher & Lobato, 2013, p. 172). In the blog 
I observed that sport is “the predominant culture here”, with music coming off a distant 
second, being viewed in a similar fashion as a leisure activity with the emphasis on 
“work rate”, “dedication”, and “goals scored”: in other words not as a cultural form. I 
went on to suggest that “Australians get the music press they deserve” (True, 2008b). 
Upon reflection, I should have been able to predict the response:  
The message boards went into overdrive. It was the second-most read story on 
news.com.au (after the one about a Catholic schoolteacher posing for saucy photos), one 
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thread on [Melbourne-based music website] Mess and Noise alone boasted 470 
comments, and any number of […] Australian columnists got to air their opinion that I 
should go straight back to England if I didn’t like it over here. (True, 2008a, p. 38) 
That controversy, in conjunction with my reputation for not suffering fools (or editors) 
gladly and my willingness to experiment with the nature of criticism via my online 
publication Collapse Board, means that I have been largely ignored by magazines in 
Australia, most of my paid written criticism coming from either American or British 
publications. That situation changed a little during the second half of 2013 when U.K. 
broadsheet The Guardian started publishing an online Australian edition and a 
sympathetic editor at Fairfax Media culture website The Vine offered me a weekly 
column.2 However, the paid work remains intermittent. Mostly I am reduced to 
promoting new bands and music, commenting on passing memes, conducting 
metacriticism, and experimenting with writing styles on Collapse Board, a website that 
during the five years of its existence has never generated any revenue and hence has 
never paid any of its contributors.  
By setting up Collapse Board the way I did, I was following a tried and trusted route. 
There are, after all, many distinct similarities between the do-it-yourself print (‘zine) 
cultures and online blog cultures—many more similarities than digital Utopian 
discourses might lead us to believe (see Turner, 2006). I had been able to do something 
similar during the 2000s in print environments with Plan B Magazine (after first 
experimenting with Careless Talk Costs Lives) in the U.K., albeit with a support team of 
dozens and dozens of other people. Even as the marketplace was radically changing 
around us, the demand for such a publication continued to exist. Surely it should be 
possible to do the same in online environments.  
McLeese puts it this way:  
If “journalism” and “print” are defined at their broadest, it has never been easier for music 
journalists to see their work in print. But it has become far more difficult to be paid for 
such work, or to sustain a career, as music periodicals fold or migrate to the Web because 
of lack of advertising (which in most cases was overwhelmingly provided by the music 
industry), and staff critic jobs at newspapers (which have broader but similarly severe 
advertising woes) are lost to the staffing crunch. For battalions of unpaid bloggers, 
writing about music has become its own reward, whether or not anyone is reading it or 
paying for it. (2010, p. 436) 
                                                 
2 The situation has since changed again. Such is the lot of the freelance writer. 
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My career trajectory, from being an established, highly visible, comparatively well-paid 
music critic existing in print environments to an unknown and mostly unread blogger 
existing in web 2.0 environments and needing to take on outside teaching work to 
supplement my income can be taken as representative of the field of music criticism at 
large. It has been claimed that because access to information and the means of 
production has been greatly levelled off within web 2.0 environments, “everyone’s a 
critic” (Keen, 2007). This statement is misleading, first because it should read ‘everyone 
could be a critic’ and second because while it is being posited as novel proposition, it is 
not. Everyone has always been able to be a critic (Feingold, 2007). The claim has been 
rebutted on numerous occasions by critics themselves, keen to make a distinction 
between fans, readers, and professional writers, although whether it is credible or 
desirable to make such a distinction in web 2.0 environments is one of the questions this 
project contests. The problem is why should anyone pay for criticism in a world where 
the overriding belief is that all content should be ‘free’?3 As Lobato & Fletcher point 
out: “[w]e are all by now familiar with the claim that journalists are an endangered 
species in the digital age” (2012, p. 111). Every week since 2010, so it seems, there has 
been news of fresh lay-offs in newsrooms, with print magazines and newspapers 
shutting up shop for good. Likewise, websites containing paid-for music criticism have 
found themselves having to adapt their style, content, and business models by the ready 
availability of music and the sheer volume of free content available online. According to 
Johnson, in “a world of media convergence […] criticism that was once found in 
newspapers and magazines has shifted to the internet, and thus the roles and 
expectations for popular music critics have changed to meet their new environment” 
(2013, p. 13).  
It is not feasible to function as a music critic in web 2.0 environments without 
acknowledging that function has changed. Formerly, criticism was a monologue that 
ended when the critic signed off at the end of their review or feature. If readers did 
interact with that performance of writing it was at several removes. In virtual 
communities though, where the distinction between critic and reader has become 
blurred, music criticism has become a multilateral dialogue that can be (and often is) 
shaped by the readers themselves as part of an ongoing conversation around music.  
                                                 
3 It never is, of course, not even on commercially driven websites, even if it sometimes feels that way to 
the web user. At the very least, content is paid for by advertising and sponsorship.  
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The critics themselves now receive critiques. Perceptions can be slow to change 
however. On Collapse Board, I have attempted to shape the dialogue by making critic 
and reader interchangeable, and to make readers accept that one person’s opinion is no 
more true than the next, unless they choose to make it so. Most often, the readers 
choose not to make it so. The articles run on Collapse Board are mainly left untouched 
by commentary, either an acknowledgment of the residual authority of the critic or a 
reflection of the fact most commentary around music criticism actually takes place not 
on the website that publishes the criticism but on social network sites such as Facebook. 
My avatar on Collapse Board acknowledges the contradiction of my position as expert 
within environments where ‘expert’ opinion is everywhere: 
My name is Everett True. I am a music critic. This is what I do. I criticise music. The clue 
is in my job description—music critic. I do not consider myself a journalist, as I do not 
research or report hard news. I do not consider myself a commentator as I believe that 
everyone should be a participant. I criticise people and in return I am not surprised if 
other people criticise me. It is part of the whole deal of being in the public arena. I am 
Everett True. Believe in me and I have power like a God. Quit believing in me and I no 
longer exist. (True, 2011f) 
During its heyday in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the U.K. music press sold copies by 
the hundreds of thousands (Reynolds, 2014) and determined taste to a loyal and fiercely 
partisan readership for whom it was the main point of contact with new and established 
music. The critics writing for these outlets were viewed as opinion-leaders and 
tastemakers, or “cultural intermediaries” as Bourdieu (1993) terms them, holding 
considerable economic, sociological, and cultural sway in a thriving industry worth 
billions of dollars. Sales of the big four weekly music papers (NME, Melody Maker, 
Sounds, Record Mirror) decreased during the 1980s and 1990s amid the rise of the 
men’s magazine market, the diffusion of music coverage into newspapers, and the 
advent of more specialist music and lifestyle titles (Q, VOX, Select, The Face, Mojo, 
Uncut, Mixmag, Kerrang!, The Wire, Muzik and so on). These days only NME is left, 
the last of the remaining “big four”, Melody Maker having finally ceased publication in 
2000 a few years after its 75th anniversary.4 By June 2015, NME was down to sales of 
13,995 per week, the lowest in its 63-year history, with a decline of 23 per cent year-on-
year as focus shifted to its website and corporate sponsorships (Plunkett, 2015).5 That 
                                                 
4 And four years after I was turned down for the Editor’s job. 
5 The same Guardian article paints a gloomy picture for the U.K. music press. Bauer Media’s flagship 
rock title Kerrang!, is down 13.7% to 30,300, and Metal Hammer is down 11.3% to a combined sale of 
24,552 (including 1,373 digital). Q Magazine has fallen 5% year on year to a combined 50,161 (2,383 
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shift in the balance of power from print to web 2.0 environments had been happening 
across music publications for years now. U.S. magazine SPIN ceased publication of its 
print version in 2012. The readerships of both NME and Rolling Stone have been 
outstripped by their websites, and these in turn have been overtaken in terms of 
influence by the U.S. website Pitchfork and music coverage on the website of U.K. 
newspaper The Guardian.  
As I started to investigate the changing role of popular music critics I became aware 
(indeed was already aware) that new forms of music criticism were being created for the 
emerging climate. The most visible of these is ‘citizen criticism’ (user-generated content 
and reviews) which has led to the creation of music blogs, fan-driven websites, and 
various other forms of criticism on the Internet. These have had a direct impact upon the 
role of the popular music critic because this complex network of online communities 
serves as a fertile breeding ground for new forms of music criticism. These new forms 
are considered in chapter five, in which I also examine the nature of the discussion 
around music criticism taking place on Collapse Board, discussion that seeks to 
embrace the web 2.0 environments within which it appears. 
Metacritical Analysis 
We are in need of inquiry into the epistemology of practice. What is the kind of knowing 
in which competent practitioners engage? How is professional knowing like and unlike 
the kinds of knowing in academic textbooks, scientific papers and journals? In what 
sense, if any, is there intellectual rigor in professional practice?” (Schön, 1983, p. vii) 
As Raval explains: when critics “engage in philosophical analysis of the problems of 
criticism and critical theory” (1981, p. 239) then they are conducting a metacriticism. 
This thesis is an overview of popular music criticism with the aim of understanding and 
theorising the changing role of popular music critics in web 2.0 environments, and thus 
takes the form of a metacriticism. In doing so I have undertaken a structured 
examination of my own work as a music critic and thereby describe, question, and 
analyse the field of popular music criticism with a specific focus on contextual changes 
in the media environment. Academic research about popular music criticism in web 2.0 
environments is still in its formative stages. Therefore, rather than being driven by an 
hypothesis, this thesis approaches the problem inductively, reflectively, and 
                                                 
digital). The Guardian writes: “NME’s sales fall is the latest in a long-term decline for the title which saw 
its weekly circulation fall below 20,000 for the first time in the second half of 2013 […] now [it] has just 
half the sales of its now defunct sister title, Melody Maker, when it was closed in 2000.” 
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instinctively. I began the research process by collecting data about patterns of critical 
discourse on music around influential social media and used that data to generate further 
leads. In that respect my research is inductive and influenced by grounded theory 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Charmaz, 2000). Similarly, my approach as a “reflective 
practitioner” (Schön) is a method of discovery that has no specific starting point. In 
developing insights from reflecting on my own experience I have aimed to  
surface and criticise the tacit understandings that have grown up around the repetitive 
experiences of a specialised practice, and can make new sense of the situations of 
uncertainty on uniqueness which [I] may allow [myself] to experience (Schön, 1983, p. 
61) 
I have also drawn upon the methods of participant observation: that is, I have combined 
subjective and objective forms of experiences. As Taylor & Bogdan state, “Participant 
observers enter the field with the hope of establishing open relationships with 
informants” (1998, p. 45).  
It is not in the nature of critics to unquestioningly accept established values. Indeed, 
many academics argue that one of the primary functions of criticism is to bring 
commonsense beliefs and tropes into the spotlight for inspection. Right from my start in 
the early 1980s as a fanzine writer set up in partial opposition to the dominant U.K. 
music press I have questioned the reasons why music criticism takes the forms it does.6 
In many respects, then, this thesis is a scholarly extension of what I have always done 
professionally: a critical analysis of the critical discourse that surrounds me. By its very 
nature, critical discourse makes certain assumptions and takes certain forms. The role of 
metacriticism, then, is to question these assumptions and forms, how they are being 
used, and to develop “fuller and finer responses to [literature] and criticism” (Raval, 
1981, p. 241). Henderson & Brown define metacriticism as a “criticism of criticism, the 
goal of which is to scrutinize systematically the terminology, logic, and structure that 
undergird critical and theoretical discourse in general or any particular mode of such 
discourse” (1997).  
I am careful to distinguish between the concepts of criticism and opinion, and the fact 
that the language of music criticism depends upon, as Frith puts it, “the confusion of the 
subjective and objective” (1996a, p. 67). Hence, much of this metacriticism is 
concerned with trying to separate and define these. In respect of my own career, I argue 
                                                 
6 For example, I would refuse to run interviews within my own self-published magazine in the 1980s, 
aware that to do so I would be simply copying—and not very ably—my more experienced peers in the 
music press. I focused on the effect music had upon my own identity as a fan instead. 
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that, contrary to the expectation that “writing about music is writing first” (see, for 
example, Christgau, 2005), I was able to establish myself as a professional in the field 
first through my enthusiasm for music and my ability to spot in vogue bands ahead of 
the pack. Writing came second.  
I ground much of my metacriticism in the various ways that popular music critics 
assume authority. In particular, I explore in depth the notion of authenticity that is 
central to much of the ideology of rock criticism (and indeed to the performance of 
Everett True). Rock music was originally defined in relation to its inauthentic 
counterpart: pop music. Most of chapter four is given over to investigation of that 
schism. I am also concerned with various definitions of popular music, rock music, 
popular music criticism, rock criticism, music journalism and so forth. It strikes me as 
anomalous that although many commentators are arguing that the day of the popular 
music critic is over, very few of them are agreed upon what is meant by the phrase 
‘popular music critic’. I develop this definitional aspect as a theme because it is crucial 
to determining various strategies for popular music criticism in web 2.0 environments.  
There are many different functions a popular music critic can fulfil. Some of them are 
taken for granted. Some have yet to be explored. I consider it the role of this 
metacriticism to challenge in a rigorous fashion several of the more common 
assumptions and theorise future directions. To that end I conducted interviews with 
thirty music critics and used their responses to help ground and triangulate my 
observations and suggestions. This is a convenience sampling. All of the interviews 
were conducted via email, and all respondents were sent the same questions and given 
the chance to question my queries, as befits a metacriticism approach. Some did, 
notably Frances Morgan of The Wire, as to be expected of the Deputy Editor of such an 
exacting and inquisitive journal; and some engaged in further dialogue around the 
subject, particularly Mark Sinker and Simon Reynolds, to my great benefit.  
The interviews were open and based on the following questions: 
 What is the role of the music critic?  
 In what way are power relations around tastemaker critics changing from 
print to web 2.0 environments? Were these power relations around 
tastemaker criticism already changing before the advent of web 2.0 
environments?  
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 How is taste formed in web 2.0 environments? How is taste formed in the 
print media? How would you identify the crucial differences, if at all?  
 Can one critic still wield the same power as they did during the heyday of 
the U.K. and U.S. music press? 
 Who are the gatekeepers in web 2.0 environments?  
 Do you read music criticism in print publications anymore? If not, where do 
you go for critical opinion?  
 How do people engage with music criticism?  
 What differentiates opinion from criticism?  
 Does music criticism have economic and/or entertainment and/or 
sociological value?  
 Is it possible to become influential as a music critic via web 2.0 
environments?7 
Performing as the critic Everett True I often reflectively focus upon my own 
experiences in an attempt to reach a deeper understanding of my subject. I am 
subjective in my opinions about music but objective in my observations.  
As I have stated elsewhere,  
My primary motivation for writing about music is to make sense of my own life, and so 
[…] I use a form of writing that is part-memoir, part-archive, and part-music journalism. I 
insert myself into the story where I feel it is appropriate to do so, to help to illuminate a 
particular anecdote. I feel that to do otherwise would be “inauthentic” or dishonest, 
particularly when the story involves events with which I have firsthand experience. I 
acknowledge that by doing so I am relying upon anecdotal evidence—my own memories 
shared with others—but I am also aware that all biographies ultimately rely upon such 
evidence, whether experienced firsthand or collated at a later point. I undertake this [...] 
approach because I believe it allows me to use my own personal narrative to give a deeper 
and broader insight into the wider narrative of the band whose story I am telling. 
(Thackray, 2015, p. 195) 
                                                 
7 Please note that these questions were sent out while the second half of the title of this project was ‘the 
changing role of the tastemaker music critic in web 2.0 environments’. Space does not allow more than a 
sampling of these responses within this thesis, although I have attempted to collate them all together in 
the appendix that follows the main body of text. 
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There are multiple voices and readings of music criticism, which in turn depend on the 
positioning of the person telling that history. My acceptance of that tenet is how I 
attained a degree of notoriety as a music critic pursuing his own version of the New 
Journalism (Wolfe, 1973). As an adherent of the New Journalism, I need to feel a 
personal connection. It is crucial to me.  
It is also why the interviews are a crucial part of grounding the research. As a 
professional critic, I have a vested interest in the research findings and so I have been as 
assiduous as I can be in making explicit to the interview participants what my research 
involves, and sending a summary of some of the expected benefits of the research along 
with the questions to my interviewees:  
The aim of this project is to try and define the role of the music critic in web 2.0. This 
information will help critics themselves to understand the parameters of their job, and 
also further an understanding of the music that they are writing about. The resulting 
research is expected to be published in journals, online and in book form, so it can readily 
be assimilated. (Letter to interviewees, 2009) 
I am well situated to ask the question in these ways. Very few other academics have the 
length and depth of my experience within popular music criticism. I have provided a 
historical framework for further contextualisation and to aid insight into the reasons 
why popular music criticism takes on its differing forms and functions. This framework 
is necessary because without an understanding of how popular music criticism came 
into being it is not possible to understand its function in the present day.  
Theories of Taste Formation 
The image that the music critic creates within their own world is an illustration of Pierre 
Bourdieu’s theories of cultural production. Bourdieu argues that it is not possible to 
analyse society through class structures and ideologies alone, and that other factors (for 
example, cultural and educational) have effects. It is not credible to argue that in the 
field of popular music and rock music (in particular) that the only factors influencing 
the listener are whether they ‘like’ a song or not. Their social status, their cultural 
background, their circles of friends, their aesthetic values; all of these are factors when 
it comes to determining a ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ of popular music, especially as much of that 
popular music is specifically designed to appeal to one or more of these factors. It is 
eminently realistic to argue, then, that the primary function of music criticism is not to 
determine whether a song is ‘good’ or bad’ but to communicate the effect it has upon its 
audience through description or theorisation. The reason so much criticism does focus 
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upon a song (or band)’s relative aesthetic value partly lies in another Bourdieuian 
proposition: that taste serves social distinction, a means by which a social group holds 
power, as expressed in the idea of a ‘legitimate’ culture. This proposition is commonly 
viewed as central to the ideology of criticism. Indeed, it is rare for an academic study 
involving popular music criticism not to draw upon Bourdieusian theories in some 
respect. If it is true that taste does serve social distinction then of course it matters, both 
to the audience and to the critic who is helping define the audience, whether one band is 
viewed as more ‘authentic’ than the next. Bourdieu’s conceptualisation of ‘cultural 
capital’ as outlined in Distinction (1984) has therefore had a powerful influence in 
shaping the approach that pervades academic writing around popular music, especially 
in the work of cultural theorists such as Dick Hebdige, Simon Frith and Sarah Thornton. 
As Prior states:  
[I]n many ways, Bourdieu has set the agenda for post-Marxist investigations of socio-
musical practices as they play out relationally. His concepts of cultural capital, field and 
habitus in particular, have been central to the formation of a critical paradigm in music 
sociology that demonstrates how the social penetrates, produces or contextualizes music. 
(2015, p. 349) 
Cultural capital serves to explain the way an individual can attain a status in society 
similar to financial capital, inasmuch as it can increase that individual’s standing and 
serve to set them apart from other individuals. Significantly, for rock and popular music 
culture, cultural capital is not accumulated through wealth or possessions but through 
symbolic capital, the aesthetic choices individuals make—for example, the music they 
listen to, the clothes they choose to wear, the magazines they read. 
Cultural capital is conferred according to symbolic associations with institutions such as 
education, finance, media, and so forth. So, for example, a music critic writing for the 
NME during the late 1970s or Pitchfork during the late 2000s would be viewed as 
possessing an abundance of cultural capital or, in the vernacular of rock criticism, 
‘cool’, depending on the status of the music being written about and the audience 
reading the criticism. This assigning of cultural capital as ‘cool’, ‘cred’ (credibility), or 
other associated descriptors helps to determine the value of participants in the field of 
music criticism, including the critic, the audience, musicians, and so forth. 
Bourdieu proposes that popular taste is aligned with the function of cultural objects but 
it is bound to social, economic, and educational standing. Hence issues of taste are 
largely contingent upon social status. Popular music criticism, however, is often more 
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concerned with the effect music has on its audience (what Bourdieu refers to as the 
function of the object) than textural analysis of the music itself (the form of the object). 
Taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 6). The image that 
music critics create within their own worlds to determine their audience also determines 
their own identity as music critics. Popular music critics are imbued with differing 
amounts of cultural capital, or subcultural capital, that, as Thornton (1995) argues, does 
not have to be attained through any formal educational or social process but via 
placement within a certain grouping or subculture, specifically the types within which 
much music journalism takes place. The specialist knowledge that goes to make up 
much of what Blazevic calls “subcultural capital” is most commonly not taught but 
comes from immersion, from being a part of the subculture itself:  
Individuals’ subcultural capital, or ‘hipness’, is measured both in its objectified and 
embodied form. Objectified forms of subcultural capital include, for example, possession 
of fashionable clothes or revered musical recordings that are valued by the community. 
Embodied forms of subcultural capital pertain to the manner in which knowledge and 
group membership is employed socially. (Blazevic, 2013, p. 24) 
Subcultural capital is not fixed. It is dependent on the role the critic plays at their 
publication, their standing within the industry, and the relevance they have to their 
audience. This capital is mutable, being highly dependent on trends and fashion. Critics 
who are perceived to hold high levels of subcultural capital are often targeted by record 
companies and PR people with offers of (for example) free drinks, exclusive promo 
items, and even flights abroad whereas critics with low levels of subcultural capital are 
ignored.  
Specialist music titles and websites serve as locators for subcultural communities, a 
phenomenon I have observed first-hand as a professional editor and publisher of music 
titles. When I started up my own magazine in 2001, Careless Talk Costs Lives, I noticed 
that, through our fledgling online message board and regular subscriber base, we had 
created our own audience, one that had not previously existed. That knowledge fed 
directly into my decision to continue publishing a self-financed magazine with the 
advent of Plan B Magazine. The same phenomenon could be observed, more keenly 
when I was working within the established British music press: 
The [British and American music press] titles work to relocate the readership as a 
`community’ (linked through a shared aesthetic) around which disparate strands of 
readers aggregate. The magazines, then, construct their readership not just as a 
community, but also as a market—thereby serving both a social function for their 
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readership and an economic function for publishers, advertisers and hardware 
manufacturer alike. (Forde, 2001b, p. 301) 
When I wrote for Melody Maker in the 1990s my subcultural capital was high, not only 
because I was a leading tastemaker critic but also because I was in a senior editorial 
position. I was able to, and frequently did, pick up a telephone any hour of the day and 
instruct favoured press agents to fly me to America or Europe.8 On one notable occasion 
I answered a call from the PR for psychedelic Welsh band Gorky’s Zygotic Mynci and 
was told they had just been signed to a major label and he could fly me anywhere in the 
world in return for a front cover.9 Without missing a beat, I replied, “they have Gorky in 
their name… so let’s go to Gorky Park”. And we did. There was no connection, beyond 
the word ‘Gorky’. I recite this story now, not to brag about the amount of power I once 
held, but as an example of the regard in which tastemaker critics were, and still are, held 
by the industry. In 2015 when my role as a music critic is very different, the industry 
mostly ignores me. As a blogger mainly focusing on unknown bands perceived to hold 
little to no commercial worth, I hold little financial value for the industry. What use is 
there for a semi-professional critic who avows the integrity and reach of a ‘new’ 
underground DIY sound when hundreds of thousands of citizen critics are (rightly) 
teeming with admiration for the latest Beyoncé video? Taking Bourdieu’s position one 
can argue that the critic still has an important function to fulfil, the recognition and 
classification of ‘legitimate’ culture, but if their views are so out-of-step with 
consensual thinking then how is it possible to monetise their function? Before 
answering this, I need to define what I mean by the term ‘legitimate’. 
Legitimacy  
Consider the following passage from Frith:  
Not to say Charles Dickens was better than Barbara Cartland (which I believe) seemed to 
me to be not only dishonest and/or condescending to one’s students, but also to evade an 
important analytic problem, how judgment works in all cultural spheres. (1996b, pp. 8-9)  
Frith feels he is correct in his own personal judgment, that the work of one author is (to 
him) superior to another, but he is confused as to how he can justify that ruling. By 
stating aloud his preferences he lays himself open to charges of bringing personal bias 
into the classroom: “‘better’ for whom or for what?” as one of his colleagues challenges 
                                                 
8 One independent PR company referred to themselves as ‘Everett True’s travel agents’ in recognition of 
the role they played in my pursuit of new music and travel destinations. 
9 Looking at this anecdote now, it reads like payola. I guess so, but the fact of the matter was the band 
was in line for a MM front cover anyway. The trip abroad was the icing on the cake. 
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(1996b, p. 9). It is only following a protracted discussion that Frith realises the question 
is not about whether Dickens or Cartland is ‘better’ but who is being afforded the 
authority to make that judgment. In popular culture, Firth contends, “no one needs to be 
licensed by study or qualification to speak ‘authoritatively’” (p. 9). Bourdieu argues that 
only individuals who have the necessary cultural experience can extract the full amount 
of pleasure to be had from various cultural texts—they are immersed in the culture, to 
use the language of this study—and this is what helps them accrue cultural capital. 
Their immersion lends the individual legitimacy that in turns qualifies the individual to 
speak with ‘authority’—for example, rock critics for whom writing is not so a means of 
assessing music but living, as Lester Bangs termed it (see, for example, DeRogatis, 
2000).  
Legitimate taste, according to Bourdieu, is determined by “aesthetic dispositions”. 
These aesthetic dispositions value the form of a cultural object over its function and in 
general value the sensations of distance from the facile, the easily obtained pleasure, the 
superficial (Bourdieu, 1984, pp. 32-34). Illegitimate taste, on the other hand, is 
determined by the popular aesthetic that upholds “the continuity of art and life” (p. 
xxvii) and believes in participatory culture. And so a hierarchy develops, one that values 
highbrow culture (classical music, ballet, opera) above lowbrow culture (rock music, 
television, break dancing, computer games). 
Frith argues that this distinction does not necessarily need to be confined to ideas of 
‘high’ and ‘low’ culture, nor does it need to be so formal or rigid. He argues that a 
“similar use of accumulated knowledge and discriminatory skill is apparent in low 
cultural forms, and has the same hierarchal effect” (1996b, p. 9). That display (or 
performance) of accumulated knowledge is much more informal within the 
surroundings of a social networking website such as Facebook, for example, where the 
emphasis is often more on debunking popular opinion than reinforcing it. Frith argues 
that for most rock critics, the issue is not “so much representing music to the public […] 
as creating a knowing community, orchestrating a collusion between selected musicians 
and an equally select part of the public—select in its superiority to the ordinary, 
undiscriminating pop consumer” (1996b, p. 67). In other words, music critics 
rhetorically constitute an audience that assumes its meanings, and that audience 
assimilates those meanings as an interpretative frame.  
Frith acknowledges Bourdieu’s conceptualisation of cultural capital in Distinction, but 
argues that his creation of a taste hierarchy in terms of ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture can just 
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as easily be applied to separate taste in ‘low’ culture (rock music). Low culture 
(commercial television, popular sports, rock music) generates its own cultural capital. In 
popular music criticism the musicological analysis of a piece of music is not required, 
as it often is in criticism of ‘higher’ musical forms, such as classical music. Popular 
music is most often analysed from a sociological perspective. As Frith explains, 
“critical musical judgments … are almost always entangled with social explanations of 
why the music is good or bad, and much of our day-to-day argument about music is 
conducted in just this way: aesthetic judgments are tangled up with ethical judgments” 
(1996b, p. 70). The emphasis is not on an explanation of how the music is ‘good’ or 
‘bad’ but rather on a justification of why the critic chose to use those labels in the first 
place. Forde places a relational frame around that concept:  
There is direct cultural empathy between the writer and his/her readers which directly 
informs not only what they write about, but also the frameworks within and conditions 
under which it should be understood, evaluated and appreciated. (Forde, 2001b, p. 30) 
The above quote corroborates the observation from Bourdieu that Parisian Left Bank 
arts critics in the 1960s were typical readers of their own titles (1993, p. 96) and so any 
critiques not only are representative of the culture they come from but help determine 
the culture. Further, within the critiques given, the critics themselves will be looking to 
work out their own identities. Frith felt uneasy admitting to a fondness for the (critically 
derided but popular) author Barbara Cartland and one is left to wonder whether the 
writer would have felt the same way had he liked her. Similarly, in pre-web 2.0 
environments, it was a rare music critic that would seek to define themselves in public 
through a professed love for chart acts such as One Direction and Taylor Swift, not least 
because such a stance would alienate sizeable sections of their readership in the ‘rock 
fan’. If this is no longer the case (as seems apparent in web 2.0 environments) then this 
indicates the dialogue and culture surrounding popular music has shifted dramatically. 
No one has ever completely extracted all the implications of the fact that the writer, the 
artist, or even the scientist writes not only for a public, but for a public of equals who are 
also competitors. Few people depend as much as artists and intellectuals do for their self-
image upon the image others, and particularly other writers and artists, have of them. 
(Bourdieu, 1993, p. 116) 
A straightforward translation of Bourdieu here would indicate that popular music critics 
not only define their audience and are defined by them but are also mainly reliant upon 
those definitions for their own status and value. The fact that audience is often 
imaginary, or at least imagined, is irrelevant. Perhaps that is one of the reasons critics 
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argue so vigorously against the rise of ‘citizen criticism’ (user-generated content): not 
only is the rise of a generation of unpaid-for writing a threat to their livelihood but it 
also constitutes a challenge to their identities. The abundance and easy availability of 
citizen criticism also determines that the new cultures (as shaped by citizen criticism) 
will be more democratic and less elitist than previous models.  
The democratisation of music criticism 
Regardless of how much one could argue that changes in media forms make changes in 
aesthetics inevitable, it is also the case that, as Frith notes, popular criticism constitutes 
audience, shaping identity and values. Hence, popular music criticism does its best 
ideological work when it challenges popular notions rather than accepting or implicitly 
reaffirming them. (Sloop, 1999, p. 64) 
The meaning of popular music is unquestionably mutable, being dependent upon 
societal, cultural and sociological norms. When academics refer to popular music 
criticism in 2015 they most commonly refer to a style of discourse that has already 
moved some considerable distance from the rock criticism that was first propagated by 
Christgau et al in the 1960s. As Goolrick comments: “[t]he fact that rock criticism exists 
in any form attests to the importance of music to culture. So why then, would music 
journalists be lamenting the death of the rock critic?” (2011, p. 34).10  
Since the democratisation of music criticism that has occurred in web 2.0 environments 
the idea of the music critic acting as opinion-leader or tastemaker has come under 
sustained criticism. ‘How dare these people tell us what to do and what to buy,’ runs a 
common line of thought. ‘They have no qualifications.’ That is true. Anyone can be a 
music critic. The whole point of great music criticism, though, is that it cannot, or 
perhaps more accurately, should not, be assessed in the same way one would athletic 
prowess or rigorous medical training. Fenster is instructive here:  
Does mainstream music criticism and journalism really matter much? [...] If criticism is 
so well-articulated and implicated within the commodification of culture that anyone can 
perform its functions, then maybe we are all, to a certain degree critics. (Fenster, 2002, p. 
89) 
There has been a fundamental change in approaches to writing and discussing music, in 
particular the idea that one form of music can be considered ‘superior’ to another on the 
                                                 
10 This is the first occasion a fellow researcher in the field of popular music criticism has acknowledged 
explicitly the difference in forms between ‘rock criticism’ and ‘music journalism’. I do not think it a 
coincidence this researcher is female, considering rock music’s institutionalised gendered bias. 
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say-so of a few privileged individuals’.11 At one point in time the writing of Everett 
True could help determine the listening and buying habits of audiences numbering in 
the hundreds of thousands (Yarm, 2011). Is this circumstance achievable—or even 
desirable—in more democratised communication environments?  
Popular music is commonly analysed from a sociological perspective coupled with a 
core belief in legitimacy. But the availability of music in the digital age and general 
move towards a more consensual way of evaluating music has sharply affected that 
mode of analysis. In online environments, it is not necessary to describe or ‘hype’ music 
when the reader can simply click on a link and hear it. There again, in the same way that 
listening to music has never been just about the act of hearing, music criticism has never 
been just about straightforward description. Hype in itself can be a hugely enjoyable 
phenomenon. Music criticism is criticism of music and that has never been limited to the 
printed word alone. In a paper analysing the political economy of the music press, with 
emphasis on the idea of criticism serving as a consumer guide, Fenster argues that  
Critical discourse […] enters into our everyday discourse with others, and into our own 
evaluation of music we hear on radio and television, as well as on our own stereos. It is 
hard to imagine hearing a record or seeing a band for the first time without an initial 
response filtered through a history of similar experiences […] The accessibility of 
criticism, then, is inherently democratic—just as democratic, in fact, as popular-music 
making itself. (2002, pp. 89-90)  
Although his paper was written just as web 2.0 environments were starting to emerge, 
Fenster could have been theorising the rise of the blogosphere and its cumulative effect 
on music criticism when he writes lines such as 
My point […] is to note the position of popular-music criticism in the political economy 
of the entertainment industry, and to assert that increasingly, some of the most interesting 
criticism comes about when musicians, fans, and listeners—not mutually exclusive 
groups by any means, nor groups that would exclude a professional critic—formulate and 
communicate their own critical tastes and desires despite the hierarchical structures that 
so often place critics and others with greater economic and cultural capital above them. 
Of course, this formulation and communication require a language that criticism, 
aesthetics, and the capitalist mode of production provide … At stake is the degree to 
                                                 
11 Barthes for example has argued that notions of ‘taste’ should not need to come into criticism: “The true 
‘criticism’ of institutions and languages does not consist in ‘judging’ them, but in perceiving, in 
separating, in dividing,” he writes. “To be subversive the critic does not have to judge, it is enough that he 
talks of language instead of using it” (1987, p. 33). 
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which professional criticism matters in shaping listening experiences and contexts, in 
making sense of the bands who do and do not show up. (2002, p. 90) 
The readership of print and online music writing publications coalesces loosely into a 
community linked by a shared aesthetic: the style of music covered, or the tone of the 
writing, or both. This sense of community is reinforced by a series of updates from the 
critics themselves—not just new content, but ‘new’ in terms of the coverage. Bands are 
praised, and dismissed. Discovered and then discarded. There is a constant sense of 
discovery, and implicit in that sense is the feeling that ‘we’re all in this together’, 
however prickly and autonomous we may feel as individuals. This sense of discovery 
helped shape the readership of the specialist music press. Forde argues that the  
magazines […] construct their readership not just as a community, but also as a market—
thereby serving both a social function for their readership and an economic function for 
publishers, advertisers and hardware manufacturers (whose products are reviewed in 
musicians’ magazines) alike. (2001b, pp. 30-31) 
Forde is talking about the U.K. music press of the 1990s. That model held sway right up 
to the advent of the Internet and continues to be the model for many online magazines. 
However, the democratisation of music criticism that has occurred with the rise of the 
blogosphere and file sharing has thrown that model into disarray. Now music titles from 
Pitchfork (male-gendered indie), Rolling Stone (male-gendered rock), and NME (male-
gendered indie) onwards specialise instead of discover. Often the result of that is 
instead of helping their audience relocate their taste on a regular basis (in traditional 
taste formation, this regularity was marked by the publication date of the periodical) 
music titles are now helping to reinforce their audience’s taste on a regular basis. 
Hanrahan theorises that  
the erosion of cultural expertise made possible by the new technologies is democratic in 
at least one sense, in that there is broader participation in making and evaluating culture. 
If democracy were as easily quantified as CD sales or the number of hits to a website, 
perhaps the argument could be left there. But it is not just participation but also the terms 
of participation that must be considered. If greater participation in culture through digital 
technologies and the network structures in which they are embedded favors the market, 
discourages artistic innovation, or is bought at the expense of critical reflection on art, on 
what grounds can that be considered democratic? If, on the other hand, democracy means 
the expansion of opportunities for deliberation, for publicness, or for genuine diversity, 
the current situation falls short. (2013, p. 83) 
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Hanrahan is referring here to the democratisation of music criticism. It is a phenomenon 
that many commentators have welcomed, pointing out that it represents an idealised 
state for music criticism previously unattainable because of the nature of media 
production. Does this democratisation advance the possibility for diversification and 
discovery, or does it help resist forward movement by culture? The question is not as 
straightforward as it might seem. Drawing on Bourdieusian theories it is credible to 
argue that this democratisation is offering resistance to forward cultural movement. As 
Harries and Wahl-Jorgensen point out, however, it takes a brave critic to stand up and 
argue against democratisation:  
The discourses of arts journalists about ‘low culture’ forms of specialist reporting reveal 
their pollution fears, suggesting that their professional identities as mediators of high 
culture are threatened by the invasion of the popular. (2007, p. 629) 
The problem here is that what could be beneficial for the field of music criticism as a 
whole is not necessarily beneficial for individual music critics, especially previously 
established writers who prided themselves on their points of difference with their 
audience and the fact they were ahead of the ‘discovery curve’ of new music. As 
Hanrahan observes: 
where one of the functions of criticism used to be introducing people to new music or 
discovering something fabulous and bringing it to light, critics now tend to be behind 
the popularity curve. That heretofore almost mystical quality of ‘buzz’ has become an 
algorithmic function, something that can be verified, and if they’re going to retain any 
claim to being hip – not to mention relevant or credible – critics have to be on top of the 
latest trends. (2013, p. 79) 
Taste still serves social distinction, but access to significant cultural objects has greatly 
shifted.  
Definition as theme 
A good critic is authoritative; passionate; surprising; open minded; entertaining; 
interesting; well-informed; committed; original; free thinking; independent. A bad critic 
is uncaring; uncommitted; predictable; ignorant; negative; a show off; too fashion 
conscious; unoriginal; clichéd; too susceptible to hype. (Adjectives taken from an 
unpublished survey of record buyers’ use of record reviews that I carried out in 2006). 
(Frith, 2009, p. 280) 
Investigation of the many definitions of music criticism is a central theme in this 
enquiry. Identifying the many roles of music criticism more generally is necessary for 
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understanding how these roles have changed. There is a cultural hierarchy involved in 
the field of criticism, a pecking order of seriousness and intent that helps confer 
different kinds of authority upon individual critics. Generally, the more ‘serious,’ 
highbrow, and specialised the art they critique is perceived as being, the more so is the 
critic.  
The differentiation between the ‘high’ arts (classical music, ballet, theatre, opera, fine 
arts) and the ‘low’ and typically more popular arts (pop music, rock music, television, 
commercially-orientated film) has arguably been made along class lines: the highbrow 
belongs to the upper-middle class and the lowbrow belongs to the mass populace, the 
workers (see Bourdieu, 1984). The disdain that many of the critics of elite art feel 
towards their less cultured and less educated brethren who operate as popular music 
critics is apparent (and vice versa). As Johnson notes, “these [music] critics are accused 
of being more public relations people for the music business than they are academics” 
(2013, p. 10). I am not proposing that it is correct or desirable for music criticism to be 
viewed as an extension of academia, but I believe it neither correct nor desirable that 
popular music critics should be charged with being an appendage of the PR industry 
either. I believe that both interpretations of the role of the music critic serve to devalue 
music criticism in general.  
One result of this disregard for music criticism within the academy is that, until the last 
two decades, music criticism was not viewed as an appropriate field for research (see, 
for example, Atton, 1998; Forde, 2001a; Goolrick, 2011). As Forde notes: “The role and 
function of popular music journalism has been much overlooked in both media studies 
and popular music studies and its rise, since the late 1960s, as a cultural and journalistic 
form has been traced by academics only elliptically” (2001a, p. 23). Another result is 
confusion over the terminology used to describe the practice. This has led to the phrases 
‘music criticism’ and ‘music journalism’ being used interchangeably within academic 
circles and by music critics themselves (see Hearsum, 2013). Powers (2008), in an 
otherwise excellent thesis on the origins of popular music criticism, is guilty of this. 
Rock journalism (and rock criticism) is taken as a synonym for music journalism (and 
music criticism) (pp. 30-31), and popular music is defined as a “tributary” of rock music 
(p. 32), which has the unfortunate effect of sounding gender- and race-dismissive: 
popular music draws upon many different forms of music, not just the predominately 
white male form of rock.  
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Stabilising a working definition for such a fluid and rapidly changing form as popular 
music criticism is difficult. For the purposes of this study I draw a distinction between 
the two terms ‘music criticism’ and ‘music journalism’ and do not conflate the role of 
‘popular music critic’ with that of ‘rock critic’. This is more difficult than it might 
appear, as nearly the entire academic field around music criticism is built around that 
conflation. Put simply, as Michelsen (2015, p.215) observes, music criticism is a subset 
of music journalism, and hence rock criticism is a subset of music criticism. Criticism, 
by its very nature, involves opinion and commentary. Journalism trades in the currency 
of facts. To confuse the two is to misunderstand the role and purpose of popular music 
criticism. Such confusion does not occur with the ‘higher’ forms of criticism such as 
classical music criticism or ballet criticism. References to classical music journalists 
are, for example, rare. Brennan (2005) sums up the distinction: “Music journalism’s 
textual feature is less about truth than it is about trust” (p.12). In other words, it is not as 
necessary for the reader to believe that critical opinion is based on hard fact or some 
form of ‘objective’ value system as it is for the reader to trust the critic voicing the 
opinion.  
While that may also be the case with television newsreaders and presenters, there is an 
implicit understanding that any opinions being voiced are based in current facts, 
however tenuous that connection may be. In contrast, there is no requirement for 
popular music critics to have formal training in truth-seeking, aesthetics, or anything 
else. Indeed colleagues often view critics who do possess academic qualifications with 
suspicion as if that would negatively distort their perspective upon music. Mostly, the 
requirements for being a popular music critic come down to having a love for music and 
an ability to express and argue that love, and being able to place it within a wider 
context while simultaneously being “fair” and “objective” (the supposed tenets of 
journalism), a secondary trait that is inherently contradictory to the first. Upon such 
contradictions is the field of popular music criticism built.  
As Atton (2009) explains, to consider music criticism, or even music journalism, part of 
a broader field of journalism is misleading. Music criticism as a field has its own rules 
and sets of beliefs: indeed, it is problematic proposing even a single field for so diverse 
have varying approaches become over the past decades. Popular music criticism can 
take on many forms, but what we are most concerned with here is when it takes on a 
form of gatekeeping—taste making, the critic as opinion-leader—wherein the critic 
takes on the role of mediator and agenda setter, deciding not only what is discussed and 
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when, but also how much value to place upon it. Bruns argues that “for a long time, 
gatekeeping has provided a dominant paradigm for journalistic news gathering and 
news publishing in the mass media” (2003, p. 31). And while the same applies to music 
criticism, it is a different form of gatekeeping based upon a series of subjectively 
motivated judgments.  
Although the role of the music critic is sometimes thought of as autonomous (Hirsch, 
1972, p. 694), the role is semi-autonomous at best. This is demonstrated by the 
interdependence between the fields of music criticism and the music industry as, for 
example, with the provision of free concert tickets or CDs to music critics, or direct 
access to the musicians themselves. This confusion of independence and 
interdependence has direct relevance to this study, particularly when it comes to 
analysis of the varying forms music criticism takes on the web. I quote at length from 
Valcanis’ online discussion of this interdependence. It summarises many of the varying 
points to be made, particularly around the intersection of amateur and professional 
critics that occurs with the interfusion of the music industry:  
The labels offer the interviews, the advance copies, the free concert tickets to writers they 
believe carry this authenticity or popularity and are able to act as “cultural interlocutors.” 
“Amateur” music critics that garner a significant amount of traffic or attention do not tend 
to stay “amateur” for long. Labels on the prowl for more avenues to publicize their 
content will seek to co-opt these writers or journalists into their cultural production 
“sphere” or circuit. Whether the writer publishes his own blog or is employed by 
conglomerates such as News Limited or Fairfax Media, the task that falls on the writer to 
“explore meaning” in pop music is granted by the fact labels allow the writer to test these 
boundaries through controlling who gains access to these artists and who does not. 
There is no question there are shills, “hacks” and other fan-writers who write nothing but 
borderline hagiography when afforded an opportunity to meet or talk to their favourite 
artist. Others pride themselves on acting as “haters,” harshly critiquing almost everything 
that they hear. Despite either method (or even striking a moderate balance of coverage) 
that guarantees the initial access, once inside the label-content circuit, one’s inclusion is 
not assured indefinitely. If new, more popular writers emerge and the writer in question 
does not deliver a return on investment (writing negative copy in a publication with 
declining readership, for example) they eventually are excluded from the circuit. At this 
juncture, it becomes apparent who is granted “privileged interlocutorship.” 
It would be naïve to assume that the most popular music writers are considered the “best” 
writers; it’s essentially a subjective position. In the view of the music industry, these 
critics and writers are given more access for the greatest return on investment. Even 
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though music is stolen with more haste than it is bought, the intrinsic task of the 
privileged music critic is the same; to promote records through the discussion of it in 
mass media publications. But do we need them? 
To answer simply, the co-opted critic may not be as insightful, incisive or knowledgeable 
about their chosen critic [sic] as one who is not. The “special licence” is conferred upon 
writer from without, by the source of the content being written about; not inversely as it 
did in the post-1968 moment until around 1986 and new media trends and transmission 
methods were integrated into our media culture. A critic that actively resists co-option 
may enjoy heightened authenticity through maintaining a critical distance from the 
industry cultural production circuit, much like those in the underground zine culture of 
the 70s and 80s. By rejecting the compromising “lures” of privileged interlocutorship 
may work in their favour in terms of shaping the musical zeitgeist in certain subcultures 
(such as punk and hardcore music for example.) This sounds like a romanticized 
authenticity rooted in the do-it-yourself punk philosophy, but ultimately the writer with 
the “all access pass” carries more authenticity as a music critic and journalist than the 
writer without one. (Valcanis, 2011) 
Music criticism takes many different forms. The form under investigation here is 
specifically that of the popular tastemaker critic. It is an approach that seeks to influence 
the audience’s listening habits: inter alia, the music critic as opinion-leader. Writers 
favouring such an approach seek to further understanding of music by creating a 
discourse around it that does not look to merely furnish the reader with historical ‘fact’ 
or detail but provides a context that is simultaneously aesthetic, reflective, personal, and 
revealing (Forde, 2001b). Such writers often view music from a sociological angle (that 
is, they are more concerned with the effect music has on its audience than with 
musicological analysis) and do not necessarily concern themselves with facts (see Frith, 
1996b), although a certain element of consistency is necessary to help build a bond of 
trust with their readership. Tastemaker music critics in the mould of Lester Bangs are 
fully conversant with, and complicit in, the role they play in the myth-making process 
of rock’n’roll (see, for example, Frith, 1983a; DeRogatis, 2000).  
For the purposes of this study, I refer to the sociological approach described above as 
music criticism. It is a subset of music journalism 
… music criticism can be seen as a subset of a broader tradition of music journalism. 
Music journalism includes all journalistic genres concerned with music, be they “non-
critical” genres such as celebrity gossip sheets and news reports, or “critical genres” such 
as reviews, in-depth interviews or serious articles and essays (that is, genres that have 
argumentative or interpretative intentions but are not strictly speaking academic). […] 
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The field of music criticism has in addition exchanged ideas with other fields of cultural 
practice. For example, rock critics such as Robert Christgau were involved in the “New 
Journalism,” a form of literary, non-fiction writing as exemplified in the work of Tom 
Wolfe and Hunter S. Thompson. (Michelsen, 2015, p.215) 
Simon Reynolds theorises such a critic thus:  
The writer, who most likely in person is not terribly impressive or commanding a figure, 
manages to create a kind of charismatic effect through language and through the creation 
of a persona, a sort of super-self [like] fronting a rock band, or... being a rapper. There’s a 
whole range of personae—fabulously hip and in the know and ‘down with the scene’, or 
an authority in terms of knowledge, or a prophet with a messianic line of patter, or the 
gonzo persona who’s a little out of control and brutally honest (Lester Bangs to Everett 
True), or wry, ironic ... . (Reynolds quoted in Hearsum, 2013, p. 113) 
There is another body of work that distinguishes itself in approach from the above by 
not containing personal opinion per se or any form of critique. It includes news stories 
around music or reviews of music that contain little or no opinion but serve more of a 
PR function or straightforward reportage. For the purposes of this study, that approach 
is referred to as music journalism. The two forms of writing about and around popular 
music are not mutually exclusive and often can be found within the same publication. 
By and large, however, music critics do not research their stories or focus upon ‘the 
facts’ as their counterparts in news journalism are expected to. I will only use the 
description ‘music journalism’ when I feel the need to emphasise the breadth of the field 
or where I wish to avoid creating confusion.  
In this age of more inclusive communications environments, in which there is a 
prevailing belief that content should be free (Hoskyns, 2013), the practice of music 
criticism is best defined by its intent rather than whether it commands financial reward. 
If someone calls themselves ‘a critic’, or writes an article that is intended to be viewed 
as some form of criticism, then I too must view that person or article as a critic or as an 
act of criticism. They are attempting to be tastemakers in the new environment. They 
are attempting to affect and influence the way people listen to and engage with music. 
They are engaged in music criticism because their discourse is designed to help make 
different forms of music more or less popular by explaining the effect music has upon 
its audiences.  
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Popular music criticism: a very brief historical overview 
Popular music criticism has its roots in the underground and countercultural press of the 
1960s (see, for example, Powers, 2008). Hence there is a common strand of music 
criticism that has its roots in the guitar-based pop and soul music of the 1960s, free 
expression of the punk rockers of the 1970s, and the post-Nirvana alternative music of 
the 1990s. This form of music criticism is also commonly and confusingly referred to as 
rock criticism. Being rooted in the male-dominated underground and counterculture of 
the 1960s, rock music commonly privileges the male experience and this imbalance has 
helped create a commiserate imbalance in the discourse surrounding it, which in turn 
has helped reinforce imbalances in the music itself (see, for example, Powers, 1995; 
McLeod, 2001; Brooks, 2008; Snapes, 2015; Hopper, 2015).12 For reasons discussed in 
chapter four I argue that it is necessary to understand that rock criticism is not the same 
as popular music criticism, even though it is frequently taken to be so by both 
academics and critics themselves. The first is a subset of the second. However, the 
territory of the music critic is usually self-defined, so their brief can expand far beyond 
either category (into politics or social issues, or other music genres, and so forth). For 
example, the music charts have always been the province of both rock critics and 
popular music critics, and so in 2015, a reviewer on Pitchfork or at The Guardian is just 
as likely to be discussing the new video from Taylor Swift or Beyoncé or Kendrick 
Lamar as an Arcade Fire or Radiohead album, adding genre to the terminological 
confusion. 
Within popular music criticism, the constant blurring of boundaries between consumer 
and producer is a factor: there is a continuous flux between the various roles that people 
assume in music cultures. It is not unusual for a music critic (or journalist) to 
simultaneously be a performing or recording musician and to also take on some kind of 
role within the music industry itself, such as a press agent, band manager, or label 
manager. In the web 2.0 age, those various roles have become more involved, so much 
so that the same person could now be writing a music criticism blog; leaving 
commentary on other blogs and websites; making music available for sale or to listen to 
on user-led websites such as Bandcamp, Facebook, or YouTube; be acting as a band 
manager; or indeed doing all the above (Sandvoss, 2007, p. 25).  
                                                 
12 For example, in the 2010s the sight of a clothed female artist on the cover of Rolling Stone is 
disappointingly rare, and the sight of a female band on the front of the NME almost as uncommon—this 
imbalance does not reflect the relative proportions of females and males playing rock music (see Benson, 
2010; Hatton & Trautner, 2011).  
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That confusion between the manifold functions of the music critic frequently leads to 
charges of “conflict of interest” as it is difficult and arguably undesirable to maintain 
any degree of objectivity, so involved is the music critic in music culture (see Hearsum, 
2013). The boundaries between producers, commentators, and consumers become 
particularly unclear when the culture moves away from the mainstream and into D.I.Y 
territory where money is not a primary motivating factor (see Bennett & Peterson, 2004; 
Atton & Hamilton, 2008). A participant in the music industry writing about their 
experiences is not professing an expertise based in objectivity but is offering 
perspectives that are heavily influenced by participation. Music critics cannot help but 
be influenced by their personal relationships within the music industry.  
With the blurring of boundaries in the field of music criticism that has taken place in the 
last couple of decades, coupled with the advent of more inclusive and responsive 
communications environments, I have sought for alternative ways of defining popular 
music critics. If popular music critics are defined by their ‘authority’ or ‘credibility’, or, 
as Bourdieu (1984) puts it, their “cultural capital”, then I need to examine how such 
concepts are underpinned within web 2.0 environments. Some critics view discussion 
upon social networking sites, notably Facebook and Twitter, as music criticism 
(Weingarten, 2012). Indeed, the call-out form for submissions to De Capo’s much-
heralded Best Music Writing book series (Marcus & Carr, 2009), “[…] as close as rock 
scribes get to the Oscars,” as Village Voice put it (Harvilla, 2010), tries to be as 
inclusive as possible. An entry form for 2012 entries reads: 
The book collects the outstanding music features, essays, reviews, profiles, blog posts, 
short stories, news reporting, Tweets, online commentary and many other forms of 
writing into one handy space that defines the cultural conversation had through music 
today. (Carr & Carroll, 2011) 
In the main however, this study is not focused upon message boards, forums, and 
similar places, unless such discussion is specifically set forth as music criticism 
(Weingarten, 2010). The dialogue that occurs on social networking sites is viewed as 
critiques around music criticism, even though it can have an impact upon popular music 
criticism. For the purposes of this metacriticism, social networking dialogues and 
multilogues are viewed as factors rather than as a singular area of study.13  
                                                 
13 This study is a metacriticism, not a meta-metacriticism.  
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A note on ‘popular music’ 
At varying points during this research project, the phrase ‘popular music’ is used to 
broadly represent rock music and similar genres of music (hip-hop, dance, R&B, and so 
forth) in all their myriad forms; alternative, indie, chart, mainstream, underground, 
rock’n’roll (see, for example, Reynolds, 2005; Bannister, 2006; Weisbard & Experience 
Music Project, 2007). The terminology used to describe music genres is both confused 
and complicated. The phrase ‘popular music’ is also often used interchangeably with the 
phrase ‘pop music’ which, loosely, is often interpreted to signify any music that appeals 
to more than a pre-designated (though indeterminately sized) number of people. Also, 
‘pop music’ is frequently taken as a synonym for mainstream chart music (‘the hits’), 
music designed with a specific audience in mind, one often viewed as teenage, female 
and ‘superficial’.14 McLeod notes the implications of such views as  
… a specific “ideology of rock criticism,” one that—to summarise and simplify—
valorises serious, masculine “authentic” rock and dismisses trivial, feminine 
“prefabricated” pop music. (2001, p. 47) 
For the purposes of this study then, I include in the term ‘popular music’ the styles of 
guitar-based music more commonly known as ‘rock’ music, the genres of which were 
stabilised in the wake of the cultural upheaval caused by the success of bands such as 
The Beatles and The Rolling Stones in the 1960s. However, in 2015, it is possible to 
also refer to similarly textured music as ‘indie’ without too much fear of contradiction. 
Rock music itself can be taken to signify any number of genres: rock’n’roll, the white 
teenage music of the 1950s as championed by Elvis Presley and co-opted from the 
popular black styles of the day, swing and the blues; hard rock, for example heavy 
metal, as practised by Black Sabbath and Soundgarden; Adult Orientated Rock (AOR) 
radio programming; underground experimental music and so on. Rock music has been 
generally established as describing a certain form of music (loud, guitar-based, 
normatively male, sincere, ‘authentic’). The meaning of the phrase ‘pop music’ has not 
been established in the same way.15 Confusingly however, the ideology of rock music 
was defined in relation to its dominant mainstream counterpart, pop music, even though 
as Frith queries, “How could one safely define music in terms of attitude?” (1996b, p. 
83). This had led to considerable uncertainty over what exactly comprises rock music 
                                                 
14 —although this perception has been changing in recent years thanks to the efforts of certain mainstream 
commentators (for example, U.S. writer Ann Powers, The Guardian critic Alex Macpherson and 
Pitchfork editor Jessica Hopper). 
15 —except to be defined ‘inauthentic’ by a generation of rock fans and critics who have no idea what 
either a) authenticity or b) pop music is (see Kramer, 2012). 
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and what comprises pop music. For example, is The Beatles pop music? Is U2? Is Foo 
Fighters? Is Metallica? Even more confusingly, the same misperception has led to the 
phrase ‘rock criticism’ being commonly viewed as interchangeable with the phrase 
‘popular music criticism’ or, more generally, ‘music criticism’, even though the two 
categories of music are also commonly agreed to be different.  
Popular music itself covers a myriad of different musical genres including soul, hip-
hop, R&B, trance, EDM, country, the blues, indie, et cetera. As Frith explains: “the 
popular music world doesn’t fall into neat pop and rock divisions, musically or 
sociologically; it is more logical to treat it as a market unity” (1996b, p. 83).16 During 
this metacriticism then, the term popular music will be taken to refer to any form of 
music that has reached a high level of commercial success. I will try my hardest not to 
conflate the terms, but much of this study naturally includes rock music and rock 
criticism, as rock music was the dominant popular music form during the rise and fall of 
the U.K. and U.S. music press during the height of the print environment, and I am 
particularly interested in this period in relation to the newer forms of popular music 
criticism in web 2.0 environments.  
A definition of ‘citizen criticism’ 
Throughout this research project, I use the phrase music criticism in preference to music 
journalism. Similarly, I have used the phrase citizen criticism in preference to citizen 
journalism, even though the two phrases are often taken to be interchangeable:  
The idea behind citizen journalism is that people without professional journalism training 
can use the tools of modern technology and the global distribution of the Internet to 
create, augment or fact-check media on their own or in collaboration with others [...] One 
of the main concepts behind citizen journalism is that mainstream media reporters and 
producers are not the exclusive centre of knowledge on a subject—the audience knows 
more collectively than the reporter alone. (Glaser, 2006) 
The term ‘citizen criticism’ is used to help describe and define some of the non-
professional music criticism that has proliferated since the advent of web 2.0 
environments and has been facilitated by the possibility to self-publish online without 
any financial considerations and hence without any real commercial concerns beyond 
that of the monetary value of time involved. I do not use the phrase ‘citizen criticism’ in 
                                                 
16 Perhaps much of this confusion arises from the fact that both The Beatles and the Stones—and a 
multitude of their contemporaries—were used as the basis for definitions of rock music while 
simultaneously and clearly existing as pop bands.  
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the strict sense that Eberly (2000) describes, in which the author uses it to refer to a 
more politicised, literary form of public discourse. Implicit in this is a degree of 
authority that many music fans simply do not possess nor want to possess regardless of 
how knowledgeable they may be about music. Many music fans believe music is there 
to be enjoyed rather than as a means with which to parade their expertise. This, 
presumably, is one of the factors that separates the music fan from the music expert. 
Rather, the term citizen criticism is commonly, but not exclusively, taken to refer to fan-
driven sites in web 2.0 environments (blogs, user-generated reviews, personal websites). 
Their historical analogue would be fanzines: fan-driven, mostly self-produced, print 
magazines often centred on one specific musical form (for example, punk rock, Riot 
Grrrl) (see Spencer, 2005).17 
Chapter breakdown 
Chapter Two is the literature review and situates this project’s contribution to 
knowledge within the existing research domain. An understanding of the ways music 
critics construct authority in print environments is deemed crucial to an understanding 
of the role of the popular music critic, and so this chapter focuses on texts involving 
authority and the illusion of authenticity as they relate to the ideology of rock criticism. 
Various theorised functions for popular music criticism are analysed, in particular the 
notion of the critic serving in a mediating role, as a consumer guide determining what 
their readers should and should not purchase. I examine the fierce, ongoing discussion 
taking place online around the value of music criticism, particularly the problematic 
nature of trying to monetarise critical opinion in an age where a commonly held belief is 
that all content should be provided for free. In web 2.0 environments, where it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to determine between reader and critic and the tools of 
production are available to all, how do critics retain their authority? Key authors and 
researchers are identified, including, for example, academics Simon Frith, Pierre 
Bourdieu, Chris Atton, Devon Powers and Dave Laing, music critic Simon Reynolds 
and research student Alice Goolrick.  
Chapter Three is an examination of the role of the pre-Internet music critic. To this 
end, it examines the career path of the author as a professional music critic and 
compares that career path to that of other music critics. Music criticism is defined as 
                                                 
17 Although Plan B Magazine existed mostly through the enthusiasm and hard work of its contributors 
without any outside funding beyond advertising, it could not be termed a fanzine in the strict sense of the 
word, as one of its primary purposes was to generate income for those involved full-time in its 
publication. Something it achieved, mostly. 
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being a performance between critic and reader, one that favours trust over truth. This 
project argues that with the advent of web 2.0 the nature of this performance has 
changed from monologue to multilogue. This change of performative function means a 
change in the role and function of the music critic. Towards the end of the chapter, the 
argument that the influence of the popular music critic was in decline well before the 
advent of web 2.0 environments, and the reasons for this decline, is discussed.  
Chapter Four provides a discussion around the illusion of authenticity and the 
establishment of critical authority and accordingly examines the construct of 
authenticity as used in both popular music and popular music criticism. Popular music 
criticism is commonly agreed to have its roots in the counterculture of the 1960s which 
emerged in opposition to the dominant (mainstream) ideologies of the day and so rock 
music was defined in relation to its inauthentic counterpart, pop music. Traditionally, 
the illusion of authenticity been used to help construct authority within the U.K. and 
U.S. music press. If popular music criticism no longer views popular music through the 
lens of authenticity then one of the reasons for must might be the decline of rock 
criticism’s influence. If that is the case, how are present-day music critics establishing 
their authority? I investigate the differences between opinion and criticism, and analyse 
the importance of authenticity to Everett True as a music critic to address the question 
implied in the title of this PhD thesis: what has brought about the slow death of Everett 
True?  
Chapter Five provides an overview of the changing role and value of music 
criticism in web 2.0 environments and posits several new and familiar functions for 
music criticism in the digital age. Music criticism 2.0 is defined as being not a 
monologue but a multilogue. I analyse the democratisation of the field of popular music 
criticism, specifically in relation to its influence upon the various functions of music 
critics. I discuss the rise of the blogosphere is discussed and an put forth an argument as 
to whether a change in the way popularity is viewed has created an overall 
homogenising effect in criticism itself. I argue that the opportunities for music criticism 
have not decreased but increased, although whether this aids the ability of the critic to 
make a living from their craft remains moot. Several new and familiar functions for 
popular music criticism 2.0 are proposed, including the idea of music criticism acting as 
validation, music criticism as multilateral discourse or multilogue, music criticism as 
revolutionary force, music criticism as cultural filter, music criticism as conversation-
starter, and the music critic as produser (Bruns, 2008a).  
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Chapter Six provides an overview of the function of music criticism in web 2.0 
environments. Primarily, this research project is concerned with the value of music 
criticism and ways in which the role of the popular music critic has changed since the 
advent of web 2.0 environments. So the focus of the research findings is on new 
functions, not familiar ones. Some of the principles of music criticism as established in 
print environments still apply in the digital age. However, in particular, I put forward 
the idea that music criticism still can have value by acting in a hybrid role that matches 
expert judgement to the opportunities afforded by web 2.0 environments. I suggest 
newer functions of popular music critics and argue that, within a blogosphere that caters 
for numerous and disparate tastes and beliefs, popular music criticism now serves as 
bespoke criticism. This is music criticism specifically tailored to a particular style and 
ideology, an approach to writing about music that follows the path popular music 
criticism has been following since the diversification of the music press into many 
differing specialist and niche music titles. Another suggestion is the idea of the music 
critic acting in some sort of role as agent provocateur—halfway between the 
gonzo/New Journalism of the 1960s and 1970s and modern-day online ‘trolling’, 
wherein commentators will try to derail online discussion to a topic of their choosing 
through whatever means necessary. This is an approach to music criticism I call 
‘firestarting’. I similarly theorise other functions, including music criticism as 
entertainment and, in a return to the origins of rock criticism, the music critic as fan.  
Chapter Seven contains the research findings. The chapter begins with an overview 
of findings made during the course of the project; specifically that the day of the rock 
critic is over. The advent of web 2.0 environments has accelerated a decline that was 
already in place. This statement should not be confused with the notion that the day of 
the popular music critic is over, however. The reason rock criticism no longer holds the 
same influence it once did is because rock music no longer holds the same influence it 
once did. There is now more potential for popular music criticism to reach various 
idealised states in web 2.0 environments—not less as has previously been theorised. 
Within this concluding chapter, the research questions are addressed, and various 
theories and suggestions are offered up in return. This project believes that the day of 
the popular music critic is starting anew, freed of the encumbrance of ‘authenticity’—
because, as McLeese terms it, “Times of great upheaval are times of great opportunity” 
(2010, p. 446). I summarise the impact of the democratisation of music criticism and 
suggest various areas for future research. Finally, there is a discussion around the 
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importance of this research project in relation to other research projects and in and of 
itself. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
The previous chapter finished by highlighting confusions that arise when trying to 
define the role of the popular music critic. For example, the phrases ‘music criticism’ 
and ‘music journalism’ are used broadly to describe the same function (writing about 
music)18 even though the two often cover quite separate areas. The focus of this project 
is music criticism—writing that seeks to influence the listening habits of its audience—
and not the broader field of music journalism (which contains music criticism). The 
definitional confusion does not end there. When studies carried out in the present area 
of research refer to popular music criticism they are usually referring to rock criticism. 
Yet rock criticism is based upon an ideology that defines rock music in relation to pop 
music and so I have offered a broader definition of pop music intended to help both 
clarify and give a sense of the confusion caused by overlapping terminologies.  
The present chapter aims to situate this thesis within existing research domain. To this 
end, I begin by identifying the gap in knowledge that has occurred mostly because the 
field for analysis—the changing role of music criticism 2.0—is still so new. There is a 
significant amount of literature around various connected research domains—the 
emergence of web 2.0 environments, theories of taste formation, analysis of the 
changing role of the music critic in print environments, and so forth—but little of direct 
relevance towards this study area. This chapter focuses on three main areas: literature 
concerned with the role of the popular music critic in traditional taste formation, the role 
of the popular music critic in web 2.0 environments (an emerging field), and writings 
around critical authority and authenticity. I draw examples from both academic and 
non-academic sources, in particular from online articles and thought pieces of 
relevance. The intention is to foreground the gap in knowledge and to provide a 
conceptual framework within which to examine the research questions.  
Gap in Knowledge 
Writing about popular music is, variously, a vehicle for self-expression and a way to 
make a living; a hobby and an art form; a mode of critique and a promotional activity. 
Each genre of music writing—from the 100-word CD review to the 10,000-word artist 
profile—can be the vehicle for public relations, advocacy or cultural commentary, 
                                                 
18 Of course, music criticism does not have to be just writing about music. As Berger (1972) and others 
have pointed out, there are many ways of critiquing music (or art, or dance, and so forth). I will be 
discussing this later. 
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depending on how it is executed. As a result, there is much debate within music writer 
circles as to whether the role of the writer is to report on current events, to provide 
objective critique, to support local music industries, to guide consumers in their choices, 
to champion emerging genres, or to foster elite modes of music appreciation. (Lobato & 
Fletcher, 2012, p. 114) 
Who, however, is the critic? What qualifications must a man have to become a critic? 
Obviously the first qualification is that he must have a certain sensibility towards the art 
he chooses to criticize. (Berger, 1957, p.279) 
Music criticism developed to aid contextualisation and deepen understanding for the 
reader: if the musician also draws value from it then this is usually viewed as a welcome 
but unexpected side-benefit. The fact that music criticism impacts upon the musician(s) 
it is critiquing is not considered as often as it should be: clearly, this impact can go 
beyond immediate financial concerns and can in extreme cases affect the musician’s 
creative output and career.19 Any form of criticism is considered parasitical upon its 
host (Steiner, 1979, p. 438) because without its host it would not be able to exist. And 
yet there are others, George Bernard Shaw for example, with his assertion that he “could 
make deaf stockbrokers read my two pages on music” (Sharland, 2011, p. vii), who 
argue that criticism can stand alone, that it can be equal to or better than the art form it 
is investigating. Music criticism is limited only by its creators’ imaginations and the 
demands of its audience. Or, as Steiner states: “Patently, there can be as many sorts of 
motivation as there are critics” (1979, p. 433). Founder of U.K. music writing website 
Louder Than War and former Sounds critic John Robb agrees. He says that a music 
critic can be “enthusiast, communicator, discoverer of new bands, dry academic trying 
to theorise about everything, conduit between musician and public, complainer about 
the state of music, agent provocateur, diarist, revolutionary, lightening rod of great 
ideas, drunken fool, failed musician, aural guerrilla or a combination of all of those” 
(interview with author, 2012). Is it any wonder confusion surrounds the role of the 
popular music critic when expectations are so diverse?  
Popular music critics can be thought of as fulfilling a number of roles simultaneously. 
Although their work is meant to serve the reader, readership is not limited to ordinary 
fans and consumers. Among the people reading and responding to the popular music 
critic’s output are the critic himself, publicists, musicians, editors, publishers, and other 
                                                 
19 See the furore that greeted pop star Robin Thicke’s objectification of women in the much-maligned 
video for his chart-topping dance hit ‘Blurred Lines’ (Horeck, 2014), although this was generated more 
by produsers (producers of user-generated content) (Bruns, 2008a) writing on social networking sites 
than by professional critics, initially at least.  
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critics. As a result, popular music critics are not simply acting as autonomous creators 
fulfilling their artistic desires, or consumer guides speaking freely to the music buyer. 
They must also balance positions as producers of text, industry cheerleaders, and arbiters 
of history. Authority both shapes and is shaped by the relationships inherent to these 
various roles. (Klein, 2005, p. 9) 
One of the functions of the popular music critic is to ascribe various sociological and 
aesthetic values to music. Critics have long jealously sought to control the meanings of 
popular music and are engaged in a constant struggle to wrest control of those meanings 
away from record companies and artists. Frith argues that the “industry may or may not 
keep control of rock’s use, but it will not be able to determine all its meanings—the 
problems of capitalist community and leisure are not so easily resolved” (1983b, p. 
271).  
It is worth mentioning here that much music criticism fails to either illuminate or 
communicate music because it is unsophisticated writing that serves as filler between 
advertising copy and is included to attract advertising as part of an arrangement 
whereby advertisements are placed in the publication in return for editorial space. Klein 
refers to such forms of criticism as falling under the ‘Institutional Role’, arguing that the 
“variety of tasks assigned to staff music critics—previewing, reviewing, reporting, 
historicizing—might also prevent a critic from fulfilling certain of the critical functions. 
For instance, popular music critics are sometimes called on to write pieces that are 
decidedly uncritical” (2005, p. 12).  
Although the more commercially successful music publications are the ones that usually 
attract academic attention, a lot of the institutional style of criticism takes place outside 
these platforms, in the pages of the Australian street press for example (see Brennan, 
2007; Feingold, 2007; Lobato & Fletcher, 2012). If we assume that music criticism is 
writing that actively seeks to influence the listening habits of its audience we can safely 
discount this form of criticism as not being relevant to the present study. 
McLeod holds that music critics are  
Gramscian ‘organic intellectuals’ who articulate the ideas held by the population of which 
they are a part [...]. By understanding the ways in which evaluations are made within the 
communities that rock critics are a part of, we can gain a better understanding of the 
communities themselves. (2001, p. 47).  
This statement holds true whether the communities are virtual (such as the blogosphere) 
or real. Music critics help to shape the cultural values of their surroundings. That 
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shaping does not take place from without, but comes sociologically from ‘within’ (Frith, 
1996a). Popular music critics form part of an ‘overlapping network’ (McLeod, 2001) 
that in 2015 comprises musicians, consumers, bloggers, other critics, magazines, record 
labels, websites, local participants, radio, streaming services, photographers, and so on. 
That is true whether the music press is Australia’s street press, influential websites such 
as Pitchfork or The Quietus, writing about music on newspapers such as The Guardian, 
or blogs and fanzines providing criticism for the benefit of a few friends. Key to the 
skill set required from this type of music criticism is an ability to become immersed in 
the scene. Without immersion, readers attribute little or no authority to the writer within 
the field of specialist music writing, the reader needs to feel that, at some point, beyond 
an ability to write, the critic is a fan of music. As renowned critic Lester Bangs puts it:  
I think everybody’s a rock critic, to the extent that you when go into a record store and 
you decide to buy this one over that one, you’re being a rock critic. I don’t have any more 
credentials than anyone else. What I would say for myself is everybody knows my 
prejudices. (1980) 
Since its advent as a means of expression and communication for the baby-boomer 
generation in the 1950s, rock music has been shaped by the dialogue created around it 
(see, for example, Frith, 1978; Grossberg, 1997).20 Notions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’—
notions that have direct commercial repercussions—are constructs that popular music 
critics help form. They also perform other functions such as helping to craft the 
mythology around music, serving to publicise music, reporting on music, and so on. The 
role of the popular music critic in print environments is well-established (see, for 
example, Wyatt & Hull, 1990; McLeod, 2001; Jones & Featherly, 2002; McLeese, 
2010; Hanrahan, 2013). In the language of Bourdieu, the music critic acts as a ‘cultural 
intermediary’ (1984): a gatekeeper; an opinion-leader who, in conjunction with other 
opinion-leaders, have the power to decide what is and what is not to be conferred with 
cultural capital. Music critics help to establish their readers’ sense of identity through 
“the process of discrimination” (Frith, Straw, & Street, 2001, p. 263). Rónán McDonald 
situates the role of the critic slightly differently, writing with reference to literary 
criticism that the “critic occupies a hierarchical role: someone who knows more about 
an art-form than we do, whose opinion or interpretation is worthy of special regard” 
(2007, p. vii). McDonald’s words have significance for this project because his view of 
the critic as an authority figure, someone who is qualified to pass judgment on creative 
                                                 
20 See chapter one for an acknowledgement of the difficulties in separating rock music and pop music in 
discussions of popular (and rock) music criticism. 
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works, is being brought into sharp relief by the democratisation of criticism occurring in 
web 2.0 environments. In print media, authority is conferred through the act of being 
published. Within that act a certain degree of mediation is assumed via editorial and 
distribution and other agents. In web 2.0, the act of being published holds little or no 
value as there is little or no arbitration involved.  
Brennan (2005) defines the dynamic between the music critic and their audience as a 
performance, one that is built upon dialogue between reader and writer. The idea that 
the dynamic between reader and writer can be termed a ‘dialogue’ is contentious 
because such a description implies a degree of interaction and immediacy that does not 
exist in print media. If that is the case however, then the advent of web 2.0 
environments has transformed this dialogue into an unrecognisable shape. Brennan’s 
description of music criticism as a performance feels appropriate to the style of writing 
being described here however: the writer takes on a role when they picks up a pen, they 
are not aware of a shapeless imaginary public waiting to read their words, they are 
performing while taking the notion of ‘critic’ upon themselves (Kennedy, 2009, p. 3). 
Music journalism is dialogue. It is a dialogue produced within particular critical 
frameworks that speak to different readers of the music press in different ways. These 
frameworks are continually evolving and reflect the broader social trajectory in which 
music journalism operates. (Brennan, 2005, p. i) 
Brennan’s hypothesis that the textural feature of music journalism is more about trust 
than truth is of considerable interest. The author argues that while news journalism and 
music journalism share many professional characteristics, the former “aims to perform 
an objective reporting service based on truth”, whereas the latter is “one concerned with 
consumer guidance and it undertakes this role through a notion of trust” (p. 2). Much of 
this however is down to the interpretation of the listener or, in the critic’s case, the 
reader. As Brennan notes with reference to the U.K. music press end of year polls for 
2000, “the NME portrays itself as a publication interested in critical judgements that 
refer to no other criteria than the journalists’ personal preferences” (p. 138). If this 
observation is considered relevant then the supposition can be made that the audience 
for music criticism as created by the criticism itself, is not in search of objective ‘facts’ 
but subjective ‘opinions’. This however is a supposition. 
The idea that the printed word takes on meanings that the author never intended, that is, 
the idea that power to create meaning resides with the reader, not the author (Barthes, 
1987, p. 33), underpins much of the approach behind this study, especially when taken 
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in conjunction with the idea of music criticism as performance. Viewing music criticism 
through such a lens makes it possible to understand why certain variations of criticism 
take different forms. That applies in particular to the style of discourse influenced by 
New Journalism (Wolfe, 1973) whereupon critics try to sway the taste of their audience 
through the persuasive abilities of their projected personality. This is journalism where 
personal involvement is viewed as vital to the ‘authenticity’ of the finished story, 
notably captured within the works of music critics such as Lester Bangs and Steven 
Wells (see, for example, DeRogatis, 2000; True, 2009). In the 1970s, when the U.K. 
music press was (arguably) at its most potent, magazines such as the NME and Rolling 
Stone drew heavily upon this approach, later to be briefly redefined as ‘gonzo 
journalism’ (Thompson & Steadman, 1998). Such an approach, sometimes termed 
‘contrarian’ in recognition of the writer’s refusal to be swayed by consensus or 
commonly-held notions of ‘good’ or ‘bad’, necessarily polarises the critic’s readership:  
There are pop music critics […] who have made their careers from going against the 
critical consensus. Yet a survey of the critical community’s opinion on any given album 
shows the professional contrarian to be in the minority. And although disagreeing with 
the critical consensus is something critics claim to “salivate over” and “take great 
pleasure in”, it is rare for critics to break with consensus in any extreme way. (Klein, 
2005) 
Despite its publication date, the Brennan study focuses primarily on print environments 
not on the changing role of the music critic in web 2.0 environments and hence is useful 
in some ways but not in others. There is an even a bullish quote from the NME Editor 
stating that “if the music press is dead […] then someone has clearly neglected to 
inform the dead” (2005, p. 2).21 
Chris Atton writes that “[d]uring the 1990s there arose ‘a growing conformism of 
journalistic style’ in response to industrial rationalisation, employment conditions and 
competition, particularly in the market for adult-orientated rock magazines” (2009, pp. 
54-55). Atton observes that the period is characterised by “an increasing homogeneity 
of writing styles, where even the personality journalists of previous decades […] were 
obliged to write in a house-style far removed from the highly personalised and 
individual manner by which they came to prominence” (p. 55). Atton views this 
                                                 
21 An unfortunate quote, bearing in mind that the 2000s were marked by constant news stories of print 
music titles folding. In 2015, it was impossible to go a few weeks without encountering another rumour 
of the NME’s imminent demise as a print publication. The rumour that it was about to become a freesheet 
(Conlan, 2015) became true just as this thesis was sent off for internal examination.  
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levelling of style as a factor in the changing role of the popular music critic. Atton 
(1998) has earlier argued that the field of ‘alternative’ journalism is not clearly defined 
and suggests that this is problematic; it serves to make analysis around it inadequate as 
it does not “contain any sophisticated understanding of the phenomena” (1998, p. 3).22  
Forde also notes a general levelling off of writing styles and editorial approaches within 
the U.K. music press during the 1990s with the  
emergence and proliferation of high-production glossy niched monthly titles, the 
fragmentation and over-saturation of the market for consumer music titles, the 
bureaucratic restructuring of music magazines, the occupational re-evaluation of the 
music journalism profession and an increasingly PR-led industry climate. (2001a, p. 17) 
Frith (1983a) proposes that the popular music critic plays a relatively small part in 
determining the success of artists after observing that certain acts deemed as having 
little critical or aesthetic value by the music press often sold the most records. Forde 
argues that can be misleading. The following assessment from Forde, borne out by my 
experience as a music critic for Melody Maker in the 1990s, is viewed as crucial to the 
importance of this study. 23 Popular music critics play a small but crucial role in the 
billion-dollar industry that surrounds them because they are not only opinion-leaders but 
they also influence other opinion-leaders. 
The acts which are deemed ‘critics’ favourites’ do sell, but often their success is mid- or 
small range. Certainly mainstream success is never guaranteed by music press coverage 
alone—it must be supplemented with, superseded by or even monopolised by broadcast 
coverage. But of crucial importance here is the idea that the readers of the music press are 
a small, but culturally important grouping. They are the media- and culturally-literate 
‘opinion-leaders’ who occupy an important (and persuasive) sphere between the media 
and the wider public (they are the ‘experts’ others will turn to for advice on record 
purchases). (Forde, 2001b, p. 32) 
Dave Laing (2006) argues that “almost every context of performance or listening is 
framed by language” (p. 333). The language framing popular music is drawn from both 
within the music industry and beyond it. It is a language that popular music critics play 
an important role in shaping. Laing proposes that music journalism falls within four 
                                                 
22 The U.K. and U.S. music press does not strictly fall into the field of alternative journalism (which is 
partly defined in relation to it), but its writers borrow many characteristics and textual features from it.  
23 I have in my possession letters written from Seattle-based academics that state my writing around 
‘grunge’ in the late 1980s and early 1990s generated millions of dollars of trade for the Pacific Northwest 
region of the U.S.A. I have witnessed any number of bands signed to major (and independent) labels after 
being given good reviews by myself and colleagues. There is plenty of anecdotal evidence about how 
record store sales plummet after a bad review on Pitchfork. 
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main categories—”the general press (daily and weekly newspapers and magazines), 
trade publications aimed at those working within the music industry, fanzines (now 
including weblogs or blogs), and the specialist music press” (p. 333). These are useful 
divisions for the purposes of this study as they help clarify what is not under discussion 
here: trade publications and the general press (with the notable exception of publications 
such as Village Voice and The Guardian). The latter two categories—fanzines and the 
music press—and their equivalents in the digital age are the focus here as they are the 
platforms where music criticism (rather than journalism) mostly appears.  
Various scholars have addressed the difficulty of appreciating art (or music) without a 
suitable language. Burke is notable here with his concept of ‘language as symbolic 
action’ (1966). Burke’s main division of language, between scientistic (language 
concerned with the defining or naming of things) and dramatistic (language concerned 
with symbolic action), both apply to the language used by modern-day music critics in 
trying to describe music and the effect music has upon its audience. The printed word 
derives its authority through use of what Burke calls ‘terministic screens’, language 
systems of filters that literally de-termine how individuals take part in symbolic action. 
Two people may be reading the same passage, but because of these screens, the passage 
can trigger varying reactions. Words convey differing meanings dependent upon the 
person reading the words and their beliefs or opinions. Kallinikos explains further:  
The functionality of writing can perhaps be better appreciated if it is seen within the 
broader context implied by the very act of knowing. Human experience, perhaps the 
whole of human history, might be regarded as a gigantic exercise in the detention and 
preservation of the moment, the solidification of immediacy. The molten or evaporating 
world of intuitive involvement, of immediate perception and emotion must, if it is to 
persist, be caught up and turned into solid and durable artefacts […] Writing, as opposed 
to speech, is inextricably bound up with the functionalization of action and its 
transformation into object. Once objectified in this way, experience can be stored and 
recalled, examined and acted upon, transmitted and re-encountered, and perhaps 
accumulated. (1996, p. 11) 
As Utley observes of US punk: “the counterculture was very much focused on casting a 
critical eye upon the dominant norms and values of mainstream culture and defining it 
in particular ways, usually negative” (2012, p. 18). By and large, music critics view 
themselves as part of a similar counterculture, defined in relation to the dominant 
culture, and the words they use help to both define that counterculture (and by extension 
the dominant culture) and deflect attention away from what that counterculture 
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represents. Burke writes that if a “given terminology is a reflection of reality, by its very 
nature as a terminology it must be a selection of reality, and to this extent it must 
function as a deflection of reality” (1966, p. 45). Writing about an event or object can 
only ever hope to give an approximation of that event, something early music critics 
such as Lester Bangs acknowledged when they sought to further the mythology of 
rock’n’roll. Many popular music critics, myself included, have argued that attempting to 
capture the ‘truth’ or ‘meaning’ of music is neither attainable nor desirable. Instead it is 
more desirable to create your own versions of the world. 
Both Atton, and Anderton, Dubber & James, recognise the importance of defining a 
‘fanzine’ in print environments especially when compared with media in the digital age 
where users have equal access to the tools of production (Atton, 2010, p. 518; Anderton, 
Dubber, & James, 2012, p. 111). As the name suggests, fanzines are primarily created 
by fans of music around a single genre or band, often without thought of financial 
reward. They are commonly viewed as the precursors of blogs in web 2.0 environments. 
The difference between fanzines and blogs is primarily twofold: the former (being 
physical) usually involve a greater degree of effort and commitment, with scant chance 
of reciprocal commiserate attention, and also involve a far higher (though still relatively 
low) financial risk. Like many other established and non-established music critics, I 
received my grounding in the fanzine community.  
Zines are non-commercial, nonprofessional, small-circulation magazines which their 
creators produce, publish, and distribute by themselves. While shaped by the long history 
of alternative presses in the United States, zines as a distinct medium were born in the 
1930s […] Forty years on, in the mid-1970s, the other defining influence on modern-day 
zines began as fans of punk rock music, ignored by and critical of the mainstream music 
press, started printing fanzines about their music and cultural scene. (Duncombe, 1997, 
pp. 6-7) 
For Lester Bangs, the notion of authenticity within music is inexorably linked to 
fandom. Although rock criticism was to later become codified by certain tropes and 
styles, to Bangs rock criticism was a living means of expression. He viewed himself as a 
fan of music, and as a fan had strong views about what was to be deemed ‘authentic’ 
and what was to be deemed ‘inauthentic’. His writing approach was to find its acolytes 
among the U.K. and U.S. music press from the 1970s onwards. As Jones & Featherly 
explain, “Bangs’ main concern was to keep the music aesthetically authentic, politics be 
damned, because, if the music became fake, there would be nothing to grasp at to stem 
the tide of artificiality and hopelessness…” (2002, p.34). Bangs’ notion of the music 
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critic as fan is one of the central tenets behind the ideology of rock criticism, and indeed 
what lent it much of its power and argumentative force in the early years. As Frith 
explains, “the ideology of rock—the arguments about what records mean, what rock is 
for—has always been articulated more clearly by fans than by musicians (or 
businessmen)” (1983b, p. 165). 
McLeod (2001) analyses the ideology of rock criticism while acknowledging the 
growing influence of female writers such as Ann Powers and Lori Twersky (Twersky, 
1995; McDonnell & Powers, 1999) in the male-dominated world of rock journalism. In 
this, the McLeod paper is possibly the first from within the male-dominated world of 
popular music studies to focus upon female writers and the impact that different 
ideologies (specifically, feminism) have upon popular music criticism. It is not the aim 
of this research project to argue the influence the growing band of female critics are 
having upon previously embedded aesthetic values and concepts. However, this should 
be acknowledged as a factor in the changing role of the music critic, as the ideology at 
the heart of much (male) rock criticism continues to fall out of favour. The McLeod 
essay considers print environments only, and limits itself to music criticism in North 
America, but contains many useful observations in regard to the way publications such 
as Village Voice and Rolling Stone view differing forms of popular music, in particular 
rock and pop. The paper points to the role music critics have played as ‘ideological 
gatekeepers’ (Frith, 1983b) for their communities, with the following observation 
identifying the background for Robert Christgau’s influential Consumer Guide to Rock 
(see chapter five): “On a very basic level, rock criticism in North America developed its 
vocabulary from the one- or two-line record reviews found in Billboard or Cashbox, 
two major music trade papers that still exist” (McLeod, 2001, p. 48). 
The pioneering writing of Simon Frith in the field of popular music studies, in particular 
regarding the role the critic plays in the music industry, underpins much of this research 
project. As Frith argues in Performing Rites while discussing the significance of value 
judgments in popular culture, if “social relations are constituted in cultural practice, then 
our sense of identity and difference is established in the process of discrimination” 
(1996b, p. 18). In this, Frith echoes Bourdieu, arguing that taste serves social 
distinction.  
Research and observation of the field continues to generate new thinking about the 
practice in academic and non-academic areas. For example, there is the (now-defunct) 
De Capo (US) annual series of Best Music Writing (Marcus & Carr, 2009), and a couple 
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of engaging attempts at reclaiming some of the professional music critic’s territory in an 
age of amateurs (Levenson, 2009; Powers, 2010). There are also discussions around 
notions of ‘trust’ and ‘truth’ in relation to music criticism (Powers, 2009); around 
definitions of authenticity in relation to music criticism (Hesmondhalgh, 2008; 
Weisethaunet & Lindberg, 2010); and writings around the aesthetics of music criticism 
(Christgau, 2005). More recently, there has been significant effort made at bridging the 
divide between tastemaker music critics and academics writing about popular music and 
their respective audiences (Hearsum, 2013) arguing that both fields could learn much 
from each other. Of particular interest is the argument that, in an age of constant 
upheaval, music criticism will no longer be able to derive its authority from the platform 
it is published on, but “from the quality of the work itself, and from its ability to attract 
readers (or page hits, or whatever the new form of measurement might be)” (McLeese, 
2010, p. 447). The two attributes are not intrinsically linked though. Indeed, many argue 
that the ability to attract readers has little or nothing to do with the quality of the work 
itself. The hypothesis that the authority of music criticism will rely upon popularity 
seems at first sight a stark reminder of the sometimes brutal nature of the internet when 
seen as a marketplace: if it appears that most websites are engaged in some form of 
popularity contest, that is because they are. That has of course always been true for 
media. A writer for Rolling Stone is accorded far more authority than a writer for Plan B 
Magazine or Collapse Board, whatever the ‘quality’ of the work, simply because more 
people have heard of Rolling Stone. Commentators have observed that very few writers 
for Pitchfork stand out individually because their reviews are written to a strict formula 
but the comparative success of the website means that authority is conferred upon their 
words in ways that do not happen elsewhere. McLeese continues:  
Success, however measured, in this endeavour will require more of an entrepreneurial 
spirit, or at least a flair for self-promotion, as musicians who thrive on the Web have 
demonstrated. The critical hierarchy will change quickly, as quickly as the music; the sort 
of authority that Rolling Stone exerted for decades, and that Pitchfork has for years, might 
be increasingly difficult to sustain for months. 
Times of great upheaval are times of great opportunity. And if the passionate, informed 
discourse that marks the best music criticism becomes more of a hobby than a profession, 
so be it. None of us went into this for the money. (2010, p. 447) 
The final paragraph of the preceding quote contains several interesting and relevant 
assumptions, not least the hypothesis that music critics should not look for financial 
reward, but be content simply to behave as fans, hobbyists. The idea is discussed at 
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length elsewhere in this monograph. I do not believe that McLeese is suggesting that the 
work of the music critic should go unpaid, more that he is pointing out an obvious truth: 
the field of music criticism is not a financially rewarding one.  
This remains a contentious statement however: the reason music critics in the 1970s and 
1980s were able to command a living from their craft was because they created 
demand. Audiences do not come readymade. They are created. To remark, “None of us 
went into this for money” is disingenuous: many of us did go into it for the money. It 
was a way of making a living doing something we loved. The same argument issued 
about the act of making music. If either music criticism or the act of making music is to 
be viewed as a hobby and not a profession, as McLeese suggests, then that radically 
alters the nature of the people involved and the resulting product. The act of making 
music or music criticism becomes available as a full-time occupation only to those with 
the necessary time or resources to pursue such an occupation: the financially secure.  
Lobato & Fletcher (2012) discuss the changing power relations in the fields of music 
criticism and web 2.0 environments, the different platforms music journalism appear on, 
and definitional confusion over the phrase “music journalism”, with reference to 
Australian music criticism. The authors suggest that music ‘journalists’ attain prestige 
dependent on how well they fit their assigned roles as reviewers, commentators, 
curators, intellectuals, et al (p. 114). For example, a critic seeking authority at one of 
Laing’s trade journals would not write in the highly stylised, opinionated form typical 
of the U.K. and U.S. music press of the 1980s. Nor would a writer for Australia’s 
‘street’ (free) music press. For both those reviewers a closer adherence to ‘facts’ is 
expected. It is a useful delineation, as the authors acknowledge that the function of 
music criticism cannot be simplified into writing about music and can instead serve 
many different needs. The individual Australian case studies (unnamed music 
journalists) are accorded less authority than the (visible) ones interviewed as part of this 
project however, several of whom are internationally-recognised music critics. 
Powers (2008) provides an exhaustive enquiry into the origins of rock criticism, which 
many argue has its roots in the work of Village Voice writers such as Ellen Willis during 
the countercultural insurgency of the 1960s. I have looked to Powers’ theoretical 
framework for guidance: in particular, at points where the author notes rock criticism 
has “not received the attention or appreciation it deserves by scholars in media studies, 
journalism history or mass communication” (pp. 4-5). Powers notes that most of the 
academic work that “explicitly examines popular music criticism generally comes from 
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the field of popular music studies rather than journalism or intellectual history” (2008, 
p. 17), while acknowledging the work of academics in popular music studies such as 
Frith, Grossberg, and Hebdige.  
The idea that music criticism should be examined via the field of popular music studies 
rather than a more obvious route such as journalism studies is an anomaly that continues 
to shape the emerging field of music criticism studies. In practice, there is considerable 
confusion as to where music criticism should be situated academically. In the U.K., 
there are established music journalism courses but these are located within differing 
disciplines, depending upon the institution and the theoretical/practical bent of the 
teaching. Elsewhere, the eager young student can expect to be taught music 
journalism/criticism (there is no differentiation between the two terms at tertiary level) 
in relation to a bewildering array of disciplines; popular music studies, journalism 
studies, media studies, creative writing units, mass communication, art criticism and so 
forth. This particular body of work took place via the Music & Sound faculty at 
Brisbane’s Queensland University of Technology (QUT). Although journalism studies 
would seem to be an obvious grounding for any research that involves the word 
‘journalism’, the overwhelming body of research that has taken place within the field of 
popular music criticism has actually occurred within the field of popular music studies, 
often carried out by music journalists (notably Frith, Laing). To separate teaching about 
music journalism from the research around it feels unhelpful.  
Johnson (2013) has great relevance to this research. He asks the question: What 
discursive strategies do music critics use to negotiate their authority in their online 
music reviews? (p. 1) and addresses the fact that online music communities are now 
able to directly interact with music critics (something not possible in print 
environments). Brennan’s (2005) proposal that ‘music criticism is dialogue’ (p. i) is 
theorised by Johnson at a time in which music criticism really is dialogue, with the 
interactivity and open access to music that web 2.0 environments offer. Johnson 
proposes that in virtual communities, music criticism has become a multilateral 
dialogue that does not automatically privilege the views and opinions of the self-defined 
‘critic’ above those of any other participants, a theory that this research project is in 
broad agreement with but also contests. Johnson argues that if the critic requires 
authority then the critic needs to argue for it through symbolic rhetoric and textual 
tactics, as theorised by Burke (1966). This tactic on the part of the music critic has not 
changed from print to online media: it has become more pronounced though. Johnson’s 
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thesis is concerned with the discursive strategies of online critics and various ways 
authority can be established in online environments, and how these strategies differ 
from those used in print environments. The ability of the critic to use persuasive 
language and humour suitable for her audience is viewed as a demonstration of applied 
knowledge of the field (immersive knowledge) and thus a way to establish authority.  
There is much discussion around the power dynamics between critic and reader, and the 
blurring of the lines between the two. However, the theoretical and methodological 
approaches between Johnson’s and my own research project are markedly different: 
Johnson uses textual analysis to focus upon actual reviews and forum comments already 
posted online, whereas the present study takes advantage of my experience as a 
professional music critic to focus upon the writing process from an ‘insider’s’ point of 
view. Johnson concludes by suggesting various directions for future research, 
advocating altogether different methodologies:  
While this study interpreted the language used by both the reviewers and the 
commentators, what is still unknown is their motivations or their own perceptions of their 
role in the art world. A more ethnographic approach consisting of actual interaction with 
these parties […] by interviewing reviewers and willing commentators could yield results 
that further fill the void in regards in the meaning and importance of participating in these 
online communities. (Johnson, 2013, p. 99) 
This thesis takes up that challenge through metacriticism triangulated by a series of 
interviews conducted with thirty music critics at varying stages of their careers in an 
attempt to understand the critics’ motivations and perceptions of their own roles within 
the field of media production. 
The emergence of web 2.0 environments  
As Michael Feingold, former chief theatre critic of The Village Voice writes, “Everyone 
was always a critic. The only change now is that James Agate’s famous quip, ‘Anyone 
can write drama criticism; it takes a very clever fellow to get it published,’ no longer 
applies” (2007, p. 32). An aspiring critic no longer needs to find a sympathetic publisher 
or editor for their words (or photography, video commentary and so forth) to reach an 
audience. The writer can create a WordPress or Tumblr blog within seconds, and 
publish their work for the world to see, or at least those who can find it, within minutes. 
A similar occurrence happened in print environments, years before the emergence of 
web 2.0, with the photocopier: 
It was the photocopier, not the Internet nor its most popular publishing technology, the 
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World Wide Web, which led Canadian media scholar Marshall McLuhan to coin one of 
his most enduring catch phrases, “Everyone’s a publisher.” The photocopier, he felt, 
broke the stranglehold of editors over what material would reach an audience, and what 
content remained destined for obscurity. And indeed, the spread of photocopiers 
throughout offices worldwide […] did lead to the emergence of a whole universe of 
underground and alternative publications. Perhaps not everyone became a publisher, but a 
great many people did. (Bruns, 2005, p.1) 
An excerpt from Simon Reynolds’ personal blog provides a good example of the type of 
discussion that is taking place online around both popular music and popular music 
criticism on the Internet: 
The X(-tra) factors that refer to something beyond pleasure generally come either from 
the discourse of Art or the discourse of Folk. Rockism’s arguments are mostly all Art-
derived (innovation, avant-garde type talk of shock and formal advance; Lit-crit type 
lyric-based stuff about imagination-activating, soul-enlarging, making us more sensitive, 
imparting life-wisdom) or they’re Folk-Based (the social/political, solidarity, resistance, 
community, voice of the people/the streets, social realism, etc). Rockism tends to oscillate 
back and forth between these sets of arguments (Dylan in that sense is foundational, 
shifting from community-based protest to individual artistic expression); you can see 
them going on in the punk and postpunk era (TRB and Sham versus the more 
existentialist side of postpunk-as-artrock-reborn). These are both discourses of truth. The 
X(-tra) factor therefore is always a species of truth. As in, unfortunately, the Manic Street 
Preachers, “this is my truth tell me yours.” (Reynolds, 2009) 
This excerpt touches upon a controversial but familiar topic within the field of popular 
music criticism that may be unfamiliar to outsiders: rockism. Coined by Scouse singer 
Pete Wylie in the 1981 for use in his Race Against Rockism campaign (a sardonic node 
to the preponderance of heavily politicised music of the time such as Rock Against 
Racism), the term was revived with the emergence of web 2.0 environments in the 
2000s by American music critics such as Kelefa Sanneh and Sasha Frere-Jones. Sanneh 
and Frere-Jones used rockism to refer to what they perceived as an outmoded style of 
popular music writing: rock criticism masquerading as popular music criticism (see 
Ch1, Introduction). The term is commonly used as a pejorative: the central principle of 
rockism is that some forms of popular music and popular music performance are more 
authentic than others, a useful means of judging other forms and styles of music for a 
genre rooted in authenticity:24  
                                                 
24 The notion of, and meanings ascribed to, authenticity, with specific reference to popular music—and 
rock—criticism are discussed at length in Chapter 4. 
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…the concept of “rockism” named what these anti-rockists argued were outmoded 
aesthetic and ideological criteria for the analysis of popular music: sincerity, 
anticommercialism, rawness, and the rock shibboleth of “keeping it real.” They wanted 
critics to stop treating non-rock genres by these evaluative norms. At best, they believed 
that rockism sidelined other kinds of popular music as “guilty pleasures”; at worst, it was 
downright exclusionary and prejudiced. (Kramer, 2012, p.590) 
This in turn has spawned a counter-pejorative, popism or poptimism, the idea that 
“ascribing shame to pop pleasure is itself a shameful act” (Rosen, 2006). 
The following, with its confusion of cross-referencing and chatter about chatter, 
provides an example of how the discussion around the role of the music critic in web 
2.0 environments is emerging within the blogging community:  
The creation of new micro-genres has certainly waned since the music press was drained 
of its power, although it could be argued that it was relatively easy to corral a group of 
likeminded writers to push new concepts onto the music world back then. A small batch 
of tastemakers, experiencing relatively minor competition from other outlets, could dream 
up daft concepts over a few beers at lunchtime and then easily foist them onto a large 
group of avid readers […] A vast quantity of writers, all competing with hundreds of 
other music websites and publications, are going to find it much harder to coalesce ideas 
about genre and other grandiose concepts. And if anyone does “risk overreaching 
themselves,” as Fisher (K-Punk, 2009) suggests is necessary, True’s “babble of voices” 
(True, Ramadge, Batey, & kicking_k, 2009) conundrum presents itself again, with great 
hypotheses and theories simply drowned out by the sheer weight of other work out there. 
(Neyland, 2009)  
This final observation is worth closer examination. If, as McLeese (2010, p. 447) 
argues, authority in music criticism 2.0 is to be defined by “the quality of the work 
itself, and its ability to attract readers”, Neyland focuses on the stated concern that the 
sheer volume of self-defined critics might create an environment where neither of those 
factors matter. The “babble of voices” is a reference to a Twitter conversation I was 
holding with several other critics around the start of this project. This turns the 
discussion back onto the democratisation of criticism, where the overriding factor in 
determining authority will be the number of voices agreeing, not individual voices 
however strongly they might be retained. These voices could all be agreeing on 
Facebook upon the latest screed from Pitchfork editor Jessica Hopper, which already 
happens. They could also be agreeing on the fact the latest Animal Collective album 
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aggregated an 8.3 not an 8.4 on the Metacritic website, or that One Direction are more 
buff than Five Seconds of Summer.  
Hanrahan asks a highly relevant question: “How do we evaluate the claim that the 
erosion of traditional forms of cultural authority, including professional criticism, is 
inherently democratic?” (2013, p. 73). She ends her essay by theorising that the former 
(intrinsically elitist) model of cultural authority is currently being replaced by new 
(more democratic) forms of cultural authority:  
I do not bemoan the breakdown of cultural authority (though it is a mistake to assume that 
new forms of cultural authority are not already taking its place), or think that other forms 
of commentary by fans, or by musicians, or even voting for one’s favorite television star 
are inherently evil. But in the new media environment, they threaten to overwhelm 
alternative aesthetic discourses that can provide a counterweight to the circuits of the 
familiar that mediate cultural diversity, the cancellation of the long-term that impedes 
aesthetic development, and the further erosion of the public sphere. (2013, pp. 83-84) 
There has been much discussion about significant changes in music culture caused by 
web 2.0 environments. Much of this talk has focused upon the collaborative and 
participatory web cultures and the semi-inclusionary nature of social networking sites 
which have created a massive shift in physical sales to a free or ‘streaming’ model (see, 
for example, Breen & Forde, 2004; Leyshon, Webb, French, Thrift, & Crewe, 2005; 
Beer, 2008). This in turn has significantly affected power relations between music 
critics and their audience. What complicates this enquiry in terms of literature is that a 
large majority of the commentary on web 2.0 environments is occurring online. For 
example, in 2010 when this project was a year old, there were blogs about web 2.0 
environments (Anderson, 2009), academic blogs (‘‘Hongmedia’, 2010), blogs on citizen 
journalism (Robinson, 2006; Tremayne, 2007), blogs centred on music criticism written 
by established critics (Adams, 2010a; Hopper, 2010; Reynolds, 2010; True, 2010), 
blogs written by established authors (Rosy B., 2008), and cultural blogs (Gross, 2010). 
Numbers of these have since expanded exponentially as more and more critics and 
journalists turn to the blogosphere as a creative outlet and way of keeping their 
currency.  
Sean Adams is the founder of popular U.K. music criticism website Drowned in Sound, 
and a regular social media commentator via Twitter and various blogging platforms. He 
has this to say in response to the increasingly problematic question of whether ‘user-
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generated content’ (content on websites that has been generated by users of the website, 
not by the creators of the website) will eventually supersede professional criticism: 
The web may eat away at traditional media but most things complement others and the 
process of adaption will ensure things which are popular and/or valued survive. 
Compromise and balance is more important than ever, for instance, if DiS just covered 
bands only a tiny niche have heard of, who play to 200 people, we’d be struggling to get 
the 400k readers a month that currently visit the site. NME’s website reaches more people 
than their magazine ever has and with sponsored awards shows and wotnot it’s probably 
more profitable than it’s ever been too. ABC sales figures of the print title aren’t the be all 
and end all. In the same way major labels are learning from what the likes of Trent 
Reznor is doing, SPIN is learning from Stereogum...25 (Adams, 2010a) 
The fields of journalism and music journalism have been particularly volatile in the last 
decade, having had to adapt to the growing assumption that all online content should be 
free, and if not all content, then all written content. That shift in audience expectations 
and the resulting reduction of financial compensation for creators of original content has 
been discussed at length both within and outside academic circles. As Masnick puts it: 
“People are more than willing to pay for scarce goods of value. Where they 
fundamentally have issues is with being charged for content that can be made free at no 
additional cost” (2009). As Mandiberg notes: 
Access to tools and invention of new media forms allows formerly passive media 
consumers to make and disseminate their own media. New Technological frameworks 
have arisen that centre on enabling this media creation: message board, audience-driven 
review sites, blogs and comment systems, photo- and video-sharing websites, social 
networks, social news sites, bookmark-sharing sites, and micro-blogging platforms, to 
name some of the more prominent ones. These new frameworks have come more and 
more focused on enabling media creation, as this so-called amateur media becomes the 
raison d’être of these very professional media organisations. These sites are pointless 
without audience participation: from the audience’s perspective, in order to experience 
the site you have to become a media producer, and from the organisations’ perspective, 
without audience production their sites will fail. These media forms include a spectrum of 
engagement from elaborate videos uploaded to YouTube to a simple “like” on Facebook. 
(2012, pp. 1-2) 
                                                 
25 The print version of SPIN got closed down in 2012 (two years after this article appeared) shortly after it 
was acquired by Buzzmedia, the parent company of all-consuming web aggregation site Buzzfeed. 
Buzzfeed has in turn started featuring ‘serious’ cultural criticism. 
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If everyone is being encouraged to participate and leave commentary, provide opinion 
and original content for free, what need is there to pay ‘experts’ to provide the same 
service? Hanrahan suggests that such a question is short sighted. In the long run, 
without informed critical opinion to help nurture and shape culture, he argues, culture 
will stagnate. That suggestion does not of course recognise the fact that culture is 
formed by the populace, not a group of critics. In more democratic taste environments, 
where opinion is shaped by a larger body of opinion-leaders than previously, the logical 
conclusion must be that this consensus of opinion is more representative of the music-
buying public. Hanrahan, along with many others, argues that this is not beneficial to 
culture in the long term: 
While the end of long-term commitment is beneficial to businesses, or for the bottom 
line, its impact on culture is deeply problematic. Mark Fisher suggests that the cancella-
tion of the long term breeds cultural stagnation and conservatism, not innovation and 
diversity, because ‘a certain amount of stability is necessary for cultural vibrancy’. We 
need the long term to develop art, talent and a critical voice, to form a distant horizon that 
promotes experimentation because, unlike the new business model, short-term failure 
may lead to long-term artistic productivity or creativity. (2013, p. 80) 
I acknowledge research about user-led classification and collaborative filtering in web 
2.0 environments, processes used to great effect at websites such as Amazon, Metacritic, 
Rate Your Music and so on (see, for example, Bruns, 2005, 2007; Eck, Lamere, Bertin-
Mahieux, & Green, 2007; Weinberger, 2007; Thurman, 2008; Dhar & Chang, 2009). At 
these websites ‘taste profiles’ of individual users are collected and used to create large 
databases, analysed and categorised, and the results used to send out electronically-
generated ‘personal’ recommendations to individual users, or post aggregate ‘scores’ of 
critical opinion online. These recommendation systems vary according to the source. 
For example, Last FM uses listener profile data; Pandora sends out recommendations 
based on music character; Amazon aggregates star ratings. There is considerable debate 
as to whether such sites are having a positive or negative effect on the field of music 
criticism and whether the ready availability of music online has helped usurp the power 
of the critic as a tastemaker:  
As mp3 files escape from private promotional networks and course through online 
infrastructures, they create space for interpretative communities to emerge and discuss the 
music within a temporal framework previously only known to industry professionals such 
as DJs, record store owners, and journalists. Exemplified by message boards, these 
communities ‘determine lines of interpretation, found institutions, and set boundaries 
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based principally on their own internal dynamics’ (Lee & LiPuma, 2002, p. 192), not 
necessarily those dictated by professional codes or discursive norms. (Harvey, 2012, p. 
79) 
There is significant emerging academic discussion around the concept of citizen 
journalism, but most of it has taken place with reference to the field of news journalism. 
As an indication, Thurman (Gillmor, 2006; Thurman, 2008), Lasica (2003) Bruns 
(2003, et al) and Delwiche (2005) directly address the shift from industrial journalism to 
citizen journalism that is occurring in web 2.0 environments, a shift that has its parallels 
in the field of online music criticism.  
As Bruns argues, “in the online environment, space is anything but scarce, since cheap 
electronic storage space means that new Web pages can always be added” (2003, p. 35). 
This ability to add more space has the potential to change the actual form of criticism 
because, previously, music critics’ ability to publish was constrained only by 
imagination and practical considerations of cost and their editors’ insistence on keeping 
reviews and articles down to a readable length. This does not seem to have affected 
music criticism in web 2.0 environments: indeed, because editors are so concerned 
about shortened attention spans and audience retention, reviews are often shorter than 
previously. Music criticism 2.0 has experimented in following paths laid down by John 
Berger (1972) where the art critic points towards the series of YouTube-situated music 
criticism Vlogs created by U.S. critic Shallow Rewards (Evans, 2013) and my own 
website Collapse Board where albums are reviewed through the medium of 
photographs and more abstract forms (True, 2011d). Mainly however, music criticism 
2.0 is characterised by the familiarity of its textual forms and shapes, even in the 
blogosphere. Bruns has also researched the field of community-based websites, 
exploring, among other ideas, the proposition of professional journalists’ role changing 
from that of ‘gatekeeper’, as originally theorised within field theory by Lewin (1943), 
and newsroom studies by White (1950), to ‘gatewatcher’.26 He writes, “Online the gates 
are now located with the information providers (ultimately, with anyone who publishes 
a Website with potentially newsworthy information) as well as with the end user, who 
in navigating the Web constantly acts as their own gatekeeper—but no longer 
necessarily with the news media organisations” (2003, p. 34).  
                                                 
26 Citing Lewin, White proposes that, “The traveling of a new item through certain communication 
channels [is] dependent on the fact that certain areas within the channels functioned as ‘gates.’ […] gate 
sections are governed either by impartial rules or by ‘gate keepers,’ and in the latter case an individual or 
group is ‘in power’ for making the decision between ‘in’ and ‘out’” (1950, p. 383). 
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Many observers from outside of traditional journalistic circles believe that journalism will 
ultimately be unable to withstand the sheer weight of participant numbers in blogs and 
collaborative news Websites, however—so, for example, Bowman and Willis suggest that 
‘after years of working their way up the professional ladder, some reporters will 
undoubtedly need to discover a newfound respect for their readers. Arrogance and 
aloofness are deadly qualities in a collaborative environment’. (Bruns, 2005, p. 221)  
Related to this is Bruns’s theorising of a new breed of content producers: the ‘produser’, 
a hybrid role brought about the convergence taking place in new media that allows 
consumers to produce their own experiences rather than seek them out from 
‘professional’ content-producers. The produser is simultaneously a user of content and a 
producer of content. Bruns argues that the “emergence of such produsage is further 
enabled by a shift towards a more equitable media environment which allows all 
participants to both receive and send information, on an (almost) equal basis” (2009, p. 
103). Produsers can be found everywhere in virtual music communities and on social 
networking sites, and are a major contributory factor in the democratisation of music 
criticism occurring in web 2.0 environments. 
Music writing and culture blogs often features on mainstream news and music websites 
with the critic being given more editorial freedom to express their opinions on the 
implicit understanding (between writer and audience) that the constraints around factual 
accuracy are not as strict as they are on the ‘main’ site. Whether this is considered 
professional or amateur criticism is arguable. Such blogs are not always paid-for. Even 
so, Robinson’s observations about general journalism apply: “Blogs represent 
reconstituted journalism—both renegade and legitimate reporting and writing—and 
have become part of the fabric sewn by the press” (2006, p. 65). Citizen criticism often 
takes place on music blogs, but not exclusively so. There are user-generated reviews on 
websites selling music (Amazon, and so forth) and non-’professional’ reviews and 
articles contained within the pages of fan-driven music websites (Drowned in Sound, 
FasterLouder, and so forth). These free reviews generated through produsage often 
coexist alongside paid-for (professional) content on such sites; whether they hold more 
value than customer reviews is arguable.27 
                                                 
27 Amazon has employed, and headhunted, many professional journalists and critics, particularly during 
the early years of the company’s existence when it was looking to build up a library of product reviews. 
The brief given to writers such as myself, that our opinion was free of editorial interference, always 
seemed to run contrary to the primary purpose of Amazon, as a marketplace. It has long been noted, 
however, that most music-based publications run a high percentage of positive reviews, with or without 
editorial interference.  
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Websites such as those are accused of contributing to the decline of the music critic by 
expecting readers to submit reviews and longer articles without paying them. This 
expectation has also become a prominent paradigm at many well-known, profitable 
newspaper websites (for example, The Huffington Post, NME), a new industry practice 
that many pre-web 2.0 journalists feel is counterproductive. As Barney Hoskyns (2013) 
argues: “If you allow yourself to be seduced by the myth that your unpaid labour will 
‘look good on your c.v.’, please try to see that you jeopardise not only the welfare of 
your replaceable elders but your OWN long-term economic future”.28 
The argument against the need for music criticism in web 2.0 environments invariably 
comes down to one phrase: “everyone is now a critic” (Jokelainen, 2014). Yet that has 
always been the case. Criticism can take many forms: verbal, written, creative, physical, 
informed, uninformed, researched, not researched, opinionated, self-conscious, and so 
forth. If the argument is centred around the written word then all that has ever been 
required of a critic is the ability to pick up a pen or pencil, or sit down at a typewriter, 
and start writing in a language that others can understand. The same holds true of 
photography, drawing, making music, and so on. The technological advances that have 
resulted in web 2.0 environments have not altered this ability of people to criticise, to 
take photographs, to draw lines on paper, to make music. It may have made people 
more aware they have that ability, and it may have made people more able to realise 
that ability, and to have instant potential to connect with global audiences. It may even 
have given people the means to have their words or photographs or music or art 
published for the public gaze, but the fact remains that everyone has always been a 
critic. The line that separates the professional music critic from the off-the-cuff 
commentator is the same line that separates the professional photographer from the 
happy snapper taking drunken shots of their mates out on the piss, the same line that 
separates the expert from the casual onlooker. They have chosen to specialise. As 
Adams argues:  
We’ve obviously shifted from a world with one TV channel to something like infinite 
forest of people stood on soapboxes, some of them have megaphones, others are just 
sticking tin can telephones to loudest sources but ultimately the challenge for everyone is 
to rise above the noise. The only way to climb out of the mush is to innovate and to 
specialise. (2010b) 
                                                 
28 Hoskyns, a former NME journalist and founder of Rock’s Backpages, has set up a Facebook page 
entitled STOP WORKING FOR FREE in response to the expectation in many online environments that 
written (and other forms of) content should be provided for free, despite the fact that many of the websites 
using such content—Facebook itself, Amazon, Google—are reaping huge financial rewards from it.  
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This has always been the case: the need is more pressing now. 
The lack of strong, informed and considered critical voices championing new art and 
engaging the public in considered appreciation or rejection of their opinions leaves 
popular culture all the weaker [...] When we ask why there are no mass movements in 
music to rival the late 1960s psychedelia, punk and postpunk, Britpop or acid house are 
brightening up this decade then the answer is staring us in the face. The death of the critic 
heralds the death of the community experience and leaves us disparate and unfocused, 
talking to ever-decreasing circles, entrenched and removed from the concept of music as a 
potentially revolutionary social force. (‘The Insider’, 2009) 
The Insider’s use of the phrase ‘community experience’ is interesting here. There is 
much research attention paid to the ‘democratisation of music criticism’ facilitated by 
the internet (Johnson, 2013). One argument runs that while the diffusion of taste-
making power caused by virtual communities may well create problems for pre-web 2.0 
critics conditioned to expect a living wage in return for practising their craft it is 
beneficial for the field of criticism as a whole, in particular the readers of criticism (see, 
for example, Goolrick, 2011). Here ‘The Insider’ is arguing that it is only the elite, freed 
from concerns of appealing to, or placating, the popular masses, who can push art 
forward, challenge preconceptions, and create new movements and lead popular taste. A 
strange fact if true: the idea that the populace is not able to lead popular taste. The 
associated problem of curation and editorship in web 2.0 environments is one that the 
journalism industry has long been aware of. Writing in Newsweek about the future of 
the Internet, Clifford Stoll states that “[e]very voice can be heard cheaply and instantly. 
The result? Every voice is heard. The cacophony more closely resembles citizens band 
radio, complete with handles, harassment, and anonymous threats. When most everyone 
shouts, few listen” (1995). Stoll adds: 
What the Internet hucksters won’t tell you is that the Internet is one big ocean of unedited 
data, without any pretence of completeness. Lacking editors, reviewers or critics, the 
Internet has become a wasteland of unfiltered data. You don’t know what to ignore and 
what’s worth reading. (1995) 
That final sentence could equally apply to the abundance of cheap and free music 
available in online environments. You do not know what to avoid and what to listen to, 
and you do not have the time to sort through it all even if you did, even with the 
numerous recommendations that come via friends on social network sites such as 
Facebook and algorithms on music streaming sites such as Spotify. We might speculate 
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that this is where the journalists and critics come back in, in their new web 2.0-created 
roles as curators, or as Bruns (2008c) terms them, ‘gatewatchers’.  
However, the penetration of marketing language and PR into music publications 
complicates this. In an online article questioning the need for film critics in an age when 
“the language of marketing is a culture all of its own, one currently more powerful and 
influential than criticism”, Nick James echoes the point made by Valcanis (2011) in the 
previous chapter that “bloggers have the advantage over print film reviewers in really 
free speech: they have no professional responsibilities, or policy interventions to deal 
with. They can write at any length and access historical material that once was restricted 
to library collections” (2008). To reinforce his argument, James cites the Nick Davies 
book Flat Earth News (2008), stating that the language of marketing “makes up much 
of the news content in quality newspapers”, adding: 
According to Davies, researchers at Cardiff University found that “a massive 60 per cent 
of these quality print stories consisted wholly or mainly of wire copy and/or PR material 
and a further 20 per cent contained clear elements of wire copy and/or PR material”. 
(James, 2008) 
First-hand observation indicates the same phenomenon happening in music criticism, 
especially online. When I am performing as a professional (ie paid-for) music critic, 
researching stories for background detail for an article, invariably six or seven out of 
every 10 are discarded immediately as they all feature the same five or six paragraphs 
and quotes fed to them by the record company PR machine.29 The James article 
concludes with the prescient observation that “[w]e live in a culture that is either afraid 
or disdainful of unvarnished truth and of sceptical analysis. The culture prefers, it 
seems, the sponsored slogan to judicious assessment” (2008). This is an echo of a 
familiar refrain: the idea that a critic of any art form is an extension of the public 
relations industry, an ‘industry cheerleader’ as Klein (2005) terms it. In his much-
quoted overview The Function of Criticism, Eagleton argues that in the present day 
literary criticism “lacks all substantive social function. It is either part of the public 
                                                 
29 ...or lifted directly from another newspaper. At the end of 2014, The Guardian ran an interview I 
conducted with a former student around the fact she had found a way to deal with the volume of hate mail 
her gender was creating (she vlogs about video games in a male-dominated domain). She contacts her 
tormentors’ mothers. The morning after the story appeared I woke to find it reprinted—uncredited 
overwhelmingly—across the ‘web, several hundred times (a conservative estimate) to an estimated 
audience of at least 20 million. Most sites did not bother to change the wording. Among many notable 
‘news’ sites to run the story barely tampered with were The Daily Mail, The Huffington Post and 
Buzzfeed.  
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relations branch of the literary industry, or a matter wholly internal to the academes” 
(2005, p. 7). McDonald concurs:  
The public critic has been dismembered by two opposing forces: the tendency of 
academic criticism to become increasingly inward-looking and non-evaluative, and the 
momentum for journalistic and popular criticism to become a much more democratic, 
dispersive affair, no longer left in the hands of the experts. (2007, p. ix) 
McDonald is explicitly referring to literary criticism, but what he says has relevance to 
music criticism 2.0. In such environments, is there a place for the tastemaker music 
critic? Some would argue not. Riccio (2007) suggests that “[t]he future will belong to 
the meta-critic, a composite of all criticism for the art in question, valued and ranked 
heuristically, so as to provide the audience with a single voice”. That future is already 
here. Many online ‘news’ sites (including entry portals such as Microsoft’s home page 
and Yahoo!) selectively filter other news sites and prominent blogs to present a meta-
news webpage. The same phenomenon takes place with music (news) journalism on 
Stereogum and Pitchfork and others,30 and in particular with Metacritic’s aggregation of 
star ratings from various music (and other) publications. Metacritic, drawn from a 
disparate array of mainstream and ‘alternative’ film, music and games websites, 
provides a composite service based around various algorithms. Some argue that this 
obviates the need for critics to supply any form of opinionated writing, or indeed the 
need for paid-for criticism altogether.  
Metacritic’s mission is to help consumers make an informed decision about how to spend 
their time and money on entertainment. We believe that multiple opinions are better than 
one, user voices can be as important as critics, and opinions must be scored to be easy to 
use. (‘About Us, Metacritic’, 2015) 
The global marketplace Amazon has long championed the user-generated review, 
wherein consumers provide their own opinions and star ratings on paid-for appliances, 
music, film, etc. These reviews often take the place of editorial content on websites 
designed to sell product. The proposition is an interesting one: in web 2.0 environments 
where time is often viewed as a more valuable currency than money, is it not more 
efficient for readers to turn to an aggregate of critical ‘opinion’ as embodied in the ‘star 
ratings’ (marks out of 10, or five) that are given at the end of every review? Because 
users write reviews free of charge, there is no impetus to employ experts. Ironically, the 
user-generated reviews often feel more trustworthy than professional reviews, partly for 
                                                 
30 Although these sites are fed (the same) stories directly by PR departments. 
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the reasons listed above by Nick James about bloggers. This idea that (nominally 
independent) bloggers have an advantage over (semi-autonomous) professional critics 
because they have the freedom to speak their mind and not be concerned about the 
consequences is another problem facing paid-for criticism in the Internet age. Another 
issue is the idea that professional criticism is compromised by its proximity to the 
industry. This a theme I have returned to many times on Collapse Board. Many 
professional critics vigorously refute those charges: 
Let me put this bluntly, in language even a busy blogger can understand: Criticism—and 
its humble cousin, reviewing—is not a democratic activity. It is, or should be, an elite 
enterprise, ideally undertaken by individuals who bring something to the party beyond 
their hasty, instinctive opinions of a book (or any other cultural object). It is work that 
requires disciplined taste, historical and theoretical knowledge and a fairly deep sense of 
the author’s (or filmmaker’s or painter’s) entire body of work, among other qualities. 
Opinion—thumbs up, thumbs down—is the least important aspect of reviewing. Very 
often, in the best reviews, opinion is conveyed without a judgmental word being spoken, 
because the review’s highest business is to initiate intelligent dialogue about the work in 
question, beginning a discussion that, in some cases, will persist down the years, even 
down the centuries. (Schickel, 2007) 
Bloggers argue back equally as vigorously. For example, former Careless Talk Costs 
Lives section editor Tim Footman’s replies to Schickel on his own blog, cultural snow: 
[This is] true-ish. There’s a difference between an opinion poll that deems Star Wars to 
be the best film ever made, and one that gives the gong to Citizen Kane or Rashomon. It’s 
not just snobbery; it’s that a higher proportion of people who voted for Kane have also 
seen Star Wars, than vice versa. 
Where Schickel falls down, and very heavily, is in his arrogant assumption that the paid 
critics are more likely to have done the intellectual legwork than the bloggers. Let me put 
this bluntly, in language that even Schickel can understand: many people who are paid to 
offer their opinions in newspapers and magazines are fatuous, ill-informed arseholes. 
Many people who offer their opinions for free, in blogs, are knowledgeable, articulate and 
perceptive critics. (Footman, 2007) 
Chris Anderson, while welcoming the democratisation of the marketplace that digital 
sales in web 2.0 environments have caused, cautions against becoming too reliant upon 
user-generated content. Writing about the most famous example of user-generated 
content, Wikipedia, he says: “It should be a site for information exploration, not the 
definite source of fact” (2008, p. 69) and goes on to argue that the same criterion applies 
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to music blogs. No single blog is authoritative, and the users “just need to read more 
than one of them before making up their mind” (p. 69). This judgment-by-numbers is 
not necessarily good for critical music writing, although to suggest that critical writing 
is in opposition to aggregated reviews is misleading. One form of criticism can 
complement the other: the fact a more democratic form of assimilating and digesting 
writing around music has emerged with the advent of web 2.0 environments does not 
preclude the existence of other forms. Others disagree. Batey argues the  
problem is that ratings give readers an excuse not to read reviews. I admit that this may 
account for part of their popularity, but it also helps underline a small part of the reason 
why the publishing industry is in so much trouble. In the same way the record business 
has contrived to drive the perceived value of its products down to zero, by allowing music 
to be something you get free with a newspaper or a soft drink, so the publishing industry 
has spent years telling its customers that the words it publishes in its magazines and 
newspapers really aren’t worth wasting your time and mental energy on reading. Why 
bother with [writing a review], when the red blobs at the bottom convey the information 
you’ve come for in a much more convenient package? (2009) 
A lot of the discussion around the role of the music critic has taken place outside 
academic circles. Take, for example, an article for Drowned in Sound written as part of 
a series entitled Music Journalism R.I.P? and commissioned by this researcher around 
the changing role of the music critic in web 2.0 environments.31  
What we have now is a situation where there is no accepted authoritative voice, where 
anyone can set up a website and throw their opinions out into the ether, complicated by 
fake blog entries controlled by management and/or labels, fake internet votes where 
banks of label-hired people or über fans get through controls to skew polls, snatch awards 
and distort the whole to a point where it is essentially meaningless. The preponderance of 
minority (elite/niche/intelligentsia) interest websites may seem a good thing ... [but] ... 
this is a white flag for popular culture. We seem to have forgotten that critics are there to 
highlight shifts and trends in popular culture en masse and facilitate the movement of the 
underground into the mainstream. (‘The Insider’, 2009) 
So is George Bernard Shaw’s memorable assertion from 1894 relevant in web 2.0 
environments? Shaw refers to the potential he feels exists within the field of music 
criticism to influence the taste of even the most disinterested of music listeners, as long 
as the critic is given the freedom to write as she sees fit. Shaw is suggesting that 
                                                 
31 Credited with being one of the first music writing websites alongside Pitchfork to challenge the 
authority of the print titles, DiS was started in 2000 by Adams out of an email newsletter/’zine The Last 
Resort.  
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criticism can be as entertaining as the form it is criticising. In other words, once trust 
has been established between the reader and the critic, then the reader will seek out 
criticism because they enjoy the experience of criticism. And in extreme cases, the 
example that Shaw is proposing, for instance, the experience of music criticism 
overwhelms the experience of the music itself. As Goolrick correctly identifies, 
Oscar Wilde suggest[s] that criticism and creativity are not fundamentally opposing 
practices, but together a form of discourse that helps to define art, inspire innovation, 
celebrate beauty and seek truth (even if it is unattainable) […] He claims that criticism is 
one of the highest forms of creativity because ‘it is the critical faculty that invents fresh 
forms. The tendency of creation is to repeat itself’. For Wilde, an ongoing discourse 
between artists and critics is essential in the creation of new art forms. (2011, p. 55) 
Wilde is clearly foreshadowing the tastemaker music critics of the U.K. and U.S. music 
press in the 1970s and 1980s. Is such an ideal attainable (or desirable) now? Can an 
individual critic hold the same sway over their audience in web 2.0 environments? 
Australian blogger Meg White does not think so. 
Music journalism is not dead—it’s just dead boring for the critic now, once he or she 
realizes that there is no elevation. There is no taste-making. The critic is a retrieving dog 
with bigger ambitions. It is still necessary for those in music journalism to have an 
expansive knowledge, it is still necessary for them to create and defend their position on 
everything, and people will still use the critic as a reference point for their own choices, 
but there’s no trust or reliance anymore. The glamour of being depended upon by whole 
readerships has been stripped away, leaving only the raw necessities of working hard and 
knowing your shit. It is sex without the kissing for the audience, and it is kissing without 
the sex for the critic. (2009) 
The illusion of authenticity and music criticism 
Many academics argue that an understanding of the issues around authenticity is crucial 
to an understanding of popular music and the dialogue that surrounds it (see, for 
example, Sanjek, 1992; Frith, 1996b; Atton, 1998; Jones & Featherly, 2002). What is 
not so clear is what authenticity means in the context of popular music. All music is a 
performance. This holds true whether the music is being played in a live setting such as 
a concert hall, through an online platform like YouTube, in a recording studio, or in a 
bedroom on an acoustic guitar. Frith (1996b), however, argues the historical importance 
of the music press is ideological not commercial, and so it falls to the writers to pass 
judgment based on the music’s perceived authenticity and aesthetic value, not its 
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commercial potential. Jones & Featherly are blunt: “Authenticity is critical to the 
discourse surrounding popular music” (2002, p. 104), as is Sanjek:  
One of the central issues to rock ideology is authenticity: the degree to which a musician 
is able to articulate the thoughts and desires of an audience and not pander to the 
“mainstream” by diluting their sound or their message. (Sanjek, 1992, p. 14) 
This line of thinking has dominated rock criticism since its inception in the 1960s. It 
includes a common denial of, or at least refusal to engage with, the fact that popular 
(rock) music has anything to do with commercial considerations.  
‘Authentic’ rock bands are not supposed to care about sales. The reason for that is 
because the music critic-as-fan often uses authenticity as a tool: the band is legitimised, 
made authentic, by personal experience. This feeds into the fan’s sense of personal 
identity, and no music fan likes to believe they have been manipulated by marketing and 
hype. In the same way that subcultures are defined in relation to their dominant 
counterpart, mainstream culture, so too is the value of the players within that subculture 
(see Thornton, 1995). Over the years, many critics and academics have interpreted that 
value as authenticity. Moore, for example, argues that authenticity is interpreted several 
different ways in relation to popular music, citing the example of Canadian singer-
songwriter Joni Mitchell:  
The term has frequently been used to define a style of writing or performing, particularly 
anything associated with the practices of the singer/ songwriter, where attributes of 
intimacy […] and immediacy […] tend to connote authenticity. It is used in a socio-
economic sense, to refer to the social standing of the musician. It is used to determine the 
supposed reasons she has for working, whether her primary felt responsibility is to 
herself, her art, her public, or her bank balance. It is used to bestow integrity […] . 
(Moore, 2002, pp. 210-211) 
How authenticity is defined is dependent on the subculture that is using the term. For 
example, “hip-hop artists claim authenticity through a form of autobiographical lyrics 
about racism, crime, and drug abuse, with which they establish an ethos, or ‘street 
cred’” (Enli, 2015, p. 12). Some form of rebellion against the dominant culture is 
implicit in the usage of the term in conjunction with rock music, conversant with the 
origins of rock in the counterculture of the 1960s.  
However, that notion has changed in the last couple of decades after the assimilation of 
rock into mainstream culture became so apparent that it was impossible for all but the 
most fervent of rock fans to ignore. These days, to charge rock music with being more 
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(or less) authentic than pop music lacks credibility (see, for example, Kramer, 2012) and 
leads to charges of rockism (see above), and yet the notion persists, romanticised and 
mythologised by critics whose function is to romanticise and mythologise music. 
Authenticity is used on an ad hoc basis, applied by those so inclined with equal vigour 
to Top 40 chart stars and the most underground of independent artists: ‘Are they 
authentic to themselves as artists?’ runs a familiar nonsensical line:  
Authenticity can be thought of as the compass that orients rock culture in its navigation of 
the mainstream. Rock fans, critics and musicians are constantly evaluating the 
authenticity of popular music, on the lookout for signs of alienation and inauthenticity 
(including, for example, over-commercialisation, insincerity, manipulation, lack of 
originality and so on). This preoccupation with ‘authenticity’ helps rock culture 
constantly to draw lines of division within the mainstream of popular music… 
‘Authentic’ designates those music, musicians, and musical experiences seen to be direct 
and honest, uncorrupted by commerce, trendiness, derivativeness, a lack of inspiration 
and so on. ‘Authentic’ is a term affixed to music which offers sincere expressions of 
genuine feeling, original creativity, or an organic sense of community. […] authenticity is 
a value, a quality we ascribe to perceived relationships between music, socio-industrial 
practices, and listeners or audiences. (Prior, 2015, p. 131) 
Within a music press (NME, Rolling Stone, Pitchfork) that favours rock and latterly 
‘indie’, which is rock by any other name, authenticity is considered crucial as it is the 
principal point of difference between favoured bands and their ‘inauthentic’ pop 
counterparts. This is confirmed by Moore who writes, “The issue of what can be 
understood as ‘authentic’ is […] of course pertinent to the hallowed distinctions 
between ‘pop’ and ‘rock’” (2002, p. 210). The reason authenticity is most commonly 
associated with (male) rock music and inauthenticity with (female) pop music can be 
traced back to rock’s beginnings as an oppositional force to the dominant culture (see 
Bangs, 1987; Grossberg, 1992) and the fact rock criticism (and, to a lesser extent, rock 
music itself) has up until recent times been the domain of the male.  
Until the last decade and the ongoing democratisation of music criticism, few female 
critics have been allowed into (or wanted to be allowed into) the boys’ club of (rock) 
music criticism, and popular music has been shaped accordingly (see Brooks, 2008; 
Kramer, 2012). This gender imbalance is rapidly changing however and as a result, 
these narrow gendered definitions of authenticity have been challenged numerous times 
in recent years, notably in the writing of female music critics such as Ann Powers, 
Maura Johnston, and Jessica Hopper, who regularly speak out against outmoded 
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terminology. For example, Hopper contends on her blog that popular chart singer Lily 
Allen “regardless of what anyone thinks, is basically the Sex Pistols of girls making 
bedroom electronic pop” (2010), an assertion that strikes at the heart of rock ideology. 
In an essay reviewing Hopper’s book The First Collection of Criticism by a Living 
Female Rock Critic (2015) Crawford writes, 
Don’t tell anyone, but I don’t own any albums by the Rolling Stones. They’re just so 
archetypal, so very rock and roll—and that, I find, can be a difficult thing to admire. Rock 
music has rarely offered women the same tangible promise of social rebellion and sexual 
freedom that it has given men—though plenty of women, myself included, have tried all 
the same to find those liberties in it. “Boy guitarists notwithstanding,” the journalist 
Lillian Roxon wrote to a friend, in 1966, “I don’t think I can stand the sight of another 
bloody electric guitar.” I know just how she felt. (2015) 
 On Collapse Board, a fierce debate raged during the latter half of 2011 over the 
concept of authenticity: 
Before we go any further, let’s be clear on something. ALL music is fake. That’s why 
they call it a performance; that’s why they call it an act. The act of performing a song in 
front of people is a profoundly strange and unnatural thing. It is ALWAYS pretentious. 
There is ALWAYS some degree of artificiality to it. People don’t normally get up in front 
of a bunch of strangers and express themselves melodically. It is, whether the artist is 
aware of it or not, an act of creation that—while it may share some, or no, similarities 
with the artist—is not the same thing as the person doing the creating. (Creney, 2011) 
Being deemed authentic is one of the lines used by both critics and academics to 
separate high (or middle) brow contemporary music from lowbrow (mass-produced) 
pop. However, in the increasingly complex and complicated world of web 2.0 
environments, this idea is becoming less and less relevant as it becomes easier to fake 
authenticity. Every heard song has been mediated by the production process and other 
related processes, whether in a live setting or in a studio. Every song reflects the 
character of the personality and identity of the persons performing it, the same way all 
fiction is rooted at some level in ‘fact’ and all factual writing is rooted to some degree in 
‘fiction’. As pioneer filmmaker Jim Jarmusch puts it (while conflating use of the word 
‘authenticity’): 
Nothing is original. Steal from anywhere that resonates with inspiration or fuels your 
imagination. Devour old films, new films, music, books, paintings, photographs, poems, 
dreams, random conversations, architecture, bridges, street signs, trees, clouds, bodies of 
water, light and shadows. Select only things to steal from that speak directly to your soul. 
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If you do this, your work (and your theft) will be authentic. Authenticity is invaluable: 
originality is non-existent. And don’t bother concealing your thievery—celebrate it if you 
feel like it. In any case, always remember what Jean-Luc Godard said: “It’s not where 
you take things from—it’s where you take them to”.32 (2010) 
Not all academics believe that authenticity is a useful classificatory tool. Many argue 
that authenticity does not exist within popular music, or if it does, it exists at such a low 
level within every performer as to have little or no value as a descriptive tool (see, for 
example, Williams, 2006). And yet the notion of authenticity in popular music persists, 
constructed via various conventions and tricks, as Enli (2015, p. 136) terms them in 
relation to media studies; predictability, spontaneity, immediacy, confessions, 
ordinariness, ambivalence and imperfection.  
Enli argues that the “paradox of mediated authenticity is that although we base most of 
our knowledge about society and the world in which we love on mediated 
representations of reality, we remain well aware that the media are constructed, 
manipulated, and even faked” (p. 1). That paradox is central to an understanding of the 
ideology of rock (and thus popular music) criticism. Popular music is a mediated 
representation of reality, constructed and manipulated, and yet rock fans are frequently 
searching for what they believe to be an unmediated representation of the bands they 
give their support to.  
Weisethaunet & Lindberg (2010) reason that the concept of authenticity when applied to 
popular music is even vaguer than when it is used in philosophy, where it has already 
become so vague as to become near-meaningless (p. 481). To illustrate their argument, 
the pair break down the concept in detail, and give examples of differing forms of 
authenticity that occur within different forms of popular music: “Folkloric 
‘Authenticity’”, “‘Authenticity’ as Self-Expression”, “‘Authenticity’ as Negation”, 
“‘Authentic Inauthenticity’”, “Body ‘Authenticity’”, and so on (pp. 469-476). This 
should serve as a good example of the definitional confusion that awaits any academic 
or critic attempting to justify usage of the term. Establishing what authenticity actually 
means is highly problematic. A more sound approach is to use ‘the illusion of 
authenticity’. As Frith points out, 
Critical judgement means measuring performers’ ‘truth’ to the experience or feelings they 
are describing or expressing. The problem is that it is, in practice, very difficult to say 
who or what it is that pop music expresses or how we recognize, independently of their 
                                                 
32 In this Godard echoes one of the central tenets of the academy, “Standing on the shoulders of giants”.  
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music, the ‘authentically’ creative performers. Musical ‘truth’ is precisely that which is 
created by ‘good music’; we hear the music as authentic (or rather, we describe the 
musical experience we value in terms of authenticity) and such a response is then read 
back, spuriously, on to the music-making (or listening) process. (1996a, p. 121) 
Frith argues that the question is framed incorrectly: it should not be “what does popular 
music reveal about the people who play and use it”? Rather, it should be “how does 
popular music create them as people, as a web of identities?” (1996a, p. 121). All art is 
performance, or, as Creney (2011) bluntly terms it, “ALL music is fake”—and so the 
idea of looking to it to discover the ‘real’ person that lurks behind the façade lacks 
credibility: 
Popular music is popular not because it reflects something or authentically articulates 
some sort of popular taste or experience, but because it creates our understanding of what 
‘popularity’ is, because it places us in the social world in a particular way. What we 
should be examining […] is not how true a piece of music is to something else, but how it 
sets up the idea of ‘truth’ in the first place. (Frith, 1996a, p. 121) 
I propose that until an understanding of the importance of the illusion of authenticity to 
rock criticism is reached, understanding various motivations and patterns of popular 
music criticism will remain problematic because the roots of what is termed popular 
music criticism in the present-day are so closely aligned with the roots of rock criticism. 
If popular music criticism is to lose the ‘death of the music critic’ tag and adapt to 
changing taste patterns in web 2.0 environments it needs to acknowledge the role the 
illusion of authenticity played in its creation, and still plays in much of present-day 
writing around music.
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3. The Role of Popular Music Critics in pre-web 2.0 environments 
 
Pop music is created with the record industry’s pursuit of a large audience in mind, other 
music is not. That classical or folk music can be listened to on records is accidental; only 
pop music is essentially a music which is communicated by a mass medium. (Frith, 1978, 
p. 11) 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter I stated that for the purposes of this study music criticism is 
considered a performance and as such it can create a form of dialogue between the critic 
and the reader. The advent of more inclusive taste environments has thrown this 
dialogue into sharp relief, as has a gradual erosion of the illusion of authenticity that 
was previously central to the ideology of rock criticism. The democratisation of music 
criticism observed to be happening in the blogosphere and other places on the web gives 
rise to the following question. Is it possible—or even desirable—that a differentiation 
can be made between reader and critic in web 2.0 environments? Earlier, this thesis 
proposed that an understanding of the changing role of the popular music critic is not 
possible without stabilisation of what is meant by ‘popular music critic’. Before the 
advent of web 2.0 environments however, there was an implicit understanding that 
popular music criticism commanded an audience and was (mostly) paid-for; as 
Lindberg terms it, “Criticism is a professional, mass-mediated discourse that passes 
judgment on art works or events” (2005, p. 11). That assumption can no longer be 
made. The potential for music critics to play a role in taste making has been challenged 
radically by the shift in power from print magazines to online media that occurred at the 
start of the 2000s, and by rapidly shifting means of music distribution.  
To investigate this power shift, this chapter investigates the conditions that led to a 
diffusion of power taking place within the music press before the Internet. First, I 
provide a brief history into the origins of popular music criticism in order to give 
background to this study. Such accounts have been provided before (see, for example, 
McLeod, 2001; Powers, 2008) but from an American perspective, and this author is 
British Australian with a commiserate worldview. I then provide an analysis of my early 
career path as a music critic, and triangulate that analysis with the career path of the 
popular music critic as exemplified by the critical discourse around rock and pop music 
that took place in various influential American and British print publications dating 
from the 1960s onwards. I do this in order to afford some insight into the complex 
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system of networks and contacts the aspiring writer has to make before she is termed a 
‘music critic’. At the end of the chapter, I posit that the role of the popular music critic 
was well in decline before the advent of web 2.0, and give several factors for this 
decline.  
The career path of Everett True 
My own career path is similar to the one described above. Growing up in Chelmsford 
Essex, I left school with the sound of my headmaster’s comments on my final report 
ringing in my ears: “Jeremy is lazy and unmotivated, and he will never succeed in life, 
nor does he deserve to”. At the age of 18 when my friends had all departed for higher 
academic careers and new lives I found myself listening to The Jam’s ‘When You’re 
Young’ on the production line in Cundell’s Corrugated Cardboard factory, tears 
streaming down my face as I sang lustily along with lines such as, 
You’re fearless and brave—you can’t be stopped when you’re young 
You swear you’re never ever gonna work for someone (When You’re Young, The Jam, 
1979) 
I did not believe I had a future. Eventually, after a brief and unhappy sojourn at 
Goldsmith’s College, S.E London, studying maths and philosophy, where I left halfway 
through the second year, I found myself corresponding with a fellow music fanatic Alan 
McGee in 1981, who I had met after he spotted me dancing down the front of his band’s 
London gig. He lived in Glasgow, Scotland and worked on the railways. We wrote each 
other lengthy letters, detailing our passion for ‘Mod’-style post-punk bands such as The 
Jam and Television Personalities. When McGee moved to London a few months later 
with grandiose dreams of starting a record label and magazine, both to be funded by a 
live music venue (‘The Living Room’), it seemed natural he should turn to me as one of 
his prime collaborators. 
Jerry Thackray was The Laughing Apple’s biggest, and on dark days it seemed, only fan. 
He’d be the one dancing at gigs, and we became mates. We nicknamed him The Legend, 
ironically. There was nothing legendary about him, but it was a good persona for him in 
the fanzine to let rip. We used Communication Blur to unleash our bile about everything 
we hated on the world. We pretty much hated everything, or Jerry did anyway. (McGee & 
Mulligan, 2013) 
Communication Blur was the title of our fanzine. It lasted two issues before McGee and 
I parted company, both driven by the desire to be the Loudest Voice in the Room, but 
by then the damage had been done. Before Communication Blur, I had not considered 
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writing as a career—I failed English ‘O’ Level at school and dropped out of my 
philosophy course at university when I discovered I did not know how to write an essay. 
I rapidly discovered this did not matter in the world of music criticism. Far more crucial 
than the idea of academic qualifications or ability to write in a coherent fashion was the 
notion of cultural capital, the theory that individuals obtain social standing by the 
cultural choices they make, and through association (Bourdieu, 1984). I was a walking 
example of the critic as participant observer. Not only did I produce my own fanzine 
(The Legend!, following the demise of Communication Blur) but I also regularly 
performed on stage, both solo and with a band, attended and danced at as many gigs as I 
was able, made regular pilgrimages across London to my favoured record stores, and 
released records.33 
I still did not know how to form sentences properly so I inserted loads of exclamation 
marks and made-up words and swore a lot. But when I showed up outside the Carnaby 
Street offices of the U.K.’s legendary music paper NME in 1983 clutching a review 
typed on the back of a piece of photographic paper purloined from my day job as a 
screen-printer, the paper took me on as a freelance writer immediately. As compère at 
one of the city’s leading independent venues (The Living Room) and known associate 
of McGee, my cultural capital was at a premium. Through producing my fanzine I had 
demonstrated I was motivated and passionate about music—always considered an asset 
in the world of music writing—and I had also (unwittingly) exhibited considerable 
A&R skills, the ability to spot exciting new talent well ahead of the crowd, something 
that was considered a major plus. These latter two factors far outweighed my ability to 
form a sentence. That, after all, could be taught later. Jake Cleland puts it as follows:  
[What is the role of the music critic?] To analyse, entertain, and inform. All the better if 
they can surprise and delight at the same time. I think about music criticism like any other 
writing and I see no reason why it should pursue different goals than, say, literature. At 
their best, both [...] present some truth or essence about life. The apparent difference is 
that novels do it via characters and settings, but there are just as many characters and 
settings available to music critics to express that truth. Only instead of being called “Bebe 
Zeva” or “Las Vegas” the characters and settings are, for example, song titles and band 
names. So yes, the goal of the music critic is to find and express the truth evoked by some 
musical artefact or phenomenon and hopefully inspire the reader to feel something along 
                                                 
33 McGee went on to live out his dreams of starting a record label. He released my first seven-inch single 
as the debut record on Creation Records, and later became a very successful businessman operating 
within the music industry as both a manager and label boss, being involved in the careers of Oasis, Jesus 
And Mary Chain, Primal Scream and The Libertines, among many others. 
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the way. (Interview with author, 2013) 
As a semi-established, freelance music critic writing for the NME under my stage name 
of The Legend!34, and one wielding considerable influence at that,35 I was aware that I 
could not hope to compete with my more literary colleagues in terms of written content. 
So I concentrated on championing new bands (this came as second-nature to me, as I 
was always the first down the front at any show, and have never been in any doubt as to 
my own taste) and establishing a distinct persona within my writing so the NME’s 
readers could recognise my reviews, for better or worse. In this, the work of the music 
critics directly before me inspired me, especially the postmodernist writings of Ian 
Penman and playful provocation of Paul Morley (later to found the enormously 
successful ZTT Records with producer Trevor Horn). In the days before the Internet and 
specialist music titles and radio/television shows dedicated to showcasing new bands, 
the specialist music press was the best and often only way of discovering new music for 
hundreds of thousands of music fanatics.36 As Reynolds writes,  
At its peak of sales, approximately 1976 to 1981, the combined circulation of the British 
rock press was around half a million. But its actual readership was much larger, albeit 
impossible to quantify precisely. Paul Rambali, a former NME staff member, told me that 
the paper’s pass-on rate was 10 pairs of eyes for every copy sold, which would equate to a 
readership that fluctuated between two and two-and-a-half million during the post-punk 
era. As many as one out of every 22 people in the UK at that time. […] Charged up by its 
stature as market leader, NME saw itself as a vanguard. Not just a guide for consumers 
but a cultural arbiter, one whose responsibility was not merely to report what was popular 
or emerging, but to decide what was relevant and progressive. (2014) 
Music critics wielded much power—both cultural and financial—through their 
expressed musical preferences: decisions resulting in the sales of tens of thousands of 
records often rested upon our words. I did not have any academic or newsroom training 
so I never set much store in research or ‘truth’. What was far more important to me was 
                                                 
34 The exclamation mark was crucial—as it served as a signifier of my enthusiasm for music. So 
overbearing could that enthusiasm be, that when one fellow NME critic was asked to list everything he 
hated about 1985 in an end-of-year poll, he replied in two words, “Exclamation marks”.  
35 In 1985, I reviewed a London show by just-formed Oxford cutie band Talulah Gosh—a tiny 200-word 
review tucked away in the back, on the NME’s review pages. The gig I reviewed had 12 people in 
attendance. The week following my review, the band played the same venue—around 300 people showed 
up, queuing round the block. Bands have split up as a result of my criticism, or refused to have any more 
dealings with the music press (famously, The Cranberries and Pearl Jam), something I am not necessarily 
proud of, more confused as to why they would have created music in the first place if they were so 
susceptible to one stranger’s opinion. 
36 Aside from the omnipresent Radio One DJ John Peel, who I stopped listening to early on, realising I 
did not need the competition. 
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establishing a relationship with my audience, building up trust. Through that trust, and 
through my association with the NME, I could then start to build authority. As 
Australian music critic Andrew McMillen terms it, authority is conferred through the 
act of 
being published. First in street press, then slowly climbing the ladder. Reviewing 
records for The Australian and Rolling Stone is perceived to be ‘the top’ of music 
criticism in this country, I think.37 The act of being published legitimises my authority; 
readers may disagree with my opinion/review, but I’m the one who was published, not 
them. (Interview with author, 2012) 
I could not promise to get my facts straight—whatever the facts were—but I could 
attempt to be sincere in my recommendations and passions. I did not believe it was 
possible to be objective when writing about something that came down to a gut feeling, 
a subjective reaction. I understood that, at its heart, rock’n’roll writing is concerned with 
furthering the myth. A central tenet of rock’n’roll, after all, is the concept of myth 
making as applied to everyday life. As Lester Bangs put it, “I have always believed that 
rock’n’roll comes down to myth. There are no ‘facts’” (Frith, 1983a, p. 271). Without 
writers at the specialist music press to act as star makers, it is arguable that neither punk 
rock nor ‘grunge’ (to name just two styles of popular music) would have attained the 
same degree of mainstream success.  
In 1989, after moving from the NME to its rival Melody Maker and changing my 
writing name to Everett True, I was credited with ‘discovering’ one of the most 
influential popular rock bands of the past four decades, Nirvana, and inventing a 
musical genre, grunge (see, for example, Bauck, 1997, p. 233; Yarm, 2011, pp. 189-
190). Although I did not know any of the key figures or musicians involved with Sub 
Pop Records—the Seattle label synonymous with grunge music—I overcame that 
obstacle by proving myself to be an enthusiastic participant. On my first visit to Seattle, 
I jumped on stage at a Sub Pop showcase and played an impromptu (drunken) set 
myself, a decision that led to immediate acceptance into the Sub Pop community by the 
musicians and label people watching at the side of the stage. I had demonstrated that the 
wall commonly thought to exist between critic and musician was not present in my 
                                                 
37 This interview was conducted before The Guardian launched its Australian web version in 2013. 
Although my viewpoint is biased (as The Guardian’s former principal album reviewer in Australia), I 
argue that writing for The Guardian and writing for The Monthly are the top two ranking music 
reviewers’ job in Australia, mainly because these two publications pay more per review than their 
competitors. 
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case38. Later on, I would DJ at the label’s London shows, play or compère at various 
Sub Pop concerts, and released a (very unsuccessful) single on the label. I was a 
participant. I could not be separated from the subculture I was documenting.  
Everett True was without question the key journalist who documented the rising Seattle 
music scene of the late 1980s/early 1990s. In fact, his articulate, enthusiastic support for 
Nirvana and other Seattle groups on the Sub Pop label helped to propel the culture to 
international prominence. Furthermore, Everett not only extensively interviewed and 
documented Nirvana throughout their career, he even performed with them onstage, and 
introduced the singer Kurt Cobain to his future wife Courtney Love. As such, he worked 
as both an insider and an observer, both documenting history, and facilitating in its 
unfoldment. (Personal correspondence with Bruce Pavitt, founder of Sub Pop Records, 
2014) 
I have been credited with inventing or providing support at crucial formative stages of 
other critically regarded musical scenes, in particular the feminist subculture Riot Grrrl 
(see Downes, 2012) and the forerunner of ‘indie’, C86.39 This is because, through my 
writing and participation, I was involved intimately in the movements. I facilitated 
introductions, produced fanzines, and performed, thus establishing my authority as a 
critic during a period when my actual writing skills were woefully inadequate. This path 
of being immersed in music culture and then gaining authority via an established 
platform was an established route for pre-web 2.0 music critics. The key point of 
difference between myself and other critics was what I chose to do with the power 
afforded me. Bernard Zuel, an Australian writer who came up through print 
environments in the late 1980s, confirms several of the points made above, in particular, 
the importance of establishing a recognisable voice within an already established 
platform.  
Part of [your authority as a music critic] comes with the vehicle, in this case a broadsheet 
newspaper [Sydney Morning-Herald] which has an assumption of some quality and some 
knowledge in its writers already built in for readers. This is far from guaranteed of course. 
There is a commensurate greater knowledge and greater demand from the readers than at 
a tabloid or free press—though of course to a certain extent less expectation than at a high 
                                                 
38 I have been asked many times since why I behaved that way. The answer is simple. I had long ago 
established that one of the ways of attaining respect within rock music was to follow the Rolling Stones 
model—inter alia, to get fucked up as possible. So I did. I had the capacity to drink litres of spirits, 
something that created a Jekyll and Hyde transformative effect within me—bands appreciated the 
entertainment. Also, at that point in time, I was performing on stage regularly and releasing records. It 
was natural for me to be on stage alongside my interview subjects. 
39 C86 was named for the NME cover-mounted cassette tape that introduced many decidedly not rock 
independent bands to the general public. In certain respects, C86 and The Smiths invented ‘indie’.  
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end specialist publication—so you can’t trade on the publication’s good name for long. 
Part of it comes from exhibiting knowledge in the area—knowledge of history as well as 
contemporary elements—over a period. The ability to write and explain helps, as does a 
perceived willingness to brutally frank as well as enthusiastic. This is distinct from the 
grandstanding of the automatic trasher (it’s pop so it must be rubbish; guitars make for 
dull music by definition, etc) or the blind apologist/pusher. 
Eventually, the combination of the publication’s reputation and name recognition from 
familiarity as well as good response from readers who agree with/like either the opinion 
or the manner of its expression (keeping in mind that after all, a fair portion of readers 
never know the name of writers) attracts the attention of other media, such as radio and 
TV. Their interest in you as some kind of “expert” can enhance your authority. It can also 
make you ubiquitous and eventually worthless of course.  
I built my audience by showing I could do it, could do it well and could do it in a way 
which appealed. And then, as readers took on recommendations and found themselves 
agreeing with my opinions or tastes or at least recognising that when disagreeing with me 
that I was doing it from a reasonably sound base of knowledge or insight or arguable 
opinion. (Interview with author, 2011) 
The decline in power of the tastemaker music critic in pre-web 2.0 environments 
Several years ago, at the beginning of this research project, I commissioned a series of 
online articles entitled “Is Music Journalism Dead?” on behalf of U.K. music writing 
website Drowned in Sound, with the support of its editor Sean Adams. “Essentially,” 
Adams wrote in the introduction, “it’d be childish to ignore the tsunami of change or to 
not hear and fear the sound of dead tree editions falling, but [...] we still believe that 
these passionate, poetic people and/or hateful drunk n’ rambling fuckwits are important” 
(2009). As Hearsum points out however, “the [Drowned in Sound] debate pivots on a 
belief there has been a golden age of music journalism, which no longer exists” (2013, 
p. 107), an assumption that I (as the principal commissioning editor of the debate) 
probably should not have made. The further this research project investigates the field 
of music criticism, the more apparent it becomes there has never been a period when 
popular music criticism can be viewed as fitting within fixed parameters (which include 
a beginning, an end, and a golden age). Music criticism, and media representations of 
music criticism, is in constant flux, highly dependent upon changing fashions both 
within its own field and from those within the field of popular music (rock music, 
alternative music, and so forth). See also the following quote from Reynolds that 
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addresses and neatly deconstructs the idea of a ‘golden age’ happening in music 
criticism.  
I think there were several heydays, each successively smaller than the other.  
The heyday of the early-mid Seventies, of MM as the progressive paper selling 200 
thousand a week, and then being eclipsed by NME, being more glam oriented. (Although 
it was Melody Maker where Bowie revealed to the world he was “gay” and MM that first 
pushed Roxy Music.) 
Then the second heyday would be punk, with all three papers—MM and Sounds were 
actually slightly quicker off the mark than NME, but NME eventually “owned” the 
story—being the principal forum in which punk’s existence was revealed to the wider 
world and where its meaning was thrashed out and fought over. That heyday carried on 
into postpunk and New Pop. 
Then the last heyday would be that period in which you and I were involved—Pixies/My 
Bloody Valentine/Sonic Youth/etc; Madchester with Stones Roses and the Mondays; 
shoegaze; grunge with Nirvana et al.  
Britpop seemed like the triumph of the weekly music press but was really its death knell, 
or perhaps a Pyrhhic victory in so far as “the story” got so big it left the music papers 
behind. 
If you read something like Nick Kent’s review of Television’s Marquee Moon in NME, 
which was a 1977 cover story even though there was no interview with the band, there’s a 
tremendous sense of the writer stepping out onto a stage, confident that he’s addressing a 
huge audience, and that he has the ability to “deliver the news”, which is that Television 
are one of the most important bands of the era and this is an album that will change rock. 
And largely through press raves the album was a chart hit and the band even had some 
singles in the Top 30. 
That sort of confidence and conviction—that you’ve come into the possession of the truth 
and that there’s a readership who are ready to be accept it—runs all through the music 
press through these successive heydays, from writers like Richard Williams and Michael 
Watts through Charles Shaar Murray, Ian McDonald and Nick Kent through Julie 
Burchill and Tony Parsons and Jon Savage through Paul Morley, Ian Penman, Chris 
Bohn, Dave McCullough through to our own moment with figures like Steven Wells, the 
Stud Bros, and in the twilight of that last heyday Neil Kulkarni.  
But I think the basis for that self-belief gradually shrivelled in ratio to the circulation of 
the music papers, and also the number of rival sources of opinion and news about 
music. (Simon Reynolds, interview with author, 2011) 
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‘Golden ages’ are illusions. They come into being when older people start to miss the 
impetus and thrill of their more youthful years, and begin a process of mythologising. 
However, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that the economic and sociological 
influence of the tastemaker music critic was in decline before the advent of web 2.0 
environments (see, for example, Powers, 2004; Lobato & Fletcher, 2012; Johnson, 
2013). It is not the place of this monograph to argue this claim in detail; it is generally 
accepted that since the consolidation of the music press as a forum for national 
dialogue, the power of the music critic has waned substantially (see, for example, Atton, 
1998; Brennan, 2005); but a brief summary could go as follows.  
With the proliferation of niche music titles, and the acceptance of both rock and pop 
music into the cultural mainstream that took place in the U.K. and U.S. from the 1980s 
onwards, music criticism became more readily available and accessible (see 
Gudmundsson, Lindberg, Michelsen, & Weisethaunet, 2002). This was followed by an 
increased homogenisation in critical style partly caused by an increased market for 
adult-orientated rock. This in turn led to a levelling out of the overall critical style 
required by such a commercially-driven audience, and the use of star ratings as a critical 
tool to rate albums and live shows, making it easier for criticism to be codified (see 
Forde, 2001a; Blake, 2007; Atton, 2009).40 In a PhD thesis on the U.K. music press 
written at the end of the 1990s, Forde notes that “a common thread linking analysis of 
the profession is that influence is waning” (2001b)—as the falling sales and eventual 
closure of several print titles, such as VOX, Select, Melody Maker and Sounds 
evidences. All of this happened before the advent of web 2.0 environments, as 
Michelsen explains:  
All through the 1980s, NME and the other inkies were challenged by a range of glossy 
publications. First, as pop became still more accepted, the runaway success Smash Hits 
became a magazine for the knowing pop fan. In 1982, its circulation passed the 500,000 
mark. Then the so-called style bibles (for example, The Face, i-D) created links between 
music, fashion and popular culture in a somewhat avant-garde, intellectually stimulating 
and “hip” way. The Wire began as primarily a jazz magazine but slowly turned towards 
all things experimental, placing rock-related experiments at the center but also 
commenting on jazz and modern art experiments. Kerrang! went for the developing 
                                                 
40 Star ratings had existed before in music criticism—most obviously as a device in the writing of critics 
such as Christgau—but it was not until the 1980s they became an accepted form in the U.K. music press. 
In the NME, where star ratings were introduced towards the end of 1985, both myself and Steven Wells—
another volatile self-aggrandising tastemaker music critic—began grading all albums either 0 or 10 out of 
the required 10. It took months before the sub-editors caught on. Or perhaps they too were sympathetic. 
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heavy metal genre, and Q Magazine—with Paul McCartney on its first cover—went for 
the then new, older, male rock demographic. Both Smash Hits and Q turned towards rock 
journalism as consumer guidance rather than criticism. […] All these indicated a 
multilevel diversification of rock criticism. (2015, p. 218) 
It is possible to theorise the main points behind the waning influence of the U.K. music 
press during the 1980s and 1990s as follows: 
 A flood of publications aimed at a male readership (the province of the U.K. 
music press)—e.g. Loaded, FHM, Maxim, Nuts 
 A glut of specialist music titles, aimed at specific demographics, which chipped 
away at the audience base of the music weeklies—e.g. Muzik, Mixmag, 
Kerrang!, Terrorizer (“The World’s Most Dangerous Music Magazine”), The 
Wire 
 A rise in monthly music press titles aimed mostly at a readership that had grown 
up reading the music press and to whom music was still very important, but no 
longer the overriding feature of their lives—e.g. Q, VOX, Select, Mojo, Uncut, 
Classic Rock 
 A rise in coverage of popular and specialist music in other media 
environments—television, radio, online. By the end of the 1990s, it was possible 
to discover and explore music via the mainstream media, including popular 
tabloids and broadsheets (often staffed by former members of the U.K. music 
press) 
 A levelling out of music criticism styles as a whole, centred on the ‘star rating’ 
system of classifying reviews (which meant reviews could be aggregated and 
removed of critical content) 
Although Michelsen refers to the writing carried in the inkies (the U.K. music press) as 
rock criticism, it would be more accurate to term it popular music criticism. The focus 
was not just on rock music, but also on jazz, folk (particularly in the case of Melody 
Maker during the 1970s), punk, current affairs, cultural media, television, live concerts, 
metal, chart music, politics and many other forms of entertainment besides. Not all of 
these are sub-genres of rock music. It makes no sense to use the term and then 
(correctly) identify that “The inkies became less influential and narrowed their focus to 
rock-related music as the magazine industry flourished and big publishing houses like 
IPC and Emap used modern marketing techniques to target different age groups and 
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genre preferences. Most of the magazine-led taste cultures changed from being reflexive 
in a traditional, wordy sense to being among the leaders of lifestyles in a broad sense” 
(Michelsen, 2015, p. 218). The inkies could not have narrowed their focus if it had not 
been so broad to start with—and the shift from criticism to music journalism as 
consumer (lifestyle) guidance could not have taken place if these magazines had not 
been polyglottic (Forde, 2001a).41 As Hoskyns confirms, the role of the popular music 
critic was in transition long before the advent of web 2.0 environments: 
The power of tastemaker critics was already on the wane before web 2.0. Print media 
changed dramatically in the 1980s, condensing reviews, decreasing by-line size, and 
moving from big discursive features to homogenous profiles that accorded with a 
growing consumer capitalism. (Barney Hoskyns, interview with author, 2012) 
This circumstance needs to be taken into account when theorising various functions for 
music criticism 2.0—in particular, the diversification of music press culture and the 
move towards more niche, specialist titles that occurred during the 1980s and 1990s. 
When Melody Maker and Sounds led the U.K. charge towards ‘grunge’ and related 
bands (Nirvana, Soundgarden) at the start of the 1990s it was acknowledged that the 
music press—and myself, as the main critic associated with grunge—was fulfilling a 
function that had long been thought defunct: the music critic as star-maker. Music 
critics operating in web 2.0 environments face a similar argument: that their day is 
‘over’. The shift in power relations between consumer and critic caused by the advent of 
the Internet have determined no one critic can wield the same amount of power as they 
did during the ‘heyday’ of the music press, or so the supposition runs. When was this 
supposed heyday though? Perhaps there were three of them, as Reynolds suggests, one 
in the early 1970s, another in the late 1980s, and another in the early 1990s? Perhaps 
there have been more. Perhaps there never was one. Perhaps a heyday is happening even 
as I type these words. Writing as a tastemaker music critic once credited with enormous 
power at a time when the belief existed that music critics could no longer perform in 
such a way, I strongly believe that the potential remains for popular music critics to 
influence and lead taste. Much of the remainder of this monograph is concerned with 
theorising that hypothesis. 
                                                 
41 This shift occurred at around the same time as the “hip-hop wars” took place at the NME—a paradigm 
change in focus that centred round the paper’s coverage of The Smiths, the Creation Records roster and 
related bands (eventually codifying into ‘indie’) that happened at the expense of non-Caucasian music. 
Forde’s thesis (2001b) touches upon this topic, but it would be interesting to further theorise whether the 
two shifts—one in attitude, the other in content—are related. 
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4. Music Criticism, Opinion and the Illusion of Authenticity 
 
The music critic has less power now than ever before, because their ability to influence 
the culture continues to diminish as access to music becomes more ubiquitous—and will 
probably continue to, as streaming services eventually become more popular than 
‘owning’ music, either in physical form (CD, vinyl) or digital (mp3s, m4as). Were these 
power relations already changing pre-web? Perhaps, but at a glacial pace. The web has 
almost entirely eroded the value of the music critic within 10-15 years. Critics will retain 
some power—not everyone has the time to wade through various music services in order 
to try-before-buying—but I cannot see critics regaining power in the current landscape of 
web-led music consumption. (Andrew McMillen, interview with author, September 2011) 
Introduction 
The previous chapter theorised the role of popular music critics in print media. To that 
end, it gave an analysis of my own career path working for the British music press 
during the 1980s and 1990s and triangulated my observations with an overview of the 
career path of the popular music critic in print media as exemplified by critical 
discourses about rock and pop music that have been influential since the 1960s. I 
proposed that—despite the assumption that declining power relations around popular 
music have been caused by the emergence of more inclusive communications 
environments—this erosion had already been taking place, and that web 2.0 
environments have merely served to accelerate the change (see the quotation from 
McMillen, above). In the present chapter I set out to establish some of the major factors 
in the changing role of the popular music critic by examining how authority is 
established within music criticism through the illusion of authenticity and how the 
changing power relations between music critics, their readers, and the music industry 
have destabilised this establishment of authority. I also look at the importance of 
perceived authenticity in my own work as Everett True within the U.K. music press of 
the 1980s and 1990s and argue that it would not have been possible to establish myself 
as tastemaker critic without drawing on this concept. This section includes some 
narrative and metacritical commentary on the “slow death of Everett True” referred to 
in the title of the thesis. Finally, I address the question of how to separate opinion from 
criticism, drawing on interviews that I conducted with established music critics in order 
to qualify these issues and themes concerning authenticity. 
The problem with authenticity  
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As established in Chapter 3, the diffusion of music criticism that took place in pre-web 
2.0 environments during the 1990s was significant influence on the changing role of the 
music critic. Another important factor has been what we might call a kind of 
“definitional confusion”. When academics and commentators refer to popular music 
criticism (as opposed, for example, to classical music criticism), one of the normative 
interpretations is that it refers to the same thing as rock criticism. If this is the case then 
music criticism is in decline to the extent that rock music ceased being the dominant 
musical force in Western society (as defined by record sales) at some point in the 1990s 
(see Grossberg, 1992).42 As McLeod (2001) observes, rock critics in the 1960s imbued 
rock music with a very specific ideology, one that focused on the “authenticity” of the 
music in contrast to the “inauthenticity” of pop music. This can be understood through 
three aspects of authenticity: firstly, the idea that musicians must pay their dues through 
many years of working at their craft; secondly, the idea that rock is an important and 
“artistic” form of subcultural expression; and thirdly, the idea that there is a “rock 
community” that is constituted by a “real” bond between performers and audiences (see, 
for example, Frith, 1983b; McLeod, 2001, p. 49).  
With this definition of popular music criticism in mind, much writing about music has 
not been so much “dancing about architecture” (Klein, 2005) as writing about different 
musical genres: writing about jazz, or writing about folk.43 As Goolrick points out, 
“much of the hysteria about the ‘death of the critic’ is arguably about the professional 
model of music journalism that evolved on the pages of print music magazines like 
Rolling Stone” (2011, p. 34). In other words, when detractors refer to “writing about 
music” in such dismissive terms, they are not necessarily referring to writing about 
music per se, but rather to writing about particular forms of music. Throughout this 
thesis, I have defined popular music criticism to include rock criticism, and as such I am 
theorising its changing function in relation to the decline of rock criticism.  
The accepted means through which rock critics have established authority has been 
through reliance on discourses of authenticity, or what we might call the illusion of 
authenticity. As Grossberg (1992) argues, authenticity is considered crucial to the 
marketing and hence success of many rock musicians. Within many genres of music 
(rock, folk, hip-hop, rap, EDM, country and so forth), authenticity is linked to notions 
                                                 
42 As long ago as 1981, Frith identified Rolling Stone magazine thus: “What they value in music is its 
ability to infuse hedonism with a sense of community; rock is defined by a particularly nostalgic use of 
leisure—it is old people’s youth music” (1983b, p. 176). 
43 As the popular joke runs, Writing about music is not so much dancing about architecture as lounging 
about the living room in your underwear. 
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of truth, honesty, and value as defined in relation to manufactured music. In other 
words, to people within a particular scene, authenticity matters. Yet all popular and 
alternative music is manufactured to a greater or lesser extent, and all recorded and live 
music can be understood as a performance or as performative. When music fans assert 
that certain types of music are “less authentic” than others due to perceived differences 
between how such music has been created or manufactured, their assertion highlights 
the ways that discourses of authenticity are important in the creation of musical, social 
and cultural meaning. Numerous popular music theorists have pointed out that such 
discourses of authenticity in popular music can be considered to be a discursive trope or 
a kind of “illusory” concept (see, for example, Graham, 2001; Barker & Taylor, 2007; 
Creney, 2011). As Johnson argues, 
Authenticity is used as a trope in the myth of rock music. Rock music is the voice of the 
rebel, it serves to counter more popular Top 40 hits, yet this is a false dichotomy. 
Weisethaunet and Lindberg note that the term “authenticity” while ironically being 
connected with the concept of “truth” is also a word with many meanings, and 
importantly, “ascribed different meanings, value, and relevance in different 
spatiotemporal contexts”. Thus an artist can have many selves that are “authentic” despite 
one or more of those personas being merely an act or performance. Alternately this can 
also mean that authenticity can take on different levels of importance in various sub-
genres; folk rock may require a higher level of transparency than a glam rocker playing 
with the concept of glamour and spectacle. Because of this flexibility of authenticity it is 
a concept that can be conveniently called upon as means of propping up an artist or 
tearing them apart. (2013, pp. 43-44) 
These readings of authenticity are also important in music criticism, where we might 
argue that critics do not rely on personal authenticity to establish their authority as much 
as they rely on the illusion of such authenticity. In this way, authenticity can be 
legitimised by the critic in straightforward, declamatory ways: ‘I say this is good so it 
must be true.’ In 2015, propagating the idea that one form of music is more authentic 
and thus ‘superior’ to the next is often taken as a sign of elitism on the critic’s part, 
linked to notions of ‘rockism’ (see Kramer, 2012). Part of the reason lies in this editorial 
qualification: “The line between subculture as resistance and commercial culture as both 
provider of pleasures and an instrument of hegemony is in fact very hard to draw—
especially when youth markets are in question” (Hebdige, 1999, p. 441). This highlights 
the problematic nature of claiming one style or genre of music to be more authentic than 
the next. However the description of elitism is not always taken as a negative when 
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discussing the language and values of a section of society who are, by necessity, defined 
by their choices and cultural capital.  
In this regard, we can note a division between two perspectives or approaches taken by 
popular music critics: those who believe there is no such concept as good or bad music, 
only good and bad listeners;44 and those who believe that patterns of taste formation, 
and thus determinations of good and bad music, should still be ascribed to the 
previously established tastemakers of the music industry, that is, critics. The first 
approach is less invested in notions of authenticity based on musical genre while the 
second reinforces genre distinctions as a primary tactic in the practice of tastemaking. It 
should be noted that neither group is mutually exclusive, and many music critics can, 
and do, ascribe to both approaches. 
Both groups of critics emanate from a model of music criticism that relies on what Frith 
has called a “confusion” of the subjective and objective: “In temporal arts the value of 
the work is experienced as something momentary, and the analytical emphasis is on 
process; ‘subjective’ reading is necessary, a reading taking account of one’s own 
immediate response, and the work’s artistic meaning lies in that response, the work’s 
rhetorical qualities” (Frith, 1996a, p. 116). The first approach would argue that holding 
an opinion about music is secondary to the ability to describe the music and the effect it 
has upon its audience. The second approach, which could comfortably described as 
falling into the old “tastemaker” category, relies on the assumption that criticism is 
primarily based upon a subjective series of judgments, and writers craft their words 
accordingly. In historical critical environments that favoured Forde’s polyglottic 
approach (2001a), both approaches existed happily existed side by side. In 2015 
however, a very limited number of publications covers the same musical ground and 
readership base as Rolling Stone or NME once did (in the 1970s, the coverage in those 
magazines was rarely limited to rock music alone). The opinion-leading U.S. website 
Pitchfork comes closest in this regard, but its range is significantly narrower in terms of 
which musical acts, political, and social agendas that it does or does not cover. Pitchfork 
is primarily concerned with providing a consumer guide for its reader, and there is little 
opportunity for the aspiring critic to take pluralistic approach to their craft. Whether the 
reader appreciates this style is contingent upon how they define “good” criticism, as 
Keep points out: 
It depends on if you want something more [from music criticism]: if you want, as a 
                                                 
44 A quote, possibly apocryphal, often ascribed to the British DJ John Peel. 
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reader, to be taken to places that you wouldn’t normally go; if you want to be made to 
think about things—a record, a scene, an artist, contextually—in a way you hadn’t 
considered before. To me, that’s the role of a good critic; not so much a person who acts 
as a tastemaker—but someone who is documenting history as it happens. (Elmo Keep, 
interview with author, 2012) 
Music criticism and critics may still be positioned as the voice of the counterculture, 
although this perception is changing within web 2.0 environments where pop music 
(defined as chart music) is gaining the upper hand from rock music and musical 
subcultures in terms of cultural impact and aesthetic value (see Frere-Jones, 2007).45 
Mark Sinker (former editor of The Wire magazine) describes his theory of this diffusion 
of critical power: 
The key to this is the sheer number of written voices now accessible today. If you have a 
moment, search out the handful of short stories Kipling wrote about being an early-
adopter motorist—I think he owned and drove his first car (they weren’t even called 
“cars” yet) in 1899, when there probably weren’t even a three-figure number of other cars 
in Britain. The sensibility—this sense of an individual travelling machines as a smoky, 
steamy monster of futurist liberation—obviously only scales up so far: his stories include 
running battles with the authorities, concerning speed limits and social acceptability, that 
only make sense (and have any kind of allure) when the numbers involved are pretty tiny; 
now that there are literally millions of cars, and roads and cities are built with cars in 
mind (sometimes more in mind than people), Kipling’s portrayal of his long-ago world, 
himself as a pioneer and an advocate, and a kind of social rebel at war with the law, is 
triply fascinating. Our behaviour when we’re solitary is unavoidably not the same as our 
behaviour when we’re in small crowds, and different again when we’re in vast crowds. 
What we mainly have to contend with is a recognition that WE WON, on a massive scale, 
and yet very much not on the terms we hoped for. (“HE GOT WHAT HE WANTED 
BUT HE LOST WHAT HE HAD!” as noted rock critic Little Richard yells across the 
prologue of Greil Marcus’s Mystery Train...)  
 
Corollary: we have to be very aware indeed of the sense in which we’re “against” the 
stream today, even when we’re saying/doing exactly what we did 30 or 40 years ago, 
when we really actually (probably) were. Our imagined memory of this heyday risks 
stripping out the actual world-historical consequences of our battles—the ways we won 
despite ourselves—even as we’re enjoying memories of the feel of battle, and continue to 
                                                 
45 For example, a 2016 exam question for the Pop Music in Context unit at Southampton Solent 
University suggests that, “The music of Heavy metal (OR) Hip hop is the global mainstream constructed 
to appear underground, while pop music is the global underground constructed to appear mainstream”. 
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associate this feel with the stances we took. (Mark Sinker, interview with author, 2011) 
If it sometimes feels that all there is left for music criticism to do is to categorise and 
historicise, then perhaps the reason for that lies within Sinker’s Kipling analogy, one 
that is often taken as true within academic and critical circles: everything has been done 
before.46 As a result, the tastemaker critic is pushed to the margins, existing mainly on 
self-published blogs and in occasional newspaper columns. There is still plenty of 
excellent music criticism around, but it serves a number of different functions such as 
validation and curation. If the music is considered important enough for review—from 
the loftiest Pitchfork ‘Best New Music’ tag to the lowliest blog—then a certain level of 
validity is conferred upon it. The act of writing about the music draws attention towards 
it, and good review from a trusted source can boost a band’s confidence. Take, for 
example, a message that Collapse Board received from South Korean band Nice Legs 
in March 2015 regarding a review of their music posted a few months earlier: 
Hi there guys. [...] I got my first ever review from your site for my band Nice Legs’ EP 
Lullaby Land. Holy shit that was amazing. AMAZING. That honestly got us more love 
than anything else ever. EVER. Since that review we have self-booked/financed/lived 
tours in the USA, China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. That review gave us courage. I mean 
what are a few kind words when you need them most? Thanks so much. (Nice Legs, 
personal correspondence to Collapse Board, 2015) 
Music critics still act in a mediating role, but the focus is not so much on star making or 
opinion leading as on curation and commentary. Dorian Lynskey, one of the leading 
practitioners of music criticism in the U.K. via his work for The Guardian, posits that 
critics can wield influence in the post-Internet age, but “in more limited ways.”  
I know several critics, such as Maura Johnston, Nitsuh Abebe and (in his Popjustice 
role47) Peter Robinson, who have built their clout online although many of them write for 
print as well. Readers will always be drawn to critics whose judgment they trust and/or 
whose writing they enjoy, and web 2.0 enables them to be much more widely read. A 
busy Twitter feed of fellow music fans effectively curates an online magazine of the best 
writing. It can never be completely meritocratic but a great writer in a small outlet can 
                                                 
46 This is a claim mainly older people like to make, as it places specific value on their generation. It is a 
claim that this author—for one—vigorously contends: from this critic’s perspective the opportunity for 
music to attain new ground has never been greater than in 2015, an opportunity that is constantly realised 
and confounded. Likewise, music criticism.  
47 Highly influential U.K. website started by the former NME writer, dedicated to analysis of pop (chart) 
music. Having launched in 2000, Popjustice was several years ahead of its time in the way it treated pop 
music with the same level of seriousness as its peers treated rock music. It has directly shaped the form of 
discourse around music at The Guardian, arguably one of three principal online platforms for music 
criticism in the U.K. in 2015. (The other two are The Quietus and Drowned in Sound.) 
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now have a more intense and enthusiastic following than a mediocre one with a huge 
platform. (Interview with author, 2013) 
In these scenarios where validation and curation are linked, how does the music critic 
establish authority in web 2.0 environments, and through what kinds of enactments of 
authenticity? Cultural authority often draws upon the power of interpretation (Frith, 
1996b, p. 178), which means that readers of music criticism are susceptible to rhetorical 
tropes and assumptions of power. As Reynolds suggests, “It’s about rhetoric and the art 
of ‘suasion. There’s skill and tricks but there is also, as with a rapper, just confidence, 
the arrogance to make a categorical statement about an artist or genre’s worth” (quoted 
in Hearsum, 2013, p. 113). This suggestion is echoed in work on journalism practice by 
Zelizer, who describes how scholars have “argued that narrative provides an underlying 
logic for implementing more general communicative rules and conventions. It is thus no 
surprise that storytellers employ a broad range of narrative and stylistic devices to 
uphold their own status and prestige” (1990, p. 367). Klein agrees: 
Lacking the formal training characteristic of higher critics, popular music critics must 
establish their cultural authority by consistently displaying their qualifications—
proficiency as a writer, breadth of knowledge, and studied judgment regardless of 
personal preferences—through their work. (2005, p. 1) 
This final line of Klein’s might read as self-evident, but behind its casual assertion that 
it is possible or indeed desirable to make objective judgments “regardless of personal 
preference” about music when such judgments are necessarily based upon core, 
subjective reactions lies an entire historicised argument about what separates opinion 
from criticism. If the appeal of rock’n’roll is attributed not to the unmasking of truths 
but the creation of myths as Frith believes (1983a), authority does not result from the 
pursuit of accuracy or historical detail, or through many of the more conventional 
discourses and approaches common to other forms of journalism. While a degree of 
consistency and accuracy is desirable if the critic does not want to be “torn apart” by 
their readership, as Reynolds suggests, this authority is achieved mainly through the 
argumentative force of the critic’s words played out with regard to discourses of 
authenticity. These approaches and techniques of music criticism are largely true 
whether the critic is operating in print or web 2.0 environments, as Johnson writes: 
“Online music critics negotiate their authority through a number of strategies including 
personal anecdotes, referential comments, authenticity, vulgarity, humor, and poetics” 
(2013, p. 1). Professional music critic David Bennun reflects on this as the “task” of the 
music critic:  
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It’s not the job of the critic to influence specific artists. Artists should do as they damn 
well please, even if it is shit and you’re hectoring them to change or stop. It’s the job of 
the critic to at least try to change for the better the atmosphere and mindsets that affect 
artists in the first place. A quixotic task, but there you go. (Personal correspondence with 
author, 2012) 
Each of these aspects of the music critic’s task draw on the illusion of authenticity in 
order to create a sense of authority, something that is common to pre- and post-web 2.0 
environments. This illusion becomes especially prevalent in web 2.0 environments 
where the diverse and specialised practices of music criticism are emphasised. 
The career path of the popular music critic in print media 
[The role of music critic] is much the same as other arts critics—assessing what’s good 
and bad in terms of recordings, individual artists, or genres versus the rest of the genre-
scape; tracking the evolution of a particular artist; looking for the wider significance or 
resonance of a recording/artist/genre; making connections between music and other art 
forms or what’s going on in culture or society or politics; pattern-recognition (spotting the 
emergence of trends, new genres, etc). What’s different about rock criticism as a tradition 
is that it has tended (historically) to have more role for a kind of prophetic or messianic 
mode, as in the “I have seen the future of…” There have been critics who have adopted 
that mode with the other arts […] but it’s been less common, I think. Also, rock/pop/etc 
are hybrid art forms, so there [are] a lot of levels on which you can appraise or analyse 
it—music, but also lyrics, persona, performance/theatrics/gesture, visual presentation 
(clothes, video, record packaging) etc etc. That helps to account for the huge diversity of 
critical approaches. (Simon Reynolds, interview with author, 2011) 
Popular music criticism is a relatively new phenomenon. According to Laing, “music 
journalism has appeared in general newspapers and journals for more than three 
hundred years” (2006, p. 333). But that was concerned with the field of classical music 
up until the middle of the 20th century when jazz reviews began to appear in 
newspapers, and other forms of popular music started taking shape. Billboard Magazine 
may have published its first music charts in 1913, but those were based on the sales of 
sheet music. It was not until the rock’n’roll explosion in the mid-1950s that Billboard 
began to publish charts based on record sales and pop music started to take a form 
recognisable today. Although it has been argued that the concept of the ‘teenager’ 
existed long before the 1950s (see, for example, Savage, 2008) it is no coincidence that 
rock’n’roll coincided with the arrival of a new demographic rooted in post-war white 
American affluence. For perhaps the first time in (Western) history, teenagers were 
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regarded as a potent commercial force. What we recognise today as popular music 
criticism took shape as part of that boom.  
In western society, music criticism began to form into a recognisable field with the 
advent of the hippie counterculture in the mid-1960s, and the emergence of the long-
playing album as the dominant commercial form (see Keightley, 2004). The idea of a 
more serious form of popular music, ‘rock’ music, was initially conceptualised by 
commentators seeking to legitimise an artistic form that had previously been dismissed 
by ‘proper’ (arts, classical music) critics as being too commercially driven. It needed its 
own voices and places where those voices could be heard. It was not just the music 
world that was feeling the need for a new form of discourse. Sontag argued against the 
dominant form of interpretative (arts) criticism, writing in the highly-significant essay 
Against Interpretation (1964) that culture needed to be approached not just with new 
eyes, but a new vocabulary. Essays such as this, and Berger’s influential book on arts 
criticism, Ways of seeing (1972), helped pave the way for new forms of criticism across 
all the arts, but especially in music. 
The aim of all commentary on art now should be to make works of art—and, by analogy, 
our own experience—more, rather than less, real to us. The function of criticism should 
be to show how it is what it is, even that it is what it is, rather than to show what it means. 
(Sontag, 1967, p. 14) 
In 1966, Boston writer Paul Williams started Crawdaddy!, commonly regarded as the 
first magazine dedicated to rock criticism. It was followed in 1967 by the iconic music 
title Rolling Stone, and Creem in 1969. All of these were American publications. Creem 
was home to legendary rock critic Lester Bangs, the writer who helped to define rock 
criticism in its formative years (see DeRogatis, 2000). Meanwhile, around the time 
Crawdaddy! was starting and proto-feminist Ellen Willis was writing about pop music 
for The New Yorker, Richard Goldstein was developing a new way of writing about pop 
music in his Pop Eye column in Village Voice, using techniques learned from ‘New 
Journalism’, in particular, the idea that reportage could be approached in a similar 
fashion to literature (Wolfe, 1973). 
Goldstein’s writing about the new music was unique not only in content but also in style. 
Using New Journalistic techniques in the realm of music, his writing was intent on 
colorfully depicting the details of setting, sketching his subjects much like characters in a 
short story and utilizing dialect and dialogue rather than stock quotes. (Powers, 2008, p. 
142) 
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In the U.K., music papers such as NME and Melody Maker had been around for some 
years already (in Melody Maker’s case, decades before. It was started in 1926 as a 
journal for dance band musicians, moving on to cover folk music and jazz). Before the 
advent of the 1960s these remained trade journals with little critical opinion offered 
within their pages. There were reviews, but they were relatively unsophisticated. They 
served the same function that much of music criticism and journalism has always 
served, descriptive without containing any real substance, PR fodder for the industry, a 
way of filling in space between advertisements. That is not to denigrate the role the 
music journalist played in helping to publicise popular music in the mid-20th century, 
more a commentary on the expectations of its audience. The two following excerpts 
drawn from the pages of Melody Maker serve as a representative sampling: 
Memories of You is slower, and the chief honours are stolen by Bobby Hackett, who 
plays cornet that really deserves that somewhat hackneyed jazz term “out of this world.” 
His first chorus is taken in that wistful blue type of playing, and Matthew and Pee Wee 
who follow take their solos in the same vein: so much so that Freeman who follows is to 
be heard rhapsodising in quite a lyrical way. It’s really amazing, though, how these boys 
dovetail with each other and find sympathy with each other’s ideas. (Elliott, 1941) 
Two weeks ago the Hi-Lo’s swooped into Birdland, New York’s famous palace of jazz, 
and literally took the fans by storm. The collegiate-looking lads, with their crew cuts and 
ready smiles, proved that in their three years as a group they have learned all the 
professional tricks of the trade. But the sound itself was the real treat. (Grevatt, 1957) 
Popular music criticism was in a period of flux up until the end of the 1970s when the 
first wave of the specialist music press became established as part of the mainstream.48 
During that period, the NME was supposedly read by nearly five per cent of the U.K. 
population (Reynolds, 2014). The form that is most commonly recognised today only 
really coalesced with the advent of punk rock in the late 1970s and its attendant new 
guard of music critics, drawing upon the ideology of rock to help rid themselves of the 
previous generation’s chosen heroes and set themselves up as the New Establishment. 
The fact that this approach to popular music criticism still holds major influence on the 
field is evidenced by the success of influential U.S. website Pitchfork, whose approach 
to reviewing and meticulously rating albums with decimal points has its roots in Rolling 
                                                 
48 It is also worth mentioning the influential 1970s U.K. magazine Let It Rock, home to Simon Frith, 
Clive James, DJ John Peel, Charlie Gillett and Charles Shaar Murray, among other notable writers. See 
Laing’s excellent case study “The World’s Best Rock Read”: Let It Rock 1972–75 (2010) for more 
information. 
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Stone and Goldstein’s successor at Village Voice, Robert Christgau and his Consumer 
Guide approach to rock journalism. 
In Consumer Guide, Christgau evolved music criticism into service journalism, offering 
snappy reviews of recent albums to which, in a true academic fashion, he assigned letter 
grades. Despite their pithy character, Christgau’s Consumer Guides heightened the 
intellectual interrogation of his subject matter through their economy, the condensed form 
both a management strategy for contending with the labor that criticism now demanded 
and a commentary on how to conduct it. (Powers, 2008, pp. 241-2) 
Not all musicians appreciated this tactic. Curmudgeonly Velvet Underground singer 
Lou Reed famously recorded a rant against Christgau on his 1978 live album Take No 
Prisoners: 
Critics … What does Robert Christgau do in bed? You know, is he a toe fucker? Man, 
anal retentive, A Consumer’s Guide to Rock?!? What a moron … A study by me by 
Robert Christgau … Nice little box and a B+ … Can you imagine working for a fucking 
year, and you get a B+ from an asshole in The Village Voice? (Reed, 1978) 
However, this is not the only form of popular music criticism that can be identified from 
the pre-web 2.0 era. Within the U.K. and U.S. music press of the 1970s and 1980s, these 
approaches to music criticism were augmented by varying underground voices and 
analytical writers, for example, Greil Marcus (2008) and David Toop (1995). All styles 
of popular music criticism crossed over and varied from platform to platform. Together, 
these formed Forde’s ‘polyglottic identity’ (2001a, p. 24) wherein many differing voices 
utilising differing techniques and writing styles could be found within the same 
publication, often on the same page. In the U.K., music critics were more concerned 
with how music affects its audience rather than with a description of the music itself 
(see, for example, Shuker, 1994; Forde, 2001a; Lindberg, 2005). This polyglottic 
identity held sway up to the 1990s. It was a complex, mutable system the music critic 
operated within, “[a]n overlapping network that comprises those connected with college 
radio, record collectors, local music scene participants, musicians and various record 
company employees, among others” (McLeod, 2001, p. 47). Critics’ discursive 
positions were “both as audience members who are presumably similar to their readers, 
and as speakers from a position of expertise and authority that differentiates them from 
the reader” (Fenster, 2002, p. 84). This is a dual position. 
Rock criticism is a typical child of the 60s generation gap, behind which Bourdieu in 
Distinction discerns the agency of the so-called new intellectuals, largely autodidacts 
specializing in ‘legitimable’ cultural capital. (Gudmundsson, Lindberg, Michelsen, & 
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Weisethaunet, 2002, p. 43) 
Before the advent of web 2.0 environments, it was customary for interested parties 
looking to establish themselves as music critics to forgo the conventional route of 
obtaining qualifications at school and tertiary level and instead simply immerse 
themselves in music culture. In the U.K. during the early 1980s this was via a route of 
attending gigs, avidly devouring the established specialist music magazines of the day, 
listening to sympathetic radio DJs (notably, John Peel’s ‘graveyard’ slot between 10pm 
and 12 midnight on BBC Radio 1), chatting about music every hour of the day with 
similarly-minded friends and, more often than not, starting self-published print 
magazines (fanzines) wherein the fledgling writer would enthusiastically champion or 
decry the critical favourites of the day. Key to this particular route was the idea of the 
music critic as fan. 
Professional rock journalists are fans too; the roots of their profession lie in the 1960s, 
with the fanzines and specialist music magazines of the US and the underground press of 
the UK, where many writers began as amateurs and non-professionals. This was possible 
because writing about popular music did not entail any professional musical skills [...] 
This untutored enthusiasm is common to fanzine writers and professional rock critics, 
however different the texts they produce might be, and however different their motives 
and their audiences. (Atton, 2010, p. 519) 
The fledgling critic would then be picked up by one of the four main music ‘inkies’—
Melody Maker, Record Mirror, Sounds, NME—and offered freelance work, usually in 
the form of regional live concert reviews. If their work found favour with the readers 
and editors, then they would be offered longer articles: interviews, think pieces, album 
reviews, resulting in the Holy Grail of a staff position as either a section editor or staff 
writer, complete with the attendant perks such a role brought, including an expense 
account, free concert tickets, hotel rooms, paid-for flights to other countries, and so on.  
From there, the established writer would branch out, perhaps turning out the occasional 
rock biography or more literary tome, or going on to join one of the broadsheet 
newspapers (usually left-of-centre) as a columnist or regular contributor. In that respect, 
it is possible to draw parallels between professional music critics and newsroom 
journalists. It has long been the preferred route for reporters to serve their time on 
regional newspapers or radio stations as apprentices or ‘cadets’, learning their trade in 
the field rather than obtaining academic qualifications (see, for example, Schlesinger, 
1990; Tunstall, 1996): 
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A different model of professional aspiration can be found in the tradition of ‘serious’ 
popular music criticism that emerged in the 1960s. This kind of music writing is 
associated with the US counter-culture, the alternative press, the New Journalism 
movement and above all with magazines like Rolling Stone and Creem. In contrast to the 
functionalist style of the trade press, the new breed to music magazines specialised in 
New Journalism-influenced immersion reporting in the form of long, literary pieces 
peppered with autobiographical elements of the writer. Here we see a quite specific ideal 
of professional music writing, in which flair and writerly voice are privileged […] the 
elevation of rock critics to ‘star status’ was a central feature of this second model. By-
lines began to be more prominently highlighted, appearing on magazine covers. Writing 
became more individualised and eccentric. (Lobato & Fletcher, 2012, pp. 114-5) 
It is possible to summarise the main points of this trajectory as follows: 
 Immerse oneself in music. 
 Immerse oneself in music culture by reading established and non-established 
publications about music, and listening to relevant shows on radio and TV. 
 Create one’s own music publication (a “fanzine”). 
 Apply to join the established music press of the late 1970s/early 1980s (the 
‘big 4’ titles were Melody Maker, NME, Sounds, Record Mirror—these were 
soon followed by Smash Hits, The Face, The Wire, Q Magazine and so forth, 
and more widely distributed fanzines such as ZigZag and Jamming). 
 Build an audience by working on establishing a personal voice as a critic and 
associating oneself with certain subcultures or critical aesthetics or genres: 
consistency, coupled with an ability to entertain or inform was key. It was 
also considered crucial that the critic should at least present the illusion of 
autonomy even if the reality was often very different. 
 At a later point, consolidate one’s standing as a critic by writing for other 
publications. 
In print environments during the 1980s and 1990s, the role of the music critic could be 
broken down into half-a-dozen main functions, many of which overlapped. They are as 
follows. 
 Consumer Guide (reviewer) 
 Gatekeeper 
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 Industry Cheerleader 
 Archivist/Biographer 
 Creative—”this is my art” 
 Filling space between advertisements 
 Entertainment 
Or, as Klein (2005) summarises it: 
 Artist: The Creative Role 
 Consumer Guide: The Idealized Role 
 Producer of Text: The Institutional Role 
 Cheerleader: The Industry Role 
 Historical Arbiter: The Record-Keeping Role 
In the first list, the Consumer Guide role is most commonly associated with music 
criticism. The point at which it overlaps with the second role is where the reviewer 
begins to express strong opinions, forcibly argued. Hoskyns describes the role of the 
music critic as suggesting various interpretations of music to the reader—”to find 
meaning in art: to mediate between music/musicians and consumer/audience, explaining 
the context of the recording or performance and judging its qualities and failings” 
(interview with author, 2012). Or, as editor-in-chief of Australian music writing website 
FasterLouder Darren Levin more bluntly terms it, the role of the music critic is to 
“illuminate or add another layer to the art itself” (interview with author, 2012). Author 
and critic Jon Savage puts it thus:  
[What is the role of the music critic?] Several. First is enthusiasm: discovering new music 
and getting other people excited about it. This is the function of the classic era weekly 
music press. Secondly: casting a realistic eye on the follies of the music and 
entertainment industry—without cynicism. Thirdly moving out of that into a deeper 
engagement with musicians and the way they make music, and the relation between 
music time and place—in other words, social history. Final role: giving a voice to 
musicians. (Interview with author, 2012)  
The third description—that of a critic acting as an industry cheerleader—ties in with a 
hypothesis that many critics begin as fans of music and unwittingly turn into (unpaid) 
press agents on behalf of the industry. Klein argues that  
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Popular music critics see themselves as performing quality control in their attempt to help 
guide consumers, existing as the last stand against tasteless record labels. Yet the positive 
tilt of music criticism, dictated in part by space constraints, makes the music critic appear 
to be more of a cheerleader than a gatekeeper. Even so, being an incidental publicist or 
promoter of an artist is generally not interpreted by critics as a negative or compromised 
position; they are happy to get the word out about a good artist or album. (2005, pp. 13-
14) 
This fandom can spill over into uncritical adoration for certain venerated artists and 
bands, and usually goes unremarked because such enthusiasm is typically seen as 
integral to a critic’s role in the dissemination of popular music (‘If you do not like it, 
why criticise it?’). According to Wyatt & Hull 
[t]he music critic writes far more positive reviews than negative reviews. Perhaps this 
finding indicates that music critics, because of the popular nature of their chosen art form, 
are unaccustomed to employing stringent critical standards. Or perhaps this paucity of 
negative reviews is a reflection of the fact that… music critics have great discretion in 
choosing what to review. (1990, pp. 20-21) 
Editors, readers, and musicians often scorn the notion that a critic can be a creative 
practitioner in their own right but clearly this can be the case. The standard line I used to 
give people who questioned the artistic merit of my writing was to say that, “It must be 
an art. My words can make that most supremely uninteresting of breeds—the 
musician—seem interesting.” The greatest criticism should be ranked alongside the 
greatest music—and equally, the belief that music criticism is by necessity parasitic of 
its host form (the music it is investigating) does not bear close examination. The 
relationship is not so much parasitical, as symbiotic. Music itself is parasitic, of life. As 
Klein explains, “Just as painters may be inspired by literature, or composers may be 
inspired by paintings, the art of music inspires the critic, as an artist, to create the art of 
criticism” (2005, p. 9). 
It should be noted that during the period under discussion in this chapter music criticism 
did not only appear in the pages of newsstand magazines and papers, much of the 
commentary around music was taking place in free newspapers and self-published 
magazines, ‘fanzines’ produced by music fans and enthusiasts. These were often centred 
round niche subjects, as specific as Bowiezines (dedicated to the rock star David 
Bowie), and served as breeding grounds for future professional music critics. 
Occasionally, these fanzines would straddle the middle ground between the established 
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rock press and the underground—as in the case of my own self-published U.K. titles 
Careless Talk Costs Lives49 and Plan B Magazine50 in the 2000s. 
Simply, fanzines are publications devoted to discussing the intricacies and nuances of a 
cultural genre […] zines are decidedly amateur. While this term has taken on a pejorative 
cast in a society that honours professionalism and the value of the dollar, the roots of 
amateurism are far more noble: amator, Latin for lover. While other media are produced 
for money or prestige or public approval, zines are done […] for love: love of expression, 
love of sharing, love of communication. (Duncombe, 1997, pp. 13-15) 
It was in among the scruffy, random layouts and do-it-yourself idealism of the fanzine 
scene that spilled across the U.K. in the wake of the first wave of punk that I received 
my schooling as a music critic, turning out fiercely partisan and opinionated pieces 
about the music that moved me and almost more importantly, the music that did not. I 
rapidly learned to develop my own writing style: immediate, enthusiastic, untrained in 
the scholarly (or schoolroom) sense, characterised by vivid use of adjective and clumsy 
metaphor, ridiculously hyperbolic on occasion. It is a style that served me well during 
the years I was writing criticism that reached hundreds of thousands of readers every 
week for Melody Maker and NME, and a style that betrayed me when the fashion for 
music criticism started to follow a more rigorously mediated model. It is a style that 
remains with me, now I have returned to writing about music for non-commercial gain 
on my own web 2.0 equivalent of a fanzine, the Brisbane-based music website Collapse 
Board. 51  
Everett is a tough boy, wild and innocent and dangerous as hell. The most dangerous 
music writer alive. Or the greatest zinester without a zine. Besides his own writing, 
Everett’s got a knack for attracting the talent on the fringe who, whether through a shared 
lack of tact or disgust with tradition, aren’t welcome in the mainstream […] Tiny 
presences against the titan shadow of the mainstream, daring to ask if music writing could 
                                                 
49Although CTCL was produced with no thoughts of profit or paying contributors, and continually ran the 
risk of putting myself and fellow publisher, photographer Steve Gullick, considerably out of pocket, to 
view this as a straight ‘fanzine’ is problematic—both myself and Gullick were seasoned and much-
heralded music press veterans at the top of our game. CTCL’s increasingly costly print runs were funded 
mostly by alternative/mainstream industry advertising. In that respect, CTCL could not be termed a 
‘fanzine’. In another respect, it could: I looked for many of my initial contributors in Riot Grrrl 
community lists and from online sites like Freaky Trigger, also the I Love Music message board—a 
forum for music industry insiders that still commands considerable influence. 
50 Plan B Magazine was certainly not a fanzine in the accepted sense of the word—it was designed to 
make money, and did, paying a core team of contributors enough to keep them off the dole for several 
years. Yet it was not mainstream either: it retained much of the core idealism of fanzines, eschewing 
‘mainstream’ values. 
51 Collapse Board was set up in conjunction with fellow ex-pat, Brisbane-based photographer Justin 
Edwards, but it never had an agenda beyond refusing to accept prevalent approaches to music criticism. 
Perhaps this is why it was never a (commercial) success.  
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be art too, and not apologising for it. (Cleland, 2014) 
A brief aside about platforms and authority 
The illusion of authenticity is not the only means through which music critics confer 
authority upon themselves. This also occurs via the publishing platform that the 
criticism is distributed through, such that the critics writing for these publications are 
known and referenced as ‘a Quietus critic’, ‘a Rolling Stone writer’ and so on. Such a 
scenario forms something of a contrast to the types of relationships between musicians 
and record labels, where authority may at times be garnered for the artist through 
association with a particular label, but where it is equally as common for the artist’s 
relationship with a record label to be downplayed or de-emphasised. To some extent, 
the platform of publication can be more important than the music critic, something that 
runs contrary to the suggestion made by Lynskey above; that a great writer with a small 
outlet can command more influence than a mediocre one with a huge platform. For 
example, it seems reasonable to assume that the brief two-line TV listings carried by set 
top boxes influence vastly more viewing patterns than the most widely feted TV critic 
in the world. A counter-argument could be the former is not criticism: this may well be 
so, but it is still a very powerful form of gatekeeping:  
Traditionally, the weight of physical publication has always been a boon to the résumé of 
a music writer, with a credit in NME carrying importance that far supersedes that of one 
from a small print fanzine or its modern equivalent in the blog. With the big name 
publication comes the legacy of the brand, the consistency of the format, and the backing 
of editors. The critic is framed as an authority, one granted with the unique right to 
determine the quality and worth of art as imbued by the publication that has employed 
them. Yet, with so many rock and pop publications closing their doors, the dynamic has 
changed, leaving independent blogs as not only a legitimate voice in music discourse, but 
one of the only options. (Johnson, 2013, pp. 1-2) 
As Johnson suggests, this way of conferring authority is problematic in web 2.0 
environments, especially at a time when so many established publications have 
disappeared from view, or in the case of NME and SPIN swapped the authority of print 
for a more conflicted online presence, driven by monetary concerns and chasing the 
next big spike in online traffic.52 There are many platforms that music criticism appears 
on: magazine and newspaper websites, blogs (professional and amateur), meta-sites, 
                                                 
52 Although one could of course argue that this has always been the case with commercial (professional) 
music writing titles. 
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social networking websites, music recommendation sites, online marketplaces, message 
boards, forums et cetera. And while some of the content on these platforms might not 
be considered music criticism, it does often approximate music criticism to the extent 
that it might as well be called music criticism. McLeese agrees with Johnson and 
Lynskey who proposing that in the future “music journalists will no longer derive their 
authority and influence from the platform in which they publish, be it Pitchfork or the 
New York Times, but from the quality of the work itself, and from its ability to attract 
readers” (2010, p. 446). This is not necessarily regarded as a cause for professional 
despair on the part of critic: rather, some academics have argued that it presents an 
opportunity, in particular for the more entrepreneurially minded and self-promoting 
critic (see, for example, McLeese, 2010; Goolrick, 2011; Anderton et al., 2012). 
However, U.S. music critics Chris Weingarten and Christopher J. Ott dispute this 
“opportunity model” of online criticism when they discuss the role of financial 
imperatives or issues in criticism: 
When I grew up on music reviews in the 90s, the critic served as someone who helped me 
decide whether or not I should spend that $15. They were someone who listened to 
records I had no possible access to, and could tell me (in colorful language) whether or 
not this lives up to our expectations and, often, what the record or artist means in a greater 
cultural context. Annoyingly, the role of the music critic in 2012 is to direct people’s eyes 
to already-existing narratives of hype that slowly form around us. (Weingarten, interview 
with author, 2012) 
You want to get paid for music writing? You’re pretty soon going to find out that you are 
in a world that has nothing to do with music or writing. It’s about executing PR 
campaigns. (Ott, 2013) 
The disclaimer from McLeese (2010, p. 446) that “[n]one of us went into this for the 
money” will not comfort music critics who have spent years earning a living from their 
craft only to discover one night when their backs were turned the rules got changed and 
words that previously commanded a monetary value are now expected to be given away 
for free. And where does the claim that the “best” music criticism will end up as “more 
of a hobby than a profession” (p. 446) leave the field of music criticism as a viable 
vocation, either ideologically or financially? As Bourdieu asks, “how could one not see 
that the logic of profit, particularly short-term profit, is the very negation of culture, 
which presupposes investment for no financial return or for uncertain and often 
posthumous returns?” (2003, p. 70). That observation is reiterated by Hanrahan who 
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points out, “while the end of long-term commitment is beneficial to businesses, or for 
the bottom line, its impact on culture is deeply problematic” (2013, p. 80).  
Even so, McLeese’s words feel like a realistic representation of the environments that 
music criticism operates within in 2015. As many of my own experiences as a web 2.0 
critic have affirmed, the writer is often only permitted certain critical and creative 
leeway when there is no financial gain involved. What this often results in is the 
propensity of critics to document or review, or as Ott describes it, to “execute PR 
campaigns,” something that might be interpreted as an erosion of the kind of authority 
previously ascribed to certain platforms or publications. In an overall sense, this leaves 
the connections between publishing platforms and the authority of the critic in a 
complex and dynamic state, some aspects of which are common to both traditional and 
web 2.0 platforms, and other aspects that are changing in online environments. 
Authenticity and the slow death of Everett True 
My work as music critic Everett True connects in complex and multifaceted ways to 
these issues of authority, the illusion of authenticity, validity, and changes in publishing 
platforms. Popular music critics are a component of the scene they help document and 
often help to create, something that has certainly been the case in my work. In many 
forms of criticism the critic cannot separate themselves from their criticism, nor is it 
desirable that they should be seen to do so. As Bourdieu (1984, p. 6) writes, taste 
classifies and it classifies the classifier:  
Within the small field of academic writing in this arena, there are many references to the 
trust held in terms of an authenticity being an imperative to the success of a music 
writing—we need to believe in the writer to follow their thoughts, a point that academia, 
with its peer-reviewed, cited, referenced and ‘stamp of authority’ also uses to give worth 
to writing. (Hearsum, 2013, p. 114) 
Authenticity is a construct and therefore dependent upon cultural support. Why then 
does Sanjek claim that an understanding of authenticity is so crucial to music criticism 
and Middleton (1990) assert that the concept of authenticity should be prominent in any 
contextual approach to music? In fact, Sanjek contends that “the question of authenticity 
is a slippery one, as it too often bases itself upon totalizing definitions, positing absolute 
conceptions of truth or falsity and communities of homogeneous consumers” while 
acknowledging its importance to the dialogue around popular music (1992, p. 13). For a 
complementary perspective on this, I return to my own experiences as a professional 
music critic.  
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During the 1980s and 1990s—and for most of the 2000s—the notion of authenticity was 
crucial to me as a writer. If I felt that at some level the band or artist did not believe in 
what they were doing, and that I could not relate to it as an individual or part of a 
broader community, then I would deride them as fake, insincere, inauthentic. As 
Johnson states:  
the reviewer […] uses the subject of authenticity as a way of displaying their authority, of 
playing their parts as industry tastemakers and leaving their stamp of approval—it’s ok, 
you can like this, I’ve deemed these artists as genuine, they aren’t your average pop 
band” (2013, p. 45).  
This echoes my own experience. I was one of a privileged circle of tastemakers who 
decided whether a band or artist was considered ‘genuine’ or not. If I said a band were 
‘real’ then to tens of thousands of readers they were. That delineation had measurable 
economic and sociological repercussions.53  
When I started writing for the NME in 1983, I was unable to establish authority through 
the argumentative force of my words. I established my authority through my 
“authenticity” as a participant in a scene. Some readers trusted me for this professed 
authenticity, some distrusted me because they felt that it was fake and many doubtless 
did not care either way. I was also a fan, and unembarrassed to state my preferences. 
Indeed I saw it as my calling, believing a love for music and a hatred for music to be the 
opposite sides of the same coin:  
The music press in the U.K. was a machine for the creation of that sort of authority—it 
was self-selecting—a certain kind of personality and sense of (in print, if not person) 
confidence was what was attracted to the music press, and it was what prospered there—
you were rewarded for emphatic-ness and categorical-ness, taking strong stances pro and 
con various things, seizing on a new band or scene and hyping it. So diffidence and 
tentativeness tended to not thrive in that context. But writers who came up through that 
school (the UK music press) often find it hard to translate that kind of charismatic (in 
print, not in person) model of criticism to other fields of journalism, where there is more 
measured tone and a pretence of objectivity—most don’t manage to make the transition 
and those who do really have to tone it down for the less shouty environs of newspapers 
and “proper” magazines. (Simon Reynolds, interview with author, 2012) 
                                                 
53 Although Frith has argued otherwise, the economic influence that music critics wield can be 
demonstrated in several ways—many bands over the years have been signed to lucrative deals on the 
basis of good write-ups in the music press; distribution deals have been offered; commercially-successful 
genres of music have come to prominence only after concerted periods of critical support; tours and gigs 
and albums are booked depending on critical say-so; and so forth. 
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To me, authenticity was the line that separated ‘real’ bands like Nirvana and Sonic 
Youth from ‘fake’ bands such as Pearl Jam and Smashing Pumpkins, and I would state 
my preferences with certitude.  
Would it make any difference to you if I revealed that Smashing Pumpkins are a standing 
joke in their hometown of Chicago? That I could recount you more pathetic Billy Corgan 
stories from different sources than even bitchy Courtney Love ones? That this calculated, 
sordid amalgam of every saleable moment from rock over the past five years is held up 
for ridicule regularly? That, in Chicago, folk just cannot believe the gullibility of the 
English (and, more recently, that of sad metal kids across smalltown USA)? The Jesus 
Lizard lisp whenever they mention the name. Urge Overkill have them down as “K-Tel 
Grunge”. I prefer “Grunge Lite.” (True, 1993) 
Reflecting on my understanding of the importance of authenticity in music criticism at 
the time I did not care whether the instruments being used fell within a prescribed sound 
or a band fit within a certain genre, tropes often used to define authenticity within 
certain musical genres (see, for example, Moore, 2002; Barker & Taylor, 2007; Enli, 
2015). What mattered to me far more was the feel of a live or recorded performance. 
Did the band mean it? It never occurred to me to determine what ‘mean’ meant. I felt I 
knew whether a band was ‘fake’ or ‘real’ as soon as I heard the music. My certainty was 
total and unquestionable. And, as a critic who by now was wielding considerable power, 
I saw myself both as a principal member of the band’s audience and as someone 
uniquely situated to pass judgment. This is described by Moore, when he writes that  
‘Authenticity’ is a matter of interpretation which is made and fought for from within a 
cultural and, thus, historicised position. It is ascribed, not inscribed. As Sarah Rubidge 
has it: ‘authenticity is … not a property of, but something we ascribe to a performance’. 
Whether a performance is authentic, then, depends on who ‘we’ are. However, if this 
quality that we call ‘authenticity’ does not inhere in the music we hear, where does it lie? 
[…] It is a construction made on the act of listening. (2002, p. 210) 
On the occasion of Nirvana’s famous MTV Unplugged performance on 18 November 
1993 in New York City I refused to attend the show, believing the setting to be fake, 
inauthentic, the very opposite of what I believed the band and their troubled singer Kurt 
Cobain stood for. As Barker & Taylor put it, “[Cobain] defined honesty as not putting 
on an act, and felt that performing when he no longer felt enthusiastic was a shameful 
lie” (2007, p. 4). Despite the fact I had been sleeping on the singer’s hotel floor that 
morning I did not show up and travelled across town to where another band I knew 
were drinking in a bar on Avenue A. Because of my fierce belief in the importance of 
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authenticity, and attendant notions of cool, I had excluded myself from one of the 
pivotal events of my generation, the recording of MTV Unplugged: Nirvana.54 
Authenticity meant that much to me back then and its importance to me was naturally 
reflected in my writing. 
This is the heart of the American dream, a ravished pop-cultural wasteland full of big, 
glossy, ultimately meaningless images of confusion and blaring noise which oscillate 
round your head with alarming randomness. This is chaos passed off as art, art passed off 
as purpose. This is stasis passed off as revolutionary, self-deprecating anarchy. And this 
is the purgatory that America deserves. (True, 1992) 
If authenticity is less crucial in my criticism today it is because in recent years I have 
managed to separate my professional writing from my everyday life. I no longer go to 
as many concerts, buy as much music, or perform as often on stage.55 My power as a 
tastemaker music critic has waned. Everett True existed for as long as Everett True 
believed in the concept of authenticity and could access the necessary outlets to voice 
that belief. That power eroded during the 2000s once I turned my back on the 
mainstream music industry, disillusioned following the death of Kurt Cobain in 1994. I 
was the editor of the rock magazine VOX for nine glorious months in 1996-7, and then 
disappeared into the undergrowth, finding writing work where I could, in Seattle at The 
Stranger56 and writing editorial ‘reviews’ for websites such as Amazon in emerging web 
2.0 environments. When I returned to print with my self-published magazines Careless 
Talk Costs Lives and Plan B Magazine in the 2000s I had a different attitude to writing 
about music. I resituated myself in opposition to the prevailing music press attitudes of 
the day while ardently supporting the bands I felt merited it and keeping my musical 
brief as broad as possible. It was apparent that much of the audience attracted to myself 
and co-conspirator, photographer Steve Gullick, still believed in our ‘authenticity’ as 
participants and critics.  
Veering between shambolic and sleek, the first instalment of Careless Talk has been 
dubbed ‘an indie Wire’ or ‘a nu-Melody Maker’, when in truth all it’s really doing is 
                                                 
54 Reading this anecdote now, I think it likely Cobain himself might have suggested I did not want to 
attend, to help ease his own troubled conscience. He viewed me as one of his more ‘punk’ friends in 
terms of my anti-system views. 
55 During the 1990s I saw as many as 500 shows a year, frequently taking taxis between three or four gigs 
in an evening. This had reduced by 2013 to a maximum of two or three a month. 
56 Where, according to the paper’s then-editor Emily White, I ‘broke every rule of local music 
journalism—and several we did not know even existed’ in the first week. During my six-month tenure as 
music editor at the fiercely pro-LGBT periodical I was threatened with lawyers, offered gun protection 
and assaulted on several occasions by irate musicians and readers. It transpires that U.K. music criticism 
does not always transfer well to U.S. environments.  
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identifying and mass-mediating a raw, reflexive, new type of journalism, one that is 
flourishing on the internet on sites like I Love Music,57 Alistair Fitchett’s Tangents, 
Freaky Trigger and our own Pennyblackmusic, and in fanzines run by attitude-spitting 
girls and boys with a grudge against the lies they’re being sold and a big thing for 
photocopiers and Pritt Sticks. (McNamee, 2002) 
Working within web 2.0 environments, as I have done since my move to Brisbane in 
2008, that attitude has hardened. Much of the music criticism that I read today 
documents, catalogues, reviews, and codifies music within its own narrow constraints 
and boundaries, largely focusing on one genre only—indie, for example. Sometimes it 
feels like the Pitchfork, in its eagerness to categorise and condense critical judgments to 
a very specific numeral/star rating, is helping to reduce music criticism to the level of 
writing about stamp collecting.58 Before the advent of web 2.0 environments it was 
unusual for critics to see other reviews before they wrote their own reviews. Now it is 
the norm for critics to read half a dozen other reviews before forming their own 
‘opinion.’ This has led to a homogenising effect. Hanrahan observes “a move toward a 
culture of consensus” (2013, p. 79), citing the way Village Voice’s habitually diverse 
annual poll of music critics, the Pazz And Jop, has become almost interchangeable with 
Pitchfork’s end-of-year poll, with the focus on ‘indie.’ 
Used to be, when you filled out your P&J ballot, you hadn’t seen very many other Top 10 
lists. Now, with websites pretending the year is over well before Thanksgiving and 
surviving prints mags falling in step with their own premature year-end countdowns, it’s 
hard to avoid peering over your neighbor’s shoulder. A story snowballs through the year, 
so by December, critics who don’t hear many releases and the ones who’ve heard too 
many to sort through—enough Pazz and Joppers to pass as a consensus—have had the 
words ‘Animal Collective’ pounded into their heads so incessantly that boarding the 
bandwagon seems like a no-brainer. (Eddy, 2010, p. 47) 
There are times when micro-communities still emerge around my writing—translocal 
communities or virtual music scenes that take place in virtual environments (see 
Bennett & Peterson, 2004) —but those audiences are highly dispersed. In such settings, 
there is a persistent and unspoken demand from my audience that I focus on one genre 
of music and thus prove my ‘authenticity’. As Forde told me, 
                                                 
57 An early online message board, I Love Music started in web 1.0 environments and is still going strong. 
It acts as a meeting place where numerous critics and music industry insiders can chat about anything 
music-related and as such is more influential than many people realise. And woe betide anyone who runs 
afoul of ILM’s hive-mind mentality! 
58 This is not to disparage philately as a pastime, more to comment on the difference between music 
collectors and music fans. 
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… the issue now is about owning a genre. I think it’s now all about being a specialist 
rather than a generalist. Writers will look to be the definitive voice on a genre or sub-
genre [...] No one can be a generalist as everyone is doing that (from Q to The Mirror). 
So I think the battle for authenticity will be in being the first to write about new acts 
within a chosen genre and be the defining voice there. (Personal communication with 
author, 2010) 
I mostly ignore this demand to specialise, and instead continue to erode any notion of 
myself being considered an ‘authentic’ voice. Being typecast is limiting and I do not 
receive any payment for Collapse Board so I do not need to worry about placating (or 
nurturing) my audience. This has resulted in a reduced audience for my work, which 
once numbered in the hundreds of thousands, to a small number of music press readers 
and fans of music. WordPress web stats demonstrate how the readership for my 
criticism drops if I focus on, for example, chart music or underground female hip-hop.59 
Mostly, however, my unpaid online writing at Collapse Board seeks to provoke or 
validate through a form of critical curation an approach and practice that reflects my 
subject position as a fan of music. In some ways, the discourses and approaches that 
Lobato & Fletcher describe below continue in my criticism, even though the audience 
dynamics have changed so markedly: 
Through canonical figures like Bangs, the post-New Journalism model of music criticism 
has established a set of codes and forms for ‘serious’ criticism which endure to this day. 
As such, this genre of music writing represents a curious intersection of amateur and 
professional modes of production, incorporating an ethos of anti-professionalism 
(‘everybody’s a rock critic’) alongside a strong code of ethics (independence, integrity, a 
commitment to subjective but consistent evaluative criteria) which constitute a kind of de 
facto Hippocratic Oath for music writers. From this perspective, being a good music 
writer is about maintaining distance from the corrupting pressures of the record 
industry—a very different ideology of professionalism compared to that which regulates 
the trade-paper tradition. (Lobato & Fletcher, 2012, p. 115) 
In 2015 I no longer claim the role of participant in the music industry. Or if I do, 
through my professional writing, reviewing albums for the Australian online edition of 
The Guardian, and my citizen criticism at Collapse Board, it is a very different form of 
participation. I have no idea when I ceased to be Everett True, or perhaps some part of 
me still is True. I am not sure I can even remember him that clearly. That guy who 
                                                 
59 My music criticism is female-centric however and has a strong feminist readership, so anything gender-
specific usually attracts readers for that fact alone. 
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immersed himself in music culture, that guy whose drunken japes and musical 
discoveries everyone used to talk about, that tastemaker critic guy who was mates with 
rock royalty and whose words were read by hundreds of thousands of people every 
week who hated and loved him with an equal passion. Or as one interviewer wrote, 
“Prone to blackouts from drinking and immersed in the camaraderie of whatever band 
he happened to be hanging around with, True rarely let critical distance stand in the way 
of a good time” (Fritch, 2002).  
Maybe it was a war of constant attrition, with my authority being chipped away 
incrementally by the advent of more inclusive communications environments, 
thousands upon thousands of music fans realising they could take on the trappings of 
the exact same role, if not the reality. Maybe I encouraged them, dismayed at the end 
result of my writings around grunge and Nirvana in the early 1990s (the singer killed 
himself), until the status of Everett True as tastemaker music critic had finally 
dissipated. Maybe the reasons are more prosaic. In 2006 my wife gave birth to the first 
of our three children, and staying immersed within music culture when you have 
parental responsibilities is difficult, especially when you are not being paid. Maybe I 
needed to lose Everett True’s impetuousness, self-regard and contrariness before I was 
able to finish this research project (a part of me still feels that the notion of being a 
popular music critic and an academic is incompatible). All I know is that the 
performance of Everett True that was based so much on the belief in, or the illusion of, 
the authentic has become less and less frequent over the intervening years until it is near 
non-existent in 2015. Although I still use his name and am still recognised as such by 
the occasional music press fan, he does not exist anymore, at least not in a recognisable 
form. 
The difference between criticism and opinion 
To understand the role of the music critic it is necessary to establish what it is that 
separates opinion from criticism. Without that differentiation any analysis of music 
criticism is inadequate and yet any separation between the two forms is subject to 
changing times and fashions. The differentiation is further problematised when music 
writing websites like Collapse Board knowingly blur the lines between opinion, 
criticism, and ‘art’, relishing the freedom to experiment that more diffuse publishing 
environments offer, and commercial websites like Amazon encourage user-generated 
product reviews which can credibly be classified as criticism (the intention is to 
criticise).  
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Writing about popular music is, variously, a vehicle for self-expression and a way to 
make a living; a hobby and an art form; a mode of critique and a promotional activity. 
Each genre of music writing—from the 100-word CD review to the 10,000-word artist 
profile—can be the vehicle for public relations, advocacy or cultural commentary, 
depending on how it is executed. (Lobato & Fletcher, 2012, p. 113) 
During this project, I asked the question about opinion and criticism of a variety of 
music critics, from self-published bloggers and fanzine writers to internationally 
recognised commentators. The responses were as varied and contradictory as the 
respondents’ approach to criticism. However there are points of commonality. These I 
have separated out under different headings, not in any order of preference, that 
describe the attributes of criticism. I have placed the response under the heading I felt 
was most reflective of the point made. There are five main themes. These are: Ability to 
contextualise; Ability to construct an argument; Ability to write ‘well’; Ability to 
construct authority; and Ability to express an opinion and ‘interpret’ music. Clearly 
many of these responses come to the same conclusion and often rest on discourses of 
authenticity although it is of value to view them separately. Several of the respondents 
were at pains to point out the various different roles of the music journalist: critic, 
reviewer, reporter, opinion-leader, and so forth. I have attempted to reflect these 
concerns where possible. 
Ability to contextualise 
Klein suggests that the idealised function of music critics, both individually, and as a 
community, is to act as a consumer guide, to determine which music their reader should 
and should not purchase. To do this, the critic must provide context to “help to situate 
an artist against the larger music and cultural universe”, and by doing so act as some 
form of historical arbiter (2005, p. 11). The emphasise here is upon the mediating role 
of the critic, that it falls upon the critic to decide on behalf of the consumer which music 
holds ‘value’ and which does not. The ability to contextualise is vital. Without context, 
it is difficult to argue aesthetic or historical value. Without context, untutored opinion 
remains untutored opinion. This is an idea most of the critics interviewed for the 
purpose of this research project are broadly in agreement with.  
Christopher Ott (interview with author, 2012) contends that,  
valid criticism is historicist as a first principle. Without demonstrating a relevant, ample 
familiarity with a particular artist’s milieu, you are looking at simple, subjective reaction 
to sounds and lyrics. This has its place, but it is opinion, not criticism. 
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In other words, criticism needs to exhibit a clear understanding of both its audience and 
its subject material. I do not entirely agree with this assumption: for example, it is 
reasonable to argue that a critic unfamiliar with a particular musical genre or audience 
can still credibly review that genre or audience using knowledge gained elsewhere (or 
from another field altogether). Ott is mainly talking about immersion, however: the 
critic is required to exhibit her authority, and commonly that authority is achieved by 
displays of specialist knowledge within a specific cultural framework. Hoskyns 
(interview with author, 2012) agrees, stating that the difference between opinion and 
criticism is “the level of information and contextualisation, as opposed to mere 
assertion.” Or, as Ned Raggett (interview with author, 2012) puts it, “opinion is the 
flush of response; criticism the reflective take. The line can easily blur depending on 
context and the moment.” These are sentiments that former Vice music editor, press 
agent and blogger Kelly McClure broadly agrees with; “Criticism [should] take place 
after really spending a bit of time with something, and weighing it against other factors” 
(interview with author, 2011). Sydney Morning-Herald music critic Bernard Zuel states 
that a critic needs “knowledge, and ability to expand on that knowledge. Secondly, an 
engagement beyond the immediate ‘should you buy this?’ question” (interview with 
author, 2012). Savage puts it thus: 
Opinion is overtly personal and therefore extremely tedious. It’s that old The Naked City 
joke: there are a million opinions in The Naked City and almost none of them are 
interesting. Criticism—if correctly pursued—implies skill and a foundation of knowledge 
built up over several if not many years. (Interview with author, 2012) 
This quote gives rise to another conundrum: how does any critic get their start if a 
prerequisite to being a critic is demonstrated experience? Many of the better-known 
music papers and magazines (NME, Rolling Stone and so forth) attained their popularity 
at a time when the music critics working for those platforms clearly would not have 
held the requisite experience to be defined as a ‘critic’—in other words, when such 
critics were still working out what was meant by the phrase ‘music criticism’. Is it 
coincidental that when most commentators refer to a ‘golden age’ of music criticism 
they are usually referring to periods when such criticism was at the forefront? And if 
this is not coincidence, should this realisation not lead to a broad re-definition within 
both academia and without as to what constitutes ‘good’ music criticism? 
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Ability to construct an argument 
In his playful and thought-provoking essay Writing about music Is writing first, 
Christgau (2005) offers a not-so-subtle reminder to critics and their readers that what is 
important about music criticism is not so much the personality of the writer as their 
ability to construct an argument. This is not necessarily something I agree with: music 
criticism can be a craft but it is equally as tenable to practise criticism without expertise. 
In fact expertise is the wrong word in my view. Enthusiasm for the form is much better. 
Others argue that enthusiasm alone leads to opinion, not criticism. It depends on what 
form of criticism the reader prefers. This ability to construct an argument however is 
what Christgau feels separates criticism from opinion. From my point of view, ability to 
construct an argument is an ability that academics need. It does not necessarily have 
anything to do with popular music criticism, based as it is upon the notion of the critic-
as-fan. 
As someone who felt writing as a calling well before he chose music as a subject, I 
believe I have a distinct way of surrounding, approximating, analysing, and evoking 
music’s magic in words—to use a suspiciously dated term, a style. I believe every good 
writer has a style, even if the writer disavows the very notion. (Christgau, 2005, p. 416)  
For Christgau however, criticism is a craft, something that one can attain expertise in 
the same way one can attain expertise in carpentry or needlework. For, as he brilliantly 
argues against generations of musicians who seek to dismiss music criticism for its 
perceived inability to describe music, 
One of the many foolish things about the fools who compare writing about music to 
dancing about architecture is that dancing usually is about architecture. When bodies 
move in relation to a designed space, be it stage or ballroom or living room or gymnasium 
or agora or Congo Square, they comment on that space whether they mean to or not. The 
comment is usually oblique, absorbed below normal levels of ratiocination. And it can 
make itself felt that way, subliminally inflecting the meanings of dwellings, edifices, and 
meeting places. But if we want to understand it more fully, we’d best reduce it to words 
[…] And why is that? It’s because writing about dancing about architecture is less 
oblique than dancing about architecture per se. And so is writing about music. (2005, p. 
415) 
In her response to the question ‘What separates criticism from opinion?’, former Plan B 
Magazine editor and Wire deputy editor Frances Morgan references the Christgau paper 
to show how much thought and craft she feels needs to go into writing about music, 
Opinion is the thing that’s being said; criticism is the means. I like taking photos when I 
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see something nice, sometimes I think, oh, what a great photo I’ve taken. But I would not 
put on an exhibition of my photos. Of course the response is then, yeah, but you have a 
Flickr account! Which is like an exhibition! Except that it is not, really […] we accept the 
need for craft and skills-learning in many other fields, so we ought to think about it in 
relation to writing too, and that includes writing about music or films or art. [It] doesn’t 
mean training or professionalism or qualifications, all those things are very loaded and 
debatable, but craft for me is unarguable. […] Criticism has a reach that is not just 
confined to those who know the thing being criticised and have opinions on it too. A 
piece of criticism includes context, it’s relatively self-contained. It is a piece of shaped 
opinion. I also think—and loads of people, usually other critics, disagree with me—that it 
doesn’t necessarily have to have a clear position. Its position can be ‘I don’t know’, ‘I’m 
not sure yet’, ‘something’s here, I need to look further’. You don’t always need a 
conclusion. Criticism can explore and end up a bit lost. Like I say, this is not what they 
teach you at journo school, and in my personal life I’ve had a lot of criticism (ha!) for this 
kind of attitude. I think it’s honest. […] Not that criticism is honest. But neither is 
opinion. 
Another difference that I sense […] is a temporal one. Opinion is very present. It exists 
now. It is a very direct response. Criticism is more temporally fluid, it draws from the 
past and sometimes projects into the future too—asking how might this be perceived in 
time? Where will this musician go next? What will I do with this record? Or whatever. 
This kind of temporal fleshing out is one of the things that gives criticism its value as 
something that can stand alone as a piece of work, something solid that can be read 
without perhaps the reader having prior knowledge of the record or whatever thing being 
criticised. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Morgan’s contention that criticism “doesn’t necessarily have to have a clear position” is 
an important one. Many readers, academic and non-academic, like their writing to be 
linear, to have a beginning, a middle and an end, to be clearly spelled out and explained. 
That implies the argument contained within the writing needs to have some form of 
conclusion and consistency. But such an implication is inconsistent with the way much 
of life (and art) happens; most conversations are left hanging. Most responses to art and 
music consist of a number of conflicting emotions, should not reviews (and academic 
writing) reflect this? When a music critic is reviewing and grading an album, what does 
the grade reflect? It reflects the following, and for more besides: the production of the 
music, the quality of the songs, the performance of the players, the weather outside, the 
mood of the reviewer, the cups of coffee consumed before undertaking the review, the 
perceived ability of the music to communicate with its audience, and so forth. Should 
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the grade and tone of the review reflect the reviewer’s own views (conflicted as they 
are) or the popularity of the artist—or even critical consensus? All of these factors are 
considerations; most usually, the reviewer’s opinion is a state of flux when the time 
comes to pass verdict and is dependent upon familiarity with the music itself. Listening 
to an album 30 times will give a critic a different perspective upon the music then 
listening to the album 10, or three, or no times. Should not criticism be as contradictory 
and confused as the medium it is representing? Does this lessen the value of the 
arguments contained therein if there are more than one represented and some are at odds 
with others?  
Other respondents put it more succinctly than Morgan. Their response varies depending 
on whether they are professional or non-professional critics. Lynskey (professional) 
states that, 
Opinion is ‘I love/hate X’. Criticism is ‘I love/hate X and here’s why’. A critic needs 
skills: the ability to read a record closely and structure an argument, the knowledge to put 
a record into context, and the craft to write well. Whether you’re amateur or professional, 
you have to take seriously how music works, and how taste works, and constantly be 
thinking about new ways to approach music. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Citizen critic Victoria Birch does not view it as clearly—her response to the differences 
between criticism and opinion is “not much. The two states are rather fluid and I would 
suggest that neither is of any value without the other (an opinion is empty without sound 
critical thought; criticism is flat and anodyne if not anchored by an opinion)” (interview 
with author, 2012). Many of the respondents agree with Birch’s phrasing: for them, 
criticism is a justified opinion or ‘constructed argument’. The following quote from Neil 
Kulkarni—a former Melody Maker critic, and blogger who has been accused of 
privileging his own opinions over rational argument such is the fiery insurgency of his 
writing—throws up a fine analogy. The difference between opinion and criticism, he 
believes, is “similar to the difference between belief and knowledge”.  
Criticism is a justified opinion, no? There’s an awful lot of opinion out there at the 
moment that doesn’t carry the joyful weight of being justified, an awful lot of criticism 
out there at the moment is dry/dead as dust cos it doesn’t seem to have an opinion. Music 
criticism at the moment is suffering from a surfeit of either one or the other. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Likewise, this comment from Adams: 
Sass? A constructed argument. A deconstruction that provides a sense of understanding. 
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Opinion seems to dwell more on a more impassioned gut response, rather than drawing 
on experience or [historical] context. Great criticism drips with subjective opinion but 
also breathes in enough from elsewhere to justify itself and not suffocate its 
own argument in self-righteousness. (Sean Adams, interview with author, 2012) 
Many of the respondents acknowledge the inherent contradiction of music criticism, the 
fact it professes objectivity while being based upon subjective value judgments.  
[What separates criticism from opinion?] An attempt at argument and at persuading the 
reader to your point of view. But also a different mode of address, in which there is some 
gesture towards the idea of truth; that this is really is how things “are”. Most criticism, 
when it comes down to it, is largely a rationalization of subjective taste, and the 
universalization of a very particular perspective. But that rationalization and that 
universalization are what it’s all about! The mental effort, and the self-belief, involved in 
doing that are what separates criticism from just mouthing off about your preferences or 
dislikes. The effort and the self-belief hopefully generates an energized or stylish piece of 
prose. (Simon Reynolds, interview with author, 2011) 
These last two sentences cut to the heart of music criticism, or at the least reviewing. 
Primarily, the music critic needs to make a core assumption about the nature of ‘truth’, 
mainly that it exists in music and art. Although Reynolds does not use the word 
authenticity it feels like that is what he is referring to: that this band is more real than 
that band; that certain forms of music signify certain emotional and territorial reactions 
more than other forms of music. Constructing a review is relatively simple following 
these lines. You begin with a core aesthetic judgment and justify it through argument 
and citation: you then explain that argument in a much wider context, dependent upon 
your audience. Without that attempt at justification and contextualization, the core 
aesthetic judgment remains nothing more (and nothing less) than opinion. Pitchfork, for 
example, might mostly avoid obvious tropes such as authenticity but there is still an 
assumption of power, an unshakeable belief in what Reynolds refers to as ‘the truth’. 
The rhetoric on the website is such that it reads as if it is factually correct instead of 
being a series of subjective judgments. As independent U.S. music critic Scott Creney 
writes with reference to the Pitchfork 100 Greatest Songs Of... list,  
Then there’s the writing, which pretty much sticks to the tight, clenched ‘I’ve heard every 
note of recorded music ever made and will now evaluate it from up on high’ style I find 
so grating on that site. For example, someone writes in the entry for ‘Ceremony’ that New 
Order ‘wouldn’t find their creative footing for a few more years’ as if it were the most 
obvious thing in the world instead of a (hugely) subjective opinion—since that would 
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discount Power, Corruption, and Lies, ‘Temptation’, and ‘Blue Monday’. (2015) 
This contentious issue of ‘truth’ in music writing is one that I have returned to on many 
occasions on Collapse Board, on the alert to invent a new consensus challenging 
existing tropes whenever deemed necessary. The following passage serves as a fair 
representation of the type of contrarian stance and rhetoric I frequently take when 
setting myself—and those around me—up in opposition to what I perceive to be 
counter-productive (i.e. against the advancement of music) values. In this respect, my 
writing has not moved on since my initial columns for McGee’s Communication Blur 
(see chapter three).  
There’s only one inviolate rule. (This is an unfinished article, by necessity.) It’s about the 
music. (It’s never just about the music.) Don’t lose sight of that. You get the music 
wrong, your readers will not forgive you. (You get the music right, your readers will not 
forget you.) Most people who read me do so despite my gregarious self-promotion. They 
read me (hopefully) first and foremost because I have a clue. Not much, just enough. An 
iota of respect. An ability to sort. Then, and only then, they stick with me because I have 
a style, a ‘personality’. (I am aware this doesn’t always apply.) I’m not scared to 
champion new artists, not scared to go against the grain, not scared to call time on 
bullshit. I would like to be loved but prefer to remain True. I don’t follow a consensus. 
The only history I’m interested in is mine. The only folk I care to cite are those who have 
a personal connection to me. (Doesn’t mean I have to know them.) I have a proven track 
record that can be easily verified. You might not agree with me but you sure as hell know 
what I stand for. Sometimes. (I like to catch folk off-beam, confound expectations, 
challenge preconceptions…have fun while I’m fucking.) I might try everything within my 
power to draw attention to my musical preferences and loves, to a degree where it 
becomes near-parody or incomprehensible or hype or embarrassingly self-referential but I 
do so because it’s about the music. I care to a ridiculous extent about the fucking music. I 
started writing because I wanted everyone to dance down the front of shows. I still write 
for that reason. (True, 2011c) 
Ability to write ‘well’ 
The above section corroborates the notion a critic should be able to write ‘well’, or as 
Australian critic Shan Welham puts it: “Knowledge, talent and tone” (interview with 
author, 2011). “Criticism as stated,” thinks American blogger Wallace Wylie (interview 
with author, 2012) “is best when it engages on a more literary level as opposed to 
merely stating an opinion”. This may well be true, but some of the most memorable 
music criticism (in particular, uncensored takedowns of popular bands) can be some of 
the least literary, but most immediate. It was my fashion in the early 1990s to dismiss 
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the latest singles from critically acclaimed artists I disliked in a few short words, or 
perhaps a longer stream-of-consciousness rant of bile and invective, and these are the 
reviews that are most often quoted back to me. “Puffy-faced twat” (a review of a 
Smashing Pumpkins single); “wanker” (anything by Paul Weller). Although these were 
clearly my (unjustified) opinions it is difficult to argue against them operating as 
criticism bearing in mind my status at the time as Melody Maker’s resident “rock star 
journalist” (Cobain, 1992). That approach reached its nadir in a gratuitous stream-of-
insults I sent winging the way of Irish band The Cranberries and their singer Dolores 
O’Riordan, in conjunction with my colleague Taylor Parkes, under the guise of writing 
an ‘album review’.  
Reasons to hate The Cranberries.  
1) Dolores O’Riordan. Her arrogance. Her petty small-mindedness. Her redneck 
worldview. Her incessant preaching. The fact you can actually see the mean-spiritedness 
of her thoughts imprinted on her pinched little face. Those American flag jumpsuits. Her 
cold love of money. The way she’s Sinead O’Connor for people who can’t confront even 
elementary contradictions. Her anti-abortion stance. Her absolute lack of self-irony. The 
way she makes even the most fundamental and wonderful emotions sound trite. The way 
America loves her clichéd, stereotypical take on Ireland. Her reduction of serious political 
issues to 10-second sound-nibbles. Her dress sense. The obscene way she made legions of 
students slow-dance to the most crushingly banal political lyric (“And their tanks and 
their bombs and their tanks and their guns…”) since Paul McCartney’s “Give Ireland 
Back To The Irish”. That wedding. (True & Parkes, 1996) 
There is a credible argument that this approach constitutes music criticism.60 The above 
‘review’ falls within the parameters of what Melbourne-based writer and academic Ian 
Rogers explains as being the separation between opinion and criticism—”experience 
and an ability to write” (interview with author, 2012). By this stage, I demonstrably had 
experience and had long ago learned how to articulate and argue my passion in words. 
Through our flow of barbed insults directed towards the singer, Parkes and myself were 
exhibiting what Ott refers to as “a relevant, ample familiarity with the artist’s milieu”. I 
was prepared to take my argument directly to my readers, often commandeering 
editorship of Melody Maker’s Letters Page after realising this was the most direct way 
of creating a reputation for myself. Not every critic approves of that approach, believing 
                                                 
60 Or at least used to be considered as such. These days, such deliberately inflammatory writing is more 
likely to be termed ‘Trolling’. See the following chapter for further explanation.  
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that a sense of distance between writer and reader helps to confer authority and thus 
should remain inviolate. Rogers writes that  
I have never commented—not once—on a review I’ve published for this reason. My 
work is not opinion. It has nothing to do with opinion. I get paid for my ability to write 
and my willingness to expend time and energy thinking about a piece of music. 
(Interview with author, 2012).  
Music criticism has never been as simplistic as that for me. I would never be so arrogant 
as to claim that my criticism does not represent opinion. As a writer operating within a 
genre concerned with myth making I often deliberately blur the line between fact and 
fiction, reader and writer, opinion and criticism. For me, the latter is meaningless 
without the former. U.K. writer Stevie Chick broadly agrees. 
For me, opinion is like the dough that must be ‘baked’ into the criticism—it is what fuels 
and guides the criticism. But it doesn’t become ‘criticism’ for me until the critic has 
composed their opinions and expressed them in prose that brings those opinions to life as 
well as their abilities as writers can. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sinker hypothesises that  
The “role” of any and every public writer is simply to write well; to write sentences and 
paragraphs that repay the time spent reading them. That’s kind of it: the “type” of writer 
you declare yourself to be is maybe a shout-out to readers, editors and publishers that 
here’s something perhaps of (saleable or consumer?) interest to them, but that’s really all 
that’s going there. For me personally, music is—to put it in old-fashioned terms—
basically, the “occasion” for music writing: the spur for the author to put pen to paper, 
and (perhaps) for a selection of readers to gather. I have a spiel on what a reviewer does, 
as contrasted to a critic. The critic’s role for me defined more discursively, and 
negatively: because a critic isn’t just a reviewer […] I regard a critic as someone who 
values curiosity over cultural complacency, and knows how to enable this as a practice in 
others, passing on the means if not the impulse—the means being specific pointers to how 
to read, look, listen, smell, taste, touch, move, to open up material that seems opaque or 
rebarbative, and more generally techniques, route maps, portals that enable more 
confident ease of exploration, of the familiar and the unfamiliar both. Plainly, there’s a 
built-in restlessness to this model: because the mastery of that zone one beyond the norm 
can easily become its own new form of reactionary complacency, the critic in you is what 
nudges you further out from under the self-satisfactions of such mere embattled niche 
expertise. (Mark Sinker, interview with author, 2011) 
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The opening sentence of the above quote undercuts an argument made elsewhere in this 
metacriticism: that the writing ability of the music critic is secondary to their ability to 
discriminate between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ music on behalf of their readers. However, the 
sentence should not be divorced from its context, in particular Sinker’s assertion that I 
regard a critic as someone who values curiosity over cultural complacency. There are 
as many differing motivations for, and forms of, music criticism as there are for, and of, 
music, and Sinker’s contention the foremost role of a public writer is ‘to write well’ as 
opposed to the earlier contention that knowledge of the medium is all-important, merely 
serves to underline this statement. The role of the music critic is not clear-cut. 
Ability to construct authority 
Most academics agree that authority is a necessary component of music criticism—the 
ways in which music criticism 2.0 constructs authority is at the heart of this research 
project. Most of the interviewed critics agree. Quietus editor John Doran thinks that, 
“everyone has an opinion on everything. Criticism should come from a position of 
authority. Or at least some solid research” (interview with author, 2012). Australian 
freelance writer Andrew McMillen respects “articulate, considered music criticism, 
which is not to say that it has to be written in a dull, academic style. I just want to be left 
with the impression that the critic knows what they’re talking about” (interview with 
author, 2011). In his brief response, McMillen identifies one of the differences between 
academic writing around pop music and music criticism—the belief about the former 
that writing should be ‘dull’ otherwise it does not confer authority. As Australian music 
critic Clinton Walker puts it, “When rock critics started needing university 
qualifications, it was the beginning of the end” (Hogan & Beilharz, 2012, p. 102). This 
is a fallacy—worthy, serious writing is a literary trope, the use of a certain style of 
rhetoric for effect, as is enthusiastic, lightweight writing—but a common enough one 
that chapters in academic books have been devoted to correcting it (see, for example, 
Hearsum, 2013). For Australian critic Keep, the question is more one of legitimacy.  
This question is kind of hilarious to me […] The thought that people can ever truly claim 
legitimacy as critics one way or another is inherently ridiculous for two reasons: firstly 
because music and the enjoyment or dislike of it is so subjective it cannot be measured; 
and secondly because anyone can become a music critic. You cannot go to criticism 
school and learn how to be one, you just start. And anyone can do it, and anyone who 
wants to pretty much does, and who’s to adjudicate their legitimacy? On what kind of 
scale? So you of course get a whole lot of really, really terrible criticism because when 
people start out, they have no idea what they are doing […] That’s why the line of writers 
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who started out as pop critics is so long, it’s a free-for-all in terms of just doing it. You 
can’t really up and become a political reporter, say, without some proper training in 
journalism.  
But to the opinion vs criticism thing: the short answer is that opinion is about the writer, 
and criticism is about the artist/art. Or it’s trying to be, in a more considered way. But it’s 
all about the writer in some way, because everything ever written has always been about 
the writer on some level. People who say they achieve objectivity and impartiality are full 
of shit, it’s not humanly possible to do that—least of all when you are writing about 
something as emotionally and culturally loaded, and personally resonant, as music. We 
read critics as people we either mostly agree with, or mostly disagree with, and that’s how 
we make our choices. (Elmo Keep, interview with author, 2012) 
Although I am in broad agreement with Keep here, her statement that you cannot go to 
criticism school and learn how to be one is one that has been contested in recent years 
at universities and colleges in the U.K. and Australia that are attempting to teach just 
that. The point is similar to that made by Thornton (1995) in her research into 
subcultural theory. Thornton’s specialist knowledge, or immersion, comes from 
ethnographic research methods, but (as stated earlier) the specialist knowledge that goes 
to make up much of subcultural capital is most commonly not taught at school or 
university but comes from immersion, from being a part of the subculture itself. Indeed, 
a disdain for training is often one of the principal reasons a subculture exists: 
subcultures are commonly set up in opposition (partial, at least) to formal educational 
structures. Keep’s assertion that anyone can become a music critic echoes similar 
claims made over the years, from Bangs onwards; and her statement that music and the 
enjoyment or dislike of it is so subjective it cannot be measured should be the 
mandatory starting point for any tertiary course aiming to impart an understanding of 
music criticism.  
Ability to express an opinion and ‘interpret’ music 
Many critics agree that holding an opinion and being able to express it is a vital part of 
their craft. Creney terms it thus: “Opinion says ‘I like this’ or ‘I don’t like this’. 
Criticism wants to know why it likes or doesn’t like something” (interview with author, 
2012). It is in the framing of that expression that music criticism can vary so wildly, and 
where the confusion between subjective and objective noted by Frith can occur. 
Australian critic Matt O’Neill explains,  
To my mind [the difference between opinion and criticism is] an audience and an 
awareness thereof. An opinion is simply a naturally occurring phenomenon. Criticism is 
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presenting that opinion for the benefit of others and making a conscious decision to craft 
its delivery accordingly (whether that’s through providing evidence to support said 
opinion or making the presentation of the opinion more entertaining). (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
The assertion that (good) music criticism is dependent upon an awareness of its 
audience, and can serve as entertainment is a valid one. By acknowledging the 
importance audiences play in the performance of music criticism—can a performance 
be termed as such without an audience?—O’Neill is exhibiting awareness of one of 
criticism’s primary functions. Whether or not the criticism supplies context, commands 
authority or helps shape the dialogue around music fades into unimportance next to this 
question. Does the music criticism command an audience? If not, then is it credible to 
term the writing music criticism? If it is not music criticism, then what is it? O’Neill 
also tacitly recognises an often-overlooked function of music criticism—it can serve as 
entertainment. Indeed, an argument could run that unless music criticism does serve as 
entertainment in some way there is little call for it to exist, certainly in a paid-for state.  
All the respondents broadly agree upon one point. It is not possible to establish 
authority through opinion alone. There has to be a degree of knowledge behind the 
criticism—research, a connection to the reader and the music, and an ability to 
formulate an argument based upon that connection. Most of the respondents believe that 
this knowledge comes about through experience not training or educational routes—at 
the extreme, one critic believes that the idea critics should go to ‘criticism school’ is 
laughable. Many believe there is a strong link between opinion and criticism and that it 
is not desirable or credible to have one without the other. Strangely, none of the 
respondents mentioned the outlet where the criticism appears; perhaps there was an 
assumption made that for the criticism to exist it must already have found an outlet.  
Music criticism differentiates itself from opinion using varying modes: by cloaking its 
value judgments with the illusion of authenticity, by contextualisation, and with 
knowing displays of knowingness. It does not hurt the criticism if it is well written and 
well argued. Quite the contrary: many critics believe this to be a primary line of 
separation between criticism and opinion. Others disagree, although if the criticism is 
not well written then most agree that something needs to be substituted, rhetoric, or 
personality, for example. It is not necessary for music criticism to follow the messianic 
line of patter or ‘hype’ that former tastemaker critics like myself have been known to 
use (‘I have seen the future of rock music and its name is...’). Indeed, if such a line is 
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taken it is commonly considered to be detrimental to the criticism, as it can and often 
does obscure the argument.  
Music critics are supposed to parade the illusion of objectivity in their work (or at least 
the illusion of authority). Some degree of engagement with the music is usually sought, 
although how great a degree is dependent upon the outlet and the reader’s expectations. 
All of the above go to make up the perceived authority of the critic. Some form of 
validation is usually expected before the authority is conferred by the audience, 
however. As this validation does not come about through more formal routes such as 
academic qualifications, it needs to be supplied either through the force of the critic’s 
rhetoric or argument or through the outlet the criticism appears in. The problem is then 
the potential for these outlets to provide authority or ‘platform certification’ in web 2.0 
environments is being greatly diminished. 
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5. The Changing Role (and Value) of Web 2.0 Music Critics 
 
I don’t even think of you as a music critic. (Comment left upon the author’s Facebook 
feed, May 2015) 
Introduction 
The previous chapter theorised that the authority of the critic is often conferred by the 
platform (website, magazine, newspaper, blog, fanzine) the criticism appears as part of, 
and that critics use the illusion of authenticity to help stabilise that authority. I 
undertook to establish the importance of authenticity to the ideology of rock criticism 
and asked whether authenticity exists or not. The chapter also addressed a question that 
is implicit in the title of this PhD thesis, what has brought about the slow death of 
Everett True?, and theorised that a population explosion in the field of popular music 
criticism, and a general falling-out of favour for the illusion of authenticity as a tool for 
judging popular music, are principal factors. Finally, the previous chapter addressed the 
time-honoured problem of what separates opinion from criticism, a query with 
significance because of the confusion over what is considered criticism in web 2.0 
environments. 
This chapter theorises the advent of criticism in web 2.0 and to what degree the rise of 
the blogosphere and the increased availability of music has affected the value of popular 
music criticism. I propose several functions for music criticism, both new and familiar: 
music criticism as validation, music criticism as multilogue, music criticism as cultural 
filter, music criticism as conversation-starter and the music critic as produser. The 
democratisation of music criticism is analysed in relation to its influence upon varying 
hypothesised critical functions. For example, I argue that opportunities for music 
criticism have not decreased but increased in web 2.0 environments, although whether 
this aids the ability of the music critic to make a living from their craft is debatable. 
Theorising the role of music criticism 2.0 
Take a person. Take some music. Stick them in a room with a pen and paper and see what 
happens. That, in essence, was music criticism, and it’s quite possible to imagine a near 
future where it’s as quaint and rarefied an activity as brass rubbing or coin collecting. An 
old-fashioned hobby, charming in its way and consuming to its enthusiasts—but of no 
practical use, and a little on the odd side. It’s also quite possible that this future’s already 
here. 
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Of course I’m not talking about all music coverage. Music news journalism is as healthy 
as ever, and learning faster, sharper tricks to keep ahead of its readers. Music advocacy 
(well, it sounds better than “what mp3 blogs do”) is exploding. Music criticism on the 
other hand survived commercially for the past 40 years or so by hitching itself to its own 
version of advocacy. In an age of limited music supply, the word of an informed expert 
was invaluable, and the flights of fancy or theory that expert indulged in were part of the 
deal. Sharply and suddenly, the internet has broken that link. (Ewing, 2007) 
There are thousands, perhaps tens of thousands, of outlets where music criticism (or 
something so close to music criticism that it might as well be called music criticism) can 
be found. This commodification (or reverse commodification, depending on the 
perspective of the onlooker) of popular music criticism has clearly affected the authority 
of individual music critics. There are now more competing voices, more actors 
struggling for the “transformation or preservation of the field” as Bourdieu (1998, p. 40) 
terms it, with assumed shared areas of agreement and disagreement.  
Democratisation has created a series of smaller self-contained fields within online music 
criticism, with the combatants struggling to assert their authority in front of increasingly 
diminishing pools of readers as criticism becomes more and more specialised. Coupled 
with the ease of access to music (the cultural object of Bourdieusian theory) that digital 
environments offer, the change is occurring at an exponential rate. There are now a 
bewildering amount of different platforms in which music criticism can be found, not 
only established professional and amateur music writing websites, but also on social 
networking sites, newspapers, message boards, meta-sites, and web portals. The 
dilemma facing web 2.0 music critics is whether to continue producing blog content 
(acting as produsers where there is the freedom to write at will, but little or no financial 
benefit), or to head for established websites where paid-for music criticism still appears, 
such as Pitchfork or The Guardian, or to do both. In that respect the dynamics around 
music criticism have not changed significantly since the early 1980s when I started 
writing for fanzines and continued to do so while writing for NME. The disparity is not 
unique to web 2.0. The speed with which such platforms can be accessed is, however. 
The power of critics to guide taste, direct the discourse, and introduce the public to new 
bands or genres has diminished considerably. That was already in process before the Web 
took off, as the number of print music publications, specialist magazines and fanzines 
kept expanding, but it has certainly diminished dramatically more with the rise of blogs 
and webzines and message boards and all the other web forums. (Simon Reynolds, 
interview with author, 2011) 
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I analyse the impact of this circumstance during the remainder of this chapter wherein I 
propose several alternative strategies for popular music criticism. Many of these 
strategies are hybrids of older forms and not new per se. As far as making money from 
writing about music is concerned, if that is all the aspiring critic is concerned about then 
the aspiring critic can follow the same routes as ever. There may be fewer of these 
routes in web 2.0 environments but they still exist at the time of writing: reviewing 
music for an established outlet, interviewing ‘name’ artists for an established outlet, or 
commenting upon popular news stories for an established outlet. Alternatively, the 
aspiring critic can start up their own website and attempt to monetarise it and/or attempt 
to fund criticism through advertising or marketing (the same way many bands do, via 
YouTube and so forth).  
Some of the newly theorised roles listed below may well make money for the aspiring 
or established critic. That is not the purpose of this research though. I grew up among 
fanzines and the U.K. music press of the 1980s where the focus was more ideological 
than commercial, and it would be misleading to propose my schooling has not 
influenced this metacriticism.  
Suggested strategies for music criticism 2.0 are as follows:  
 Bespoke music criticism (criticism designed to appeal to a specific audience)  
 Music criticism as validation 
 Music criticism as multilateral dialogue 
 Music criticism as entertainment 
 Music criticism as cultural filter 
 The music critic as troll-David/revolutionary force 
 Music criticism as art 
 Music criticism as gatewatching 
 Music criticism as cultural reinforcement 
 The music critic as produser 
 The music critic as industry cheerleader 
 The music critic as conversation-starter 
 The music critic as fan 
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Lobato & Fletcher (2012) theorise that there are two main strategies in web 2.0 that can 
reaffirm the role and value of the music critic. First, for the writer to act as some form of 
cultural filter or curator, a gatekeeper sitting in judgment upon creative work that has 
already taken place, deciding what is given prominence and what is put to one side, 
much like an art gallery owner. The next chapter discusses that role in more detail, but 
the strategy is problematic as it is already possible to use algorithms for the same 
function, and academics such as Bruns (2008c) have argued that this function of the 
critic/journalist has already moved on to one of gatewatching. This is form of mediation 
wherein the curator or critic no longer decides what is allowed through the ‘gates’ (is 
brought to the attention of the public) but provides an informed commentary upon what 
is passing through these ‘gates’ while simultaneously cataloguing the field. In this, 
gatewatchers fulfil a similar role to that of librarians at institutions and in (physical) 
public spaces. It is a small difference, but crucial. As blogger Lucy Cage argues, 
[In web 2.0 environments] it has only become clearer that critics exist to join dots and use 
their ultra-sensitive doglike ears to pick out fresh things to say about music, given that the 
music itself can be listened to instantly on the web. It doesn’t matter if a particular song is 
widely available or that hundreds of commentators have left comments when a new MP3 
is posted: if they’ve nothing new or interesting to say they may as well not say anything. 
And if they DO have something thoughtful and fresh to say, they’re a critic. Critics aren’t 
critics because they’re paid or because that’s their job: it’s a calling! (Attached a screen 
shot of today’s Stereogum FB post re: new Nicki Minaj song, which is, despite the oh-so-
hilarious comments of a mass of identik indie boys, fantastic, filthy and fresh.) 
So, where once critics in the national music press were arbiters of taste, the gatekeepers, 
the people whose words one listened to when deciding whether to sink this week’s record 
money into Pale Saints or Bogshed, now they are the ones who tell one how to listen, 
what to listen for, why something might be worth persevering with, how to pick out the 
gems from the towering mountain of MP3 shite. (Interview with author, 2012) 
The second strategy Lobato & Fletcher theorise is to accelerate the move towards “elite, 
anti-professional criticism”, such as the type of writing and non-writing that takes place 
on websites like Collapse Board, The Quietus and numerous blogs, “thus extending 
(and deepening) the neo-romantic model of serious music writing” (2012, p. 116). That 
strategy is problematic too. There is no suggestion made as to how the ‘serious’ music 
writer could benefit financially from this approach. There is also a problem in the 
definitional terminology being used, similar to the problem that existed in pre-web 2.0 
environments of terming magazines like ZigZag and Plan B Magazine ‘fanzines’, when 
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in fact the publications generated revenue (and hence their status could be argued to be 
‘professional’). The often unpaid-for writing on The Quietus is no more anti-
professional than the paid-for writing on Pitchfork. Indeed it is credible to argue the 
overall standard of The Quietus’ critical analysis is far more professional than 
Pitchfork’s analysis, depending on ascribed meanings of the word ‘professional’. 
Conversely, many websites, readers and critics view Collapse Board as being 
contrarian, elitist, and trollish61 much of the time. It is not in the nature of music critics 
to accept outside criticism of their motivations or methodologies and Collapse Board 
has been challenging commonly held assumptions within the field of music criticism for 
years now. For example, the website published a takedown of Arcade Fire through 
“subtle use of statistics and juxtaposition”, wielding contextualisation as a blunt tool to 
satirise algorithms used at sites such as Last FM and Pandora to determine ‘taste’, and 
the consensus voting used to determine ‘value’ in end-of-year polls.  
The following list is reprinted wholesale from Last FM’s similar artists page for Arcade 
Fire. Have you seen a more dismal array of ‘alternative’ music in 2011? Take a look at 
those plays. That’s an entire mountain range of shit music right there. (True, 2011b) 
Collapse Board has published reviews of albums by popular recording artists such as 
Coldplay, Noel Gallagher and Lady Gaga in purely photographic form (True, 2011f), 
echoing a refrain used in Ways of Seeing (1972). By doing so, we hope to point out both 
the futility and joy to be had in reviewing music utilising words. Frequently Collapse 
Board blurs the line between ‘serious’ and parody analysis by running heartfelt articles 
about female struggle next to imaginary Nirvana memos, “Google-translated into 
Haitian Creole, Russian, Welsh, Esperanto, Icelandic and back again into English” 
(True, 2013).62 Collapse Board is both self-aware and self-reflective.  
When I operate at my fullest, my writing seduces musicians. I have never stated this 
explicitly before but I have never had to write about Jenny Hval’s new album before. It is 
the dance of seduction I am performing here, or one of the dances of seduction. I 
                                                 
61 In a 2012 interview with the author, U.S. editor Daphne Carr defines trolling “[an online] rhetorical 
strategy that attempts to discredit the conversation or speaker as absurd/obvious or otherwise shift the 
topic towards some other element of an argument than the one being addressed”. For more on trolling see 
the next chapter.  
62 Other forms of music criticism do exist on Collapse Board. Notably, there is an ongoing Song of the 
Day series that has been running since the website’s conception in which I and Athens GA writer Lee 
Alexander Adcock champion new and interesting bands and music, various think-pieces around music 
criticism itself and music, and Scott Creney’s astonishing run of contrarian album reviews between 2011-
2013. It also holds a very strong pro-female slant, feeling that the gender imbalance in music criticism 
and various forms of popular music and countercultural music is absurd, insulting and tedious. It is for 
this, and the website’s willingness not to follow prevalent trends and experimentation with the form, that 
it is mostly noted for. 
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understand the power of the printed word. The written word. The spoken word. The 
spoken word articulated with no fear of consequence. You risk offending if the tone is 
even the semi-demiest off. You risk inflaming. You say it and consume what you want 
now. I have had musicians write to me in the past, in the present—speak to me, write to 
me, kiss me full on the lips in some secret voluptuous pact—and warn me that their 
partners are jealous of me, they want no contact, but the desire does not die. (True, 2015) 
The Quietus, on the other hand, runs the sort of music criticism understood by Frith and 
Laing. The reason Collapse Board is this way stems partly from this research project. I 
am the editor and principal contributor of Collapse Board, and through this study I have 
become conversant with the fact music criticism operates in different ways and satisfies 
different functions dependent upon the environment (because the environment shapes 
the audience) and so I am continually looking for ways to explore new directions that go 
far beyond conventional critical tropes.  
Yet under the definition proposed by Lobato & Fletcher, The Quietus and Collapse 
Board would be categorised together, something that is stylistically inappropriate. 
Accusations of trolling, or constant battles around institutionalised sexism in the 
Australian music industry, do not stop me from trying to disrupt the field however. Nor 
does the lack of financial reward dissuade me from my chosen tack. See, for example, 
the following (much-shared) brace of ‘style’ guidelines published on Collapse Board, 
both of which cut to the heart of music criticism 2.0: 
 
A 10 point survival guide for online music critics 
It is never too soon for anyone to judge/review an album. 
You are a critic. Not a fan. Not a blogger. Not a hack. A critic. 
Who gives a fuck the effort a band put into making a piece of music. IS IT ANY GOOD? 
Who gives a fuck how much time you have got to review that piece of music. Fucking 
review it. Do your job. 
It doesn’t take long to make your mind up. 
If you’re not trusting your gut reaction, you shouldn’t be writing about music. 
You shouldn’t worry about Search Engine Optimisation, sure. But don’t drop off the map 
either. 
Music journalism isn’t dead. The ways it’s being accessed are mutating. As are the ways 
music is being accessed. 
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You are not a parasite. Well, OK… YOU probably are, because you’re crap and have no 
ideas of your own. But exactly the same can be said about most music. 
There is nothing wrong with having an opinion different to other people. (True, 2011a) 
 
The 21 Inviolate Rules of Music Criticism (2012 version) 
1. Music critics are NOT fucking cool—never have been, never will be  
2. Music critics couldn’t give a shit about pleasing the crowd  
3. Music critics don’t give a shit about the Next Big Thing  
4. Music critics do not have friends  
5. Music criticism is not a stand-in for celebrity  
6. Music critics hate people who think everything’s OK really  
7. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about getting their name on the door  
8. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about pissing off ‘contacts’  
9. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about impressing musicians  
10. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about impressing readers  
11. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about impressing themselves  
12. Music critics are not third-rate academics looking for some easy cash on the side  
13. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck about promotional budgets  
14. Music critics are not failed journalists  
15. Music critics are not failed musicians  
16. Music critics do not ‘meet and greet’  
17. Music critics do not hang out with other music critics  
18. Music criticism is not a stand-in for bedroom eyes 
19. Music criticism is not a band aid  
20. Music critics couldn’t give a fuck who they piss off  
21. Music critics DO NOT CARE about cool (True, 2012b) 
In environments where the reader often hears the music before the critic, music criticism 
2.0 needs to do more than categorise or describe, unless by categorising or describing 
the critic adds another layer to the experience of experiencing the music. Viewed from 
another perspective, the contention that music criticism is valueless in the context of the 
digital age where access to music is immediate and often free becomes clearer: what is 
the point of making music videos in an age where access to music is immediate and 
often free? Music consumers can just listen to the music. Criticism about music 
inherently contains no more and no less value than videos, photography, dancing, or 
concerts about music. The value is dependent upon the participant or producer and the 
expectations of the reader, not the value of the medium itself.  
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Bespoke criticism 
In web 2.0 environments, the field of music criticism has become too diffuse to hold the 
same influence that the music press wielded in the 1970s. These days, metal writers 
write exclusively for metal fans, hip-hop writers write exclusively for hip-hop fans, J-
pop writers write exclusively for J-pop fans, indie writers write exclusively for indie 
fans, and so individual taste is reinforced not expanded the way it was when Forde’s 
polyglottic identity held sway. In a similar way to how Google Search works (it only 
finds what you ask it to find), music criticism in web 2.0 environments is commonly 
tailored to suit the taste of the reader. Once again, this assumption could be argued to 
have held true in print environments: a crucial difference then is that in pre-web 2.0 
environments the criticism helped to define the audience, whereas in 2015 the audience 
more commonly appears to define the criticism. 
In new environments such criticism serves as bespoke criticism, by which I mean 
criticism specifically tailored to a particular subculture. It is an approach to writing 
about music that follows the path popular music criticism has been following since the 
diversification of the U.K. music press during the 1980s and 1990s into specialist music 
titles. Online environments have accelerated this change. There are no new routes to 
follow in this specialisation of taste, as fans do not need to look outside of their chosen 
domains to discover the music they know they already like and are not made aware of 
outside sounds unless they stumble across recommendations on taste-sharing websites 
such as Facebook or (for example) Reddit. Those sites however mainly reflect popular 
(commercially driven) taste because popular taste is what drives their audience, and so 
whatever new taste formation that is occurring on any appreciable scale within the field 
of popular music is not primarily being driven by aesthetic or cultural values, but by 
sales and marketing people.  
It’s a lot easier to define what the role of the music critic isn’t. The role of the music critic 
was traditionally to describe, rank and categorize music to help people buying records 
where there was little or no chance to hear it up front. This has shifted massively over 
time however and modern technology has rendered the original purpose defunct. Given 
the existence of Spotify, digital radio, You Tube, Last FM, Bandcamp, iTunes, Emusic, 
Soundcloud, MySpace, Facebook, Mixcloud, blogs, MTV, We7, Vimeo, podcasts, 
internet radio, Shazam, peer to peer file-sharing sites (well, there were some of those left 
when I answered this question), online record shops, message boards, listening posts in 
record shops… Not only do people not need us to describe an album to them or tell them 
whether it’s any good or not any more, most of the time they will actually hear the music 
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before the journo, especially if they’re young and good at computers. There are still roles 
for the critic to play however, and these range from being tastemakers to those who help 
shape discourse about music to those who are filters to social reformers to pure 
entertainers. (John Doran, interview with author, 2012) 
There is a belief among professional critics that blogs, being fan-driven environments, 
offer up undisciplined opinion rather than criticism. This is commonly seen as a 
negative, or at the very least not criticism, and is sometimes used to justify the 
continued existence of paid-for criticism. It is a conflicted argument for, as Forde points 
out, “those who dominate in the production of cultural goods ‘operate essentially 
defensive strategies, designed to perpetuate the status quo by maintaining themselves 
and the principles on which their dominance is based’” (2001b, p. 42). That underscores 
another problem with the theorising of the changing role of the music critic. Frequently 
the theorising is done by the academics and critics who have the biggest vested interests 
in maintaining the status quo and denying that the diffusion of influence may be having 
a positive effect. I acknowledge that because of my perspective and my history, I may 
well fall into that category. However, I believe my interpretation as to the effect the 
democratisation of criticism is having upon the field of criticism differs sharply from 
that of many of my former professional colleagues. 
The very nature of blogging […] is that it’s a “log,” a commentary that isn’t necessarily 
shaped. That can be valuable, to a point: Bloggers can be very smart, insightful and 
knowledgeable, but even so, that doesn’t necessarily mean they’re applying the discipline 
it takes to build an argument, which is essential to good criticism. (Feingold, 2007) 
Such a claim is primarily dependent upon the value of the participants in the fields of 
paid-for criticism and (unpaid) blogging. As Footman points out in chapter two, “many 
people who are paid to offer their opinions in newspapers and magazines are fatuous, 
ill-informed arseholes” (2007). The very word bespoke (made to order) when used in 
conjunction with the clothing profession indicates a degree of attention and care paid to 
individual needs that larger outlets are unable to offer. Of course, the very word bespoke 
is also a marketing tool, rhetoric used in an attempt to convince consumers as to the 
value of the services on offer. So it is in web 2.0. Bloggers can offer bespoke criticism 
in way that many self-anointed ‘experts’ are unable to, as by their very nature bloggers 
are possessed of more specialist knowledge than a critic whose principal role is to 
comment upon differing subcultures. The problem with that approach is that, when 
taken in isolation, it can lead to a reinforcement of taste. The point then is not to take 
bespoke criticism in isolation but as part of a broader spectrum of criticism.  
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As Lynskey argues in the previous chapter, a busy Twitter feed of fellow music fans 
effectively curates an online magazine of the best writing. Whether or not the average 
reader has the time or inclination to create such a feed is another question—one could 
theorise that this is where aggregation sites such as Metacritic come in, making it easier 
for readers to verify taste selection. Australian critic Matt O’Neill summarises the 
landscape of online music criticism as follows:  
Critics are not as valued wholesale because there are significantly more of both them and 
their audiences and, as such, they do not generally offer the same expertise or influence 
they once did. That said, I think the fundamental reasoning behind why a critic is valued 
by their audience is the same now as it was twenty years ago—an honest and objective 
opinion founded on sympathetic values and articulated in an engaging fashion. 
Where I think matters have grown complicated is in regards to population and 
commodification. The former is a direct result of the internet. There are more diverse 
groups of musicians and music-lovers communicating with each other than ever before 
and, therefore, a strong critic/audience is harder to cultivate. The latter, however, has very 
little to do with the internet. It’s simply a reality of industry. 
As honesty has become a recognisable component of a successful critic, corporations, 
organisations and individual authors have naturally attempted to manufacture a 
discernible sense of honesty through aesthetics and editorial policy—for example, 
Pitchfork’s snide, cynical authorial voice and consensus-driven ratings. However, as 
institutions have grown smarter, so have audiences and now audiences are less likely to 
trust critics wholesale. 
This is why I believe blogs and blog aggregates have grown more popular. Audiences feel 
there is no ulterior motive and therefore can more easily trust those critics. So, the 
internet has had an impact on tastemaker criticism but, ultimately, I believe the 
fundamentals are still in place. Audiences have always trusted individual critics over 
institutions and, in today’s web environment, you ultimately see the extreme realisation 
of those priorities. 
I can see a future where the concept of a tastemaker critic is done away completely, 
though. The most trusted indicator of a film’s quality in the current environment, for 
example, is Rotten Tomatoes score—which presents an average score from a series of 
independent reviewers. Metacritic functions similarly. This could be the eventual 
compromise between trusted individual opinions like bloggers and organisations like 
Pitchfork. (Interview with author, 2012) 
O’Neill makes an interesting couple of contentions here: the notion that what the reader 
values most in web 2.0 criticism is honesty—this runs contrary to the way most users 
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interact with the Internet, with clickbait headlines used to drive traffic to the bigger 
news sites and aggregators. The idea that readers of popular music criticism value 
‘honesty’ is contentious also: traditionally, popular music criticism is concerned with 
the creation and furtherance of myths, not truths (see Frith, Bangs and so forth). Most 
web 2.0 users are aware that clickbait links are misleading but click on them because the 
web is primarily viewed as a source of diversion, a source of entertainment—not 
necessarily a source for truth. Perhaps what is meant by ‘honesty’ here is 
‘transparency.’ Also, O’Neill’s assumption that readers trust individual critics over the 
platform is in broad agreement with observers from both within the academy and 
without, but appears to run contrary to the way web 2.0 environments work. Mostly, 
getting your voice heard is a popularity test, most commonly dependent upon ‘celebrity’ 
status and reaction times, not a test of how well argued or written your criticism is. As 
Kulkarni argues:  
I’m doubtful ‘taste’ is even formed anymore. It’s all pure momentum, weight of hits/re-
Tweets. ‘Taste’ if it can be defined as the overarching orthodoxy of what is ‘good’ at the 
moment is formed via the only thing that matters to computers: numbers. However I 
would argue that one thing t’internet opens up is the notion of a ‘constituency’ or 
‘congregation’: one critic can’t change the pop world single-handedly but one critic can 
carry a body of people with them, shape THEIR pop experience along the way. At least, 
that should be the ambition. (Neil Kulkarni, interview with author, 2012) 
The number of links your article or blog generates is dependent upon the platform in 
which it appears. How highly your article or blog rates on Google Search has little to do 
with the quality of the writing and is mostly dependent on how conversant the outlet is 
with the way the Internet operates. The quote from Feingold above about the nature of 
blogging also misses a major point about criticism in general. Individuals engage with 
art and culture for many varying reasons, not just to appreciate the form of the object. 
Specifically, individuals engage with music on many different levels. Listening is only 
one level of this engagement. Engagement with music serves other functions, social, 
cultural and individual. Your musical choices help define your identity. Engagement 
with popular music may also include engaging with the dialogue around popular music, 
or engaging with the way popular music is packaged and manufactured. Crucially, 
readers do not look to criticism only for description: they look to it for information, 
insight, analysis and entertainment. Often, the reason people read criticism is to have 
their own taste validated. Sometimes, there is nothing quite as satisfying as having an 
expert agree with your opinion, as Victoria Birch explains,  
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Although there’s the notion that people have immediate access to new releases and can 
therefore bypass the critic to make their own judgement, there still seems to be an 
incredible appetite for criticism—this a combination of a desire for deeper interpretations 
and a good old-fashioned lack of faith in one’s own ability to make the ‘right’ choices. 
Regardless of whether people have access to new releases, they will ‘check-in’ with the 
critic to see whether their opinion is ‘right’. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Chatting with ‘friends’ about music on Facebook can serve the same function, and often 
does. But if, for example, your washing machine breaks down you do not start crowd-
sourcing solutions. Maybe you do, but you inevitably end up calling in an expert, one 
who is paid to deal with the issue at hand. Many people are not sure of their own taste in 
culture, or enjoy the experience of being pointed in various directions. That is not 
because they have no aesthetic or cultural values but because they often do not have the 
time to focus on them. Time is precious in web 2.0 environments. So people briefly ask 
their friends on Facebook or Twitter, check the user ratings on Metacritic or Amazon, or 
read a review in their favoured website, or do all, or some, at the same time.  
Taste everywhere forms itself in relation to communities, as a badge of belonging or 
dissent. (1) first to the family and neighbourhood you’re born into (pro or con; that’s to 
say, whether you’re comfy there and trying to escape; whether the [xx] is love or hate—
for most of us, it’s a mix, of course). (2) subsequently to gangs and cliques and groups of 
friends and so on that you’re drawn to at school, and drawn into or kept out of. (3) 
Iterations of ditto, as you pass through life (secondary school, university, work...) gaining 
(over)reactive insight into the errors you made at earlier phases, and finding gangs and 
cliques and groups of friends and so on, who made similar errors (or perhaps knew not 
to), with more or less unworked-through detritus from the earlier phases directing your 
course more than you probably quite recognise. Magazines and web communities both 
build on these (personal-historical, evolving) feelings, allegiances, horrors and furies, 
fashioning a sense of shared moments encounter transformation—a pooled outline, as it 
were, of an idea of shared transition, captured, cradled, mythologised, occasionally at last 
left behind. If there’s a difference, I’d begin to explore it thus: the apparent fact—but is it 
true?—that print media relies on path-dependent inertia a good deal more (as everyone 
always says, the social is “nomadic” on the net), and as a consequence has to do less work 
keeping its communities present to itself. (Mark Sinker, interview with author, 2011) 
Using sports journalism as an example we can ask why people read accounts of games 
they have already watched on television or in a stadium. Using television critics as an 
example we can ask why people read accounts of shows they have already watched. 
And so forth. It is because people enjoy discourse. It is credible to hypothesise the 
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demand for commentary and analysis around music is as great as it has always been, 
arguably more so, bearing in mind so much more music is accessible, but the demand is 
not being fed by music criticism the way it once was. There are too many other outlets 
where it is possible to discover and discuss music. The proximity and access of the 
reader to music has conflated the potential for music criticism 2.0 to influence taste 
formation. That removes another level of mediation. Previously, without this access, it 
was left to critics themselves to define what is or is not criticism. Now everyone has a 
chance to do this, most particularly the audience for criticism. Anyone operating as a 
music critic in web 2.0 environments cannot failed to have noticed this phenomenon in 
comments sections underneath articles. The comments are often more concerned with 
picking the review apart than engaging with arguments raised. I will discuss this 
phenomenon further in the next section.  
Music criticism as multilogue 
[How do people engage with criticism?] They read, watch or listen to it; they argue with 
it directly if there’s a forum to do this; they discuss it among themselves then (i.e. 
immediately) and later (if there’s a distinct time-lapse between then and later, which there 
often is, the nature of the second is often very different from the first). It’s more easily 
enabled today as an overtly social activity, partly thanks to a kind of convergent evolution 
(the web 2.0 notion of sociality has adapted to somewhat resemble a “critical sub-
community”...). Writing—good writing—creates worlds, or suggest the possibility of 
worlds, that a reader can participate in, and will perhaps be the better for doing so 
(happier, freer, more fulfilled, whatever). And people gather to, well, people such worlds, 
if/when they’re well enough drawn. “Criticism”—positive or negative—provides 
glimpses, and sometimes much more, of such worlds: of what is that you can’t see, or 
access; or of what is not, but could be. (Mark Sinker, interview with author, 2011) 
In 2015, music criticism is no longer a monologue, but a multilogue. The criticism takes 
place on many different levels, of which the actual review or original article, or 
interview, or photographic interpretation is only one. Although websites such as 
Pitchfork do not engage in commentary with their readers, they are the exception not the 
rule. Far more common is the Drowned in Sound (U.K.) or FasterLouder (Australia) 
model whereby readers are encouraged to leave comments underneath the articles. The 
writing itself is also designed to provoke commentary.  
Websites follow this model because it drives traffic, with readers returning to read fresh 
comments and the resulting traffic drives advertising revenues. It also increases the 
sense of ‘community’ around the website, thus ensuring a degree of loyalty. Not only 
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that, but there will be dialogue happening around the article on social networking sites 
(Facebook, Twitter and so forth) that the critic often is not aware of.  
U.K. critic Stevie Chick welcomes the challenge the diffusion of power the web has 
provided. He too appreciates the contradiction that lies at the heart of the newfound role 
for music criticism: it has turned from a monologue to a multilateral dialogue but at the 
considerable cost of erosion of the authority of the critic:  
Tastemaker critics have newfound means via which to express their opinions, and to build 
a loyal readership, in addition to the old methods. Most exciting of which is the 
opportunity to turn what was once a one-way lecture into a multilateral discussion with 
the readership, although this changes the nature of the discourse and the relationship 
between reader and author—a new porous nature that the old forms limited or, at least, 
didn’t offer. Web 2.0 environments open what was didactic into a conversation, at best, 
though this comes at a cost, sometimes, of the very ‘authority’ of the author. With their 
outlets commanding less respect or import than they did when a critic required a 
publisher to get their words and ideas to the readership, I would hope there was a new 
pressure on a critic to succeed due to the quality of their arguments, rather than the 
reputation of their publication, though I don’t think this is necessarily true, or that the 
hierarchal nature of publications has entirely ebbed away as of yet. (Stevie Chick, 
interview with author, 2011) 
Websites, writers, editors encourage dialogue by posting up links in a number of 
different ways. There will be links to relevant YouTube and Vimeo videos, music 
sharing sites such as Soundcloud and BandCamp, social networks such as Facebook and 
Twitter, and file sharing sites such as Pandora and Spotify where the multilogue will 
continue. In this respect, the music critic often operates as a conversation-starter. As 
Sinker explains in the quotation above, when positioned correctly and given enough 
exposure, the criticism will begin to create worlds, or the possibility of worlds. This is 
also true in print environments, but not always so apparent because of the time-lapse 
involved between utterance and response. Lebrecht argues that a 
critic needs to be knowledgeable, courageous and quick with an aphorism of good 
headline potential. Critics in the new era must be prepared to tweet in an interval, 
Facebook on the bus home and report 400 words for the morning page before adding a 
voice commentary to the performance snippet uploaded on YouTube. (2009) 
It should not be enough in web 2.0 environments when reviewing music to merely 
discuss individual songs, give some contextual background, attempt an allegorical 
description of the sound itself, quote some lyrics, and then throw in a summarising 
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grade at the end so readers can judge whether the review is worth reading in the first 
place. If that is how the music critic is framing the review then it needs to be properly 
conceptualised, the way Christgau did when he theorised his Consumer Guide. As 
Berger (1972) illustrates, criticism does not need to be limited to words alone: in web 
2.0 environments criticism can be juxtaposition, shared web links, video, photography, 
abstract poetry, dancing about architecture, disdain, or any combination of a myriad of 
forms. I view the fact that music criticism can operate on any number of different levels 
in web 2.0 environments as a massive opportunity, an opportunity that few critics seem 
to have grasped yet, Weingarten’s adventures in Twitter-land (2010), Collapse Board, 
and Ott’s provocative series of ‘Shallow Rewards’ vlogs (Evans, 2013) 
notwithstanding.  
The argument against framing those forms as criticism is their lack of authority, the 
expectations of readers, and the impracticality of monetarising such criticism. One of 
the common ways to attain authority in music criticism is by rhetoric: to remove that 
rhetoric is to erode the authority of the critic (as I have often found out to my cost at 
Collapse Board). Conversely, another way critics can create authority is by building up 
trust between them and their audiences. If, as Brennan (2005) proposes, music criticism 
is performance, music criticism in web 2.0 environments should acknowledge that.  
Power Relations and criticism in Web 2.0 
Commentary and criticism are so diffuse and ubiquitous—from blogs to tweets—that the 
power of critics has diminished profoundly. The fact that most consumers can hear or 
preview new music that would once have been withheld has itself shifted the balance of 
power and democratised it. People can, to use an old term, “make up their own minds”. 
(Barney Hoskyns, interview with author, 2012) 
I think everybody’s a rock critic, to the extent that you when go into a record store and 
you decide to buy this one over that one, you’re being a rock critic. I don’t have any more 
credentials than anyone else. (“Everyone’s a rock critic: The lost Lester Bangs radio 
interview,” 1980) 
The Internet has shown the truth of the above statement by Bangs. Taste making is no 
longer the province of the few. Everyone is a critic and so “aesthetic evaluation is not 
merely social: it’s also consensual” (Hanrahan, 2013, p. 78). One way this can be shown 
is through the Pazz and Jop example given in the previous chapter; another is by 
opening up a product page for the online marketplace Amazon and viewing the number 
of user-generated reviews, with the star ratings collated for easy reference and a mean 
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average given at the top. Often, this numerical mark feels more ‘authentic’ than the 
most persuasive and eloquent of critical overviews, not least because the Amazon model 
is drawn upon people who (presumably) have bought the product and so have a vested 
interest in how ‘good’ the product is, unlike professional critics who presumably have 
not. With heightened awareness around the processes of media production, consumers 
have become increasingly cynical as to the value and, to use former street press editor 
Matt O’Neil’s descriptor, “honesty” of professional critics.  
I reiterate the words of Vulcanis cited in the introduction:  
A critic that actively resists co-option may enjoy heightened authenticity through 
maintaining a critical distance from the industry cultural production circuit, much like 
those in the underground zine culture of the 70s and 80s. (2011) 
That observation feels like it could have been made about Collapse Board, the way it 
brushes up against the mainstream and alternative music industry with regularity. Our 
readers respect us for our ‘authenticity’. Non-readers meanwhile view us with suspicion 
bordering on resentment. Again, this is a circumstance surrounding the writing of 
Everett True that has barely changed since the 1980s, and in return Collapse Board 
views much of what is termed as music criticism in web 2.0 environments with barely 
concealed dislike, viewing it mostly as cataloguing. The democratisation of music 
criticism seems to have led to everyone mostly copying everyone else, much in the way 
print fanzines during the 1980s could often be termed bad copies of the established 
music press. Hopper broadly agrees:  
When I read a lot of what you call web 2.0 criticism, I don’t see criticism. There is a 
funny cusp—basically, people came up [in web 2.0 environments] thinking P4k 
[Pitchfork] is criticism and people who came up [in print environments] thinking say, 
Christgau and Bangs and [Ann] Powers and the like is criticism. Many blogs’ ideas of 
what music criticism is, they perhaps do not fully even understand how much their 
version is, and was, shaped by [other, more commercial] blogs needing advertising, or 
this p4kian ideal of criticism that JUST deals with the sound of the music and its 
relativity to genre, or genres. Really fucking macro-stuff treated with full tilt collegiate 
poesy. I find a lot of it to be unreadable, and then, also there are the concessions to the 
format—i.e. people like shorter things on the web, but hey, fuck it go as long as you 
want—NO ONE IS EDITING YOU. I think a fair amount of the people who are younger 
“critics”—they are just writers. They are info- and trend- farmers. They may become, 
unwittingly, arbiters of taste because they happen to crest with certain waves, or manage 
to find stuff that’s so very, very now. But there is a real lack of big picture, there is a real 
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absence of taking issue, taking people to task.  
The nature of blogs is diaristic to an extreme, lots of expressionistic stuff, a lot of cultural 
shorthand (Tumblr-ing pictures of shit you like, nostalgia you co-sign, blah blah personal 
brand identity). Editors still want voice-y writing, things that are distinct and provoking. I 
can do that, I can deliver on that front. I am not scared of meaning, of taking the hammer 
and tongs to someone else’s work OR my own vantage point of critical privilege. I feel 
like that fear is the divide between old guard and new guard. Fear. (Jessica Hopper, 
interview with author, 2012) 
Pitchfork, uniquely among its competitors, does not leave space for readers to comment 
upon reviews and articles, and this level of mediation helps to maintain a distance 
between the critic and the reader that feeds into an assumption of authority. The sheer 
scale of Pitchfork makes it the exception among music criticism websites: it is respected 
and distrusted in equal measure by critics and readers alike for holding immense 
influence at a time when music criticism is not ‘supposed’ to be able to.63 
Let us return to the other critics interviewed during the course of this project. Most 
agree that the democratisation of music criticism is something to be celebrated, a change 
for the better. But for the reader, and for the field of music criticism as a whole, not 
necessarily for individual writers. As Daphne Carr observes, “Any time there is more 
plurality in outlets for writers it changes the power of any one writer to be the definitive 
voice on a topic” (interview with author, 2012). Wallace Wylie (interview with author, 
2012) agrees that power relations are changing in the sense that “the average web user 
has enough outlets to voice their opinion that it potentially renders other sources of 
opinion obsolete”, but he feels Pitchfork challenges that notion—”both in its power and 
in its non-participatory outlook”. For Lynskey, “the old power of the tastemaker always 
depended on limited outlets” and since the waning of the power of the ‘inkies’ (the UK 
music papers) in the 1990s, the ability of “any one critic to launch or sink an artist has 
become very limited”. In his response, he directly refers to the suggestion music 
criticism is changing from a monologue to a multilogue. 
What we do now is contribute to a conversation and hope that a review can help a good 
record gather momentum. The major exception is Pitchfork, which takes its tastemaking 
                                                 
63 Hopper was made an editor at the website in 2015, with responsibility for Pitchfork’s new quarterly 
print review. Pitchfork publishing a print version of its website is a neat reversal of the usual transition 
from print to web 2.0, and an indication of a future direction music criticism could take. In recent years, I 
have been examining ways of achieving this with Collapse Board. For Pitchfork, an established 
commercial venture with a monthly readership in the millions, it is a calculated low-level risk—and one 
that could reap dividends in terms of raising the website’s profile as a ‘serious’ music criticism platform. 
For Collapse Board—a site that has never generated revenue, or readers—it is far more of a risk. 
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role very seriously and can create buzz from scratch but even then it fails as often as it 
succeeds. Interestingly, I’m told that The Guardian’s dance critic has the power to make 
or a break a show because there are still so few dance critics—not something that could 
be said about pop music. (Dorian Lynskey, interview with author, 2013) 
While acknowledging the democratisation of criticism, Birch does not believe that the 
immediacy of the web has eroded the power of the music critic: “tastemakers still exist 
and probably in greater numbers than ever” (interview with author, 2012). Her response 
argues one of the strategies proposed by Lobato & Fletcher earlier in this chapter: 
namely that the field of music criticism shift towards the sort of ‘elite, anti-professional 
criticism’ most often found on fan-generated websites and blogs. Carr makes an 
interesting point about the way that the industry mechanisms behind music criticism and 
the process of discovery have changed:  
In the print era, reviews build buzz for a band and would help facilitate their ability to get 
closer to good music industry resources. Reviews do not help sales, they help deals. 
Extremely mass media and/or long-term audience development through touring builds 
audiences. I think the same is true in the web era, but the companies that comprise the 
industry have changed dramatically. Press drives discovery for tastemakers still, but the 
ones with capital to spend on artists are licensers, advertisers, other media. This changes 
power relations because all these marketing people want lifestyle and aesthetic to sell 
products and services that are not music. (Interview with author, 2012) 
The Quietus editor John Doran believes that the general influence of popular (rock) 
music has waned, rather than the influence of popular (rock) music criticism 
specifically, an assertion that Savage agrees with. In an age of computer games and 
digital media and 3-D movies, music is not as central to people’s lives as it once was 
(see, for example, Toynbee, 1993; Hennig-Thurau, Henning & Sattler, 2007; Rogers, 
2013.) As pointed out in previous chapters, the influence of the rock press runs parallel 
to the influence of rock music. Both rock music and its ‘inauthentic’ counterpart pop 
music have ceased to be the dominant paradigm in popular culture since the 1990s. 
Savage summarises the problem with reading criticism and accessing music on the 
internet as “an excess of access”. 
Re the first point, you can just look at declining sales of trad music press and closure of 
titles: Sounds, MM [Melody Maker] etc. I’m not a firm believer in the idea that anyone 
can be a (good) critic just because they have a blog and say they’re a critic: the problem 
with the internet is an excess of access. Placed against that, some good people do come 
through, but they’re a small minority. And the simple fact: music writing, like music, 
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doesn’t mean so much anymore in our culture. (Jon Savage, interview with author, 2012) 
Doran believes that this decline has been in motion for over a decade now, much of it 
initially caused by the change in home entertainment environments for the consumer.  
Personally, I believe that in working class communities like the one that I grew up in, 
during the 1980s, there were very few leisure options thus giving music an almost 
religious significance to many people. This in turn obviously had a knock on effect on 
critics, elevating them to the level of minor rock stars themselves. The word of certain 
critics during the 1970s and 1980s could drastically affect the fortunes of bands. Moving 
from a period of innovation into a period of refinement in music in the late 1990s—with 
leaps forward in new styles being less dramatic—as well as the growing popularisation of 
computer consoles and home cinema, simply reduced the status of music somewhat, thus 
reducing the status of critics as well. So I’d say without a doubt, the power of the critic 
was generally well on the decline before the effects of web 2.0 were felt. This is a 
sweeping generalization however.  
As for the change from print to web, well, the minimum entry level for becoming a critic 
is pretty low now with blogs and DIY websites. You can compare these to fanzines if you 
like but really the reach of most fanzines was incredibly low compared to the potential 
audience on the internet.64 Also the ease of access to the means of producing music 
criticism means that the noise to signal ratio of the internet is pretty shocking. Most 
criticism on the internet is pretty piss poor, which lowers faith in critics generally. The 
low standards on the internet are not self-contained either. As marketing people see 
internet readership figures go up and magazine sales go down they make the mistake of 
thinking magazines need to be more like the internet and print standards fall as well, 
impacting on their sales even further. That said, there are good blogs and websites out 
there and they do occasionally rise to the top and their influence is inestimable. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that if an alternative act in America is ignored by Pitchfork, it is pretty 
much dead in the water, so there may be fewer powerful tastemakers than before but 
where they still exist, their strength is phenomenal. (John Doran, interview with author, 
2012) 
Former Sounds critic and fanzine writer, founder of music writing website Louder than 
War and long-time champion of bands overlooked by conventional popular music 
history, John Robb unsurprisingly views the democratisation of music criticism taking 
place on the web as a massive opportunity.  
I think the rock critic may have been bigging up their role for a long time! but the web 
                                                 
64 Also, in terms of physical production and distribution, there is considerably more effort and time 
involved in putting together a print fanzine as compared to publishing an online blog. 
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caught us with our pants down—now a fan can do their own research and see and listen to 
music—conversely this has strengthened our hand because we can sift through the 
avalanche of pop culture and find a way. We are all editors now and we don’t have to 
persuade the jaded editors in ivory towers about music they could never understand—we 
can just get on with it. The best writers have their own websites now, there is more 
information than ever and the music fan is savvy and picks and chooses from a variety of 
sources... oddly we still sit there bashing away at keyboards writing stuff and sometimes 
get paid for it. Our lives have changed massively and yet remain the same. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
This final line from Robb—our lives have changed massively and yet remain the 
same—feels like a realistic representation of the circumstance many critics who started 
writing about music in pre-web 2.0 environments now face. The opportunity exists for 
music fans to be far more discerning in their choice of music, and in their choice of 
music commentary, than at any point in history. The perceptive critic is aware of this 
prospect and adapts their rhetoric and presentation accordingly, something that comes as 
second nature to any critic who received their grounding in the do-it-yourself 
environments of fanzines and self-promoted shows. One could theorise that such a critic 
fits Bruns’ description of a produser, simultaneously a user of content and a producer of 
content (2008b). Such critics are both fans and consumers of music and (independent) 
producers of the dialogue that helps to frame and shape the music. 
The music critic as conversation-starter 
There has been a clear shift in the requirements of readers of popular music criticism—
and, as Hearsum (2013) recognises, the imperative in web 2.0 environments lies with 
music critics themselves to rediscover how they can negotiate authority in online music 
communities and participate in the shared musical discourses that are taking place 
across the web. It used to be the case that when a critic placed the final full stop at the 
end of a review, the review was finished. If conversations revolved around the review, 
they did so mainly off-page, in pubs and hallways and share houses. Now that full stop 
is often merely the beginning of a wider conversation held in public view. Frequently, 
the comments left underneath an online review will contain more ‘expert’ knowledge 
than the review itself. In this respect, the critic functions as a conversation-starter. 
With our buggywhip medium of paper [...] you just knew or know you were doing good 
by discussions that sprung from what you wrote. Feedback—the unsolicited stuff. The 
pre-comment section era method of assessment. I mean, I love certain facets of writing 
for the web, and I feel like my writing stands out because I stopped being afraid of people 
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attacking my work in like, 1993, and am not flummoxed by comment section insults. And 
I know plenty of people who cannot handle that interaction (that’s an overstatement of 
what it is). I credit part of my success as a writer with having a strong voice, which I 
think comes from how I began writing—that was the nature of zines. (Jessica Hopper, 
interview with author, 2012) 
The conversation-starter is aware that their function is as a gatewatcher rather than a 
gatekeeper and hence structures criticism to be open-ended, albeit with well-reasoned 
argument and detailed research to help construct authority.65 That does not have to be 
the only function the conversation-starter serves. Usually such a critic is aware of their 
role as an ‘expert’ in the dialogue taking place and is not afraid to post views that some 
could view as inflammatory. In that respect, such a critic could also be termed a troll in 
web 2.0 environments, inasmuch as they will sometimes use rhetorical devices 
associated with trollish behaviour, such as pursuing their own agenda and using 
provocative language to make the potential reader engage with that agenda. The line 
that separates a serious critic and the much-derided troll can be surprisingly fine, one 
that often is dependent upon context and familiarity.  
The music critic as troll-David 
One way forward for music criticism is to start—or continue—considering itself the 
equal of the music it is criticising and to view itself either as some form of high culture 
(art) or low culture (entertainment). Criticism thus conceived of can still offer insights 
and evaluation, perhaps even more so, because any such insights and evaluation gained 
by the reader are through interpretations of the written word (or whatever form the 
criticism takes). At least such criticism will serve as a diversion. Published music 
criticism is a mediated representation of reality, a reflection and deflection of reality in 
the language of Burke (1966), and so perhaps readers of music criticism should not be 
looking to pursue ‘truth’ from it.  
Music critics should also not be scared to re-embrace one of the primary functions of 
their craft: to provoke a reaction. That approach was common enough in the 1970s and 
1980s, much to the distaste of some of the more serious-minded critics. The problem is, 
strategies that once worked effectively, with the knowing complicity of the audience, 
within print media are conflated by the advent of more inclusive communications 
environments where the audience is unfamiliar with the critic. Criticism in 2.0 
                                                 
65 For a great (and unusual) example of the music critic as conversation-starter, see Hopper’s 2015 
keynote speech to the Big Sound music conference in Brisbane 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1u4lFf6uQJs). 
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environments that attempts to fulfil any sort of function beyond that of cataloguing or 
description is often mistaken for the scourge of the Internet, the troll.66 Many of the 
rhetorical devices used are similar: a determination to follow an often self-determined 
agenda, a love for argument, good or meaningless, and a fondness for inflammatory 
language. This approach to criticism is more extreme than the conversation-starter who 
usually eschews such obvious devices but can frequently be more entertaining as well. 
As I wrote in commemoration of my fellow tastemaker critic Steven Wells (another 
1980s agent provocateur who BELIEVED in the value of CAPITAL LETTERS), 
You write to make an impact. You write to entertain. You write to put your message 
across. You write, using whatever tools at your disposal. Entertain. You’re a music critic. 
ENTERTAIN. This is the entertainment industry, after all. You write to make people 
remember what you’ve written and to act upon it. You write because you believe that you 
can change the world. If you didn’t believe that, you wouldn’t be writing. You’re a music 
critic and you don’t like something? DESTROY IT. Destroy it. If you love you also hate. 
So…DESTROY. Engage, argue, inform, irritate…but above all entertain. (True, 2009) 
As Sinker explains,  
One huge advantage of the net—politically, if you like, certainly in terms of power 
structures—is that it offers significant space for gifted trolls, for want of a better term, to 
move into space considered safe by some community or other, and use said community’s 
own sense of comfortable solidarity against them: to challenge, rouse, aggravate or (very 
occasionally) persuade them. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sinker is confirming a theory proposed in an earlier chapter that, “Popular music 
criticism does its best ideological work when it challenges popular notions rather than 
accepting or implicitly reaffirming them” (Sloop, 1999, p. 64). If that means equating 
criticism with the language of the trolls, then so be it. Critics should not be scared of 
creating controversy in their work. Many critics view their function to be something 
akin to a guide, helping to steer culture into more valuable and insightful directions. 
How the critic achieves that function is the question: provocation can achieve reaction 
where evaluation often cannot. Without criticism to help nourish it, the critic argues, art 
will wither and die. As Wilde puts it, “An age that has no criticism is either an age in 
which art is immobile, hieratic, and confined to the reproduction of formal types, or an 
                                                 
66 A malign and evil creature, the troll can usually be found lurking in the depths of community message 
boards, ready to spring into action at the slightest hesitation and derail the conversation with fluently 
provocative (or just plain stupid) language so the conversation becomes about something else altogether.  
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age that possesses no art at all” (1970, p. 254). This is something that Sinker is in broad 
agreement with:  
The internet [...] allows anyone to establish their writerly zone and (if they can) to gather 
those of elective affinity, which they likely do somewhat by pandering to them and 
somewhat by trolling and provoking them. What I recall from 5-10 years ago is that 
trolling sometimes burst out into massively—rarely very edifying—flame wars between 
communities; or else that flame wars within communities led to splits, expulsions and the 
establishment of new “counter-micro-cultures”. It’s very easy to set up new sites, after 
all: harder is sustaining the community nature of same because conflict can shatter them, 
but without conflict they ossify and dwindle. [...] For the tiny David to goad and coax the 
energy of the much larger and probably more sluggish Goliath is to catapult the David 
into a position of potential significance. The disadvantage is the presence of a lot of very 
mobile and untouchable posters who think of themselves very entertaining troll-Davids 
who really aren’t anything of the kind. (Mark Sinker, interview with author, 2011) 
On Collapse Board, we have been accused of elitism, stupidity, irrelevance and 
genius—often simultaneously—because we insist on not taking a straightforward 
approach to criticism. We try to engage the music we love in a multilateral dialogue, 
utilising different mediums and resources as we see fit. At Collapse Board, music 
criticism is whatever the critic (or editor, or reader) terms it to be. For example, the 
following entry, ‘written’ (as stated in the introduction to the review) by my three-year-
old son Daniel hammering away at the keyboard: 
facxzz wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
ddddddddddddddddddddddduuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuujjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj 
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjk 
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
pppppppppppppppppppkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy  
40 Responses 
tom_violence: Another boring, self satisfied hipster cunt review. Is it any 
wonder no one visits this drivel (he says, visiting this drivel). You’re losing your 
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edge Mr True. Yes, let’s be smug about Bloc Party and then try and shove some 
atonal Sarah Records throwbacks down people’s throats as the future of music = 
good morning irrelevancy. 
Everett True: And there was me thinking that this review was difficult to argue 
with…  
Golightly: I’m more entertained by this ‘boring’ review than I ever could be by 
any Bloc Party record.  
(Thackray, 2012) 
Many readers believed the article to be trolling, the art of extracting a response from the 
web at large, particularly fans of a certain star or genre or band, by offering up such a 
contentious opinion, often on an entirely unrelated topic, that other readers feel duty-
bound to reply. Accusations of trolling are often used to shout down the original 
observation as if the act in itself is so wrong (something akin to making a racist or sexist 
comment) that it is not worth engaging with on any level. Often it is that wrong, 
especially when carried out anonymously on message boards or Twitter. The above 
article was hardly trolling, though, at least not in any conventional sense. It was just one 
more in a series of experiments designed to question the value and authority of music 
criticism, conducted with rare humour. 
“Do all careers in music journalism end in failure?” 
In a world where everyone is continuously regurgitating and linking to the same 
content, individual voices, those perceived as ‘authentic’ and those perceived to carry 
authority are highly prized. The challenge facing readers is whether to seek out these 
alternative authorities, or to ignore them. Critics are defined by their audience yet 
audiences are created (see, for example, Debord, 1983; Kennedy, 2009). Furthermore, 
as Creney points out, “the internet allows editors/publishers to know exactly which 
articles are being read by their audience, something that wasn’t the case with 
magazines” (interview with author, 2012). The current challenge then is to discover 
fresh ways to create audiences. That can be by taking the Pitchfork and The Quietus 
route, and following established models of music criticism. It can be by creating spaces 
for criticism in the blogosphere, by acting out the role of the troll-David through use of 
rhetoric, or by facing up to the influence of social networks and tackling them head on, 
as Spin editor Chris Weingarten attempted a few years ago in response to the growing 
crisis in print environments. 
[…] we’re introducing a new way of thinking about the entire enterprise. The 
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@SPINreviews Twitter feed is a massive undertaking, aiming to be an exhaustively 
definitive listener’s guide and argument-starter for virtually every album or EP or mixtape 
that matters in 2012. Within the confines of a 140-character tweet, we’re hoping to take 
on more than 1,500 new records this calendar year alone, all reviewed by our eight in-
house editors and a team of a dozen valued freelancers. As someone who survived writing 
1,000 Tweet reviews in 2009, I can assure you it’s a project often as difficult to pursue 
correctly as a 1,000-word essay... and I wager it’s a lot more fun to read. (2012) 
As a professional music critic struggling to make a living from his craft at the time, I 
took umbrage at Weingarten’s gung-ho embracing of Twitter. I thought it a gimmick 
from a music critic not adverse to trolling his (potential) audience to provoke a reaction 
and responded in kind. 
It’s a spurious argument, and one that is based on a single model of music criticism: that 
of Rock Criticism as a Consumer Guide, something propagated by the advancement of 
graded reviews the world over. It’s one that makes several assumptions, mostly 
erroneous: that a music magazine’s readership only reads reviews to discover information 
about the record, how ‘good’ it is (nebulous as that concept might be), that the review is 
in some way a stand-in for the music itself. 
No. It is not. The greatest criticism complements and increases understanding about the 
music under discussion. It can stand alone, for sure. Usually, it’s best when taken 
alongside the music though. If anything, rock critics should be welcoming the age of the 
free illegal download as a Golden Age, that for the first time ever their audience can 
access the music while reading the review. (True, 2012a) 
On the surface, Weingarten’s final assertion is insulting to a reader looking for analysis 
or insight from criticism: how is it possible to ‘write’ in 140 characters or less, as 
opposed to 1,000 words? Actually, Weingarten is engaged in theorising alternative ways 
of formulating criticism, and thus creating new audiences. The deeper problem not 
addressed is how to make these new models of criticism financially viable. This is a 
problem that the fields of journalism and music journalism continue to struggle with. 
McLeese comes close to the root of this problem when he observes the irony of a new 
generation of students seeking to become music critics when they do not wish to pay for 
physical copies of the music they download, let alone paying for writing about music. 
They want to be paid for their work, but few read the dwindling number of rock 
magazines that pay freelancers; instead, their information comes through the Internet—
music sites, social networking sites, downloading sites. None of them pays much 
attention to Rolling Stone or Spin, or to the critics who still have jobs at daily newspapers. 
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Many of them are already part of a Pitchfork backlash, feeling that the Web site that 
emerged as the leading arbiter of indie rock has become too popular, too powerful, too 
mainstream. (McLeese, 2010, pp. 435-436) 
Many commentators decry this shift in power, from Keen’s much-cited The Cult of the 
Amateur (2007) onwards. A question asked by former Sounds and NME critic Tommy 
Udo on Facebook, “Do all careers in music journalism end in failure?” (2015) is 
pertinent in an era where the role of taste formation has shifted from the critic to the 
consumer. Hanrahan points to the “undeniable fact is that ‘expert’ opinion seems 
superfluous when an interested music lover or consumer can simply click on a website 
and hear a sample of the music herself” (2013, p. 74). McLeese however agrees with 
Chick and Robb above about the opportunities that changing web 2.0 environments 
offer music criticism, opportunities sometimes overlooked in the rush to announce the 
ending of an era.  
Despite the disconnect between the music/media consumption of these students and their 
career aspirations, they recognize that Internet technology has brought plenty of promise 
to the practice of pop criticism. Social networking sites and digital downloads suggest 
that the active pursuit of new music (rather than the passive acceptance of whatever may 
be on the radio) has never been greater, or more convenient. And contemporary music 
journalists have considerably more tools at their disposal that allow them to link to the 
music and the performance of it (rather than merely describe and evaluate it) and to 
interact with their readers in an ongoing dialogue. In an era of Internet immediacy, critical 
buzz can lead to popular success more quickly than ever before, as indie chart-toppers 
such as the Shins and Arcade Fire can attest.67 (McLeese, 2010, pp. 435-436) 
The relationship between critic and audience, musician and audience, musician and 
critic, critic and music industry, is as important as it always has been, but these days it is 
built up via new routes where reaction is immediate and threatens to overwhelm the 
original voice. Still, as McLeese points out, “New media have threatened old media 
since the days of Gutenberg. When challenged by a new medium, traditional media 
have two options: change or die” (2010, p. 437). The challenge then for popular music 
criticism is to adapt to more inclusive taste environments and embrace the 
democratisation of taste that is occurring. 
A qualification—I know you think of yourself as a music critic Everett but I don’t think 
you are, or rather I don’t think what you do can be circumscribed in that ‘role’ (i.e. a set 
of behaviors/obligations attached to that job)—music criticism is just part of what you do. 
                                                 
67 Pitchfork is commonly accepted to have played a major role in the success of both bands.  
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I think you’re a writer first and foremost—you might reject that as too faffy/romantic but 
that’s the way I see myself, a writer who for the past 20 odd years has written almost 
exclusively about pop music. Why? Because pop made us, molded our consciousness and 
the way we look at ALL art. All a ‘critic’ does ultimately is critique—a writer does that 
and a lot more. I’d say most of my ‘critical’ heroes: Pauline Kael, David Thomson, 
[George] Orwell, [Lester] Bangs, [Simon] Reynolds, you, Taylor [Parkes], [Simon] 
Price(y), Lucy Cage, Frances May [Morgan] etc are writers I like to read writing about 
anything—s’just that they’re all kinda monomaniacally focused on a particular art-form—
crucially though you get the sense with all of them that there’s a life going on behind that 
analysis, a life that itself has to negotiate and find space around that obsession. (Neil 
Kulkarni, interview with author, 2012) 
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6. The Function of Music Criticism 2.0 
 
In the face of an emboldened, empowered and increasingly critical audience, the critic’s 
brief is more important than ever. Without conviction, wisdom and indeed bias, furtive 
discussions around pop music’s value and place in society—chaotic and teeming with ad 
hominem—collapse into middling consensus. While this can lead to self-parody and anti-
intellectual contrarianism in extreme cases, reasoned convictions, even if subjective, are 
necessary to stoke debate. (Christopher J. Ott, interview with author, 2012)  
‘MORON!’ ‘Vermin!’ ‘Abortion!’ ‘Sewer Rat!’ ‘Curate!’ ‘Cretin!’ ‘Cr-ritic!’ ‘Oh!’ Thus, 
Vladimir and Estragon in a slanging match whilst waiting for Samuel Beckett’s Godot. 
The coup de grace is the accusation of being a critic; it is worse than all that preceded it. 
(Berger, 1957) 
I wouldn’t advise anybody to go into [rock criticism] if they wanted to get rich, but I 
wouldn’t advise anybody to be a writer or a musician if they wanted to get rich. 
(“Everyone’s a rock critic: The lost Lester Bangs radio interview,” 1980) 
Introduction 
In the previous chapter, I theorised the changing role of popular music critics in web 2.0 
environments, and to what degree the rise of the blogosphere and the excess of access to 
music have affected the value of criticism. To help drive the analytical process, I asked 
various music critics whether they believe that power relations around music criticism 
have changed since the advent of the digital age—and if so, how and in which ways? 
The critics’ responses and related issues were analysed, and various strategies proposed 
for music criticism 2.0. These included:  
 Bespoke music criticism (music criticism designed to appeal to a specific 
subculture)  
 Music criticism as multilateral dialogue 
 Music criticism as entertainment 
 Music criticism as cultural filter 
 Elite music criticism (as opposed to democratic music criticism) 
 The music critic as troll-David 
 Music criticism as cultural reinforcement 
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 The music critic as produser 
 The music critic as conversation-starter 
In chapter three, I discussed the role of popular music critics before the Internet, and 
established that much of the authority critics use to help define themselves is derived 
from the platforms the criticism appears on. Various tropes and rhetorical style also feed 
into that establishment of authority, as does the much-contested notion of ‘authenticity’. 
I suggested that the role of the tastemaker popular music critic could be broken down 
into the following main functions, none exclusive, and with many crossing over with 
one another. 
 Consumer Guide (reviewer) 
 Gatekeeper 
 Industry Cheerleader 
 Archivist/Biographer 
 Creative—”this is my art” 
 Filling space between advertisements 
 Entertainment 
In the same chapter, it was acknowledged that Klein (2005) defines the role of the 
popular music critic similarly: 
 Artist: The Creative Role 
 Consumer Guide: The Idealized Role 
 Producer of Text: The Institutional Role 
 Cheerleader: The Industry Role 
 Historical Arbiter: The Record-Keeping Role 
To establish the changing role of popular music critics in web 2.0 environments then, I 
compare and contrast those established roles with the various theorised roles of music 
criticism 2.0 as listed in chapter five. I am not theorising all the different functions 
music criticism 2.0 can perform; many of them are too similar the way music criticism 
operates in traditional taste formation to concern us here. For example, this description 
of the function of Australia’s now disappearing (print) street music press could be 
applied equally to the online version. 
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[The] streetpress magazines are a distinctive feature of the Australian music mediascape 
[…] Distributed freely at shops and music venues, these advertiser-funded publications 
contain extensive gig listings along with short reviews, articles and columns. Their 
function is mimetic rather than agenda-setting: a successful street paper needs to reflect 
the priorities of the city’s local record industry, the state of the live music scene and the 
rhythms of the international touring schedule. There is little room here for ‘serious’ music 
journalism. (Lobato & Fletcher, 2012, pp. 117-8) 
As Lobato & Fletcher indicate, it is unusual for such titles to offer up much in the way 
of meanings for the music itself, the publications being mostly an extension of the 
marketing and PR arms of the music industry, the enthusiastic prose of (mostly unpaid) 
contributors ripe for exploitation. The unsophisticated style of writing fits into the 
mould of pre-1960s Melody Maker writing, examples of which are given in chapter 
three. Whether or not it should be termed music criticism in the tradition of Laing and 
Powers and Reynolds is of no relevance here. Primarily, this research project is 
concerned with the value of music criticism and the ways in which the role of the 
popular music critic has changed since the advent of web 2.0 environments. To those 
ends I am focusing upon a couple of the principal functions of the popular music critic 
in traditional taste formation, some commonly acknowledged and some ignored, and 
viewing how they have changed in the digital age. One reason for this is because  
[a] lot of talk on the blogs, forums, etc., involves trading information, pointing out 
pleasures, the mutual burble of delight. It’s in the spirit of Everett True’s remark, ‘I don’t 
need to know why something is good; I just need to be told what is good and where it 
is.’68 And that is totally fine, a useful activity for fans who share tastes and assumptions; I 
engage in it myself. I would call it sub-critical, not as a dis but as an accurate description. 
(Reynolds, 2009) 
During the remainder of this chapter, I address various alternative theorised roles for 
music criticism 2.0. These are as follows: First, the notion of bespoke criticism where 
the criticism is specifically tailored to suit both the music and audience. Tied in with 
this is the concept of the music critic as fan where receiving financial compensation in 
return for the conferred time and authority of the critic is not deemed to be as important 
as the enjoyment of writing the criticism itself. Third, music criticism as entertainment 
where the criticism is viewed to be on a similar level to the music itself and serves a 
similar function, that of entertainment for its audience or art, depending on the status of 
                                                 
68 Reynolds is referring to a 30-year-old comment I made in my fanzine The Legend!, frustrated by what I 
viewed as an over-reliance on academic tropes in popular music criticism. I have long ago moved on from 
such simplistic delineations.  
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the music under discussion. Fourth, the music critic as ‘firestarter’ where the critic acts 
as a form of agent provocateur, halfway between the New Journalism of the 1960s and 
1970s, and the modern-day Internet troll. 
Consumer Guide vs Bespoke music criticism  
Does mainstream music criticism and journalism really matter much? ... If criticism is so 
well-articulated and implicated within the commodification of culture that anyone can 
perform its functions, then maybe we are all, to a certain degree critics. (Fenster, 2002, p. 
89) 
The Consumer Guide database has graded 15853 albums from 7077 artists on 2991 
labels, with 13792 reviews. (Christgau, 2013) 
It sometimes feels that any online music criticism that does not follow the Pitchfork 
template is dismissed as not-criticism. Perhaps this is because the new generation of 
critics are so eager to establish some form of authority in a declining (in terms of 
influence), yet growing (in terms of numbers) field they feel it necessary to tightly 
define the parameters of what is considered criticism. In following such a traditional 
model though, such critics are in danger of writing themselves out of, if not existence, 
relevance. As has often been pointed out (see, for example, Maguire & Matthews, 2012; 
Brasher, 2013), the Pitchfork model is based upon web 1.0 (where no interaction with 
the reader takes place). The website may now feature videos and hypertext, and promote 
concerts, but its style of writing is rooted in the review pages of 1990s Rolling Stone. 
There is nothing wrong with that approach as such. The problem comes more because 
every other music writing blog or website that is not chasing web traffic in the style of 
Buzzfeed’s clickbait ‘top 15 OMG! You’ll never believe what happen next!’ lists, 
follows the Pitchfork model, only nowhere near as well (half Christgau’s Consumer 
Guide without the wit, half academic rigour without the rigour).  
There’s Pitchfork as the dominant tastemaker… and there’s a bunch of other smaller and 
influential sites which all work in a kind of hive-mind: you can get this awful thing 
happening on the web—which I’m not sure happened to the same extent pre-web—where 
writers are afraid to appear out of step with each other, or with the tide. So you can get 
this kind of very samey hive-mind, or hype cycle which travels really quickly on the web. 
Hype cycles in the pop press have always existed, obviously, but they are hugely 
accelerated by the web. So tipping points are very easily established in this model, and 
that’s a pretty big shift in power relations. (Elmo Keep, interview with author, 2012) 
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To maintain the illusion of rock criticism—for the Pitchfork model is clearly based 
upon rock criticism—as ‘objective’ is mendacious. As has been discussed throughout 
this thesis, rock criticism has its roots in the notion of music critic-as-fan, in 
countercultural insurgency not cultural reinforcement. The problem in web 2.0 
environments is that there are more and more citizen critics generating criticism. These 
produsers perform mostly for other produsers, most of whom are already familiar with 
the music written about, and so these environments become more and more exclusive, 
not inclusive. The argument runs: as a fan of music, why would you read someone who 
is not a fan? However illuminating such criticism is, few new directions are explored, or 
rather thousands of directions are explored, but in isolation. This results in cultural 
reinforcement. It is possible to set up a filter system—either through use of algorithms 
on websites such as Twitter, or through recommendations from friends, to deal with this 
circumstance. The reality remains that, in general, popular music criticism, as typified 
by the U.K. music press of the early 1980s, has changed from providing new outlets for 
exploration to reinforcing old ones, creating a homogenising effect in both the fields of 
music criticism and music. This is bespoke music criticism: music criticism made to 
order and, because of the technology behind internet publishing, with the potential to be 
altered if the order does not quite suit.  
Some still primarily want a consumer guide and a vague sense of keeping up with music. 
Others are fiercely intellectual about it and want to argue with critics. I still think there 
are more passive than active readers but the active ones keep it interesting. As a writer 
you want people to engage and feel inspired to respond even if they disagree. It’s just 
disappointing that such a large proportion of responses are lazy and predictable. For every 
intriguing counter-argument you have dozens of snarky or pat one-liners. That’s web 2.0 
for you. I’m sure the same would have happened at any time in the history of music 
journalism if the technology had been available. (Dorian Lynskey, interview with author, 
2013) 
Under this category falls Klein’s theorisation of the idealised role of the music critic as 
consumer guide: “A reader, it is presumed, seeks out the consumer guide that reflects 
his or her needs and looks to this guide to determine what he or she will or will not like 
and should or should not buy. But do consumers really base their choices on the 
judgments of critics?” (2005, p. 10). The idea that music criticism should, in an 
“idealised state”, to quote Klein, form some sort of consumer guide for its readers has 
always sat uneasily with the ideology of rock criticism as proposed by Frith and others. 
It has long been theorised that rock criticism is more concerned with creating a 
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‘knowing community’ than describing the aesthetic qualities of the music (Frith, 
1996b). Also, as Birch points out, “regardless of whether people have access to new 
releases, they will ‘check-in’ with the critic to see whether their opinion is ‘right’” 
(interview with author, 2012). There is an assumption that the function of popular music 
criticism is to help determine people’s tastes—that can be a function, but it need not be 
the only function. Music criticism can serve many different functions at once. The 
functions suggested earlier—that criticism can serve as a cultural filter or cultural 
reinforcement, depending on the tone and reach of the writing and the platform it 
appears upon—are that, suggestions.  
In traditional taste formation, the role of the music critic as consumer guide indicates 
that the critic is serving the function of ‘gatekeeper’ (Bourdieu’s ‘cultural 
intermediary’) helping to distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ music and making 
decisions that can result in music being given public access or turned back at the gates. 
In web 2.0 environments, academics have theorised that this gatekeeping role has 
changed into more of a gatewatching function. Everything is being allowed through the 
gates of publication. So what remains for the critic is to comment upon?  
There is a point where the function of the music critic, whether acting as a gatekeeper or 
gatewatcher, crosses over from providing a cultural filter to providing cultural 
reinforcement. It is at this point that the value of the criticism comes under scrutiny. 
The consumer guide function still exists in some places, e.g. Q magazine, but for the 
more informed listener who gets information and recommendations from multiple sources 
the more important role is to produce good, informed, thoughtful writing that enhances 
the listening experience, whether by setting up juicy debates or by coming at a record 
from an unexpected angle. There’s a certain humility in knowing that you are just one of 
many voices now, and an extra incentive to think harder and give the reader ideas that 
they haven’t already read elsewhere. And of course a critic should be entertaining. I’ve 
enjoyed many reviews of records and films that I’ve never heard or seen because the 
writing itself is pleasurable. (Dorian Lynskey, interview with author, 2013) 
One of the challenges facing critics operating within web 2.0 environments is that the 
process of crafting a review has changed. Any criticism taking place online needs to 
acknowledge the fact it is taking place online. Online music criticism, by necessity, 
includes multimedia links and embedded videos/music. This, in turn, changes the nature 
of music criticism—it is no longer necessary to be so descriptive (the reader has 
immediate access to music) or informative (the trail is apparent). Many web 2.0 pundits 
claim this makes the process of reviewing music irrelevant. Others disagree, seeing it as 
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an immense opportunity for the critic to follow her own paths and set her own agenda. 
The following hypothesis is from the Australian blogger Meg White: 
Post-internet we have a new cultural shape. The idea of ‘gatekeepers’ between 
information and the public is spurned. We find ourselves in a time of peer review and 
direct distribution. Everyone has immediate access to everything, usually for free. We can 
get albums, artwork, official/unofficial anecdotes, blogs, photos, streaming video and the 
rest of it with little to no hassle at all. Expand that further: it no longer requires any depth 
of effort or dedication to obtain specialist awareness (we don’t need to mail order records 
and wait weeks for their arrival, we don’t need band biographies, liner notes, magazine 
subscriptions and creepy recall of the band trivia therein—it’s all instantly accessible on 
the web). It is obvious that the role of today’s critic must reform somewhat, because 
many of its distinguishing features have now been democratised. Much of what the 
audience once needed, what was important to them, has been handled by the internet. 
(White, 2009) 
Music criticism in web 2.0 environments can still serve as a consumer guide, but in a 
more bespoke fashion: there is no longer a requirement for the critic to claim knowledge 
of an entire genre, not when the nature of the web has afforded that knowledge to any 
who wish to seek it out. Instead, it falls to the music critic to be more entertaining than 
before, to be smarter, quicker and more responsive, and to embrace the multilateral 
nature of the environments within which she operates. 
Music criticism as entertainment—’let me entertain you’ 
Let us examine Klein’s theorisation of the ‘idealised’ role of the music critic as 
consumer guide one more time: 
A reader, it is presumed, seeks out the consumer guide that reflects his or her needs and 
looks to this guide to determine what he or she will or will not like and should or should 
not buy. But do consumers really base their choices on the judgments of critics? (2005, p. 
10).  
By tacking on the final sentence to an otherwise appropriate description of one of the 
main functions of the popular music critic, Klein betrays a lack of understanding of one 
of the main functions of the popular music critic. The theory, as proposed by Oscar 
Wilde and George Bernard Shaw, is that readers seek out criticism because they enjoy 
the experience of reading criticism. Music criticism can serve as entertainment, a 
function that Klein does not acknowledge, and as validation, to be accepted or 
dismissed depending upon how the reader feels about the critical judgement. If viewed 
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from this perspective, the argument that music criticism in web 2.0 is irrelevant because 
consumers have access to the same sources of information and/or music as the critic 
becomes meaningless. Looking for a description of the music was never what these 
readers were after in the first place, or if it was, it was only in conjunction with other 
benefits derived from music criticism. The notion that music criticism can serve as 
entertainment is demonstrably true. Some of the most memorable practitioners of music 
criticism (for example, Hopper, Bangs, Morley, Suck) are the ones that on some visceral 
level engage their audience, separate from and above the music under discussion. That 
is not to say that entertainment writing—the mainly facile, vapid form of discourse that 
fills up so much of the Internet and litters the front pages of every mainstream portal—
has any connection whatsoever with great (or otherwise) music criticism. It is more that 
music criticism has the potential to be every bit as rewarding as music. The 
entertainment can take form on many different levels. 
[The role of the music critic is] to engage and to inform and to entertain. To engage with 
the art in a way which grasps with what is intended for the art, how successfully is it done 
and to put it in context, both contemporary and historical. To ask is this any good, what 
does it say about the artist, the art and the world in which it exists. And to do this in a way 
which is enjoyable to read, valuable to have and rewarding whether or not the reader 
directly takes in the art (buying or seeing it, etc). (Bernard Zuel, interview with author, 
2012) 
When I started this research project in 2010 I would give lectures wherein I attempted to 
explain why it was that I had risen to prominence as a critic and others had not, most of 
whom were far better writers, and far more knowledgeable about music. With reference 
to the idea that music criticism could be the principal entertainment or story in itself, I 
stated that “I grew up believing there was no such thing as a ‘bad’ interview—that if 
there was no story happening, you went out and created the story yourself” (True, 
2010). Popular music theorists frequently overlook this function of music criticism-as-
entertainment, and yet this particular function has the potential to be one of music 
criticism 2.0’s defining features, depending on the imagination and scope of the critic 
and their audience. 
Primarily, [the role of the critic] is to entertain. The means via which we do this—the 
passionate and incisive nature of our prose, the vividness of our descriptions, the full-
bloodedness of our arguments, the clarity of our reasoning, the wit of our criticisms and 
the knowledge that informs our writing—serve further purposes, and I think there is 
import in our engagement with the culture, our attempts to shape it in our own image and 
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to our own tastes. But essentially, it is to entertain. (Stevie Chick, interview with author, 
2011) 
Strongly linked to this conceptualisation is the notion of the music critic as a creative 
practitioner: “this is my art”. Klein acknowledges this role in the field of music criticism 
but appears to view it more as mere preciousness on the critic’s part, worrying over 
whether an editor will cut their words unsympathetically, than as a serious approach to 
the form itself. “Criticism may be dedicated to the discussion of art, but it too can be 
considered by its makers to be an artistic expression” (2005, p. 9). That is a rather 
prosaic way of putting it. Former Melody Maker critic and web 2.0 blogger Neil 
Kulkarni engages with the notion in a more full-blooded manner. 
The role of the music critic is to try and use language to be as beautiful/light/dark/intense 
as the music they’re describing and to be as honest about their TOTAL (physical, mental, 
stylistic, psychological, political) response as possible. Anything else ain’t music 
criticism, it’s a needy attempt to be part of the party. Music criticism has little to do with 
‘reportage’ or journalism per se: it’s about being able to hear something, then let the 
thoughts flow down from head heart and soul and out thru the fingers. You should write 
how you talk—if that means occasionally sounding like a right pompous/pretentious cunt 
so be it. (Interview with author, 2012) 
The music critic as ‘firestarter’ 
One of the questions that crops up on message boards with depressing regularity goes as 
follows: Is writing about music in web 2.0 environments criticism or trolling? One 
reason for this is that many newer readers have only encountered music criticism in web 
2.0 environments and so are not conversant with the function that music criticism once 
served: to help kick-start the ‘revolution’ (against ‘inauthentic’ pop music, leaders, 
cultures, and so forth). Another factor is the homogenisation of music criticism caused 
by an ‘excess of access’ to websites concerned with music, and the specialisation of 
taste created by numerous blogs and websites offering up bespoke criticism. This has 
created a climate where actual criticism of music is viewed as pointless and rather 
spiteful, and if framed in the sort of aggressive and inflammatory rhetoric used by trolls, 
can be quickly be mistaken for, and dismissed as, trollese by readers unfamiliar with 
differing forms of music criticism 2.0. Readers are more familiar with the techniques 
and tactics used by trolls on message boards. Even positively slanted reviews can be 
dismissed this way if the language or rhetorical devices are too alien to the passing 
reader. See the following extract from a blog entry on Collapse Board that details 17 
wildly different approaches to music criticism used to describe former Smiths singer 
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Morrissey’s solo show in Brisbane (other approaches include ‘literal’, ‘abstract’, 
‘visual’, ‘imaginary’, ‘comparative’ and ‘the Spotify playlist’): 
Version 11: Conversational  
Conversation One. 
“Went to see Morrissey play at the Exhibition Centre the other night…”  
Oh yeah? How was it?  
“Well, I wouldn’t classify myself as a fan…”  
No?  
“No. It was pretty good actually. I objected to the way he semi-shouted several of the 
numbers, and I didn’t really like the band, but there were enough moments to make it 
worth the trip…”  
Oh yeah? Did he play any old Smiths songs?  
“Seven, actually. ‘How Soon Is Now?’, the one Smiths song I’ve always had a soft spot 
for. And ‘Everyday Is Like Sunday’, which everyone thinks is a Smiths song anyway.”  
Yeah? Good, was it?  
“Yeah, great. And he closed the show with an absolute belter, ‘First Of The Gang To 
Die’. Absolute stormer.” 
Yeah? I haven’t heard that one.  
“No, neither had I. Remind me to play it to you some time.”  
So. Did you speak to him afterwards?  
“Morrissey? Are you kidding me?” (True, 2012c) 
The response to this review on Facebook argued that it was simultaneously a form of 
discourse, criticism, opinion, ‘art’ (as in ‘this is my art’) and bollocks.69 A U.K. 
university has also used this review as an example of the potential of music criticism in 
web 2.0 environments. It an example of how music critics need not be ashamed or 
scared of eliciting reactions, however extreme. Traditionally, many forms of music 
criticism were consciously designed to inflame such a response, to the extent that it 
would be disappointing to the critic if such reactions did not result (True, 2011e). In this 
regard, trolling is closely related to the practice of inserting “clickbait” above 
                                                 
69 A knock-on effect of the ubiquity of Facebook and similar websites in 2015 is that increasingly very 
little commentary occurs on the original outlet for the criticism. Instead, Facebook claims the traffic and 
attendant ad revenue. 
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newspaper articles and other online content, whereby the eliciting of a response from 
the reader is the primarily objective of the content. Many newspaper columnists operate 
in this manner and in thus might be considered trolls by any other name, something that 
is highlighted when such columnists operate in social network news environments. The 
reaction such writing inspires is brought into sharp focus by the nature of web 2.0 
environments, designed to encourage interaction and user-generated content. See the 
following observation from Daphne Carr: 
Chris [Weingarten] is a self-defined troll. Most of the time [trolling] stops conversation 
dead, or promotes the type of discussion where only combative or ironic statements can 
be made. It’s less a conversation and more an argument. At its highest, it can be a form of 
sharp-witted verbal play that exposes the bullshit of purple prose or group think, at its 
lowest it is mean spirited personal attack and written shout-downs so brutal they silence 
the voices of others. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Again, this quotation from Sloop is relevant: “Popular music criticism does its best 
ideological work when it challenges popular notions rather than accepting or implicitly 
reaffirming them” (1999, p. 64). If this is held to be true, and certainly the times that I 
have had the most impact as a tastemaker critic are the times when I am either 
challenging the existing order with new music or ideologies (grunge, Riot Grrrl, 
‘cutie’), then much popular music criticism does not meet such demands. In a sense, 
music criticism in web 2.0 need not seek to merely catalogue, curate or offer some form 
of hybrid Consumer Guide to music, although clearly these roles all have their place and 
value. Rather, criticism might look to go far beyond that and rediscover the spark that 
made George Bernard Shaw write all those years ago, “I could make deaf stockbrokers 
read my two pages on music” (1961).  
With this in mind, I would like to suggest one final role for music criticism in web 2.0 
environments: that of the music critic as ‘firestarter’. This is a role whereby the 
intrinsically contrarian nature of music critics is acknowledged and amplified to such a 
degree that whichever platform this approach to criticism lands upon, it leaves traces of 
itself behind as fires: impassioned discourse and confronted attitudes, challenges to 
whatever predominant theories are holding sway, confusion and enjoyment. The 
firestarter is not scared of consequence, and never satisfied with consensus. The 
firestarter takes full advantage of the nature of music criticism 2.0 as multilateral 
discourse, and use whatever rhetorical, multimedia devices they can to utmost effect. 
The firestarter is concerned with upsetting convention, but does not provoke for effect 
alone (unlike a troll, in other words). The firestarter does not believe there is such a 
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concept as good and bad music, only good and bad listeners. Foremost, the firestarter is 
fuelled by their passion for music. This research project views this final category as the 
idealised state of music criticism for web 2.0.  
The firestarter is a breed of cultural insurrectionary willing to immerse themselves in 
web 2.0 environments and engage with music on disparate levels. Key to that role is the 
notion of music critic as fan, willing to fight for what they believe, even at the risk of 
embarrassing themselves and alienating their audience. The firestarter does not aim to 
take music criticism as an opportunity to parade their expertise or to emphasise the 
distance between critic and reader. The firestarter is too concerned with the growth of 
their beloved music as an artistic medium to be concerned about notions of ‘cool’ or 
‘credibility’ or any of those other concepts that once seemed so important in pre-web 
2.0 environments.  
The firestarter is a mixture of the following: 
 Mark Sinker’s ‘troll-David’ from chapter five 
 Christopher J. Ott’s provocative series of Shallow Rewards videos (Evans, 2013) 
 Chris Weingarten’s adventures in Twitter-land (Weingarten, 2010) 
 Jessica Hopper’s ‘without fear’ approach to tackling topics head-on (Crawford, 
2015) 
 Neil Kulkarni and Scott Creney’s ardent contrarianism 
 Feminism 
 The authority and continual questioning of form of Frances May Morgan 
 Collapse Board’s passionate, experimental approach to ‘writing’ about music 
Subjective, infuriating, probing, aware that the music criticism cannot stand on 
privilege, always ready to start a conversation and keep it going, conversant with the 
many different levels of engagement the internet provides, aware of gender and race 
imbalance in popular music, opinionated, soulful, fanatical, and unafraid of reaction. It 
goes without saying that such a critic will never get paid.
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7. Conclusions 
 
Prologue 
Reading Festival, 1993: after a day spent standing in a muddy field drinking, dancing 
and watching a variety of rock and hip-hop bands perform in front of a large, 
enthusiastic and mud-splattered audience, I find myself embroiled in an argument with 
another Melody Maker writer back at the hotel over the merits of chart-topping British 
group Dexys Midnight Runners. We are both very drunk and passionately declaiming 
ourselves to be both fan and expert. The argument runs something like this: 
“I like Dexys Midnight Runners.” 
“Yeah, but I like Dexys Midnight Runners.” 
“No, I like Dexys Midnight Runners.” 
“Yeah, but I like Dexys Midnight Runners.” 
BAM! 
I have punched my colleague, goaded beyond endurance at his insistence that he likes 
this precious, precious group as much as I do. It is the only reasonable course of action. 
Our editor comes over and seizes us both by the scruff of our necks, and tells us not to 
be so bloody silly. We are not being bloody silly. We are being fans of music. 
Introduction 
There are several important factors to consider when theorising the changing role of the 
popular music critic in web 2.0 environments. The first is the notion that in 
environments where the expectation is that written content should be free (see, for 
example, Henry, 2007; Stanyer, 2009) and the excess of access to music has become 
overwhelming, the currency of time has become increasingly important. So the idea of 
music criticism providing some form of consumer guide or acting in a mediating role is 
not devoid of value, far from it—the majority of music listeners do not have the time to 
check out all the available resources even if they wanted to. They still need to be 
informed and guided in suitable directions. 
The next important change from print to web 2.0 environments is the concept of 
ongoing discourse—that it is possible and arguably desirable for readers to leave 
immediate commentary upon reviews and articles and other comments, and for that 
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commentary to become part of the process of criticism itself (see, for example, 
Goolrick, 2011; Maguire & Matthews, 2012). This has caused music criticism to switch 
from being a lecture/monologue to being a multilogue. This could not happen in print 
environments where magazines often have a lead-in time of weeks, if not months 
(unless the print titles have a website or multimedia equivalent where the dialogue can 
take place).  
The third important change is the fact it is now possible to engage with and promote 
music on many different levels, that the advent of web 2.0 environments has opened up 
new creative possibilities not just for the musician but also the critic. Most music 
criticism that takes place in web 2.0 environments, whether it is on the scruffiest blog or 
the most professional news portal, invariably includes links to the music itself, either 
through streams or links to videos, and often includes links to other similar online 
articles around the music. This too contributes to the multilateral nature of music 
criticism 2.0.  
The fourth important change is the fact it is now possible to hear the music before—or 
at least simultaneous to—reading the review or piece of music criticism. This change, 
coupled with the ease of access to publishing tools that has given rise to the blogosphere 
and tens of thousands of produsers, has led to a general democratisation of music 
criticism. Whether this is beneficial to the field of music criticism as a whole is 
debatable. Some argue that this democratisation has led to a general homogenisation of 
music criticism (because everyone is accessing and copying everyone else). Others 
argue the inverse—that such an overspill in produsage has opened the gates for 
additional new and individual voices, voices that were not heard in more exclusive print 
environments. This circumstance has also given rise to the need for a new breed of 
mediators, curators and filters that mediate the critics themselves.  
The role of the popular music critic has changed with the general democratisation of 
criticism that has occurred with the advent of web 2.0 environments. There is now more 
potential for popular music criticism to reach its ideal state—that is, as pure 
entertainment—in web 2.0 environments, not less. One reason for this is that music 
criticism no longer needs to describe the music it is critiquing (the same way television 
commentary or film criticism does not require a detailed description of its text). As 
more music critics and their readers realise this, the possibilities for music criticism to 
take on some new form of artistic or entertainment value will be boundless—or at least 
closer to what Oscar Wilde visualised criticism to be. 
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Perceptions of music criticism 
This metacriticism began by examining the assertion that the day of the popular music 
critic is over. This study has found this assertion to be misleading. There are many new 
and familiar roles for the music critic to play in web 2.0 environments. The 
misconception arises from confusion over what it is the popular music critic actually 
does. This thesis has focused upon my own work as an established music critic, and 
used data extracted from interviews conducted with dozens of other critics to aid 
analysis, and attempt some working definitions. If this metacriticism had focused upon 
another critic, with supportive data extracted from musicians, or readers, or PRs, or 
band managers, then the findings around the role and function of music criticism may 
have been different. Perceptions of music criticism, and what it is, are not constant.  
When the field of popular music criticism began to coalesce in the 1960s, it was in a 
continual state of disruption and reinvention. Key to this disruption was the notion of 
the music critic as fan. Not requiring any of the more formal qualifications other forms 
of criticism demand, the early popular music critic had considerable freedom of 
expression (something a writer like Lester Bangs took full advantage of). For the early 
music critic, specialist knowledge of the field of popular music, built up over time 
through immersion, was the main requirement, alongside an ability to construct an 
argument or develop an influential rhetoric. As the field became more established, 
music criticism began to take on different, distinct functions. One of these functions was 
to serve as rock criticism. The dominant genre for the music press was rock music, so 
popular music criticism became conflated with rock criticism. That was, and is, a 
mistake.  
Whether or not rock criticism is relevant in web 2.0 environments has little to do with 
the digital age and more to do with the fact that rock is no longer the countercultural 
force it once was. Rock bands such as Foo Fighters and U2 are now so much a part of 
the mainstream that U2’s 2014 album Songs of Innocence was promoted to millions of 
people via a giveaway on iTunes. In terms of insurgency, there is little difference 
between Taylor Swift and Coldplay. The first is arguably more subversive as she 
documents the female experience in an industry where the male experience is 
privileged. The irony of paid-for academics and rock critics decrying the death of rock 
criticism as a profession is not lost on this researcher, especially when taken in 
conjunction with the proposal that the only way rock critics can survive in its 
ideological form is by adapting to their ‘new’ unpaid role as fans of music. The wheel 
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has turned full circle, back to the origins of popular music criticism when the critics 
were fans of music, not professionals (see, for example, Bangs, 1987; Frith, 1996b).  
The demise of rock criticism has only a limited impact on the status and future of 
popular music criticism because the two forms are not the same. There are as many 
roles for the popular music critic to play in web 2.0 environments as in print 
environments, perhaps more, because music is so readily accessible, audiences are 
global in reach, and the amount of new music is greater than ever before. The notion 
that the day of the popular music critic is over is highly contentious, considering the 
sheer volume of music out there waiting to be discussed and disseminated. If anything, 
the proposal seems to be deliberately exclusive, considering the population explosion 
that has occurred in the field of music criticism following the rise of the blogosphere 
and the resultant democratisation of criticism. Music criticism is not in a state of crisis: 
all that is happening is that one specific approach to popular music criticism, rock 
criticism, has become outmoded because the art form it sprang up around has become 
outdated. Popular music criticism itself is mutating to meet the demands of the new 
technological environments and the change in taste formation these environments have 
brought about. One of the many effects of this is to bring rock criticism back to its roots 
in fandom, and music criticism in general to a more discursive multilateral democratic 
conversation, one in which dialogue is valued above monologue. 
If you are prepared to write about music for free then you need to be prepared for your 
time and effort to be exploited by more financially-savvy people around you. There is 
financial gain to be had from a music critic’s words, whether it is simply being able to 
substitute them for a paid PR one-sheet or the ability to attract more punters to a live 
concert because of a couple of well-picked phrases, critics should not underestimate 
their value to the music industry, even in current circumstances. 
Fans, produsers, and virtual music communities all produce their own variations on 
music criticism, and the challenge for music critics previously used to being assigned 
authority by their print platform is how to adapt to these changing environments. As 
annoying as it might be to their own sense of self-worth, popular music critics need to 
acknowledge that it is neither tenable nor desirable to maintain an assumption of 
distance from their audience to gain authority. The music critic needs to not just define 
their audience in web 2.0, they need to become part of that audience. The quandary 
then, is how they stand apart.  
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As already mentioned, there is much truth in the following two statements from former 
Chicago Sun-Times pop critic Don McLeese: “None of us went into this for the money” 
and “Times of great upheaval are times of great opportunity” (2010, p. 446). No one 
becomes a music critic expecting to get rich. If they do they are soon disabused of the 
notion. If financial stability is what the eager young writer is after, the eager young 
writer should not choose the path of music journalism. The rise of web 2.0 
environments and the immediate access to music they offer consumers has in turn 
brought many varied opportunities to popular music critics to expand upon their 
function and value now that they are freed of the constraints of having to describe the 
music. Who among us has not dreamed of having the opportunity to overturn society or 
kick-start the next grunge? Well, this is our chance: unlimited space, no time 
restrictions, access to new music of every kind from everywhere, free of the constraints 
that having to rely upon press agents usually bring. The problems facing popular music 
criticism in web 2.0 environments are not ideological, but financial. The potential for 
music criticism to take any form it desires has not dissipated with the advent of the 
digital age. 
Do the principles of popular music criticism apply in web 2.0 environments?  
For the firestarter, music criticism 2.0 is a chance to add to the discourse around popular 
music, not to cut that discourse off. The firestarter relishes the opportunities that web 
2.0 environments have offered music criticism: in particular, the democratisation of 
criticism. Readers are able to elevate themselves to the same level as the critics, and that 
has always been the case. Access to exclusive forms of cultural capital explains how 
critics were elevated in print environments. But cultural capital is not a constant, it is 
always changing. That anomaly in the field of music criticism means that the field has 
always been open to the notion of democracy; whether this democratisation truly occurs 
or not within web 2.0 environments is now down to the participants, not the means of 
production. That has probably always been the case as well, just not so obviously. The 
problem remains that the field became too diffuse too rapidly, before anyone could 
figure out what was happening. The confusion of voices is still overwhelming. 
Ideologically, this can be theorised as a positive, but as yet no one is able to theorise, or 
put into practice, sustainable economic models that will help professional music critics 
maintain a living from performing the roles they have performed since the invention of 
popular music criticism in the 1960s, or so the accepted argument runs. Of course that 
overlooks outlets like Pitchfork and Rock’s Backpages and eMusic and The Guardian, 
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all of which seem to survive and thrive, and even pay their contributors. These websites 
are the exception not the rule in web 2.0 environments, although the circumstance of 
their continued survival merits future scrutiny.  
As suggested by the Reading Festival anecdote above, it is difficult to get music critics 
to agree upon anything, even (or especially) when it comes to discussion of the music 
they like. Nevertheless, certain themes kept resurfacing among the responses to my 
interview questions. One recurring theme is the idea that although consumers now have 
access to the same sources of music and information in web 2.0 environments as the 
critics themselves, whether or not the consumers want to access these sources is another 
matter. Not everyone has the time or inclination to sift through a hundred suggested 
YouTube links or Soundcloud songs. So the music critic functioning as some form of 
consumer guide still holds value in web 2.0 environments, although that value has 
undoubtedly been lessened by the sheer volume of produsers acting as music critics. 
Whether or not that is perceived to be a bad thing is down to the individual critic’s 
perspective and their expectations: music critics growing up in web 2.0 environments 
are not encumbered with the same expectations of deriving a living from their craft as 
music critics who rose to prominence in the print era.  
This lack of financial expectation should free the new breed of web 2.0 music critics to 
do whatever they like. The fact that the majority are content to follow existing models 
for music criticism is more a commentary upon human nature than a reflection upon the 
media environments. Most of the surveyed critics agree that it is no longer possible to 
make an assumption of authority related to print platforms. Now it is down to the critic 
to struggle to attain that authority: how they choose to struggle is down to them and 
different critics use different rhetorical devices. That circumstance has not changed in 
web 2.0 environments. All that has changed is the outlets.  
Everett True is dead 
During the course of this research project it was suggested that in an age where the 
emphasis is on information, and the dominant form of entertainment is no longer pop 
music, that using the fall-back of ‘authenticity’ to distinguish between various forms of 
music and various bands has become meaningless. It could be argued that this has 
always been the case, but I also argue that the gradual erosion of perceived authenticity 
for music critics has been a major contributing factor in the decline of rock criticism. 
The illusion of authenticity is central to the ideology of rock criticism. One of the issues 
facing music criticism that is implicit in the title of this thesis can be thus addressed. 
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Everett True was chosen as a suitable model for this study as he is considered 
representative of a dying breed, the rock critic as rock star, commanding considerable 
influence, both ideological and financial, through his words. Everett True practised rock 
criticism. Rock ceased being the dominant form in popular music years ago, and 
popular music itself stopped being the dominant form in the entertainment industries 
decades ago.  
So if authenticity has had its day, the distance between critic and reader has literally 
disappeared, and rock music is no longer a dominant cultural force, what is there left for 
the popular music critic to do? The answer is ‘the same as before’: to challenge 
accepted ideologies, to provoke, to comment, and to create. To ask whether one 
individual critic is able to wield the same amount of power in web 2.0 environments as 
in print environments is to miss the point. Individuals such as the deceased tastemaker 
Everett True were always the exception rather than the rule. Music critics able to make a 
living from their craft have always been the exception rather than the rule. The advent 
of web 2.0 environments has not changed that circumstance. It might have brought it 
into sharper relief but it has not changed this circumstance. None of us went into this for 
the money.  
The multilogue 
Another change that the advent of web 2.0 environments has helped bring about is the 
potential for music criticism to not only be a discourse between writer and reader and 
reader, but also for the discourse to happen on many levels at once. Most criticism these 
days contains embedded music or video that enables the reader to listen to the music 
while reading the criticism. The surveyed case studies view this circumstance as a cause 
for optimism. It is an opportunity to create new audiences. The problem with all these 
various strategies already being taken to keep the ideological value and authority of 
music critics intact is that, financially, none of them amounts to much. The websites 
containing writing about music that make the most money for their CEOs in the digital 
age are most commonly the ones that many academics and critics would discount as not 
containing music criticism at all: user-generated product reviews at Amazon and 
discourse around music on social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. How 
can music criticism hope to compete in such conditions? It never could. In the words of 
Mark Sinker, music criticism “creates its own worlds” (interview with author, 2011). 
A major contributing factor in the diffusion of critical authority is the character of 
discourse and the reduction of distance between critics and their readers. Many 
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established critics have missed the level of mediation offered by print environments. 
One of McLeese’s statements has relevance here: “Times of great upheaval are times of 
great opportunity” (2010, p. 446). The theory that additional competition is a negative 
for the field of music criticism is a strange one. No one wants to see the field of music 
criticism swamped by a deluge of mediocre and uninformed voices all quoting each 
other and contributing little of worth to the ongoing dialogue, but does the same charge 
ever get thrown at the field of music-makers itself? No one ever seems to mind when a 
fresh crop of music students graduate and enter the ‘real world’. ‘Ah, but all these 
produsers are not “real” music critics’ runs one argument, and so it all comes down to 
definitions again.  
Importance of study 
This monograph contributes to knowledge in the fields of popular music, web 2.0 
environments, and music criticism by providing insights into the significant changes in 
the processes of taste formation in music. It addresses an area that is mostly uncharted 
because the site for enquiry is new and in a constant process of becoming. As such, it 
provides a novel examination of a field in radical transition and contributes to a rapidly 
expanding field of research on the emergence of web 2.0 environments and the 
changing nature of media production.  
This research is significant because the role of the critic in web 2.0 environments is not 
well understood or defined, and critics play a crucial role in a multi-billion dollar 
industry. As Dennis Kennedy writes in the introduction to The Spectator and the 
Spectacle: “A spectator is a corporeal presence but a slippery concept ... audiences do 
not come readymade. They are created. Audiences are vital to the well-being of any 
industry” (2009, p. 3). Without an audience to sell product to the industry cannot exist. 
If popular music critics are no longer helping to shape and inform consumer opinion 
within the field of music production, who is taking on that responsibility? And what 
then is the function of popular music critics in web 2.0 environments?  
Popular music criticism is something that readers have previously been prepared to pay 
for. In the emerging world of web 2.0 environments, however, where so much content is 
user-generated and that which is not is often given away for free, there is an increasing 
belief that the idea of paid-for criticism is outdated (McLeese, 2010). This is an issue 
that has wider consequences for the journalism industry as a whole; one that 
necessitates the creation of new business structures. By examining the role of the 
popular music critic in web 2.0 environments and its wider effect within the fields of 
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media production and practices of consumption, this research aims to aid understanding 
of how these structures may be formed.  
Forde (2001b) writes at the conclusion of his thesis on the relationship between press 
agents and the U.K. music press that “Popular music journalism and the popular music 
press represent important organisational, cultural and economic sites of activity and 
detailed academic frameworks of interpretation and understanding are therefore needed” 
(p. 271). That still holds true, and although recent years has seen an increase in the 
number of research projects theorising popular music criticism and related changes in 
taste formation brought about the advent of web 2.0 environments, the domain of 
popular music criticism and music journalism is still under-researched and under-
theorised. Most of the academic research that has taken place within the field of music 
criticism has been from without rather than within, unlike this research project.  
Areas for further research 
The media environment is still changing at a rapid pace. When I started this research 
project it was usual practise for consumers to access the web using their home or office 
computers. In the five years since, that circumstance has changed. Now it is far more 
common for people to be interacting online while they are on the move or away from 
their offices and bedrooms, on mobile phones and tablets, iPads and iPods. Has that 
change of circumstance affected the way people interact with music criticism? Should 
it? Should music critics be looking at tailoring their work to suit these specific formats? 
Such a topic might prove fertile ground for future research. 
Gender is another area that suggests itself in relation to the field of popular music 
criticism. Not only has gender been woefully underrepresented by various academic 
studies and surveys into this domain but it is possible to argue that the gender of the 
academics who have done research into this field has been a major factor in their 
findings, especially when one considers the focus upon rock criticism and rock music 
which are stereotypically male forms of expression. What has been left out of those 
dialogues because of the gender of the researchers? What ought to have been included? 
Are there forms of music criticism that are specifically female? Why do music 
publications such as NME and Rolling Stone continue to focus so strongly on male 
artists?  
Another area for future research that suggested itself during the writing of chapter three 
concerns the shift from ‘independent music’ (a philosophy and business model) into 
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‘indie’ (a musical genre) that took place at some during the 1980s. Research conducted 
during this study indicates that this shift took place at around the same time as a major 
shift happened in the field of music journalism, from music criticism as polyglottic 
identity (still rooted in the concept of the critic-as-fan), to music criticism as consumer 
guide (rooted in the concept of the critic-as-professional). It would be instructive to 
examine this area further in an attempt to understand how philosophies and ideologies 
can become codified into a lifestyle accoutrement.  
Finally, a rich area of enquiry suggested by this project is that a study of similar scope 
be undertaken again focusing on issues of finance and sustainability. Its aim would 
ideally be to try and determine ways that popular music criticism can still command 
some form of monetary reward and to propose various business models to support 
criticism. In many ways, it appears the different roles I have identified here may in fact 
be the basis of different business models. But that remains to be seen. 
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Appendix 
 
Space restraints mean that I am unable to carry more than a representational sampling of 
the responses within the main body of the thesis itself. I have thus included the entire 
body of these responses within this appendix, as I feel that they are of considerable 
value to future scholars who wish to examine the field of music criticism as it adapts to 
web 2.0 environments, coming as they do from some highly respected and influential 
critics within the U.S., U.K. and Australian music industries—many of whom are 
acknowledged experts in their field. For consistency, all the interviews were conducted 
via email, with respondents given the opportunity to expand upon replies if desired. To 
aid contextualisation, I have assigned a role and, in some cases, a publication to the 
surveyed participant. In some cases, this may not be the role within the field of music 
journalism that the critic is commonly associated with, but is the role that I most 
associate with them for the purposes of this study.  
Detailed case studies and surveys 
During the years 2010-2014 I undertook an audit of the role of the critic, conducted 
through interviews and documented analyses, and developed a framework of key factors 
that characterise that role. Samples were drawn from a variety of music critics 
operational in print and web 2.0 environments: critics successful in print media prior to 
being active in online environments; critics who started their careers in online 
environments; some gender representation (the field of music criticism is predominately 
male, but this has been changing in recent years); geographical representation (from 
Australia, U.S. and U.K.); established and emerging tastemaker and citizen critics 
(bloggers).  
Thirty critics make up the sample—twenty-two emerging, eight established. The 
definitions ‘emerging’ and ‘established’ are by their nature arbitrary but are included to 
give a sense of the individual participant’s location within the field of music criticism. 
Mostly, a music critic is deemed to be ‘established’ if they were established in their role 
as a professional music critic before the emergence of web 2.0 environments, but this 
definition should not be taken too literally: for example, certain website editors 
(Christopher Weingarten, John Doran, Jessica Hopper) are far more ‘established’ and 
influential than many of their print counterparts in 2015. Also, it is rare for music critics 
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to operate exclusively in one environment or the other. Most, if not all, of the 
established music critics work in web 2.0 environments, and many of the emerging 
critics work in print environments. For example, Darren Levin (editor-in-chief of 
respected Australian music writing website Mess and Noise) started in print journalism 
(fanzines), and The Quietus (of which participant John Doran is the editor) is arguably 
one of the most influential music criticism platforms in the UK. I am particularly 
interested in the concept of establishing authority as an emergent voice within web 2.0 
environments, hence the higher proportion of emerging voices.  
Just four of the initial selection of case studies were female, and this reflected an 
existing gender imbalance in the field (McLeod, 2001). However this imbalance is 
shifting toward a stronger representation of female voices in the industry (Hopper, 
2015), and thus I have chosen a more balanced gender representation of eight female 
critics among the surveyed participants.  
The survey participants are: 
 Andrew McMillen (Australia, emerging voice)—online music critic, active blogger, 
contributor to Rolling Stone, The Big Issue, J Mag, The Vine, Mess And Noise, and so 
forth. 
 Simon Reynolds (U.S./U.K., established voice)—music critic (New York Times, Village 
Voice, Spin, Melody Maker, The Wire, Mojo, Uncut and so on), author of Blissed Out: 
the Raptures of Rock, Rip It Up and Start Again: Post-punk 1978-84 (and so forth), 
active blogger, former fanzine editor 
 Daphne Carr (U.S., emerging voice)—curator of de Capo ‘Best Music Writing’ series, 
research student 
 Sean Adams (U.K., emerging voice)—online music critic, active blogger, founder of 
Drowned In Sound, Sunday Times columnist 
 Frances Morgan (U.K., emerging voice)—former editor and publisher of Plan B 
Magazine, deputy editor at The Wire, musician 
 Mark Sinker (U.K., established voice)—former editor of The Wire, former NME section 
editor 
 Barney Hoskyns (U.K., established voice)—former NME section editor, founder of 
Rock’s Backpages  
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 Dorian Lynskey (U.K., emerging voice)—chief music critic at The Guardian  
 Christopher J. Ott (U.S., emerging voice)—former Pitchfork staffer and contrarian 
 Jessica Hopper (U.S., emerging voice)— active blogger, contributor to Chicago Reader 
and Punk Planet, former fanzine editor, Pitchfork editor 
 Luke Lewis (U.K., emerging voice)—former online music editor at NME, current editor 
at Buzzfeed U.K. 
 Darren Levin (Australia, emerging voice)—editor-in-chief of messandnoise.com and 
fasterlouder.com  
 Jon Savage (U.K., established voice)—music critic, pop music commentator, critic and 
sociologist, author of England’s Dreaming and Teenage (and so forth) 
 Chris Weingarten (U.S., emerging voice)—former Rolling Stone contributor, SPIN 
senior editor, contrarian 
 John Doran (U.K., emerging voice)—editor of The Quietus 
 Kelly McClure (U.S., emerging voice)—former Collapse Board contributor, former 
Vice section editor, publicist 
 Ian Rogers (Australia, emerging voice)—academic, musician, blogger, music critic 
 Lucy Cage (U.K., emerging voice)—former Lime Lizard editor, blogger and citizen 
commentator, Collapse Board contributor 
 Matt O’Neill (Australia, emerging voice)—former street press editor, musician 
 Ned Raggett (U.S., emerging voice)—freelance writer, All Music 
 Elmo Keep (Australia, emerging voice)—freelance writer 
 Neil Kulkarni (U.K., established voice)—teacher, former Melody Maker critic, blogger 
 Scott Creney (U.S., emerging voice)—musician, Collapse Board contributor 
 Shan Welham (Australia, emerging voice)—freelance writer, former state editor 
FasterLouder 
 Victoria Birch (Australia, emerging voice)—freelance writer 
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 Jake Cleland (Australia, emerging voice)—deputy editor of The Vine, fanzine writer 
 Wallace Wylie (U.S., emerging voice)—writer for The Quietus and Collapse Board 
 John Robb (U.K., established voice)—former Sounds critic, founder of Louder Than 
War, musician 
 Bernard Zuel (Australia, established voice)— chief music critic at Sydney Morning-
Herald 
 Stevie Chick (U.K., established voice)— contributor to Mojo, Kerrang!, The Quietus, 
editor of Loose Lips Sink Ships, former NME and Melody Maker writer 
I attempted for a diverse sampling; geographically, in respect of gender and in terms of 
new/old media. This diversity does not extend to race. Despite the fact much of the 
music being written about is multicultural, the overwhelming majority of popular music 
critics are white. Gender imbalance in music criticism is being addressed: the racial 
imbalance is not. Perhaps this is because much of what is viewed as popular music 
criticism in 2015 has its roots in the (white) rock coverage of U.S. magazines such as 
Rolling Stone and Spin and (white) indie music criticism of U.K. magazines such as 
NME. Geographical boundaries are not easy to posit, but of the 30 surveyed 
participants, fifteen operate mainly for U.S. publications, ten for U.K., and nine for 
Australian—the disparity in figures comes about because music criticism is not 
confined to one country alone in the digital age. This percentage of surveyed 
participants between countries is disproportionate in relation to the field—Australia has 
a far less illustrious history of music criticism (Lobato & Fletcher, 2012)—and while I 
acknowledge the imbalance, I feel this does not skew the research findings too greatly, 
as attitudes towards music criticism are reasonably consistent within the three countries. 
While several of the survey participants could be realistically called ‘bloggers’ as well 
as ‘critics’, I have not separated out the category beyond acknowledging in a few cases 
that the critic is also known as a blogger. This is because, even in cases where the main 
body of their music criticism takes place on sites that are referred to as blogs, it is 
problematic differentiating between various forms of criticism depending on the 
platform. Also, many professional music critics—Simon Reynolds, Jessica Hopper, 
Chris Weingarten, and so forth—maintain regular blogs, further obscuring any clear 
boundary. 
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The survey questions are as follows: 
 What is the role of the music critic?  
 In what way are power relations around tastemaker critics changing from print to web 
2.0 environments? Were these power relations around tastemaker criticism already 
changing before the advent of web 2.0 environments?  
 How is taste formed in web 2.0 environments? How is taste formed in the print media? 
How would you identify the crucial differences, if at all?  
 Can one critic still wield the same power as they did during the heyday of the U.K. and 
U.S. music press?  
 Who are the gatekeepers in web 2.0 environments?  
 Do you read music criticism in print publications anymore? If not, where do you go for 
critical opinion?  
 How do people engage with music criticism?  
 What differentiates opinion from criticism?  
 Does music criticism have economic and/or entertainment and/or sociological value?  
 Is it possible to become influential as a music critic via web 2.0 environments?  
What is the role of the music critic? 
Simon Reynolds: It’s much the same as other arts critics—assessing what’s good and bad in 
terms of recordings, individual artists, or genres versus the rest of the genrescape; tracking the 
evolution of a particular artist; looking for the wider significance or resonance of a 
recording/artist/genre; making connections between music and other art forms or what’s going 
on in culture or society or politics; pattern-recognition (spotting the emergence of trends, new 
genres, etc). What’s different about rock criticism as a tradition is that it has tended 
(historically) to have more role for a kind of prophetic or messianic mode, as in the “I have seen 
the future of...”. There have been critics who have adopted that mode with the other arts—
Clement Greenberg with art, certain literary critics probably—but it’s been less common, I 
think. 
Also, rock/pop/etc are hybrid art forms, so there are a lot of levels on which you can appraise or 
analyse it—music, but also lyrics, persona, performance/theatrics/gesture, visual presentation 
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(clothes, video, record packaging) etc etc. That helps to account for the huge diversity of critical 
approaches. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Victoria Birch: At its most reductive: to provide informed and considered opinion regarding 
the merits or otherwise of performances and releases. A critic’s role should not be confused with 
PR or marketing functions. A critic needs to be a trusted source of information and opinion. As 
far as possible, critics should be impartial and objective and certainly not on the payroll directly 
or indirectly of any company that has a commercial interest in any given artist.  
Beyond that (and far more importantly for me) a critic should have the ability to enlighten and 
educate. The very best critics provide perceptive insights that allow music/musicians to be 
considered in ways that extend beyond like/dislike or good/bad. Their interpretation provides 
the gateway to a deeper connection with material that inspires debate and discussion. Great 
critics almost act as translators—interpreting artistic output and communicating it in a way that 
resonates with their readers.  
I always think of music as a multi-dimensional shape that I view from a certain angle in a 
certain context. My favourite critics will take me to the sides, above, below, inside—show me 
the shape from an alternative and interesting perspective—pick it up and plonk it in an entirely 
different context to the one in my head. 
I’m not sure about the critic’s role in terms of providing and taking part in discussion. I think 
the above view is fairly well accepted but the critic as an arbiter of and participant in discussion 
seems to be a grey area where there is little consensus. I’ve seen some fantastic discussion 
evolve from pieces where there is considered and smart debate between readers and critics. The 
Megan Washington video discussion [Collapse Board, 2011] springs to mind. I feel the likes of 
Pitchfork is selling its readers and writers short by not allowing the two to come together. This 
high-handed notion of the critic as untouchable or unaccountable seems woefully outdated at 
best and insulting at worst. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: To analyse, entertain, and inform. All the better if they can surprise and delight 
at the same time. I think about music criticism like any other writing and I see no reason why it 
should pursue different goals than, say, literature. At their best, both (to me, anyway) present 
some truth or essence about life. The apparent difference is that novels do it via characters and 
settings, but there are just as many characters and settings available to music critics to express 
that truth. Only instead of being called “Bebe Zeva” or “Las Vegas” the characters and settings 
are, for example, song titles and band names. So yes, the goal of the music critic is to find and 
express the truth evoked by some musical artefact or phenomenon and hopefully inspire the 
reader to feel something along the way. (Interview with author, 2013) 
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Ned Raggett: To call attention to and interpret what can be heard and experienced—and since 
theoretically ‘everything’ can be heard and experienced now (not true, of course, but even so), 
the importance lies in response, context, understanding beyond the level of ‘art for art’s sake.’ 
It’s not enough to create, what matters is to resonate and connect. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Primarily, I think, it is to entertain. The means via which we do this—the 
passionate and incisive nature of our prose, the vividness of our descriptions, the full-
bloodedness of our arguments, the clarity of our reasoning, the wit of our criticisms and the 
knowledge that informs our writing—serve further purposes, and I think there is import in our 
engagement with the culture, our attempts to shape it in our own image and to our own tastes. 
But essentially, it is to entertain. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: A good music critic will employ their considerable knowledge, experience and 
ability to wield words to assess, benchmark and make recommendations on what music to listen 
to, or make arrangements to see live, and what to possibly spend your time better on. This is 
done with a passing or little regard for the press release hype forwarded to them with the 
download/CD/door slot and +1. New music is the primary focus, including ‘old’ music which 
readers may not have come across before; making the old new again. (Interview with author, 
2011) 
Neil Kulkarni: A qualification—I know you think of yourself as a music critic Everett but I 
don’t think you are, or rather I don’t think what you do can be circumscribed in that ‘role’ (i.e. a 
set of behaviours/obligations attached to that job) —music criticism is just part of what you do. 
I think you’re a writer first and foremost—you might reject that as too faffy/romantic but that’s 
the way I see myself, a writer who for the past 20 odd years has written almost exclusively 
about pop music. Why? Because pop made us, moulded our consciousness and the way we look 
at ALL art. All a ‘critic’ does ultimately is critique—a writer does that and a lot more. I’d say 
most of my ‘critical’ heroes: Pauline Kael, David Thomson, [George] Orwell, [Lester] Bangs, 
[Simon] Reynolds, you, Taylor, [Simon] Price[y], Lucy Cage, Frances May etc are writers I like 
to read writing about anything—s’just that they’re all kinda monomaniacally focused on a 
particular art-form—crucially though you get the sense with all of them that there’s a life going 
on behind that analysis, a life that itself has to negotiate and find space around that obsession. 
THAT ASIDE THOUGH—& finally to answer your question I’d say the role of the music critic 
is to try and use language to be as beautiful/light/dark/intense as the music they’re describing 
and to be as honest about their TOTAL (physical, mental, stylistic, psychological, political) 
response as possible. Anything else ain’t music criticism, it’s a needy attempt to be part of the 
party. Music criticism has little to do with ‘reportage’ or journalism per se: it’s about being able 
to hear something, then let the thoughts flow down from head heart and soul and out thru the 
fingers. You should write how you talk—if that means occasionally sounding like a right 
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pompous/pretentious cunt so be it. The best writers are the ones where you can spot/feel their 
voices within a matter of a phrase or sentence. The ability not just to make words stick to a 
page/screen but give them a sense of life, make them walk and talk with your own spirit—
s’tricky and the best music critics have always done it. I’m not sure that qualifies as a ‘role’ 
(and it’s certainly not lucrative) but it’s the only way to stay the right side of the angels/sanity in 
this shittybizness. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: The “role” of any and every public writer is simply to write well; to write 
sentences and paragraphs that repay the time spent reading them. That’s kind of it: the “type” of 
writer you declare yourself to be is maybe a shout-out to readers, editors and publishers that 
here’s something perhaps of (saleable or consumer?) interest to them, but that’s really all that’s 
going there. For me personally, music is—to put it in old-fashioned terms—basically the 
“occasion” for music writing: the spur for the author to put pen to paper, and (perhaps) for a 
selection of readers to gather. I have a spiel on what a reviewer does, as contrasted to a critic 
(the critic’s role for me defined more discursively, and negatively: because a critic ISN’T just a 
reviewer. 
To answer the question at a general level, I regard a critic as someone who values curiosity over 
cultural complacency, and knows how to enable this as a practice in others, passing on the 
means if not the impulse—the means being specific pointers to how to read, look, listen, smell, 
taste, touch, move, to open up material that seems opaque or rebarbative, and more generally 
techniques, route maps, portals that enable more confident ease of exploration, of the familiar 
and the unfamiliar both. Plainly, there’s a built-in restlessness to this model: because the 
mastery of that zone one beyond the norm can easily become its own new form of reactionary 
complacency, the critic in you is what nudges you further out from under the self-satisfactions 
of such mere embattled niche expertise. And there’s plenty to be curious about—richer and 
more unexpected because routinely overlooked—in what presents as the “everyday” (which pop 
after all can never ignore, even at its most would-be vanguardist). (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Several. First is enthusiasm: discovering new music and getting other people 
excited about it. This is the function of the classic era weekly music press. Secondly: casting a 
realistic eye on the follies of the music and entertainment industry—without cynicism. Thirdly 
moving out of that into a deeper engagement with musicians and the way they make music, and 
the relation between music time and place—in other words, social history. Final role: giving a 
voice to musicians. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: To write about music in such a way that it informs/entertains/illuminates the 
reader. Ideally, the music critic should make better listeners out of their readers and create more 
interesting conversations/dialogues around music in a way that feeds itself back into the music 
and creates more interesting art—a feedback loop of influence and response. Paul Morley’s 
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cajoling/nurturing of Joy Division is a great example. He saw things in the group that they 
hadn’t yet glimpsed themselves. And by writing about these things, the group evolved faster. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Sean Adams: In an era where time has become one of our greatest commodities, I feel my role 
as a ‘critic’ is to ensure that people don’t waste their time listening to rubbish. I also sort of feel 
like I have a duty to assist in uncovering things which are exceptional in my not particularly 
humble opinion. Rather than acting like a filter, I try to divert people. Within reviews I feel it’s 
my role to explain—subjectively but also with authority—why I do or don’t love something. 
Somewhere amongst this response to the music I try to flex some creative muscles, offering 
people a bit of texture—possibly some entertainment—in exchange for their time spent reading 
whatever I’ve written about which thing I feel is (or isn’t) worth their time... or else, why 
bother? (Interview with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: There are several. Priority is determined by a mixture of personal values and 
audience expectation. Personally, I think a critic exists to allow an audience an informed insight 
into music they otherwise would not have heard or sought out while also attempting to help 
musicians become better at their craft. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: There is no meaningful role any more. Peer recommendation is the only game in 
town. Increasingly music fans get all the music recommendation they need from their friends, 
and this is only set to increase with the growth of frictionless music sharing on Facebook 
(predominantly via Spotify), and innovations such as Listen With Friends, which enables real-
time group listening within Facebook. Music critics in the traditional sense are being written out 
of this script. No one needs to read reviews anymore. But that’s OK, because music 
publications, both print and online, still have many other things to offer beside reviews. 
NME.com is thriving. We have over seven million users/month, up 70% year on year. People 
are flocking to the site to read about music in terms of news, blogs, interviews. Just not reviews. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: I think the consumer guide function still exists in some places, e.g. Q 
magazine, but for the more informed listener who gets information and recommendations from 
multiple sources the more important role is to produce good, informed, thoughtful writing that 
enhances the listening experience, whether by setting up juicy debates or by coming at a record 
from an unexpected angle. There’s a certain humility in knowing that you are just one of many 
voices now, and an extra incentive to think harder and give the reader ideas that they haven’t 
already read elsewhere. And of course a critic should be entertaining. I’ve enjoyed many 
reviews of records and films that I’ve never heard or seen because the writing itself is 
pleasurable. (Interview with author, 2013) 
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Daphne Carr: To facilitate and encapsulate a conversation that is going on with an interested 
public about music, and to contextualize the work, artist, and performance aesthetically and in 
society, using her or his own aesthetics and knowledge to help situate, historicize, and evaluate 
the work in/as culture. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Chris Weingarten: When I grew up on music reviews in the 90s, the critic served as someone 
who helped me decide whether or not I should spend that $15. They were someone who listened 
to records I had no possible access to, and could tell me (in colorful language) whether or not 
this lives up to our expectations and, often, what the record or artist means in a greater cultural 
context. Annoyingly, the role of the music critic in 2012 is to direct people’s eyes to already-
existing narratives of hype that slowly form around us. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: To engage and to inform and to entertain. To engage with the art in a way which 
grasps with what is intended for the art, how successfully is it done and to put it in context, both 
contemporary and historical. To ask is this any good, what does it say about the artist, the art 
and the world in which it exists. And to do this in a way which is enjoyable to read, valuable to 
have and rewarding whether or not the reader directly takes in the art (buying or seeing it etc). 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
John Robb: Enthusiast, communicator, discoverer of new bands, dry academic trying to 
theorise about everything, conduit between musician and public, complainer about the state of 
music, agent provocateur, diarist, revolutionary, lightening rod of great ideas, drunken fool, 
failed musician, aural guerrilla or a combination of all of those. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Lucy Cage: Music critics are there to notice things and articulate them. It doesn’t really matter 
what they notice—the contrary way the cymbal crashes against the bassline, the enraging fact 
that ‘cutey’ has been co-opted by big business, the exact way the lyrics resonate personally with 
them because they are going through a godawful break-up—but they have to pay attention and 
notice stuff. And then they have to articulate that stuff clearly and carefully. There’s no point 
noticing that the latest track from the indie-blog darlings of the moment have purloined their riff 
from ‘My Sharona’ if you can’t express yourself in a fresh/amusing/concise/elegant/interesting 
way. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Elmo Keep: It depends on if you read criticism as a consumer guide (“You like X, then you’ll 
like Y,”) or if you want something more: if you want as a reader, to be taken to places that you 
wouldn’t normally go; if you want to be made to think about things—a record, a scene, an artist, 
contextually—in a way you hadn’t considered before. To me, that’s the role of a good critic; not 
so much a person who acts as a tastemaker—but someone who is documenting history as it 
happens. I think of arguably the first pop critic, Lillian Roxon*, who set out as a documentarian 
of a scene that no one in her field (writing for broadsheets) was taking seriously at the time. So 
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she took it upon herself to document this emergent cultural movement, which was the birth of 
the serious pop scene in New York in the early 60s. She became a tastemaker in the end by 
default because she was trusted in her field as a reporter, but that was how she began—as a 
writer literally reporting on what was happening at the time around her. That is the role of the 
critic in all art forms, to me.  
(*The same Sydney scene also produced Robert Hughes. And last year another Australian in 
New York, Sebastian Smee won the Pulizter Prize for criticism for his arts writing at the Boston 
Globe. Australia has produced exceptional internationally recognised critics, you just seem to 
have to leave Australia to achieve that mantle.) (Interview with author, 2012) 
Christopher J. Ott: Writing in the Village Voice (NY, US) in 2007, I sought to distinguish 
between music criticism and enthusiasm, a distinction not-often made in the Internet era, but 
increasingly crucial in interpreting the role and value of music journalism. A critic is a defender 
of his or her particular set of values, and, as we are dealing with an art form, these are wholly 
subjective. Yet this is not a flawed relationship: Convinced or repulsed by a given piece of 
music criticism, readers are potentially capable of, and empowered to—more today than ever 
before—disagree privately or publically with a given author.  
In the face of an emboldened, empowered and increasingly critical audience, the critic’s brief as 
outlined above is more important than ever. Without conviction, wisdom and indeed bias, 
furtive discussions around pop music’s value and place in society—chaotic and teeming with ad 
hominem—collapse into middling consensus. While this can lead to self-parody and anti-
intellectual contrarianism in extreme cases, reasoned convictions, even if subjective, are 
necessary to stoke debate. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: To illuminate or add another layer to the art itself. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Kelly McClure: It’s a really simple thing, when you think about it. The role of the music critic 
is to sift through the endless piles of music being churned out each month, give it a critical 
listen, and inform people as to what’s worth buying or listening to, and what’s not. That’s rarely 
what actually happens though. Most music critics use their reviews as a forum for 
grandstanding. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Barney Hoskyns: To find meaning in art: to mediate between music/musicians and 
consumer/audience, explaining the context of the recording or performance and judging its 
qualities and failings. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: My own participation in this field is a mess of different motivations and interests. I 
mainly write reviews of full length albums for music websites The Vine (Fairfax Digital) and 
Mess and Noise. It’s fairly easy, fairly enjoyable work that allows me to practice my writing and 
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rhetorical thinking. The pay is usually terrible and while I have good relationships with my 
editors, the conditions of my employment are patchy, unpredictable and often a little 
discouraging. A huge part of why I continue as a freelance music critic is the belief that music 
academics are duty bound to circulate and test their ideas in public. The scholars I model my 
own career on did this. And even more lofty is the core belief I entertain that music criticism in 
Australia is often not scholarly enough (i.e. not scholarly at all). I’m all for a variety of voices in 
music criticism but we don’t have that at present. What we have is a glut of junior writers 
covering new and developing music and a sprinkling of less visible senior music writers who 
almost exclusively write about popular music. Meanwhile, there is no Australian Greil Marcus 
or Simon Frith or Simon Reynolds. Contemporary Australian music is very, very rarely ever 
given a historical, socio-political frame. As such, it sadly becomes another mechanism via 
which we can sweep our past and our anti-intellectualism under the carpet.  
So one of the unspoken roles of Australian music criticism is—unfortunately—to teach the craft 
of writing and rhetoric to developing writers. More experienced music writers seem to ‘dwell’ 
in music writing while most people move through to somewhere else. The result is that a 
tremendous amount of Australian music writing is terrible: poorly researched, poorly 
written, naive, unentertaining and politically underdeveloped. And I’d feel bad about saying so 
except that almost all of the writing I did in my teens and 20s suffered from these traits and on 
my bad days, my work still suffers from them. Music writing is difficult. I think it takes years 
and years of practise to develop. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: To provide enthusiasm for purchasing or not purchasing an album, but do it in 
a way whereby the review itself takes on elements of literature in the sense of being entertaining 
and/or thought provoking in its own right. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: It’s a lot easier to define what the role of the music critic isn’t. The role of the 
music critic was traditionally to describe, rank and categorize music to help people buying 
records where there was little or no chance to hear it up front. This has shifted massively over 
time however and modern technology has rendered the original purpose defunct. Given the 
existence of Spotify, digital radio, You Tube, Last FM, Bandcamp, iTunes, E-music, 
Soundcloud, MySpace, Facebook, Mixcloud, blogs, MTV, We7, vimeo, podcasts, internet 
radio, Shazam, peer to peer file sharing sites (well, there were some of those left when I 
answered this question), online record shops, message boards, listening posts in record shops… 
Not only do people not need us to describe an album to them or tell them whether it’s any good 
or not any more, most of the time they will actually hear the music before the journo, especially 
if they’re young and good at computers. I think there are still roles for the critic to play however 
and these range from being tastemakers (although I’ve never been interested in this personally), 
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to those who help shape discourse about music to those who are filters to social reformers to 
pure entertainers. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Andrew McMillen: To use text, images, voice and/or moving images to critically appraise the 
quality of a musical recording. To be as honest as possible. To concentrate on the music itself, 
rather than any external factors which could influence their criticism—for example, hype, the 
artist’s image, or the conditions in which the music was written and recorded. Ideally the critic 
is not aware of any of these external factors, or consciously chooses to ignore them while 
critically analysing the music. (Interview with author, 2011) 
How are power relations around tastemaker critics changing from print to web 2.0 
environments? 
Daphne Carr: “Taste makers” can mean a lot of things. The British press tends to be a lot more 
focused on being taste makers than the US press does, or rather that is how it was prior to web 
criticism. I guess I will address how taste-making works in the industry. In the print era, reviews 
build buzz for a band and would help facilitate their ability to get closer to good music industry 
resources. Reviews do not help sales, they help deals. Extremely mass media and or long term 
audience development through touring builds audiences. The same is true in the web era, but the 
companies that comprise the industry have changed dramatically. Press drives discovery for 
taste makers still, but the ones with capital to spend on artists are licensers, advertisers, other 
media. This changes power relations because all these marketing people want lifestyle and 
aesthetic to sell products and services that are not music. 
It’s hard to make generalizations because music criticism has been around for such a long time 
in various forms, but I can say that from the time I began reading (early 1990s) to the present 
there has been a significant change. The number of music and popular culture-oriented 
magazines boomed considerably in the 1990s, due to a number of factors, and I think this 
changed the role of the critic dramatically. Suddenly Vibe magazine was writing specifically 
about black music in a way that Rolling Stone never had, and a lot of writers who had been at 
the [Village] Voice (under Christgau) went there to put together one of the best music 
magazines of all time, with really smart, fresh writing. Spin challenged RS too, and Alternative 
Press came from Cleveland with its weird post-punk mentality, and Raygun and all these other 
magazines jumped in to have fresh voices. A lot of that ended in the 2000s when pages started 
getting cut, and then whole publications.  
Any time there is more plurality in outlets for writers it changes the power of any one writer to 
be the definitive voice on a topic. I think that’s a good thing for criticism, music, and reading, 
although it makes it hard as a writer. The 90s bears this out for me. I’m referring to the dynamic 
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between audience (reader) and critic, the amount of influence (however you wish to measure it) 
critics wielded before the Internet came along. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Sean Adams: I guess I’ve always lived in a 2.0 world. As a sixteen year old, I had to print out 
my email fanzine to be accepted by kids with their photocopied pages, and then when we 
launched DiS it was always a priority for me to allow a community to respond. I never felt like 
there should be a great divide between those who read the publication and those who write it. If 
you can’t be both a fan of music and a critic of music, than you shouldn’t be writing about it in 
the first place, and thinking you’re so far beyond it but not making music that’s either as 
ground-breaking as you want it to be or as universally brilliant as you demand it to be, then you 
shouldn’t be a critic either.  
Only a small percent of what I do as a ‘critic’ falls under writing reviews, I’m often far more 
excited about contextualizing music in discussion threads on our boards or throwing out trolling 
titbits to the people who’ve opted-in and decided to follow me on Twitter or wherever.  
The concept of making taste is something I’ve always found pretty ridiculous, the closest I have 
ever felt like I’d gotten to that was releasing records. I guess I’m more of a taste explainer, 
trying to contextualize what it is I love, giving people clues of what my idea of perfection is, in 
a world where there isn’t really such a thing. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Christopher J. Ott: To my mind this issue is not being properly addressed as of 2012. There is 
a clear-cut reason for the power loss in both the music industry and in music journalism: a lack 
of leverage. Without a profitable advertising model, publications have no revenue to leverage 
against the coercive effects of promotions companies and indeed record labels themselves. Both 
print and web publications are forced to curry favour with artists and record labels to win 
exclusive access to artists, news items and music itself. With access as the only leverage to 
distinguish one publication from another, we are functionally dealing with the kind of 
environment that existed in the 1970s in America and the 1980s in England: pin-up teen 
magazines that work as extensions of record companies’ marketing departments. 
The difference today is that record companies have little income to spread around as payola. 
Their only capital is the attention a given artist is generating at a given time. This attention is 
grifted to particular websites, who in turn use it—in the form of page views and general site 
traffic—as justification for their advertising rates.  
In the heyday of the print world, magazines could develop their own focus and nurture 
entertaining writers to develop broad recognition as a trusted editorial brand. With this leverage, 
they were able to interface with advertisers independently, and were in a better position to 
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deliver honest and/or exhilarating coverage without regard for artists’ promotional interests or 
simple vanity. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: Any magazine is the vector of an imagined community to a measure of self-
recognition: this has been so since the dawn of journal-publishing in (roughly) the 18th century. 
As literacy expanded—meaning the numbers of readers went up—so did the number of items to 
read, and hence the need to select wisely and deploy your reading time well. Criticism in the 
modern sense emerges with the rise of the radical reading middle classes, as they begin to want 
to firm up their own knowhow—as makers, poets or painters or whatever—against the 
corrupted and whimsical taste-fashions of their then-patrons, the aristocracy. Expertise having 
been out-sourced, the experts stage an aggressive coup on the curation of taste: it’s NOT at the 
decadent whim of the (lordly and often absurd ignorant) customer, but a matter of solidified 
knowledge, of the archive and of the techniques involved in the making. This tussle runs 
through roughly to the start of the 20th century, and the arrival of modernism—which can in a 
way be seen as the aristocrat’s revenge on the rent-seeking self-promoting academies that the 
earlier revolt had established. After the 1870s, audio recording was gradually added to the time-
consuming pig pile; after the 1890s, cinema too; more demand for more experts in selection, 
more outsourcing in vanguard taste-wrangling, but now—since records and film are cheap and 
mass-produced or mass distributed in ways that art and literature really aren’t —more and more 
at the behest of the lower middle class.  
 
In the post-war era, literacy and higher ed having spread into the working classes, mass culture 
began to adapt to the new energies and anxieties unleashed, and to fold critical awareness into 
its shape: rock qua ROCK emerges in a sense as the curatorial discussion and restatement of its 
own immediate past, as much as anything (Beatles and Stones salted their own early 
compositions with a considered selection of the American pre-rock pop a discerning 
Beatles/Stones listener should also be aware of). And rock writing emerges as a codification of 
this kind of insider judgment: the massive Rolling Stone interview with Lennon just post-
Beatles was a kind of reboot: “where we got to and what mistakes we made.” (Actually there’s a 
case for the idea that this process had all already happened, with jazz in the late 30s and 40s; but 
on nothing like the same mass scale...)  
 
But the important pre-net transition is the 80s, when new technology allowed a massive rise in 
the physical number of print outlets. From the outset (the 50s) the counterculture was always 
already divided against itself—there was never not a coterie of pop fans interested in the “right 
kind of pop”; advocates for a return to or a flight forwards towards a better, truer pop (more 
“authentic”, more rebellious, less lame). Until the early 80s, a print magazine, for a variety of 
reasons (mostly related to natural path-dependent inertia, on the part of the institution AND its 
clients) gathered about it a conflicted readership, from a variety of constituencies—daily 
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newspapers still somewhat do this, and deliberately tweak and manipulate the varied inner 
constituencies against one another.  
 
Initially the vanguard pop coterie found their platform in magazines aimed at “ordinary” pop 
fans, tending—by virtue of their argumentative skills (esp. in the U.K.; the U.S. saw designated 
“rock” mags founded to purpose). This vanguard tended to drive out the wider type of reader, 
even as these magazines were expanding their reader base (they were argumentative times, and 
perhaps a greater proportion of readers were attracted to argumentative writing than in other 
times). But the core assumption had been that the readership was fashioned of a variety of types 
and tastes and hopes and needs: that the utopian 60s vision would gradually captivate all. This 
assumption collapsed in the 80s, which instead saw—with the huge growth in numbers of print 
outlets—an implacable tendency towards the nichification of the “countercultural” 
communities: the honing of the precision fit between “what a set of readers wanted” and a 
magazine’s ability to satisfy same.  
 
As a consequence the counterculture fragmented into catered-for subcultures gathered round a 
much wider variety of outlets—a financially successful move (the sector as a whole expanded 
hugely) that became something of a disaster for the coherent notion of an underlying sacred 
counterculture, because the energy of and habit of clash WITHIN a readership began more and 
more to manifest as kneejerk tribal clashes BETWEEN readerships (readerships that became 
internally somewhat more monocultural, by niche-directed choice: an earlier interest in 
encounter with all disparate wings of a larger project—think of “progressive” white blues kids 
exploring a variety of black or Asian musics, in the radical heyday of prog—was swapped for a 
panicked suspicion of curiosity, in many subcultures, because fascination directed outwards was 
seen as a force that could dissolve or disperse the energy of the subculture in question.) (Not 
true of all subcultures, and not as new as it perhaps seemed in the 80s—the skinheads had been 
alienated from the Carnaby Street hippies even in 66/67—but more widespread, among more 
apparent subcultures.) 
 
The internet rose very much in the lee of this fragmentation, in the mid-to-late-90s: it allows 
anyone to establish their writerly zone and (if they can) to gather those of elective affinity, 
which they likely do somewhat by pandering to them and somewhat by trolling and provoking 
them. What I recall from 5-10 years ago is that trolling sometimes burst out into massively—
rarely very edifying—flamewars between communities; or else that flamewars within 
communities led to splits, expulsions and the establishment of new “counter-microcultures”. It’s 
very easy indeed to set up new sites, after all: harder is sustaining the community nature of 
same, because conflict can shatter them, but without conflict they ossify and dwindle.  
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One huge advantage of the net—politically, if you like, certainly in terms of power structures—
is that it offers significant space for gifted trolls, for wanted of a better term, to move into space 
considered safe by some community or other, and use said community’s own sense of 
comfortable solidarity against them: to challenge, rouse, aggravate or (very occasionally) 
persuade them. For the tiny David to goad and coax the energy of the much larger and probably 
more sluggish Goliath to catapult the David into a position of potential significance. The 
disadvantage is the presence of a lot of very mobile and untouchable posters who think of 
themselves very entertaining troll-Davids who really aren’t anything of the kind. (Interview 
with author, 2011) 
Ian Rogers: Difficult question. I can better discuss what I suspect rather than what I know here. 
I deeply suspect that the ‘taste-maker’ role has been in decline long before Web 2.0 and is 
maybe one of the bigger myths of popular music. When I was a teenager (the 90s), I didn’t 
really trust/acknowledge the taste of any particular writer except yourself and this was mainly 
because—at the time—you seemed to be the most visible and present music writer in the pocket 
of music I listened to most often. You were a prominent character in that reportage. But even 
then the relationship wasn’t particularly linear: for example, we disagreed on The Smashing 
Pumpkins so even at 17, before the internet, I was happy to ‘take or leave’ your opinion.  
Later in my twenties I was heavily influenced by the writers floating around Punk Planet 
magazine (Jessica Hopper, Joel Schalit and editor Dan Sinker in particular) but again, I often 
both agreed and disagreed with these writers. Looking back, I think these writers confirmed my 
taste as often as they directed it—and the PP music reviews were fucking retched half the time. 
So in the same way that Pitchfork now maintains a largely anonymous team of contributors, I 
was probably as swayed by the banners that writers worked under (Punk Planet, Rolling Stone, 
Select Magazine, a dozen fanzines)—and the collective endorsement of bands and genres by 
these mastheads—as I was by particular critics. 
What really seems to separate out music critics are full-length books on music. These seem 
popular and widely read at the moment. I wish less people had read Retromania by Simon 
Reynolds. So the platform for opening up dialogues, interrogating/writing history and 
celebrating music etc all seem to be available to us in 2012. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Shan Welham: In print, you had to wait to see whether your response to a particular piece of 
criticism was published in the “letters” section either in the following month or at all. Now the 
feedback is, for the most part, instantaneous. The power shifts depending on whether there is 
general consensus with the views espoused. Web 2.0 environments also serve to create a 
community and those communities can be intimidating and even ruthless when they believe 
ones of theirs has been challenged unfairly. (Interview with author, 2011) 
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Jake Cleland: I’m not sure I can speak with any authority on this, having not read any music 
criticism prior to web 2.0, however from what I can tell those power relations are still very 
much intact, they’ve just changed mastheads. Before I got to know folks who write for Pitchfork 
and eventually began writing for them myself, Pitchfork seemed like a monolith in the same 
way old media outlets were to people in past decades. I’m sure people still feel that way about 
Pitchfork. It seems impenetrable by design; there’s no comments section, the site’s official 
social media accounts rarely interact with readers beyond broadcasting the site’s own content, 
and although they used to have a message board, it was shut down. I don’t want to address 
Pitchfork as if it’s the only relevant example, but it is a significant one. Despite engaging in 
very few practices offered by web 2.0, Pitchfork has become the most important music 
publication in the world. And it operates barely any differently to the publications it usurped. Of 
course having said that, Pitchfork started in 1995. It only occurred to me the other day that 
Pitchfork is probably the oldest publication I’ve ever written for (but now it’s The Guardian 
maybe?) which probably makes it the last significant pre-web 2.0 music rag. 
 
I suppose the biggest change in how ‘taste-making’ has become slightly more decentralised. 
Where you could be the taste-maker among a group of friends pre-2.0, now that group of friends 
extends to the quantity of Twitter/Tumblr/Facebook followers. My two thousand plus-strong 
Twitter and Tumblr audience still pales in comparison to any major publication but I share 
music with them often and have people thanking me for putting them onto this artist or that, so I 
think web 2.0 has empowered individual people to broadcast their taste, and influence the tastes 
of other people, to a bigger audience. There’s also the potential for the next big music site to be 
a Tumblr but I’ve yet to hear of any breakthrough successes on that front. (Interview with 
author, 2013) 
Wallace Wylie: It’s hard to say with any definite certainty if things were already changing. It 
would be easy in hindsight to find precursors to the change to put in place a sense of historic 
inevitability, but that does not mean it would have happened regardless. Power relations are 
changing in the sense that the average web user has enough outlets to voice their opinion that it 
potentially renders other sources of opinion obsolete. Something as powerful as Pitchfork 
though would seem to challenge these notions, both in its power and in its non-participatory 
outlook. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Barney Hoskyns: The power of taste-maker critics was already on the wane before Web 2.0. 
Print media changed dramatically in the ‘80s, condensing reviews, decreasing by-line size, and 
moving from big discursive features to homogenous profiles that accorded with a growing 
consumer capitalism. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Victoria Birch: I don’t believe the immediacy of the web has eroded the power of the taste-
maker critic—taste-makers still exist and probably in greater numbers than ever. There are more 
‘publications’ and I guess a kind of democratisation of the power that was once wielded by a 
few and is now wielded by very many more. Online publications can cater for specialised 
readerships, unlike print publications, which are forced to tread the line between appealing to a 
broad readership vs. maintaining quality content. Within each online publication I suspect there 
are two to three writers who attain the status of most trusted/respected—taste-makers for want 
of a better term. For Collapse Board I imagine that most things written by Scott [Creney] or 
Lucy [Cage] will attract readers—regardless of the subject matter. I bet a fair few Guided by 
Voices, Of Montreal and Cloud Nothings albums will have been bought off the back of Scott’s 
reviews. 
Although there’s the notion that people have immediate access to new releases and can therefore 
bypass the critic to make their own judgement, there still seems to be an incredible appetite for 
criticism—I think this a combination of a desire for deeper interpretations and a good old-
fashioned lack of faith in one’s own ability to make the ‘right’ choices. I do think a large 
number of people are receptive to being guided by someone they respect.  
For example I consider myself to have a rock solid faith in what I do/don’t like. However, when 
Scott [Creney] made some off-hand derogatory remark about Joanna Newsom’s last album (that 
I absolutely LOVE) I definitely caught myself on one occasion thinking “did I get that wrong?” 
Purely because I think Scott’s terrific and maybe my subconscious didn’t want to be out of step 
with him—his negative opinion niggled what I considered to be unshakable. I’m uncomfortable 
admitting it but think it’s a very common experience.  
So I guess what I’m trying to say is that regardless of whether people have immediate access to 
new releases, they will almost always ‘check-in’ with the critic to see whether their opinion is 
‘right’. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: Obviously the power of critics to guide taste, direct the discourse, and 
introduce the public to new bands or genres has diminished considerably. That was already in 
process before the Web took off, as the number of print music publications, specialist 
magazines and fanzines kept expanding, but it has certainly diminished dramatically more with 
the rise of blogs and webzines and message boards and all the other web forums. (Interview 
with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: In Australia, taste-making was and is arguably driven by radio more so than 
print. [Australian national youth radio broadcaster] Triple J’s Music Directors, namely Arnold 
Frolows and Richard Kingsmill, have wielded an enormous amount of influence on the musical 
tastes of Australia’s youth over the last 25+ years. The same could be said today, although the 
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rise in access to international radio and music sites online (and general apathy in some music 
circles to Triple J due to its apparent susceptibility to PR machines) has had an impact. The 
increasingly ubiquitous nature of online music ‘journalism’ and criticism had diluted the power 
of traditional taste-makers as readers started to return to sites that reflected their particular 
preferences in genre and reader engagement, or avoided them all together by “choosing” their 
own new music on sites like MySpace (which through consensus and advertising was also really 
chosen for them). (Interview with author, 2011) 
Scott Creney: Anyone with the ideas and the time can start a website, or at the very least a 
blog. In the same way the internet has levelled the field within the music business, the same 
thing has happened within music criticism, allowing more varied and outside voices a place at 
the table. Furthermore, the internet allows editors/publishers to know exactly which articles are 
being read by their audience, something that wasn’t the case with magazines. Additionally, 
instead of publishing 4-12 letters every week/month, open comments allow readers to talk back 
directly to the writers/editors and to each other. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Tastemaker critics have newfound means via which to express their opinions, 
and to build a loyal readership, in addition to the old methods. Most exciting of which is the 
opportunity to turn what was once a one-way lecture into a multilateral discussion with the 
readership, although this changes the nature of the discourse and the relationship between reader 
and author—a new porous nature that the old forms limited or, at least, didn’t offer. Web 2.0 
environments open what was didactic into a conversation, at best, though this comes at a cost, 
sometimes, of the very ‘authority’ of the author. With their outlets commanding less respect or 
import than they did when a critic required a publisher to get their words and ideas to the 
readership, I would hope there was a new pressure on a critic to succeed due to the quality of 
their arguments, rather than the reputation of their publication, though I don’t think this is 
necessarily true, or that the hierarchal nature of publications had entirely ebbed away as of yet. 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
Neil Kulkarni: Always reminded of Brecht: “There are times when you have to choose 
between being a human being and having good taste” & Genet: “To achieve harmony in bad 
taste is the height of elegance”. I’m dubious about feeling like a ‘taste-maker’, if only cos my 
reverse-Midas touch usually ensures a band’s demise/disappearance, if only cos some of my 
favourite pop hacks have gloriously always refuted notions of ‘taste’ (or set up their own 
inversions of those canonical hierarchies. Also the best writers never come at you like they’re 
talking DOWN to you—s’always like they’re talking across to you, assuming a certain level of 
smartness, or at least making you feel like it’s gonna be fun catching up with where their heads 
are at. That’s not a ‘power’ relationship, it’s one of sharing an experience of music and refusing 
to dumb down or condescend either to yourself as writer or the reader, maybe kicking a few 
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doors ajar onwards to other music/books etc—that relationship changed in the mid-90s when 
suddenly the pusillanimous pie-chart wielding ABC-terrified (both in circulation figures & 
class-group senses) cunts who ended up owning pop writing started frantically worrying about 
what ‘the kids’ wanted. Dual twattishness—underestimation of the readership from the same 
people I used to see backstage at festivals sneering about the crowd out front (without realising 
that the way kids talk about pop is usually sharper/faster/funnier/more-brutal than anything 
someone with a word count & deadline can normally come up with). I’d say the power-
relationship you refer to has entirely collapsed now but it started a long time ago in the 90s 
when the whole music industry (press/pr/labels) were in retrospect massively unprepared for 
how technology was gonna tear down the structures/strictures they were so comfy in. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: Power relations are tricky. Some sites reified themselves (Rolling Stone, Spin), 
others emerged. Sites like the All Music Guide and Pitchfork already provided some sort of 
anchor before 2.0 in terms of perceived influence and consistency. The role of individual writers 
in these contexts, on top of the new options Facebook/Twitter/Tumblr etc provide, has radically 
varied, from self-willed creation and status to withdrawing into considered pronouncements and 
rejections of overt branding. Sensing what power writers have in terms of follower numbers etc. 
is sometimes hard to understand. Certainly I still don’t understand what the heck my own 
impact is meant to be. Taste in 2.0 relies on immediacy, in print on perceived reflection and 
consideration. (Simplifications in both cases.) Strikes me that both can be complementary in 
most cases rather than oppositional. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: It depends on how you define shifting power relations. Critics are not as valued 
wholesale because there are significantly more of both them and their audiences and, as such, 
they do not generally offer the same expertise or influence they once did. That said, I think the 
fundamental reasoning behind why a critic is valued by their audience is the same now as it was 
twenty years ago—an honest and objective opinion founded on sympathetic values and 
articulated in an engaging fashion. 
Where I think matters have grown complicated is in regards to population and commodification. 
The former is a direct result of the internet. There are more diverse groups of musicians and 
music-lovers communicating with each other than ever before and, therefore, a strong 
critic/audience is harder to cultivate. The latter, however, has very little to do with the internet. 
It’s simply a reality of industry. 
As honesty has become a recognisable component of a successful critic, corporations, 
organisations and individual authors have naturally attempted to manufacture a discernible 
sense of honesty through aesthetics and editorial policy—for example, Pitchfork’s snide, cynical 
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authorial voice and consensus-driven ratings. However, as institutions have grown smarter, so 
have audiences and now audiences are less likely to trust critics wholesale. 
This is why I believe blogs and blog aggregates have grown more popular. Audiences feel there 
is no ulterior motive and therefore can more easily trust those critics. So, the internet has had an 
impact on taste-maker criticism but, ultimately, I believe the fundamentals are still in place. 
Audiences have always trusted individual critics over institutions and, in today’s web 
environment, you ultimately see the extreme realisation of those priorities. 
I can see a future where the concept of a tastemaker critic is done away completely, though. The 
most trusted indicator of a film’s quality in the current environment, for example, is Rotten 
Tomatoes score—which presents an average score from a series of independent reviewers. 
Metacritic functions similarly. This could be the eventual compromise between trusted 
individual opinions like bloggers and organisations like Pitchfork. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: Did critics EVER have much power? The biggest-selling acts of all time, from 
Led Zeppelin to Celine Dion, Garth Brooks to Depeche Mode, have traditionally been disdained 
by critics. Decades of critics railing against cliché and phoniness and superficiality haven’t 
made a blind bit of difference. In 2012, Ed Sheeran is the most successful male solo artist in the 
UK. Kids go nuts for Pendulum and Skrillex and Chase And Status, in the face of endless 
opprobrium from the likes of NME. Music critics have zero influence on popular culture—but 
then they never did. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Lucy Cage: I think it has only become clearer that critics exist to join dots and use their ultra-
sensitive doglike ears to pick out fresh things to say about music, given that the music itself can 
be listened to instantly on the web. It doesn’t matter if a particular song is widely available or 
that hundreds of commenters have left comments when a new MP3 is posted: if they’ve nothing 
new or interesting to say they may as well not say anything. And if they DO have something 
thoughtful and fresh to say, they’re a critic. Critics aren’t critics because they’re paid or because 
that’s their job: it’s a calling! 
(Attached a screen shot of today’s Stereogum FB post re new Nicki Minaj song, which is, 
despite the ohsohilarious comments of a mass of identik indie boys, fantastic, filthy and fresh.) 
So, where once critics in the national music press were arbiters of taste, the gatekeepers, the 
people whose words one listened to when deciding whether to sink this week’s record money 
into Pale Saints or Bogshed, now they are the ones who tell one how to listen, what to listen for, 
why something might be worth persevering with, how to pick out the gems from the towering 
mountain of MP3 shite. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Kelly McClure: If I understand the question correctly, I’d have to say that music reviews don’t 
really pack the same amount of punch that they used to now that any asshole can create a blog 
and start filling it with his or her insane opinions. Back when we only had print magazines to 
turn to for information on pop-culture, it seemed like reviews found in the likes of Spin or 
Rolling Stone were “expert opinions” and more easily believed as such. Now, you read reviews 
online and concentrate on trying to figure out who the hell the author is, and if they’re 
cool/well-known enough to trust or buy in to. As an example of what I mean, think of what 
would happen if all of a sudden all it took to become a police officer was knowing how to tie 
your shoes. Laws and law enforcement would become a joke. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Obviously power of print waning. This process already happening before full 
advent of web 2.0 environments. I think you can just look at declining sales of trad music press 
and closure of titles: Sounds, MM etc. I’m not a firm believer in the idea that anyone can be a 
(good) critic just because they have a blog and say they’re a critic: the problem with the internet 
is an excess of access. Placed against that, some good people do come through, but they’re a 
small minority. And the simple fact: music writing, like music, doesn’t mean so much anymore 
in our culture. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Robb: I think the rock critic may have been bigging up their role for a long time! but the 
web caught us with our pants down—now a fan can do their own research and see and listen to 
music—conversely this has strengthened our hand because we can sift through the avalanche of 
pop culture and find a way. We are all editors now and we don’t have to persuade the jaded 
editors in ivory towers about music they could never understand—we can just get on with it. 
The best writers have their own websites now, there is more information than ever and the 
music fan is savvy and picks and chooses from a variety of sources... oddly we still sit there 
bashing away at keyboards writing stuff and sometimes get paid for it—our lives have changed 
massively and yet remain the same. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: It’s hard to say. Personally I believe that in working class communities like the 
one that I grew up in, during the 1980s, there were very few leisure options thus giving music 
an almost religious significance to many people. This in turn obviously had a knock on effect on 
critics elevating them to the level of minor rock stars themselves. The word of certain critics 
during the 70s and 80s could drastically affect the fortunes of bands. Moving from a period of 
innovation into a period of refinement in music in the late 1990s—with leaps forward in new 
styles being less dramatic—as well as the growing popularisation of computer consoles and 
home cinema, simply reduced the status of music somewhat, thus reducing the status of critics 
as well. So I’d say without a doubt, the power of the critic was generally well on the decline 
before the effects of web 2.0 were felt. This is a sweeping generalization however. As for the 
change from print to web, well, the minimum entry level for becoming a critic is pretty low now 
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with blogs and DIY websites. You can compare these to fanzines if you like but really the reach 
of most fanzines was incredibly low compared to the potential audience on the internet. Also the 
ease of access to the means of producing music criticism means that the noise to signal ratio of 
the internet is pretty shocking. Most criticism on the internet is pretty piss poor which lowers 
faith in critics generally. The low standards on the internet are not self-contained either. As 
marketing people see internet readership figures go up and magazine sales go down they make 
the mistake of thinking magazines need to be more like the internet and print standards fall as 
well, impacting on their sales even further. That said, there are good blogs and websites out 
there and they do occasionally rise to the top and their influence is inestimable. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that if an alternative act in America is ignored by Pitchfork, it is pretty much 
dead in the water, so there may be fewer powerful tastemakers than before but where they still 
exist, their strength is phenomenal. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Andrew McMillen: Music fans/consumers relied upon critics far more pre-web than they do 
now. This is because the web has changed how music is access and distributed. There are few—
usually zero—barriers to gaining access to music nowadays. And so the music fan/consumer is 
able to hear entire works and judge whether they’re worth buying, rather than relying upon the 
critic to inform them whether or not a piece of music is worth buying. Which is not to say that, 
pre-web, critics were the only source that fans/consumers relied upon; things like radio play, 
live performances, support slots, music videos and so on all played their parts. But the critic was 
generally trusted as the arbiter of whether or not you’d enjoy a piece of music that costs $20 or 
so. I am not sure that this is the case so much anymore.  
In terms of power relations, as mentioned in your question: the music critic has less power now 
than ever before, because their ability to influence the culture continues to diminish as access to 
music becomes more ubiquitous—and will probably continue to, as streaming services 
eventually become more popular than ‘owing’ music, either in physical form (CD, vinyl) or 
digital (mp3s, m4as). Were these power relations already changing pre-web? Perhaps, but at a 
glacial pace. The web has almost entirely eroded the value of the music critic within 10-15 
years. Critics will retain some power—not everyone has the time to wade through various music 
services in order to try-before-buying—but I cannot see critics regaining power in the current 
landscape of web-led music consumption. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Chris Weingarten: I think the last gasp of the “taste-making critic” pulling some record out of 
thin air was when Christgau wrote that four-star review of Northern State album in Rolling 
Stone and got a couple hundred people to pay attention to them for a month. Everything else 
since then, from Arcade Fire, to Deerhunter, to Lana Del Rey have just been writers accurately 
reporting feelings that already exist in the air in the industry/underground/blog networks/show 
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booking circuits... No writer has power anymore because EVERYONE is exposed to a lot of 
these artists at the same time thanks to Soundcloud and YouTube. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: I don’t really think in terms of power and tastemaking. Since the weekly 
music press’s power waned in the 90s, the ability of any one critic to launch or sink an artist has 
become very limited. What we do now is contribute to a conversation and hope that a review 
can help a good record gather momentum. The major exception is Pitchfork, which takes its 
tastemaking role very seriously and can create buzz from scratch but even then it fails as often 
as it succeeds. For me the old power of the tastemaker always depended on limited outlets. 
Interestingly, I’m told that The Guardian’s dance critic has the power to make or a break a show 
because there are still so few dance critics—not something that could be said about pop music. 
(Interview with author, 2013) 
Frances Morgan: One thing that’s not clear to me—and this is really stupid but quite crucial—
is your definition of web 2.0 environments. It’s hard to think about the web in before and after 
terms, because web 2.0 has itself evolved considerably over the last decade, right? Do you mean 
content that is interactive in some way (that would be my definition of web 2.0, I guess) or does 
an online magazine also come under that heading for the purpose of your dissertation? [Web 2.0 
includes online magazines] Right, but my understanding is if they don’t include some element 
of interactivity/participation/user-generated content then they’re not strictly web 2.0? A good 
example being Pitchfork, maybe—which *seems to be a paradigmatic new media (& 
successful) space for music criticism but in truth is actually an old model of one-way content, 
expert critics, scores, etc—although I guess it has its web 2.0 features at one remove, with 
syndicated blogs, links to fb, Twitter, etc. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: The relative ease by which one can acquire music, the sheer volume of 
information that can be accessed via the internet and the explosion of self-publishing through 
blogs and social media has absolutely shifted power away from traditional critics. In some 
respects, this was happening as early as the 80s when zines—unbeholden to ad constraints or 
outside interests—were helping shape taste, particularly in the US. Blogs and independent 
online publications are really just an extension of that. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Elmo Keep: There’s Pitchfork today, as the dominant tastemaker (which is a funny example of 
pop eating itself when you consider that Pitchfork established itself as the anti-Rolling Stone, 
and then became pretty much exactly that, in terms of being this huge arbiter masthead), and 
there’s a bunch of other smaller and influential sites which all work in a kind of hivemind: you 
can get this awful thing happening on the web—which I’m not sure happened to the same extent 
pre-web—where writers are afraid to appear out of step with each other, or with the tide. So you 
can get this kind of very same-y hivemind, or hype cycle which travels really quickly on the 
web. Hype cycles in the pop press have always existed, obviously, but they are hugely 
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accelerated by the web. So tipping points are very easily established in this model, and that’s a 
pretty big shift in power relations.  
The web allowed also, for a lot of voices that weren’t heard to be heard—writers who were 
fantastic, but who never wrote for print, or even thought of themselves as critics, became very 
influential in the early/mid-2000s. Blogs like Stereogum and Brooklyn Vegan and obviously 
Pitchfork, and Said The Gramphone and Idolator and lots of others. Some were a mix of very 
experienced critics and some were total lay-people who were just hardcore into music. And 
once these places became emergent hotspots of influence, then PR and marketing forces came 
into the equation and these blogs became legitimate mastheads. Print signed its death warrant in 
being so slow to come to this space, and so the writers who were online really came to the fore, 
because that’s where everyone was spending their time: on the internet. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
How is taste formed in web 2.0 environments? How is taste formed in the print media? 
Christopher J. Ott: The print media, in corporatized environments, both suffered and benefited 
from conservatism, which is innate to all forms of hegemony. A particular example I often cite 
was the outsized coverage of African pop music by Robert Christgau in the 1980s. Without 
strong editorial oversight, critics with name recognition are often enticed to champion particular 
bands or movements, which I view as a symbiotic need to be one with the band’s ephemeral 
“cool.” We can see this with Paul Morley’s and Miranda Sawyer’s too-dear relationships with 
Factory Records, Joy Division and New Order, and with Jim Greer’s relationships with both 
Kim Deal and Guided By Voices, a band he later joined.  
These sorts of transgressions would be quickly snuffed out by a strong editor, and the writer 
would see early on that they had a choice to make. In this way, editorial oversight prevents 
unnecessary bias, which can seriously damage a magazine’s reputation as a taste-maker. See the 
early-80s fallout in the UK as well: without a considered, organized editorial response, the NME 
lost thousands of readers to both Smash Hits and The Face, upstart magazines with younger, 
more energetic—and less jaded—writers. Both won sizeable audiences very quickly with their 
enthusiasm and carefree focus on novelty pop. 
In classical print media, you have more face-to-face interaction between writers and editors. 
Causally, writers are forced to refine and/or defend their views; in the Internet era, I find a 
greater tendency to defer to authority. This results in a lot of received ideas that run 
unquestioned by the editors who share them. This handed-down version of pop leads to 
stagnancy and “dinosaur” acts, whose status is afforded not by record sales or frantic fan 
response, but by the gatekeepers who deem them worthy of enshrinement in their version of 
pop. I would draw unflinching parallels between the “prog” bands of the early 70s, like Gong 
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and Uriah Heep, and the intentionally-inscrutable Maximalism of Animal Collective. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Kelly McClure: I’ll focus on the differences and say that there is some breathing room when it 
comes to taste and print media. With print media you get a magazine, look through it, determine 
what you want to associate with, and what you don’t, and then rest assured that you’re “on 
track” or “behind the times” until the next issue comes out. With online media, there is new shit 
to investigate and learn about every five seconds. It’s impossible to feel “caught up” with media 
now, because it’s endless. There aren’t enough hours in the day to read up on all the crap we’re 
supposed to be in love with. Haha. Sometimes it makes me hyperventilate. (Interview with 
author, 2011) 
Mark Sinker: Taste everywhere forms itself in relation to communities, as a badge of 
belonging or dissent. (1) first to the family and neighbourhood you’re born into (pro or con; 
that’s to say, whether you’re comfy there and trying to escape; whether the [xx] is love or 
hate—for most of us, it’s a mix, of course). (2) subsequently to gangs and cliques and groups of 
friends and so on that you’re drawn to at school, and drawn into or kept out of. (3) Iterations of 
ditto, as you pass through life (secondary school, university, work...) gaining (over)reactive 
insight into the errors you made at earlier phases, and finding gangs and cliques and groups of 
friends and so on, who made similar errors (or perhaps knew not to), with more or less 
unworked-through detritus from the earlier phases directing your course more than you 
probably quite recognise. Magazines and web communities both build on these (personal-
historical, evolving) feelings, allegiances, horrors and furies, fashioning a sense of shared 
moments encounter transformation—a pooled outline, as it were, of an idea of shared transition, 
captured, cradled, mythologised, occasionally at last left behind. If there’s a difference, I’d 
begin to explore it thus: the apparent fact—but is it true?—that print media relies on path-
dependent inertia a good deal more (as everyone always says, the social is “nomadic” on the 
net), and as a consequence has to do less work keeping its communities present to 
itself. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Ian Rogers: The crucial difference I see is the ability of the reader to step into a subjective 
critique almost immediately with web 2.0. Look at those Mess and Noise reviews with the 
Soundcloud tracks embedded IN the reviews. The reader is directed to ‘see for 
themselves’ as they’re reading. As a reader, I quite like this and I do listen to the tracks and 
think about how the descriptions and opinions marry up.  
That said, I’m not entirely sure taste is formed at all via music criticism at present. I think what 
we do—as critics—is confirm or deny or avoid the reader’s subjective opinions and that their 
tastes are usually half-formed (or fully formed) before they even click on the review. Music 
critique online is more about awareness than it is taste-formation.  
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Awareness is a HUGE part of music-listening. There are too many records. What is reviewed 
matters more than how. There’s a good reason why Pitchfork doesn’t print their dreaded scores 
on the front page: I suspect that if they did, far fewer people would click through to those 
reviews (and the advertising running alongside them). The review itself is a minority product, 
almost an afterthought. It’s a necessary prop that legitimates music websites. These pieces are 
there to add the perception of critical thinking to what is an otherwise ordinary bid at the 
reader’s attention.  
No biggie. It’s not like print didn’t have its fair share of these issues. We may have all bought 
the magazines for the articles but we were sold the advertising all the same. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Andrew McMillen: I think the main difference between comes down to both music 
accessibility and space restrictions. Print media only has so much space to run reviews; the web 
offers unlimited space. Similarly, the web has a (practically) unlimited ability to store, host, 
transfer, and categorise music. So we see web-based businesses emerge that seek to simplify the 
taste-making process by categorising music by genre, and recommendation engines. These 
services cannot offer the in-depth analysis and acquired knowledge of music critics, but they 
offer simplicity, aesthetics and function—well, the good sites, anyway. (Stereomood.com as an 
example) 
This differs significantly from the traditional process wherein an interested music fan/consumer 
must engage their attention (and often, emotions) enough to read a piece of music criticism, and 
then interpret the words to determine whether their tastes align with the critic’s; hence, whether 
they’ll be spending their money wisely by purchasing this music. As mentioned above, I do not 
believe that this critical process will ever die out, but its cultural impact will continue to 
diminish as audiences pay less attention to the static, traditional model and opt for the bright, 
interactive model offered by websites.  
As an aside: I do not believe that this is because people are growing stupider, even though my 
previous statement may indicate that. I believe that this is happening, and will continue to 
happen, because most music fans/consumers are not willing to invest a significant amount of 
time in determining whether a particular piece of music will appeal to them. They want to spend 
as little time as possible making decisions, and so services that simplify this decision-making 
process will win. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: Do you mean trends or dominant flavours, rather than taste? I guess in terms of 
the way things seem to be at the moment, print is influenced a bit by the web, whereas the web 
isn’t influenced as much by print (if anything, loads of print coverage seems to be when the web 
backlash begins). Print get treated very differently by labels still, which I find both fascinating 
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and frustrating. It feels like there’s much more of an attempt made to turn editors of print 
publications into fans of an act, whereas with online it’s much more “can you post this 
content...”—I hate that it’s often called content, and that there’s rarely a care whether I like it or 
not, and quite often not even a please.  
I think the crucial difference is the time that print is allowed to ingest a record before writing 
about it. The fact that labels invite people along to shows to get inside the acts head, rather than 
only offering up a ticket for a live review, as seems to be the way of the web. Half the time the 
online PR doesn’t start working a record until six weeks before release, whereas print PRs are 
usually onboard about three to four months ahead of an album release. It’s quite interesting 
seeing journos from Q talking about records by acts that DiS has been massively supportive of 
or reading reviews of them in Stool Pigeon but when you chase the label to hear the album they 
say it isn’t going to be available for online journos for several weeks. It’s pretty embarrassing 
turning up to interview an act without being able to hear their new record so we’ve had to pull 
quite a lot of features for this reason. The main difference however is that the web—outside of 
sites like DiS, Pitchfork, etc—predominantly now deals in ‘tracks’ rather than albums, whereas 
the majority of pages in print are about album campaigns. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: The crucial difference is that an online reader can click through to hear some 
or all of the music under discussion while reading the review. That’s an enormous shift. A print 
reader can do that as well but they’re more likely to be reading away from a computer so it’s not 
instant. Online you can assume that the reader has either heard the record or can do so 
immediately so the style of writing becomes freer. It becomes more about analysis than 
description. You see that with reviews of albums like Yeezus [Kanye West], which were heard 
by everybody at the same time. That’s different to a review in Q where the critic will have heard 
the album weeks before the reader and therefore has a responsibility to describe it in detail. 
(Interview with author, 2013) 
John Robb: The web means you can see and hear things, in the old days you had to trust the 
writer’s word, it’s a lot harder to get away with blagging it these days although there are still 
writers out there who write for well-paid operations who are out of their depth but rely on the 
old fashioned schmooze to retain their positions and the big cities still have too much taste 
power. One of the great things about the net is the boom in underground musics that exist a long 
way from the hipster indie dominated music media- metal and punk are booming and they are 
never in mainstream radio/press and TV but their bands can sell out stadiums—it’s down to the 
power of the internet—there is a massive music world that exists along way outside the received 
wisdom, this is the power of the internet—the democratisation of music. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
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Barney Hoskyns: Print reviews still (just) retain some writ-in-stone weight that online doesn’t. 
There’s a liquidity to online text—especially with the new mutualisation of reader comments 
and the soliciting of reader reviews—that takes away from the old power of The Critic. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: Maybe this is as much wishful thinking or self-delusion as factually correct, but 
I think that tastes are formed in much the same way in web environments now as in the print 
media and as they have been for some time. That is, a portion of readership is concerned about 
and interested in discussion of the art form; a related portion of leadership still seeks the 
thoughts and recommendations of those they would consider more informed or more engaged; a 
segment within that portion will make decisions on their art consumption based on their 
relationship with that writer/critic. 
After the flush of excitement and freedom offered by a vastly increased number of opinions 
being made available, the value of those opinions is judged on the same criteria as before: does 
it gel with how I think?; and did my consumption of it match those expectations. It’s hardly 
revolutionary, but then just because the medium has changed doesn’t mean people have. As for 
the rest of the potential consumers, it’s also same as it ever was—word of mouth, 
recommendation, zeitgeist etc. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: In the web 2.0 world, there are no clear trends, no cut-through, no mainstream 
tipping point. Only endless atomised micro-scenes. Nothing coalesces into a ‘thing’. It’s next to 
impossible to write about emerging scenes—formerly NME’s bread and butter—because all 
scenes exist on an equally small scale. To try and make a huge deal out of witch house, for 
example, or chillwave, feels faintly laughable, because in each case the scene involved only a 
handful of bands, and a few thousand enthusiasts. Obviously that’s totally different from the old 
model, whereby Melody Maker could put a band like Suede on the cover, declare them the best 
new band in Britain, and make them famous overnight. Instant fan bases, instant buzzes, were 
created. That’s not possible anymore. We have an infinity of inaudible micro-buzzes. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Chris Weingarten: Taste is formed by where you fall in the snowball effect. A publicist sends 
out a hook and some people bite. The more people bite, the more internet conversations occur 
about the biting. If the artist becomes a success, if website bit, they will often passively 
aggressively claim they were there “first” or try to keep aligning themselves with the successful 
artist until the buzz wears down. If the artist does not become a success, no one will remember 
that they bit at all. Print media is two months behind all of this. So the internet throws stuff 
against the wall and print usually reports on what sticks. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Wallace Wylie: Tastes are more often formed by a follow the leader mentality. If something as 
powerful as Pitchfork gives a good or bad review it is unusual to see any deviance. Take the 
average well reviewed album and you will find that it is well reviewed almost everywhere. Print 
media is merely following the web’s lead. Print media was more geared towards unique reviews 
that attempted to set the tone for how an album would be received by the listener. The 
democratisation of the web and the fact that people can access albums early either illegally or by 
streaming means that if anything opinions have become more streamlined. Print relied more on 
an unseen intellectual conversation between critic and reader, whereas web 2.0 makes it literal 
for all to see and seems to promote less individuality. Opinions aren’t formed in private and 
have no ability to strengthen themselves away from the perception of others. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: Audiences. It’s always about the audience (well, of course it isn’t, but for the 
sake of these questions it is). I did a lot of ethnography of PR companies for my Master’s thesis 
(which was on art school-trained pop musicians) and in that time I really understood that all the 
publications fall into different types in the press cycle of an artist. Today, blogs are the leading 
edge of the press cycle, not exactly taste makers but the ones who start tumbling (pun intended) 
the name around the world. Professional critics join in and start making interesting comments 
and evaluations, then leading edge online starts doing news, then once some kind of media 
appears, a review (usually a single/EP then album). After this happens, print media will cover it. 
After the first success, print media may get in earlier in the cycle, but they usually don’t take the 
risk on something that may fall off before their issue comes out. The cycle is too wayward for 
that.  
As for how taste is formed for audiences, I don’t actually think that’s a question directly related 
to music criticism. Most people do not use formal music criticism to choose and listen to music. 
“Discovery” is the buzzword of this year, right? Well, it’s an ancient thing. Middle of the road 
listeners, everyday folks, aka non music nerds, these people love music too, they just don’t 
devote every hour to reading about it. Non-textual recommendation services, based either on 
algorithms or human recommendations, are the “critical companions” of now. The most 
important thing about web/network technologies is that listeners no longer have to be duped into 
buying shit music because they can’t listen to it first. It changes the whole game of the industry, 
and certainly the ability to hear music readily changed major portions of what a music critic is 
supposed to be doing when she discusses a work. 
And I guess that taste question also refers to... where do people go for music criticism (or 
however they discover music) on the Internet. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: Difficult to say, buzz seems to condense around artists in a more diffuse 
swarm-like or flock-like manner than it used to. However I daresay if you were to break down 
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and closely analyse any given “hype” (I don’t mean that in a pejorative sense particularly) you 
would find that there are still some key actors who get the ball rolling. Back in 2005 or 2006 or 
whenever it was, the buzz around M.I.A. seemed to spring up out of nowhere on the web, but at 
the same time Sasha Frere-Jones’s piece in the New Yorker was a key threshold moment in 
terms of the phenomenon’s escalation and lift-off. Clearly it is possible for leading critics to 
have sway but they are loud voices within a panoply of voices, a hubbub of opinion. Those 
other opinions doubtless always existed—in pub conversations and so forth-- but they now they 
have a visible venting place. 
Overall I think there is less group-think, in that web culture is driven by the impulse to 
differentiate oneself, so there is a lot less cultural capital to be generated from agreeing than 
there is from disagreeing. To stand out in the blog world or on message boards requires forming 
a different opinion, so I think there is a kind of innate digiculture logic towards dissensus rather 
than consensus. 
M.I.A. was a rare example of the opposite tendency, it was almost a throwback in terms of there 
being a lock-step thing of nearly everybody—professional, semi-professional, and amateur 
opionators—getting behind her. But there were still a fair few dissenting voices, sceptics like 
myself. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: Either through silence, consensus or combat. Most effectively through 
consensus, although I expect the combat moments draw the greatest interest. The critic will start 
the conversations. The community and continued critic engagement will determine the influence 
on both interactive and silent readers.  
[In print] Product placement. If you’re in the front half with a huge picture and heaps of words, 
you’re going to be more front of mind than the small 50 word entry amongst the multiple 
columns of other new releases down the back. Repeat that a few times over and you have 
concreted the message that the publication considers them the artist/s of the moment.  
[Crucial differences are] Multiple entry points to the article/s on one, one audience based on 
distribution sales on the other. However on both, taste is formed by return patronage influenced 
by the layout, accessibility, writers and outlet direction. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Probably not a lot of difference. Taste is often hype. Lemming like behaviour. 
Everyone reading each other. I did it, we’ve all done it. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Neil Kulkarni: I’m doubtful ‘taste’ is even formed anymore, it’s all pure momentum, weight of 
hits/retweets. ‘Taste’ if it can be defined as the overarching orthodoxy of what is ‘good’ at the 
moment/this year/this week is formed via the only thing that matters to computers: numbers. (I 
won’t talk about ‘print media’ as I consider it slightly tasteless (arf) to talk about the nearly-
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dead). However I would argue that one thing t’internet opens up is the notion of a ‘constituency’ 
or ‘congregation’: one critic can’t change the pop world single-handedly but one critic can carry 
a body of people with them, shape THEIR pop experience along the way. At least, that should 
be the ambition—it’s been so long since anyone’s had that kinda arrogance/belief who writes 
for the music press. Cyclical probably—the next gen (and I’d include some of Collapse Board’s 
brightest meteors in this) will make the tired likes of me look even more of a sad old fucker than 
I do now. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: In print media, the reader is often denied a voice, or it is mediated via the editor 
of a letters section, and the whole process moves much slower. In web 2.0 environments, the 
reader can challenge and engage with the critic as much as they might wish the critic to 
challenge and engage the artists and art they are criticising. Again, there is a chipping away at 
the old hierarchal authority of the author, but this is not necessarily a bad thing. If the critic’s 
‘taste’ is subject to being challenged, at my most optimistic I hope this will lead to an evolution 
in the readers’ understanding of the critics’ ‘taste’: that it is, in of itself, an alive thing, that can 
change, that can be challenged and, as a result of that challenging, change to accommodate the 
ideas provoked by the initial works of criticism, which seems to me to be more natural and more 
akin to how tastes really work—they too change and evolve, in response to how the critic 
changes, and the contextual material (further art and artistes; further information about art and 
artistes; other criticism of art and artistes) the critic engages with. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Matt O’Neill: I actually think it’s impossible to separate the two. Print media takes its cues 
from web environments and web environments are validated by print media (for example, a 
band receives extensive coverage in the blogosphere, is written about through Pitchfork, Rolling 
Stone follows Pitchfork’s lead and the band is introduced to even the most electronically-
illiterate music-lovers). These days, the two are gradually merging into one entity. 
I believe taste is formed in a similar way in both environments. A source trusted by a larger 
publication (be that a friend, blogger or even simply a trusted record label) draws attention to a 
specific artist or recording and matters snowball. Bizarrely, I think The Devil Wears Prada 
summed it up quite nicely when Miranda Priestley points out that, while the protagonist may 
think *she* had chosen her blue sweater, it was a run-on effect from their influence. 
Even music-lovers who think their tastes are formulated independent of influence are probably 
still governed by the aforementioned snowball effect—because the only modern music they’re 
exposed to is that which gets funnelled through and spoken about by whatever channels they 
trust. Many people might think Watch The Throne was the best album of 2011—but how many 
did they hear and who controlled what they heard? 
I suppose the difference in web environments would be who those trusted sources are—and that 
I cannot answer. Referring back to The Devil Wears Prada, I don’t think it’s a small group of 
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people in an office of influence. I think it’s a constantly evolving and shifting relationship. 
Today’s tastemakers will not be tomorrow’s. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: I’d see it very roughly speaking as the web is good at identifying and reacting to 
buzz and hype as it happens or actually creating it (proactive) and print has to stick with large 
names covering bankable acts or covering stuff that has already been written about online 
(reactive). I still like buying physical magazines but then I’m 40 years old. It’s amazing how 
things like Hype Machine, the ILX message board etc have managed to make monthly 
magazines look like supertankers that need three nautical miles to slow down to stand still over 
and then change course. Of course, magazines still have a luxury that the internet doesn’t and 
that is to react at leisure to things, to suss them out properly and respond to them in an 
intelligent manner. But this, for some reason, doesn’t seem to happen that much. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: There’s more music being produced now than ever before, and it’s become even 
more vital for listeners to have a voice they can trust; someone to help them sift through the 
morass of shit for something good, someone to help situate records within a particular social or 
cultural context. In that respect taste is often an amalgam of critical opinion and self-discovery. 
It’s becoming so much easier to discover music in a vacuum—as opposed to the past, where 
you’d have to frequent a knowledgeable record store or open a daily—but on the flipside we’re 
still seeking validation for *our* discoveries. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: Artists gets discovered quicker, and word about them spreads faster, for better or 
worse. With a few exceptions. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: Taste is drawn from a wider range of sources. I rarely seek out a record if I see 
it’s gotten a Pitchfork review, for example, but if I see that record on The Quietus AND in my 
social media feeds, like people writing about it on Tumblr, people posting songs in various 
Facebook groups etc., I’ll probably check it out. If the music press was still ruled by print I’d 
probably buy one or two magazines a week and it’s more than likely the music written about 
there came from press releases received by the publication, whereas now my taste is formed by 
people with all kinds of different sources, so it’s less hegemonic. My top five albums of the year 
list I gave to FasterLouder recently, for example, include two Japanese pop albums, and that 
never would’ve been the case if I hadn’t befriended a music blogger living in Tokyo a few 
months ago. And I write this New Oz Music column, right, and the tracks for that are sourced 
more often from the bands I see popping up on Facebook more than whatever I receive in my 
inbox. So I’d say taste is formed in web 2.0 environments by disparate sources via word of 
mouth, the crucial difference being the ability to curate those sources more acutely than ever. 
(Interview with author, 2013)  
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Victoria Birch: Immediacy seems to be the key for web environments. The type of material 
(some shoddy, some considered and smart) available within 24 hours of Whitney Houston’s 
death is not uncommon, but I still find it remarkable. I’m not sure print media (in isolation) 
informs taste anymore—I know many magazines run with a multi-month lead in time which 
means they are always behind web publications. Print media looks to provide more in-depth 
features and reviews in conjunction with web reporting—maybe using the web material as ‘bait’ 
for the print readership (regardless—given this type of analysis is widely available on the web 
and ahead of print publications it’s hard to see how print continues to have any influence). 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Can one critic still wield the same power as they did during the heyday of the U.S. and U.K. 
music press? 
Dorian Lynskey: No, just as no film critic can have the same power as Pauline Kael in the 60s 
and 70s. Even critics on national newspapers or the New Yorker have had their power reduced 
because of all the competing sources of information and opinion. That’s no bad thing—it should 
be about the quality of thought and prose, not the power to say “I made Band X happen.” I’m 
sure it was an exhilarating period when someone on the Melody Maker or NME could have a 
measurable effect on the fortunes of a band they loved but I entered music journalism just a 
little bit too late for that. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Scott Creney: They can, but they don’t. In some cases that’s the fault of the publication not 
wanting their writers to get bigger than the publication. In other cases, it’s due to a lack of 
imagination/wit/individuality on the part of the writer. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: I doubt it. I think publications can, certainly, but individual critics, no. I mean, I 
was talking to Marcus [Teague, former editor of The Vine] a long time ago about how you’re 
the only critic whose recommendations I always look into, at least as far as listening to 
whichever songs you post, and even though I don’t like or care about a lot of them I’m always 
interested in what you’ve chosen. I also think I’ve got a pretty good idea of what you’re into 
from having read Collapse Board for the past couple of years and all the Plan B issues, so I 
consider you a reliable source for particular types of music. However, I can’t imagine any single 
critic having the potential to meaningfully affect a band’s career without them being very 
single-minded. I don’t think a single critic could persuade her readers to align with her tastes in 
every, or even most regards. Then again, if you look at the following people like Jenn Pelly and 
Maria Sherman have picked up promoting bands like Potty Mouth, Speedy Ortiz, Joanna 
Gruesome, Perfect Pussy et al., it’s evident that if a critic with an audience goes on about a 
band, people will listen. I mean I’d like to say the band has to be good, as well, but I don’t even 
know what that means anymore. (Interview with author, 2013) 
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Christopher J. Ott: Put simply, individual critics have never had more power than the web has 
afforded them. I have been able to maintain a sizeable, potentially-profitable audience without 
any editorial affiliation for five years. I’ve expanded into documentary video clips and do 
everything myself. Whether or not every critic is capable of navigating multi-media presentation 
(I’ve been a musician and computer technologist by trade since my teens), the opportunity to do 
so, on your own terms, has never been more powerful. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: No, not at the moment. You’d have to be extraordinarily skilled as a writer to 
achieve this and there just isn’t the career pathway to develop that level of talent anymore. And 
even then, I hardly imagine that such a person would be allowed within spitting distance of 
celebrated musicians.  
The modern music industry has effectively hired its own writers and now they control the story. 
That’s a big part of why writing on mainstream artists is so boring a lot of the time. It is also 
why—in my opinion—the more engaging stories we have about pop stars are manufactured 
from within. I mean, what is Lana Del Rey if not a really engaging narrative about the modern 
pop star. She wrote the story for our readers and distributed it around us. The critics were left to 
articulate the same confusion and emotional response as our readership. Our part as critics was 
important but it was reliably predictable and a resource her people drew on rather than an 
integral part of her rise. We were hardly the documenters of her emergence. It was well played. 
I think—if nothing else—she’s a far more creative storyteller than most writers out there that 
could get anywhere near her. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jon Savage: No, those days are gone. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: No. The web has less need for strong critical voices. What is more important is 
brand recognition. Pitchfork is influential, its writers aren’t. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: I was too young to remember the so-called heyday (and truth be told, it never 
really happened in Australia), but I’d say no. Music writing is just too diffuse. There are still 
good writers. They’re just not name-checked anymore. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Victoria Birch: I believe they can but within a micro-environment. There isn’t the 
concentration of publications anymore that provided certain writers with a power that bestowed 
an almost ‘celebrity’ status. I grew up with NME and MM in the 90s—the writers were almost 
as mythical as the people they wrote about. Critics still wield the same amount of power, albeit 
in relation to a smaller readership. Lucy Cage can influence me in the exact same way that 
Caitlin Moran used to—I have reverence for both in equal measure—however I think the 
number of people that either writer can reach is far less than it would have been 15-20 years ago 
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(relatively speaking—given Moran is a bit of a superstar these days maybe she wasn’t the best 
example). (Interview with author, 2012). 
Sean Adams: I’m not sure if those critics ever truly had the power we thought they did. I mean, 
just look at the recent poor box office sales for HST’s The Rum Diary... Comparison is pretty 
fruitless because back then it was far harder to proportion in any meaningful or quantifiable way 
what impact a journalist actually had back then. People applied their own values and, for me at 
least, I’d fall under the spell of someone likes Swells and follow him blindly wherever his 
recommendations went (and often if he really HATED something, I had a feeling I’d probably 
quite like it!). Similarly, I know a lot of people now who think that The Quietus and Stool 
Pigeon is a really big deal because everyone they know reads it and although they’re both 
brilliant, if you look at the numbers, they don’t have the same sort of impact. 
Now we can track plays when a track is posted and look at Google analytics and all that crap. 
There’s nothing more depressing than looking at stats—at least without some sort of context. If 
I tell people 30k people visit DiS each day it seems sort of small but when you say that’s two-
or-three arena-sized audiences, every day, they’re seemingly a bit more impressed. However, if 
you look at the numbers like and take an example like Paris Hilton tweeting about Simian 
Mobile Disco, clearly she has far more short-term impact than a Lester Bangs review ever 
would’ve had. Similarly, you could look at OkGo’s or Rebecca Black’s YouTube plays and then 
compare it to whether anyone buys their records or their ticket sales—the numbers driven would 
suggest these artists could be headlining arenas.  
I guess in terms of impact the music press today probably has more sway with mass media like 
TV and Radio than it ever did but that’s probably more because of a levelling of the playing 
field, and the fact than no one really knows what the hell to trust or value at the moment. It feels 
like we’re still going through an era of adjusting to the web and a deluge of data. It feels like 
now more than ever people are looking for voices to trust sift through all the shit. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: Is it still possible? Theoretically, yes. Is it probable? Not even remotely. I think 
today’s audiences either validate their opinion through pluralism (‘all of these critics agree that 
it is good’) or individualism (‘I heard it and liked it and that’s it’) and there isn’t really a 
realistic way a single critic could influence either of those policies (unless, of course, they 
manufactured several different pseudonyms and cultivated authority across multiple 
publications). 
Furthermore, I suspect the prior model only evolved out of a lack of alternatives. If there are 
only so many critics writing for so many publications and those publications are the only access 
an audience gets to the music world at large, it makes sense that they would cultivate a stronger 
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relationship with individual critics—because that would be all they know. I don’t think the 
scope of the contemporary environment really allows for such limited exposure or the 
relationships it inspires. 
That said; I’m also quite sure nobody thought a star of Lady Gaga’s scope was possible in the 
modern music industry before she turned up. Just because we can’t conceive of it, doesn’t mean 
it isn’t possible. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: One critic wielding power—inasmuch as a reader lets a writer have the power. 
During said heyday, a writer who I enjoyed who made recommendations would engage my 
interest as a result, and lead me to directly explore. In 2.0, this dynamic surely doesn’t change 
all that much; the difference is the ability to hear something without having to track down an 
expensive import (say). (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: Can you think of a modern critic with genuine influence? People like to bang on 
about how ‘influential’ Pitchfork is—and there’s plenty of evidence that a good Pitchfork score 
guarantees album sales in a way that is pretty much unique these days—but not a single 
Pitchfork writer has become individually famous or well-regarded. People like Pitchfork’s 
general tone of high seriousness. But they don’t care about the individual writers. They’re not 
fans. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: I’m sure they could in theory but in practice I don’t think so. I don’t think you can 
underestimate the influence of, say, Simon Reynolds or Ryan Schreiber but then I don’t think 
they wield as much power as say Lester Bangs did. This is purely conjecture though. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: Undoubtedly, as in all other media and all other art forms, the role and 
significance of taste makers/critics was changing before the increasing influence of the web. As 
part of the societal change away from accepted wisdoms, already designated community leaders 
and paternalistic governance, automatic acceptance of the critical hegemony was on the way 
out. The immediate effect of a multiplicity of opinion was to elevate the non-”expert” opinion to 
something at or near that of the designated taste maker. The secondary effect was that some or 
many of the organisations for whom supposed taste makers work forced their critics to approach 
art criticism as a consumer resource. Once the discussion began and ended at should you buy 
this the waning influence of media, as opposed to general public, critics was accelerated. 
Is this any different to how it has always been? For the vast majority of consumers of any art, I 
suspect not. Word-of-mouth, friend recommendation or the ubiquity of a particular 
album/book/movie in the public discourse has long been the prime driver. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
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Elmo Keep: Just through sheer dint of mechanism, print is behind the web. Just in terms of the 
time it takes to physically publish to print as opposed to online, which is instant. But print 
mastheads, especially if they are big and established, have the advantage in terms of access to 
artists, and long lead times to work on really in-depth coverage. I think if you’re interested in 
profiles—which I am as both a reader and a writer—then print mastheads still have that long-
form edge, but that is changing also. Which is all about cycles of legitimacy: if a Pitchfork 
writer set out to interview Lou Reed in the earliest days of the site, it would never have 
happened. But after a few years it ran one of the very few truly insightful interviews with him, 
by Amanda Perusich a couple of years ago.  
Taste making is all hype, it always has been, it’s just in a different and more virulent space now 
on the web. Publicists are even more powerful and numerous then they used to be (and as a 
profession that didn’t even exist 30 years ago, they can fuck off, most of them. A publicist’s job 
is to stand between you and their artist, they are your enemy and not your friend), so they are 
great at manipulating writers in this space—especially young ones who are getting “paid” in 
tickets and hits.  
I have no idea how you would go about measuring this kind of thing, but I wonder what exactly 
a SPIN or NME or Rolling Stone cover, or a Pitchfork 10.0, or glowing write-up in the New 
Yorker or feature review in the Sydney Morning Herald, or whatever, actually translates to for 
an artist? I don’t imagine it’s much other than an arbitrary blip in interest, maybe? Because what 
influences people the most in terms of the music they like and buy is their friends: their peer 
group will turn them on to most things. And because of the social integrations of the web—
which are very definitely here to stay—this kind of peer influence is the object is intense vying 
for between companies like Google and Facebook who want to own your social graph for this 
very reason: there is money in this now, in charting what people are listening to and where they 
are listening to it and who they are sharing it with. Critics figure into this new equation 
approximately zero.  
Though where on this influence scale critics still figure a little, is in terms of what ends up on 
the radio: radio presenters are going to be reading *everything* to find what to play on their 
show, on top of being sent records from labels and artists, and going to shows and seeking 
things out. And radio is still a hugely important platform, obviously, for artists. So I guess it’s a 
remove now from what is used to be: read it in a magazine and buy the record. Now it’s maybe 
more; hear it on the radio and download the single (or stream it on YouTube—WHO DOES 
THAT*??) after the DJ read about it on a blog and played it on air. But I think that even the 
influence of radio is waning in the face of the internet where people are sharing in real time 
what they are listening to with their friends, and where you can dial up pretty much any song in 
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the history of recorded sound at your fingertips without anyone telling you what you should be 
listening to.  
*I know that A LOT of people do that, it’s the most convenient thing in the world. But it makes 
me sad to think of people consuming music primarily that way and that horrible, horrible sound 
degradation. (Interview with author, 2012)  
Can one critic still wield the same power in web 2.0 environments as they did in pre-
web 2.0 environments?  
Andrew McMillen: No. Even critics who are syndicated cross-media—i.e. published in a 
physical product then republished online—wield little power, for reasons explained above. 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: Doubtful. The kids have far too many ‘experts’ to choose from and disagree 
with these days. Also, if I read one more mediocre music reviewer calling themselves a rock 
journalist, I’ll vomit. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Stevie Chick: Yes and no. That critic’s work can be read by a wider audience, but its innate 
authority is less absolute—they can be read by a larger amount of people, but that power is less 
solid and more ethereal in effect. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Dorian Lynskey: No, for the reasons explained above, just as no film critic can have the same 
power as Pauline Kael in the 60s and 70s. Even critics on national newspapers or the New 
Yorker have had their power reduced because of all the competing sources of information and 
opinion. That’s no bad thing—it should be about the quality of thought and prose, not the power 
to say “I made Band X happen.” I’m sure it was an exhilarating period when someone on the 
Melody Maker or NME could have a measurable effect on the fortunes of a band they loved but 
I entered music journalism just a little bit too late for that. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Barney Hoskyns: Commentary and criticism are so diffuse and ubiquitous—from blogs to 
tweets—that the power of critics has diminished profoundly. The fact that most consumers can 
hear or preview new music that would once have been withheld has itself shifted the balance of 
power and democratised it. People can, to use an old term, “make up their own minds”. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: They can, but they don’t. In some cases that’s the fault of the publication not 
wanting their writers to get bigger than the publication. In other cases, it’s due to a lack of 
imagination/wit/individuality on the part of the writer.(Interview with author, 2012) 
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Wallace Wylie: No. The web has less need for strong critical voices. What is more important is 
brand recognition. Pitchfork is influential, its writers aren’t. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: The key to this is the sheer number of written voices now accessible today. If 
you have a moment, search out the handful of short stories Kipling wrote about being an early-
adopter motorist—I think he owned and drove his first car (they weren’t even called “cars” yet) 
in 1899, when there probably weren’t even a three-figure number of other cars in Britain. The 
sensibility—this sense of an individual travelling machines as a smoky, steamy monster of 
futurist liberation—obviously only scales up so far: his stories include running battles with the 
authorities, concerning speed limits and social acceptability, that only make sense (and have any 
kind of allure) when the numbers involved are pretty tiny; now that there are literally millions of 
cars, and roads and cities are built with cars in mind (sometimes more in mind than people), 
Kipling’s portrayal of his long-ago world, himself as a pioneer and an advocate, and a kind of 
social rebel at war with the law, is triply fascinating. Our behaviour when we’re solitary is 
unavoidably not the same as our behaviour when we’re in small crowds, and different again 
when we’re in vast crowds. What we mainly have to contend with is a recognition that WE 
WON, on a massive scale, and yet very much not on the terms we hoped for. (“HE GOT WHAT 
HE WANTED BUT HE LOST WHAT HE HAD!” as noted rock critic Little Richard yells 
across the prologue of Greil Marcus’s Mystery Train... )  
 
Corollary: we have to be very aware indeed of the sense in which we’re “against” the stream 
today, even when we’re saying/doing exactly what we did 30 or 40 years ago, when we really 
actually (probably) were. Our imagined memory of this heyday risks stripping out the actual 
world-historical consequences of our battles—the ways we won despite ourselves—even as 
we’re enjoying memories of the feel of battle, and continue to associate this feel with the 
stances we took.  
A site to start exploration of relevant kipling: www.kipling.org.uk/rg_steamtactics_kipearly.htm 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
Kelly McClure: I think so, but they have to be consistent and not hammy about their writing. 
Take a writer like Jessica Hopper for instance. She’s not out there trying to get famous or 
become well known as a personality really, she just writes really honest and clever reviews in a 
timely fashion and I’ll always read her stuff and feel like what she says matters. I trust her 
judgement. So yeah, it’s possible. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Simone Reynolds: That’s a rhetorical question if ever I saw one. You know the answer to that! 
I think there were several heydays, each successively smaller than the other. 
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The heyday of the early-mid Seventies, of MM as the progressive paper selling 200 thousand a 
week, and then being eclipsed by NME, being more glam oriented. (Although it was Melody 
Maker where Bowie revealed to the world he was “gay” and MM that first pushed Roxy 
Music.)  
Then the second heyday would be punk, with all three papers—MM and Sounds were actually 
slightly quicker off the mark than NME, but NME eventually “owned” the story—being the 
principal forum in which punk’s existence was revealed to the wider world and where its 
meaning was thrashed out and fought over. That heyday carried on into postpunk and New Pop.  
Then the last heyday would be that period in which you and I were involved—Pixies/My 
Bloody Valentine/Sonic Youth/etc; Madchester with Stones Roses and the Mondays; 
shoegaze; grunge with Nirvana et al, 
Britpop seemed like the triumph of the weekly music press but was really it’s death knell, or 
perhaps a Pyrhhic victory in so far as “the story” got so big it left the music papers behind. If 
you read something like Nick Kent’s review of Television’s Marquee Moon in NME, which was 
a 1977 cover story even though there was no interview with the band, there’s a tremendous 
sense of the writer stepping out onto a stage, confident that he’s addressing a huge audience, 
and that he has the ability to “deliver the news”, which is that Television are one of the most 
important bands of the era and this is an album that will change rock. And largely through press 
raves the album was a chart hit and the band even had some singles in the Top 30. 
That sort of confidence and conviction—that you’ve come into the possession of the truth and 
that there’s a readership who are ready to be accept it—runs all through the music press through 
these successive heydays, from writers like Richard Williams and Michael Watts through 
Charles Shaar Murray, Ian McDonald and Nick Kent through Julie Burchill and Tony Parsons 
and Jon Savage through Paul Morley, Ian Penman, Chris Bohn, Dave McCullough through to 
our own moment with figures like Steven Wells, the Stud Bros, and in the twilight of that last 
heyday Neil Kulkarni.  
But I think the basis for that self-belief gradually shrivelled in ratio to the circulation of the 
music papers, and also the number of rival sources of opinion and news about music. (Interview 
with author, 2011) 
Luke Lewis: Can you think of a modern critic with genuine influence? People like to bang on 
about how ‘influential’ Pitchfork is—and there’s plenty of evidence that a good Pitchfork score 
guarantees album sales in a way that is pretty much unique these days—but not a single 
Pitchfork writer has become individually famous or well-regarded. People like Pitchfork’s 
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general tone of high seriousness. But they don’t care about the individual writers. They’re not 
fans. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: I doubt it. I think publications can, certainly, but individual critics, no. I mean, I 
was talking to Marcus [Teague] a long time ago about how you’re the only critic whose 
recommendations I always look into, at least as far as listening to whichever songs you post, 
and even though I don’t like or care about a lot of them I’m always interested in what you’ve 
chosen. I also think I’ve got a pretty good idea of what you’re into from having read Collapse 
Board for the past couple of years and all the Plan B issues, so I consider you a reliable source 
for particular types of music. However, I can’t imagine any single critic having the potential to 
meaningfully affect a band’s career without them being very single-minded. I don’t think a 
single critic could persuade her readers to align with her tastes in every or even most regards. 
Then again, if you look at the following people like Jenn Pelly and Maria Sherman have picked 
up promoting bands like Potty Mouth, Speedy Ortiz, Joanna Gruesome, Perfect Pussy et al., it’s 
evident that if a critic with an audience goes on about a band, people will listen. I mean I’d like 
to say the band has to be good, as well, but I don’t even know what that means anymore. 
(Interview with author, 2013) 
Matt O’Neill: Is it still possible? Theoretically, yes. Is it probable? Not even remotely. I think 
today’s audiences either validate their opinion through pluralism (‘all of these critics agree that 
it is good’) or individualism (‘I heard it and liked it and that’s it’) and there isn’t really a 
realistic way a single critic could influence either of those policies (unless, of course, they 
manufactured several different pseudonyms and cultivated authority across multiple 
publications). 
Furthermore, I suspect the prior model only evolved out of a lack of alternatives. If there are 
only so many critics writing for so many publications and those publications are the only access 
an audience gets to the music world at large, it makes sense that they would cultivate a stronger 
relationship with individual critics—because that would be all they know. I don’t think the 
scope of the contemporary environment really allows for such limited exposure or the 
relationships it inspires. 
That said; I’m also quite sure nobody thought a star of Lady Gaga’s scope was possible in the 
modern music industry before she turned up. Just because we can’t conceive of it, doesn’t mean 
it isn’t possible. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: No, I don’t think a critic can have the same dominance in the sphere of critical 
opinion as was possible in the past. I wouldn’t really consider the 70s or 80s a heyday, since it 
was really a shit time to be a female critic or critic of color writing about popular music, and 
there were some pretty terrible attitudes built up and perpetuated that discounted the value of 
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great swaths of the world’s popular music. There are more voices and more opinions now, 
which makes criticism more of a conversation. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: One critic wielding power—inasmuch as a reader lets a writer have the power. 
During said heyday, a writer who I enjoyed who made recommendations would engage my 
interest as a result, and lead me to directly explore. In 2.0, this dynamic surely doesn’t change 
all that much; the difference is the ability to hear something without having to track down an 
expensive import (say). (Interview with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: In the Australian context this begs the question of power having existed. Unlike 
the US and particularly the UK, music critics in Australia have never wielded power of any 
significance. Music magazines which existed in the late 70s and early 80s were influential 
within the music industry—and influential in training a generation of critics who still hang 
about now—but were virtually unknown to at least 95 per cent of music buyers. 
Within that community there was undoubted influence. Anecdotal evidence suggests to me that 
a lot of music outside the mainstream survived on magazines such as RAM and Juke, at least 
until Double J and then Triple J grew. Of course when any of those acts broke out of the 
underground it was certainly not down to the influence of the magazines directly, if at all. 
The subsequent re-floating of Rolling Stone and a few years later the arrival of a splinter 
magazine called Juice made virtually no impression, their circulations reportedly reaching 
30,000 but when inflated figures and optimistic guesses by publishers were taken out the figure 
was probably nearer a third that. Music magazines have never sold. Street press has always been 
trash, even for those who have written for them like me in my dim past. We were under no 
illusion that the quality was anything but poor, that the interest from readers was other than 
small and spotty and that it was advertising which mattered, for both those who picked up the 
magazines in venues or the like (it’s probably flattery to think of them as “readers”) and for 
those who ran the press. 
Newspapers didn’t take popular music seriously until the 1990s and even then it was a slow and 
sometimes haphazard development. There is influence there but again realistically it is only 
within certain defined areas that some newspapers have a limited influence. In music terms it is 
not to limit or crush an act in the manner of the UK music press—no career has been stopped by 
a newspaper review or article, more’s the pity—but to push a small artist to midsize in genres 
such as roots, country, so called adult music and jazz. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Chris Weingarten: Thing is, people don’t want “critics” like they wanted to back in the day. A 
bad review could sink a band even up through Pitchfork’s Travistan review. That’s not exactly 
the case anymore as bands who get mercilessly flogged by critics still can maintain their fanbase 
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since they’re going right to the source via web channels. So no critic’s bad review is gonna sink 
a ship. What people want are CHEERLEADERS. There are a few individuals, mostly bloggers, 
who can turn a smaller band into a medium-sized band every once in a while, but that’s more 
about branding and aligning yourself with an attitude than CRITICISM. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Christopher J. Ott: Put simply, individual critics have never had more power than the web has 
afforded them. I have been able to maintain a sizeable, potentially-profitable audience without 
any editorial affiliation for five years. I’ve expanded into documentary video clips and do 
everything myself. Whether or not every critic is capable of navigating multi-media presentation 
(I’ve been a musician and computer technologist by trade since my teens), the opportunity to do 
so, on your own terms, has never been more powerful. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Elmo Keep: No, and if they think they can I have an igloo I need them to sell to an Eskimo for 
me. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: No, not at the moment. You’d have to be extraordinarily skilled as a writer to 
achieve this and there just isn’t the career pathway to develop that level of talent anymore. And 
even then, I hardly imagine that such a person would be allowed within spitting distance of 
celebrated musicians.  
The modern music industry has effectively hired its own writers and now they control the story. 
That’s a big part of why writing on mainstream artists is so boring a lot of the time. It is also 
why—in my opinion—the more engaging stories we have about pop stars are manufactured 
from within. I mean, what is Lana Del Rey if not a really engaging narrative about the modern 
pop star. She wrote the story for our readers and distributed it around us. The critics were left to 
articulate the same confusion and emotional response as our readership. Our part as critics was 
important but it was reliably predictable and a resource her people drew on rather than an 
integral part of her rise. We were hardly the documenters of her emergence. It was well played. 
I think—if nothing else—she’s a far more creative story-teller than most writers out there that 
could get anywhere near her. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Frances Morgan: I’m going to infuriatingly answer this with more questions! You don’t have 
to answer them, they’re just questions that yours suggest to me. There are certain assumptions 
here, firstly that a critic ‘wields power’. I would ask what power is this critic wielding? You ask 
later on if a critic can be influential; are these two ideas interchangeable or are they as different 
as they sound? ‘Influential’ has a kind of benign/businessy tone, suggesting that a critic has a 
role in shaping the listener’s habits and thus also purchasing habits and thus the music industry; 
but that that role is one of many, and is relatively subtle. ‘Power’ suggests something quite 
different, and to me is associated with the way a critic interacts not so much with the listener but 
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with the musicians they write about. It suggests omnipotence, the ‘power’ of creation and 
destruction (for example defining a ‘scene’ or destroying a career). It seems more remote. The 
difference between ‘power’ and ‘influence’ makes me think about the shift in importance from 
the critic’s point of view, from music/musician to listener and consumer. In that sense, no, the 
critic does not have as much power, because s/he doesn’t have as much distance; distance is 
what makes us think we have power, maybe. 
Why ‘one critic’? I wonder if this is significant; that there’s a feeling that during this heyday 
(which I’ll come onto later) critics had more of an individual role. That’s interesting to me, 
because I feel the traditional/heyday music press was much more about the critic as part of a 
publication, and the publication as the thing with the voice and the power. The idea of these 
quite rigidly defined ‘schools’ (ie magazines), which is still perpetuated in the NME’s clinging 
on to the first person singular as a key part of their house style, a royal (as in royally fucking 
annoying) and pointless ‘we’ that implies a shared value system even while the rest of their 
content pulls in a load of different directions at once. I’ve found it much easier to locate the ‘one 
critic’ since web journalism—these critics do often represent a ‘proper’ publication, but not 
solely and sometimes not at all. When referring to online crit collectively it’s usually in the 
negative—like, something’s ‘a bit Pitchfork’. I think it’s easy to see the web as hive mind-ish 
because of the literal technological structure of it, i.e. that it requires interconnectivity. In fact, 
while consensus is quick to emerge and there’s a lot of bland homogenous content out there, just 
because it doesn’t have the star system of the older music press doesn’t mean it’s less likely for 
an individual to have a strong voice. Of course, as to whether they have power or not is a very 
different matter! 
Is there such things as a heyday? Having just watched a film about No Wave can I just say, fuck 
heydays :) But more seriously—OK—I’m not going to try and locate this heyday with dates and 
names. Some people will tell me it’s the 90s; others, it was 1972. Trying to be objective, which 
is hard because I am 34 and so fast developing my own heyday ideas, I could take it to mean a 
time period where one could work solely in music criticism, either freelance or on the staff of a 
financially healthy music magazine that operated alongside a healthy paying readership and 
healthy music industry. These conditions engendered writing that could have a cohesive identity 
as part of a magazine (you could have some allegiance to a magazine because you weren’t 
flailing around working for everyone because rates of pay were so low) but also (because of 
relative security) take risks in the knowledge that you would still be able to do your job. 
Relative security gives the impression, rightly or wrongly, of power. Precariousness doesn’t. 
Hindsight also gives the impression of power, and of having shaped things that only become 
apparent after the fact. I know people who are nostalgic for the power and possibility they had 
in the early days of web 2.0, for the days of dotcom start-ups. Every industry has its perceived 
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heydays, even if that was just a couple of years in the early 2000s when websites paid really 
well. 
So… your question makes me think most of all about the myth of the music press, which is a 
myth of a collectively strong yet individualistically expressive journalism culture, which was 
somehow very democratic and maverick yet also somehow wielded power. There are many true 
things about this myth but I also think it has to be recognised as mythical in some ways. People 
of my age & younger have had it looming over us from when we started out; it has massively 
shaped the way we operate. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Robb: Did they have as much power as they thought? There are lots of cases of bands the 
press pumped up and nobody went for, there are also bands the press ignored and were massive. 
The critic certainly had a role to play but they were just part of a machine—the radio was 
arguably more important and in the UK, apart from John Peel, a total nightmare. The critic 
certainly provided a platform for some music and certainly set certain agendas and debates and 
still does—the influence is still the same but it works in a different way—the reach is 
different—it’s not 60,000 music papers which people read parts of—from the gig guide to the 
news section to a clutch of people reading every review—it’s now a retweet or lots of hits 
across Facebook of a story from your blog. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Do you read music criticism in print publications anymore? If not, where do you go for 
critical opinion?  
Jake Cleland: Yeah, it’s an unparalleled source of masochism. I love reading mX on Thursday 
to see what wretched piece of shit Tyson Wray can dribble out that week. That’s harsh, he’s 
probably a sweet guy and might even be half a good critic one day, but he largely seems more 
interested in meeting celebrities than reviewing (or, like, thinking). I used to spend my free 
periods in high school reading Rolling Stone but Dave Grohl seemed to be on every other cover 
and there’s only so much of that moustachioed tumour I can handle. I read a lot of SPIN’s print 
editions when Google digitized their archives a couple years ago and really enjoyed Chuck 
Klosterman’s columns, particularly. These days, though... shit man, where do I go for critical 
opinion? These days my critical opinion comes from The Vine, The Quietus, Grantland, 
Pitchfork, Mess and Noise, Collapse Board, and Tumblr mostly. Occasionally FasterLouder, 
too, but I think their features are much stronger than their reviews. Those are all on the general 
rotation but I follow all my favourite writers on Twitter so I selectively read a bunch of other 
sites, too. Like, I rarely read SPIN these days, but I will if I see something go up by, like, 
Brandon Soderberg or Jordan Sargent or Maura [Johnston]. The Vine is really my favourite 
though, and it has been long before I even knew Marcus [Teague] let alone started writing for 
them […] 
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Of course if Plan B were still running, it’d be a whole different story. I don’t think I’ll ever find 
a publication I love as wholeheartedly as that (interview with author, 2013). 
Christopher J. Ott: I don’t believe there is a print publication left worth reading. In order to 
remain profitable, all extant print magazines have made irredeemable ethical compromises to 
sustain advertising sales. If I want a worthwhile opinion, I pay attention to what writers I respect 
are saying on Twitter or their personal/not-for-profit websites. Not all ad-driven sites are 
inherently worthless; even Pitchfork, the largest online criticism hub, has taken strides to ensure 
names like Simon Reynolds, Amanda Petrusich, Nitsuh Abebe, Jessica Hopper, Grayson Currin 
and Mark Richardson still deliver engaging, long-form criticism. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: I wasn’t aware it still existed. Seems like all I find in print publications are 
features/interviews and 50-word regurgitations of the press release accompanied by a score. I go 
to websites to see what’s come out this week. But from there I just follow my ears. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: I very rarely actually read hardcopy print publications but I often read the online 
pieces from those established sources. Chris Weingarten’s reign over at Spin has delivered some 
engaging stuff recently. Rolling Stone [Australia]—for all its foibles (imagine dragging that 
legacy around)—is under excellent editorship via Matt Coyle and I don’t read it as often as I 
should. Pitchfork seems better right now than it has been in recent years; they do a pretty good 
job of being the most widely read music outlet in the world. I mean, it still sucks and the 
reviews suck the hardest, but it is absolutely exemplary in its multi-media approach. Pitchfork’s 
dominance is not fading anytime soon. Who else can even get near them when you consider 
Pitchfork.tv and their site layout? They drive us all crazy but they’re the ONLY website 
completely in the game at the moment.  
I’m still really interested in reading music writing. I’m still curious about the lives of musicians 
and the opinion of my fellow listeners and writers about music. I prefer long-form ‘think pieces’ 
by experienced writers over reviews, as a rule. I suppose I’m messing about with your 
definitions but something like Elmo Keep’s piece on the KISS Kruse seems way more critically 
engaging and interesting than say, a review of a KISS album or something like that.  
In my own work I always strive to push an album review somehow past or around my own 
subjective opinion of the music on hand. The only time I sub straight 350 word descriptions and 
commentary on an album is when I’m on deadline or (very) occasionally when I find myself 
somehow duty bound to review something that, uhmm, eludes my interest. And I only write 
music reviews out of convenience. I don’t want to be a journalist or a career music writer. I’m 
not en route to that. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Daphne Carr: I’m not the best person to ask about this, since reading music criticism is my 
job. So yes, I read a lot of print music journalism, criticism, essays, and other kinds of writing. I 
also read music scholarly journals, which are thriving. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: I read Rolling Stone because their desperation to retain relevance means they 
generally give a good overview of the musical mainstream. I also read dance music-specific 
publications (mostly iDJ) because that industry moves too fast to keep up with without a decent 
guide. Other than that, I don’t specifically seek out music criticism. If an article is worth 
reading, I trust my Facebook networks will give me the heads up.  
If I want news or opinion about a specific issue or artist, I’ll simply use Google. I don’t really 
judge articles on the basis of publication. I’ll click on whatever looks interesting and then I’ll 
evaluate the piece as I read it. I also rely on AllMusic.com as a guide to albums that have 
recently been released (though I don’t read their reviews). If I’m looking for critical opinion in 
general, I’ll just rely on Facebook. If I want information about anything musical or creative, I 
really just have to ask in a status and a massive argument will ensue—evidence included. All I 
need, for the most part. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: In print—yes, but generally in specialist publications (in my case this would 
include Yeti and Ugly Things among others). For music criticism in general it ranges from 
critical discussion online to private exchanges (including e-mail) to formally published pieces. I 
don’t per se crowdsource, but I rely on the networks I have built up to provide a wide variety of 
options, suggestions and reasons to investigate further. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: Not really. I was totally a print junkie in the 80s—a really wide-ranging reader, 
fascinated by all the different possible approaches to putting together a magazine, generalist, 
specialist, niche or technical, from the New Yorker to New Scientist to MRR to Frank Kogan’s 
Why Music Sucks (which came out less than once a year in print runs of less than two dozen). 
But I began to give up print publications while I was actually editing The Wire (too much 
distraction; they were just piling up, never being read), and by the mid-90s had managed also to 
give up reading any kind of daily newspaper, a huge release from a bad unquestioned 
exhausting expensive addiction which I recommend.  
Even today I still get my monthly issue of The Wire (and Sight And Sound), for historical 
reasons, because they’re both vast repositories of a particular kind of information: I don’t 
usually read them though. I crab-walk across the net for opinion: personal friends aside—and 
really I’m checking in with them for updates on their lives—I don’t follow any critics 
rigorously; I suppose I distrust this kind of approach (very few musicians all of whose work I 
own, unless inadvertently or for an actual project; I’m sceptical about completism from a 
journalistic point of view, it’s a kind of mental-critical sclerosis). What I’m looking for is stuff I 
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don’t already know: not so much facts, as what you might call clues to the “folkways” of 
modern (and historical) music-use. And future music-use also, I suppose—though I don’t 
believe anyone ever anticipates the future—or rather, no one spots anyone doing this until long 
after the fact. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Kelly McClure: I don’t seek it out, but I do still get a lot of magazines and I’ll read the reviews 
that are in them. I think The Believer and Vice are the best. Bust has great coverage, but they 
don’t run negative reviews, which I think is insane. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Yes, usually not very good. Alexis Petridis in The Guardian is the best. I don’t 
bother much with critical opinion anymore. I rely on word of mouth and personal 
recommendations and my own nose. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Robb: I read everything, I still love fanzines, I read a lot of web stuff, and mostly read the 
music press in the paper shop in the station when I’m waiting for a train—there is loads of great 
writing in the print media. Mojo is always good even if you don’t like a band it’s well written, 
but I like the zippy fast web media, I like the instant hit of ideas and there is loads of great in-
depth writing on the net as well—it’s not just two-line news stories. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Elmo Keep: I do because I’m interested. It’s part of my work life, to read as much as I can, 
from everywhere, in whatever format. But I think I’m not typical; most of my friends would not 
have bought a physical paper or magazine in years, and if they did it would only be because it 
was somehow a gorgeous tactile object, like the music issue of The Believer, or something like 
that.  
My favourite place to go for critical opinion is a place only made possible by the web, and it’s 
the personal blogs of music writers I enjoy (or sometimes hate!). There are a lot of high profile 
critics, particularly in the US, who are really active in that space and they use it as a personal 
platform where they are arguing with each other, and filling out the gaps in their arguments and 
talking about what they are listening to and sharing all of that in this really immediate space 
where they don’t have to tow any line, editorially, that they might have to at their publication. 
So this is an amazingly vibrant and reactive space that has never existed before, and for a music 
nerd it is fantastic. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Barney Hoskyns: I don’t read it religiously, but I will look out for certain bylines in magazines 
both online and offline. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: I do still read criticism in print publications, though in a more discerning pattern 
than 25 years ago. Probably as a reflection of my age and inclination, I turn to print more than 
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online for depth of opinion (for example I am more inclined to seek out a review in Word than 
Pitchfork) but will scan online sources. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: I write for print publications, but I rarely read them. I find the online 
environment far more raw, immediate and dynamic. Print criticism always feels like it’s talking 
about something that happened yesterday. They’re not on top of the zeitgeist. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Chris Weingarten: I think the Village Voice was the last bastion of great print music criticism 
in America until they shuttered the review section completely. I think when the New York Times 
lets Jon Caramanica get loose, some magical stuff happens. But everything else right now, at 
least print-wise, is useless 80 word blurbs. The long-form music crit is dying since everyone 
wants cheerleaders to tell them what to download. No one is interested in reading about a record 
they don’t care about, even if its success or failure has something to say about popular culture. 
The internet gives us the luxury of tuning out pop music entirely. That’s something that’s only 
happened recently. Madonna is still one of the most popular entertainers in the world. That 
never changes. But in 1988, you could not escape Top 10 single “Express Yourself” and in 2008 
you could pretty much tune out Top 10 single “4 Minutes” if you felt like just learning about 
music through The Hype Machine and Pandora and YouTube and your RSS. If you don’t have 
to hear it, why would you want to READ about it? (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: No. I generally buy newer albums based on a gut feeling but for older artists 
who I haven’t encountered I will do some web based research to see what is a good first album 
to pick up. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Victoria Birch: Rarely in music dedicated publications, now and then in the reviews section of 
some papers and certain ‘lifestyle’ mags e.g. Frankie. Print cannot compete with the blogs I like 
or Collapse Board or The Quietus or Mess and Noise or The Girls Are or Women With Guitars 
etc etc—these online portals give me EXACTLY what I want. At any given time I can find 
critical, satirical, thoughtful, intelligent interviews, features and reviews conducted by people I 
admire. Print cannot get close to my very specific needs—the web provides a kind of pic n’ mix 
service that enables me to tailor my reading. Print can’t do that—even if I were to buy seven 
different types of magazines. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: I tend to mostly read print publications that I write for, which means I get 
sent them in most cases. But I do pick up issues of magazines like Spin and Mojo and Uncut if 
there is a story inside or a cover feature that particularly grabs me. I also read print publications 
that have a strong presence on the web like Guardian Music, or Village Voice and other 
alternative weeklies in the America. And there is often interesting stuff on music in newspapers 
like New York Times, New Yorker, New York magazine, or places like Frieze and Artforum. That 
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said, most of the opinion and news I follow is on the web these days, either from webzines like 
Quietus, FACT, Pitchfork, etc, or it is bloggers. 
The main problem is that there is too much stuff to process—if it’s web, I tend to either save it 
for later (a later that never comes) or just read it too fast. When you relied on print magazines, 
you had them lying around the house and you would often reread things so they would have a 
deeper impact. And even if it was just read once, the reading was less frantic and the words 
would seem to penetrate your mind more. Of course in those days I was also more 
impressionable. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: Yes. I still mostly obtain insights into music criticism, articles and commentary 
via these outlets as I find the writing is solid and the ethos professional (at least from an outside 
view). I enjoy the products of the UK music press. Plus I can read them on aeroplanes.  
Notably, while I still read them occasionally, I don’t often enjoy reading Australian music 
magazines or street press. I haven’t analysed why in detail. Maybe because I’ve seen mediocre 
writers progress through relentlessness rather than talent? Maybe the receipt and subsequent 
recognised regurgitation of hundreds of press releases in such publications damaged me? But I 
digress. 
Writers in hard copy magazine print aren’t at the mercy of ‘that night’ or ‘early the next 
morning’ review deadlines set to apparently nab the ‘scoop’ on getting words, pictures and 
video out there before other websites do. Thus, their points of view seem (even if they aren’t) 
more considered. I also like to take advice from older music critics or at least my 
contemporaries and a lot of their work is available in greater detail in print. I do wish they 
would stop writing about Led Zeppelin and The Beatles so much though. 
Attention spans and the impact on writing online is an interest of mine. My attention span hasn’t 
been eroded by rampant consumption of sound or web bytes (sic). For example, I note someone 
actually commented on how long it took them to read Wallace Wylie’s recent article on British 
guitar music in the ‘90s on Collapse Board. Who cares how long it takes to read if it’s well 
written and edited? I wonder if the same comment would have been made had the article been a 
front runner in a glossy? I used to sporadically read Pitchfork until they fell in love with Arcade 
Fire. I withstood half a set of Arcade Fire at Coachella and I thought they were shit. I much 
preferred the small side-stage set from Explosions in the Sky (as a Mogwai fan) and I came 
home to Australia raving about them and no one knew who they were yet. Now I have people 
talking to me about them like they’re life changing and I should go see them... so yeah, I go to 
gigs, adding to my own lived experience; thus my head after a gig is where I go for critical 
opinion most of the time. (Interview with author, 2011) 
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Sean Adams: I get so sick of reading at my computer that I mostly read print publications these 
days. I love sitting down with a copy of Notion, Under the Radar, Guardian Film & Music and 
many others, plus I always buy the music specials of mags Creative Review, GQ, Esquire 
(although less so since it went all tits’n’ass). Plus I save loads of long-form pieces from sites 
like New York Mag, FT, Guardian and The Atlantic to Instapaper which feeds onto my Kindle. 
I love Sasha-Frere Jones from the New Yorker, Nitsuh Abebe from New York mag, Maura from 
Village Voice and a heap of others. I’m far more interested in reading pieces from people 
who’ve spent a lifetime immersed in music and language than I am reading a few sentences 
from some buzz-chasing blogger and then bashing play... However, I’m probably more likely to 
be turned in to something I don’t know by just bashing play on Thisismyjam, last.fm or a Spotify 
playlist, than reading through a magazine or listening to the radio. I guess I don’t read to 
discover new music any more, I read for knowledge and understanding, which I guess is why I 
struggle with mixing the idea of a tastemaker and a critic—although I guess that has more to do 
with a concept of what is ‘new’ (any band who hasn’t been around for a decade?). (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Yes, mostly because, for me, reading print is more pleasurable than reading off a 
screen. But I miss the opportunity to engage in the discussion offered by web 2.0, and to read 
others’ responses to the criticism, no matter how frustrating those responses might sometimes 
be. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Neil Kulkarni: I don’t read print publications anymore. I read books and t’internet. I go to 
voices I trust, certain blogs and sites where the writers have infuriated/enraptured me enough to 
revisit. I STILL think—good writing will endure and people will come back for it. Whether the 
writers can still find a way to live off it is another matter—the same quandary musicians are 
facing really. We’re living in a world in which kids coming up are told that 
keenness/enthusiasm/hustling are all that matters without wondering whether what you’re 
hustling is actually any good. Those kids won’t last, they’ll give it a go for a few years then 
disappear. I’m still doing this, and still being asked to do this after 20 odd years and the only 
reason (pardon a bit of immodesty) is cos I’m a half-decent writer. Let Weingarten mewl about 
his/our future—no one is ever gonna remember a single fucking thing that twat has ever written. 
Immortality (for that, even though all writers refute it, is the point of imprinting letters on a 
page) can’t be gained simply by being in the right place at the right time using the right 
technology, it can only come from writing from yr heart head and soul. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
John Doran: Yes. I try and make time to read the review section in Wire to see what albums 
are coming out that I might not be aware of. There is a distinct lack of criticism in this magazine 
though, apart to criticize acts that are mainstream however. I read Metal Hammer and Stool 
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Pigeon cover to cover. I occasionally read The Guardian, NME, Record Collector and MOJO. 
Honestly speaking I try to avoid too much critical writing as it often just makes me angry when 
I disagree with it. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: Yes, of course. I combine print with online sources but I tend to follow 
individual critics rather than publications. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Andrew McMillen: I glance at The Weekend Australian and The Courier-Mail each Saturday, 
and read reviews of artists I’m interested in. Each month I skim the reviews in Rolling Stone; 
again, reading reviews of artists I’m interested in. In all cases I look at the ‘star rating’ (out of 5) 
before deciding whether to read further. These are the only print publications I read music 
criticism in. 
Online, I occasionally skim reviews on messandnoise.com, thevine.com.au, pitchfork.com and 
collapseboard.com but rarely read full reviews. At the moment I care less about music criticism 
than ever before, and am less inclined than ever before to spend my time reading music 
criticism. If something receives a strong review I will make a mental note to check them out 
online later. For the most part, though, my music taste is shaped by friends’ recommendations, 
both online and off. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Who are the gatekeepers in web 2.0 environments? 
Darren Levin: Editors, publishers, advertisers. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: When there is so much choice people still gravitate towards outlets that have 
some kind of authority. In web 2.0 Pitchfork and Guardian Music are two gatekeepers but I’m 
not sure how closely they’re guarding the gate to be honest. The gate is always open online so 
the job is to guide rather than guard. I’m glad that even if certain big publications dislike an 
album there are countless outlets where that record can get a more positive airing. (Interview 
with author, 2013) 
Ian Rogers: Publicists. They’re the writers we work alongside of. A lot of them are better 
educated, more experienced and far more critical in their approach than the music critics they 
utilise as a promotional resources. I know this because I have a hand in their training via my 
work as a university educator and because I’m around some of these people socially. Marketing 
is storytelling with a more focused goal. It is also way, way, way more innovative and open to 
experimentation than music journalism or music criticism. Half the time when I’m writing about 
music, I feel like the first part of the creative mindset is to dig my own grave and lay down in 
it... and from this inspiring platform I speak forth with great nuance and authority about why 
someone might like or dislike a particular piece of music they’ve already heard. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
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Ned Raggett: Gatekeepers...hard to say? Those attached to larger outlets will wield a certain 
amount of outsized institutional power. Those who build from the ground up can create their 
own loci of influence. I would say those are the two chief power blocs. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Kelly McClure: Well Pitchfork and Gorilla Vs. Bear would be the first two that most people 
mention, but I think they’re complete bullshit. I think the Vice Magazine music reviews are the 
most honest. They will literally just be like “this sucks,” or “I love this.” They’re not afraid to 
hurt feelings, but they’re also not afraid to be gushing fans. I thought this long before I started 
working with them and I wouldn’t want to captain any other ship. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: There are no gatekeepers. That’s the point. The flood gates sunk into the mud 
long ago but the floodwaters are now so shallow due to being so widely dispersed you’re 
looking more at who the funnels are. Pretty much every douchebag with an internet connection 
thinks they’re a gatekeeper... (inserts post-it note to read Cult of the Amateur here). Indie kids 
look to DiS, Pitchfork, NME, 6Music and NPR and the like, which is the same as it ever was but 
whatever niche you’re in there’s a different gatekeeper (Resident Advisor for instance was twice 
the size of DiS the last time I checked) and there are channels on YouTube for dubstep which 
have far more influence than any blog or music website. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: Do you mean in the Bourdieuian sense of “cultural intermediaries”? Assigning 
editors are the gatekeepers, as they probably always have been. Assigning editors are beholden 
to managing editors, who are beholden to page views. Things get assigned because editors 
suspect people will read them.  
There are three things. Some people read certain websites religiously and follow the taste of 
those sites, be it blogs, magazines, or more corporate media sites that have music editorial 
content (like AOL’s Spinner or MTV). Then there are the people who actively use search to 
look for conversation about artists/communities they like. Then there are the social people, who 
have their Twitter/Tumblr/Blog networks through which they pass information between friends 
or connections and the find out stuff kind of randomly through those channels. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
John Robb: Do you want specific names? For me the gatekeepers are the key bloggers and you 
can’t get away from the fact that Pitchfork has become an online music paper—it has the same 
dynamics and relationship with its readers and is huge in its readership. The gatekeepers are also 
the super-fans who push their favourite music across the internet and the trusted critics who 
keep a flow of great music and ideas going on their blogs, people know where to find what they 
want to read. The cool thing is that we are out of control now and get to be as eclectic as we 
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want and people can choose whether they want to come on that trip or not. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: Same as always. Major publications. All the music writers I know with strong 
personal brands have only really taken off after writing for sites with much larger followings. 
The rap critic Jordan Sargent wrote a while ago (I think on the music board ILX) that writing for 
Pitchfork skyrockets writers’ profiles and I think that’s true, even if most of the writing there is 
largely personality-devoid. 
That said, if you don’t give a shit about how big your audience is, it’s a great time to be a writer. 
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve hit a band up via Facebook or Twitter for an interview 
instead of having to go through their publicist. Publicists are still important for some bands, 
framing them and finding the right people to email, but if you just want to write about a band 
you like, it’s never been easier to access them directly. Back in the day, if you wrote a small 
zine and you wanted to interview a band, you’d have to either hang out at their shows to get at 
them face to face, or if they lived elsewhere, mail or call them. I guess that means the 
gatekeepers now are the people who pay the server bills and own the copper in the ground. If 
they turned all that shit off, we’d be fucked. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Elmo Keep: The true gatekeepers are the people we know: you always have those one or two 
people in your life who are super turned on to music and whose recommendations you will 
always trust. The social web is trying to tap into that by making everyone a tastemaker and a 
curator among their friend group. Everyone is an arbiter now, not just the couple (or depending 
on your friend circle, EVERYONE) of people you would have normally trusted.  
There are influential music sites, but criticism operates in a ghetto, a ghetto that is maybe even 
smaller than academia’s. There’s that joke that music critics are only really writing for other 
critics? That’s really true. It’s in a vacuum, though, where its importance and influence seems to 
swell, which it would if all you read all day were music blogs and message boards and websites. 
But I don’t think that it greatly penetrates the world of people who aren’t actively seeking it out: 
again that’s where legacy mastheads retain their influence: someone might never have read 
Pitchfork in their life, but they will read something written up in The Guardian or the SMH 
because that’s what they’ve always read. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: There are no gatekeepers anymore. Anyone can record an album, dirt-cheap, in 
their own bedroom, and distribute it via social media. If it’s good, people will listen. Good 
reviews are irrelevant. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Barney Hoskyns: There has been a weakening of gatekeeping across media in general: too 
many writers stretched across too many platforms, with little or no concerted editorial mediation 
and shaping. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: Strong brands and corporate employees who influence those brands. By brand, 
I mean something like Pitchfork. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Chris Weingarten: We all are! (Interview with author, 2012) 
Victoria Birch: In terms of moderation or editorial content? Actually, probably the same people 
are taking on both roles—especially within smaller publications. I’m not very close to the 
administrative processes of any online magazine, but those I do write for seem to have a similar 
set-up to print publications. Where possible there’s an editor, sub-editor etc—at the smaller end 
of the scale there’s probably one person doing it all. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: I don’t know if there are gatekeepers in the old sense, but clearly there are 
concentrations of influence—Pitchfork. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Neil Kulkarni: I don’t understand this question. We all can be. My blog I see pretty much as 
my own chance to edit and bring out a music magazine whenever I see fit. Granted I’m no good 
at it yet but it’s my tiny empire and I couldn’t give two fucks about what others think we should 
be directed towards. If by ‘gatekeepers’ you mean glassy-eyed delusional fuckwits like that utter 
cunt Weingarten or Pitchfork or newly-webified traditional media corporations then I consider 
them a total irrelevance: these are the fucks who will blithely talk about how the future of music 
is about access and it all flowing like water whilst allowing rapacious multimedia-corporations 
to step into the same shapes and confines of the auld music industry. But yeah, like I say, I may 
have misunderstood your question. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: The gatekeeper is, in a sense, the ‘word of mouth’ that connects the critic with 
their audience, a fluid thing that is still too young, I think, to truly be understood yet. (Interview 
with author, 2011) 
Matt O’Neill: Pitchfork is probably the most recognisable online-only music publication in the 
world. I would actually refer back to the earlier point, though, and highlight aggregates and 
filters like metacritic.org and The Hype Machine. Then, of course, you have the writers those 
sites draw upon—but I couldn’t name any specific examples. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Andrew McMillen: Logically: ISPs, who control access to the internet. As far as music is 
concerned: music service providers like iTunes, Amazon MP3, YouTube, torrents, blogs, the 
online presence of traditional media (newspapers, magazines). I consider all of these to be 
service providers regardless of whether or not they are legal, or whether the recording artist is 
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paid when people use these services, because they simply offer the fan/consumer access to 
music. And nowadays, that’s all that many fans care about: access. Not artist patronage. And 
that is a gigantic shame but perhaps beyond the scope of this. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Mark Sinker: Primarily I believe the moderators of communities are the gatekeepers: the 
people who decide who’s so disruptive of a community that they have to be ousted; and who’s 
provocative and valuable, despite being a massive cock, and therefore worth putting up with 
(this is often a very tough call, and works very differently on the net versus on a magazine 
versus in a university, and so on). As a former editor, and an enthusiast for the politics of 
discussion-as-sociality, I am interested in the tension between the community ideal—in which 
the “community” is a collective gatekeeper—and the practical fact that this job is handed over 
to designated experts (the mechanism of the recognition of this expertise—how good a 
gatekeeper is X, in our community’s context?—varies from community to community, and in 
varying somewhat defines the type of community: hence the way gatekeepers are chosen in 
academia is very different from the way they’re chosen on a message board).  
 
(Worth noting here that the role of “official gatekeeper” has undergone a transformation also: 
the arrival of business decision-makers and taste-formers like Simon Cowell as players, albeit 
unrejectable players, in public contests—widely observed dramas, however much they’re 
manipulated behind the scenes, which is of course a lot, and leaving aside how representative 
they are of their kind, which may well not be much—is as fascinating as the recent taste for 
shows like Dragon’s Den or The Apprentice. In which we not only to get to watch decisions 
being made, but to observe—and in our own circles discuss—the rationale: in X-Factor we get 
to vote, and after a fashion protest or affirm such decisions. And combine with this the move 
towards broader tastemaking roles on the part of foax like P. Diddy: not just finding and 
grooming other performers, but running fashion or perfume lines, or whatever. Plenty of 
tastemakers and gatekeepers remain entirely invisible, of course: but the idea of entering the 
public domain and setting your judgment up to be publicly judged by anything other than chart 
success is relatively new, it seems to me.) (Interview with author, 2011) 
Christopher J. Ott: Another quick one: the fans. Message board response to a given artist is 
the strongest indicator of a record’s staying power and worth. Record labels scour a clutch of 
10-12 large music discussion sites like Reddit, 4Chan, Hipinion, ILM etc. to see if their releases 
are getting fan-driven attention. This process has reached maturity: activity of this kind is being 
shopped to publications as evidence of a band’s “buzz.” Music publications no longer act as 
gatekeepers. They are recommendation engines. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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How do people engage with criticism? 
Mark Sinker: They read, watch or listen to it; they argue with it directly if there’s a forum to 
do this; they discuss it among themselves then (i.e. immediately) and later (if there’s a distinct 
time-lapse between then and later, which there often is, the nature of the second is often very 
different from the first. It’s more easily enabled today as an overtly social activity, partly thanks 
to a kind of convergent evolution (the web 2.0 notion of sociality has adapted to somewhat 
resemble a “critical sub-community”...). Writing—good writing—creates worlds, or suggest the 
possibility of worlds, that a reader can participate in, and will perhaps be the better for doing so 
(happier, freer, more fulfilled, whatever). And people gather to, well, people such worlds, 
if/when they’re well enough drawn. “Criticism”—positive or negative—provides glimpses, and 
sometimes much more, of such worlds: of what is that you can’t see, or access; or of what is 
not, but could be. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Well if it reflects what they think. Probably they don’t notice very much. Another 
kind of chatter. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: The same way they engage with anything—through wildly varying amounts of 
intelligence and stupidity. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: Hard for me to argue. It seems that there are as many options as there are readers. 
But most still seem to ‘just’ read rather than respond as well. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: Reckon they don’t, ay. The only people who read music reviews are bands and 
other critics. My non-critic non-band friends have told me they rarely read music criticism. 
They’re just not interested in it. Naturally, my friendship group is not a representative sample, 
but still it confirms my general perception of music criticism’s actual audience. It’s the fault of 
boring writers, mostly. If writers worried as much about getting the readers past the first 
paragraph as they do about using the right smart-sounding adjectives it wouldn’t be a problem. 
Then again, the industry still thinks the press are important enough to care about what we say, 
and publications certainly have an impact on what non-critics and non-bands are listening to, so 
someone must be paying attention. I think people will engage with a piece of music criticism 
long enough to get a general idea of how the reviewer feels about the record/song/whatever, and 
then either decide it sounds interesting enough to scan for a few more keywords and click over 
to Spotify to check it out, or close the tab after a few seconds if it doesn’t sound like their thing. 
The exception is when music criticism offers people something to argue about. People love to 
point out how critics are wrong/idiots, so I guess music criticism also gives anger-prone people 
something to do with their day. (Interview with author, 2013) 
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Andrew McMillen: An emotional response is the best outcome. Otherwise it’s just words on a 
page (either print or web, doesn’t matter). Ideally a reader should be moved enough to 
comment, link or share a piece of music criticism because it resonates with them, or it pisses 
them off, or because they like it (or hate it) as a piece of writing. This element of sharing is 
easier than ever before, thanks to the web. If the piece of music criticism does not compel the 
reader to do any of the above, the critic has failed. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Victoria Birch: It probably ranges from looking at the point score on a Pitchfork review to 
spending an hour or two absorbing Bianca [Valentino, Collapse Board writer]’s wonderful 
interviews. People will look to a review to tell them what is good or bad—or to validate their 
own opinion. Others will look to criticism to provide an enlightened perspective that can have a 
deep reaching impact. Plenty of people have embraced the opportunity to engage with criticism 
as part of a discussion, although I’d be interested to know the % of readers who are also active 
forum respondents. Across many online publications there seems to be a small hardcore band of 
forum contributors with occasional new commentators popping up now and then. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Darren Levin: In a million different ways. To some it’s a consumer guide; to others it helps 
validate their own opinions. In an online sphere, the engagement is generally immediate and in 
some cases the comments (when allowed) are actually an adjunct to the critique itself. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: They don’t often. The level of provocation that is required to even get a half-ways 
‘engaged’ response is truly mind-blowing. The only thing you can’t say is that a huge buzz band 
is a pile of irrelevant dogshit. And the only reason you can’t say that is because (a) It’s not 
strictly true. Manufactured or not, their relevancy is still in play in the short-term; and (b) 
Because it won’t be published. If it were published, the comments underneath the review would 
mainly ignore the writer’s opinion completely.  
Again, album reviews are props. They’re mostly an invitation to notice an album. I can’t 
remember the last time a piece of music criticism truly stirred people up. I mean, look at that list 
of Top 50 Most Overrated Albums on FasterLouder! I quite liked that piece because it least it 
strove to annoy people. But how did it play out? A: They took a badly written, poorly curated 
shit on the canon and a week later it was just another day on the internet. No one really cared, at 
all. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: Some still primarily want a consumer guide and a vague sense of keeping up 
with music. Others are fiercely intellectual about it and want to argue with critics. I still think 
there are more passive than active readers but the active ones keep it interesting. As a writer you 
want people to engage and feel inspired to respond even if they disagree. It’s just disappointing 
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that such a large proportion of responses are lazy and predictable. For every intriguing counter-
argument you have dozens of snarky or pat one-liners. That’s web 2.0 for you. I’m sure the 
same would have happened at any time in the history of music journalism if the technology had 
been available. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Kelly McClure: The ever hilarious comments sections, or by word of mouth. If you get enough 
people saying that the reviews on a certain blog, or in a certain magazine are crap, it will affect 
their validity through time. People won’t trust what they have to say. (Interview with author, 
2011) 
John Robb: With lots of shouting and swearing I would imagine, we are setting debates and 
arguments, that’s our agenda, we don’t look for agreement, consensus is boring. We are not 
saying we are right we are saying this is our instinct and it’s led us here. If people like the sound 
of what we are writing about they can listen to it in the embed clips—we can’t hype things up 
anymore! The truth is two sentences away with the YouTube clip—people write to us directly 
and the flow of ideas is quicker which is great for a write. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: On my site, they leave angry comments when they don’t agree with something 
they’ve read. I think that people are less likely to take a magazine’s word for something. For 
example I don’t think the NME’s ‘taste’ has got particularly worse than it used to be when it 
was telling us that Spartacus by The Farm was an amazing album, I just think its own status as 
“student bible” has been wounded irrecoverably. Also people have their own voice now, 
whether this is an illusion or not. If people don’t like something they tweet about it, write a blog 
about it, vent on Facebook etc etc. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Elmo Keep: Usually through comments on message boards that are way out of proportion to 
what has been written. If the idiocy of reader comments could be harnessed somehow, we 
would have an alternate energy source. But it depends where you go: some communities on the 
web are really engaged and funny and fun places to be, and others are bully pits for cowards 
who hide behind web 1.0 handles, where I’d rather give myself a root canal than spend my time. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: Buggered if I know. Some care enough to buy music on the recommendation of 
reviewers—evidence for this comes from retailers as well as readers. Some couldn’t tell you 
who writes what. And many wouldn’t give it the time of day, assuming bias, ignorance or any, 
and many, other sins—which is another way of saying the critics tend to disagree with their 
view. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Barney Hoskyns: By reading the writers who matter or used to matter, whether that’s Lester 
Bangs, Richard Williams, Paul Morley, Simon Reynolds, Alex Ross and many more. If anyone 
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wants to know how thrillingly insightful popular music criticism can be, buy Ian MacDonald’s 
collection The People’s Music or Geoffrey O’Brien’s Sonata for Jukebox. You can’t beat a good 
book! (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: Very few people look to reviews as a useful guide, telling them where to spend 
their money. Mostly I get the impression our readers already know how they feel about an artist, 
and they read the review because it either confirms or opposes their opinion. If they agree, they 
can click Like and share it with their friends: it’s a confirmation of their good taste. If they hate 
the review they can leave a comment, and tell the writer he’s a cretin. Either way, they’re 
interacting with reviews in a social media environment (we also allow user ratings on all our 
reviews, which can be posted straight to Facebook), they’re not looking to them in a top-down, 
should-I-buy-this, oh-wise-expert kind of way. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: This is a difficult question to answer. I believe each person has their own desire 
and strategy for engaging with music criticism depending on her or his interests, musical 
background, time availability, and interest in various forms of writing. Some people like 
polemics, some people like descriptions. There’s probably no right or wrong way to do it. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Neil Kulkarni: Usually from a position of injured defiance (how dare you etc)—a bristling 
resentment that anyone could even dare to take on such an inflated/superior position regarding 
music. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: Usually negatively. When people agree with a review it may influence them to 
purchase but they will not engage with the criticism. If they disagree they will usually let their 
feelings be known (Interview with author, 2012). 
Simon Reynolds: I couldn’t say, that would involve sociological research I’d have thought. 
There’s many different levels from cursory, skeptical interest to fanatical taking-it-too-serious. 
Judging by the comments in comments boxes, often they haven’t read the piece—I have had 
people complain about genre overview types pieces I’ve done that “you didn’t mention [artist 
X]” when in fact, if they had actually bothered to click on the second page of the story, they 
would find a mention of that very artist! Often they are so impatient to express an opinion 
they’ve just read the “dek” (I think in the UK, the word is “standfirst”—the bit of blurb, written 
by the editor, below the headline) and not the piece itself, which is generally a lot of more 
nuanced and less inflammatory than the headline and dek. But hopefully comments-boxers are 
not typical of all readers! (Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: I can only speak for myself, not for people. I engage with it quite seriously as I 
appreciate the thought and work that has gone into certain examples of it. I appreciate 
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aficionados. It’s not just the time spent listening to that particular release or attending the event 
and writing about it; it’s the years cultivating knowledge and interest in a wide range of musical 
styles or a focus on developing an in-depth knowledge and appreciation for a genre so that an 
opinion is a professional, educated and considered one in the context of musical history and 
current developments—rendering it criticism in its most valuable form; a learning experience. 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: Snark and response is what Twitter was invented for, right? I do often start 
threads pointing out the rubbishness of some things or praising other ideas. I do like to riff on 
the screen, even if it’s just to myself when an idea agitates something in my understanding of 
music, and life, and all that. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Beyond simply reading it, I find many engage in further discussion in comments 
sections beneath the published pieces, which I’ve had beneath work I’ve had published on the 
MOJO and Guardian websites, for example—though both outlets are rooted in a historically 
print title. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Christopher J. Ott: Younger readers and fans will of course discuss particularly outrageous or 
fawning reviews as a matter of their social life, particularly in big cities, but the massive 
audience the Internet has brought to the table means there is even more discussion in the 
comments section beneath a given article, and on web boards. (Interview with author, 2012) 
What differentiates opinion from criticism?  
Mark Sinker: Opinions are atoms of attitude, if you like*; criticism is establishes the network 
of dynamic connections in which opinions have use-value, exchange-value and etc: it needn’t at 
all be opinionated at the level of the individual art object (phrase; song; LP; oeuvre); though it 
will always be engaged and opinionated at some level. (For example, there’s a squabble within 
Marxist criticism: against the reading that assigns value entirely in terms of how a work 
advances the revolutionary cause, Trotsky and others argued that art had value as a portrait of 
the conditions the artist confronted and described; the artist’s politics much less important than 
the accuracy of their portrayal of social dynamics, contradictions, possibilities and limits... 
though how “portrayal” operates in music, as opposed to novels or films, is itself a pretty 
controversial matter.) 
*So opinions spring from and adhere to people as they individuate themselves; but criticism is 
(by contrast) more like an act of social connection, though it may be a connection that sharply 
refuses the routines and habits of connection it’s initially confronted with. What’s interesting 
here is how it adapts when it begins to affect or create its own routines and habits of 
connection... (Interview with author, 2011) 
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Neil Kulkarni: It’s like the difference between belief and knowledge. Criticism is a justified 
opinion, no? There’s an awful lot of opinion out there at the moment that doesn’t carry the 
joyful weight of being justified, an awful lot of criticism out there at the moment is dry/dead as 
dust cos it doesn’t seem to have an opinion. Music criticism at the moment is suffering from a 
surfeit of either one or the other. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: Opinion says ‘I like this’ or ‘I don’t like this’. Criticism wants to know why it 
likes or doesn’t like something. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Shan Welham: Knowledge, talent and tone. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Simon Reynolds: An attempt at argument and at persuading the reader to your point of view. 
But also a different mode of address, in which there is some gesture towards the idea of truth, 
that this is really is how things “are”. Most criticism, when it comes down to it, is largely a 
rationalization of subjective taste, and the universalization of a very particular perspective. But 
that rationalization and that universalization are what it’s all about! The mental effort, and the 
self-belief, involved in doing that are what separates criticism from just mouthing off about your 
preferences or dislikes. The effort and the self-belief hopefully generates an energized or stylish 
piece of prose. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: Sass? A constructed argument. A deconstruction that provides a sense of 
understanding. Opinion seems to dwell more on a more impassioned gut response, rather than 
drawing on experience or [historical] context. Great criticism in my mind drips with subjective 
opinion but also breathes in enough from elsewhere to justify itself and not suffocate its 
own argument in self-righteousness. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Andrew McMillen: Opinions are instinctive and baseless. Criticism is founded and 
knowledgeable. I am not a fan of opinion masquerading as criticism; Scott Creney’s review of 
Gotye on collapseboard.com annoyed me, for example, because he talked about lots of external 
factors and rarely about the music itself. I’m generally left feeling hollow after reading an 
‘opinion-heavy’ review like that. I respect articulate, considered music criticism. Which is not to 
say that it has to be written in a dull, academic style. I just want to be left with the impression 
that the critic knows what they’re talking about. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Barney Hoskyns: The level of information and contextualisation, as opposed to mere assertion. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: Probably just a few degrees of severity. And everyone has an opinion on 
everything. Criticism should come from a position of authority. Or at least some solid research. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
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Bernard Zuel: Firstly, knowledge and ability to expand on that knowledge. Secondly, an 
engagement beyond the immediate “should you buy this?” question. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Victoria Birch: Not much. The two states are rather fluid and I would suggest that neither is of 
any value without the other (an opinion is empty without sound critical thought; criticism is flat 
and anodyne if not anchored by an opinion). (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: For me, opinion is like the dough that must be ‘baked’ into the criticism—it is 
what fuels and guides the criticism. But it doesn’t become ‘criticism’ for me until the critic has 
composed their opinions and expressed them in prose that brings those opinions to life as well 
as their abilities as writers can. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Matt O’Neill: To my mind, audience and an awareness thereof. An opinion is simply a 
naturally occurring phenomenon. Criticism is presenting that opinion for the benefit of others 
and making a conscious decision to craft its delivery accordingly (whether that’s through 
providing evidence to support said opinion or making the presentation of the opinion more 
entertaining). (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jon Savage: Opinion is overtly personal and therefore extremely tedious. It’s that old The 
Naked City joke: there are a million opinions in The Naked City and almost none of them are 
interesting. Criticism—if correctly pursued—implies skill and a foundation of knowledge built 
up over several if not many years. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Frances Morgan: That’s a great question, also hard to answer. Robert Christgau says ‘Writing 
About Music Is Writing First’ and, despite the slightly nuts pedantry of this article I do like the 
way he unpicks the writing examples in it, if only because it’s a good way of showing how 
much thought and craft should go into music writing (in my opinion and obvs his). How it is 
actually a craft; how good craftspeople work. This is certainly something that differentiates 
from opinion for me. Opinion is the thing that’s being said; criticism is the means. I like taking 
photos when I see something nice, sometimes I think, oh, what a great photo I’ve taken. But I 
would not put on an exhibition of my photos. That’s a glib example I give in answer to a few 
things but I quite like it. Of course the response is then, yeah, but you have a Flickr account! 
Which is like an exhibition! Except that it is not, really. I suppose what I mean is that we accept 
the need for craft and skills-learning in many other fields, so we ought to think about it in 
relation to writing too, and that includes writing about music or films or art. Doesn’t mean 
training or professionalism or qualifications, all those things are very loaded and debatable etc 
etc, but craft for me is unarguable.  
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What’s nice about the Christgau piece is that he singles out some of the shitty writing that 
happens in academia, and some of the good too, i.e. he’s not (much) making qualitative 
judgements based on where the writing is found and who publishes it. Likewise, I think you can 
find writing of varying standards online, it’s not like it’s generally better or worse than in print. 
I think the tools for judging it are the same tools, and they should help you figure out whether 
it’s opinion or criticism.  
Criticism has a reach that is not just confined to those who know the thing being criticised and 
have opinions on it too. A piece of criticism includes context, it’s relatively self-contained. It is 
a piece of shaped opinion. I also think—and loads of people, usually other critics, disagree with 
me—that it doesn’t necessarily have to have a clear position. Its position can be ‘I don’t know’, 
‘I’m not sure yet’, ‘something’s here, I need to look further’. I mean you don’t always need a 
conclusion. Criticism I think can explore and end up a bit lost. Like I say, this is not what they 
teach you at journo school, and in my personal life I’ve had a lot of criticism (ha!) for this kind 
of attitude. I think it’s honest. 
Not that criticism is honest. But neither is opinion.  
Another difference that I sense rather than being able to explain well is a kind of temporal one. 
Opinion is very present. It exists now. It is a very direct response. Criticism is more temporally 
fluid, it draws from the past and sometimes projects into the future too—asking how might this 
be perceived in time? where will this musician go next? what will I do with this record? or 
whatever. I think this kind of temporal fleshing out is one of the things that gives criticism its 
value as something that can stand alone as a piece of work, something solid that can be read 
without perhaps the reader having prior knowledge of the record or whatever thing being 
criticised.  
Although—another caveat, cos I like caveats—this is coming from someone who likes to read 
criticism and who always has done, like some people like reading poetry or short stories. For 
others there may seem much less of a difference. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Dorian Lynskey: Opinion is “I love/hate X”. Criticism is “I love/hate X and here’s why.” A 
critic needs skills: the ability to read a record closely and structure an argument, the knowledge 
to put a record into context, and the craft to write well. Whether you’re amateur or professional 
you have to take seriously how music works and how taste works and constantly be thinking 
about new ways to approach music. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Kelly McClure: An opinion is usually your first knee-jerk reaction. Criticism (should) take 
place after really spending a bit of time with something, and weighing it against other factors. 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
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Ned Raggett: Opinion is the flush of response; criticism the reflective take. The line can easily 
blur depending on context and the moment. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: Criticism, as stated, is best when it engages on a more literary level 
as opposed to merely stating an opinion. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Christopher J. Ott: Adjective count? I contend valid criticism is historicist, as a first principle. 
Without demonstrating a relevant, ample familiarity with a particular artists’ milieu, you are 
looking at simple, subjective reaction to sounds and lyrics. This has its place, but it is opinion, 
not criticism. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Robb: A very thin line sometimes. There is a version of rock history that is slavishly 
adhered to, we look for the alternative version. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: Well you’d hope some sort of base of knowledge, but then I don’t know shit 
about shit and still see fit to call myself a critic so who knows. There are plenty of non-critic 
music fans out there who know a fuckload more about this whole medium than I do, it’s just 
they either can’t write for shit or have better ways to make a living. Does that mean when that 
person speaks about music it’s not criticism? I suspect there isn’t much difference if any, but 
either way I’m not particularly interested in the semantics of it. I’m starting to think of myself 
as less of a critic anyway ‘cos how I feel about music writing seems increasingly out of step 
with what is largely regarded as music criticism. I’m just as happy to be thought of as a “music 
opinion-haver” as a “music critic.” Makes no difference to me. Maybe it’s just another smoke-
and-mirrors effort on behalf of the music writing cabal to award ourselves the illusion of further 
authority. “Well I’m a critic and you’re not, so there,” that sort of thing. I don’t know a single 
critic who’d cop to assigning themselves more authority than they’re warranted but I’ve ceased 
being surprised at the capability of music critics for self-delusion. I can’t conceive of a 
difference, except that I typically think of opinions as informal and criticism as more formal, but 
even that falls apart under a second of scrutiny. But just cos I can’t conceive of a difference 
doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist. Like I said, I don’t know shit about shit. (Interview with author, 
2013) 
Daphne Carr: The two are deeply related. Opinion tends to be thought of as one’s own 
subjective ideas and attitudes about a work, while criticism is often thought of as a more 
objective gaze on a work. The work of Donna Haraway, among other things, “Situated 
Knowledges,” convinced me early on that our own subjectivities color our estimations of 
objective value. In that light, I would say criticism is a systematic appraisal of a work through 
one’s own self-reflexive gaze and against presumed or researched community standards for the 
work. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Darren Levin: Good writing. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: Experience and an ability to write. I have never commented—not once—on a 
review I’ve published for this reason. My work is not opinion. It has nothing to do with opinion. 
I get paid for my ability to write and my willingness to expend time and energy thinking about a 
piece of music. That’s my job here. I save my opinion for Twitter.  
Just as an aside, I tend not to squabble with anyone outside academia. I really try and, often do, 
resist doing that. If a fellow academic comes at me—publicly—I’ll happily engage them, argue 
with them, and—on my bad days—get down in the mud and call them names. But everyone else 
gets a pass or gets ignored generally. Some might call that elitism, or glad-handing, but I just 
don’t want to take apart what might very well be a 14 year old kid who just said the wrong thing 
online. I’m also super wary of other writers who attack my work publicly because you just don’t 
know what their agenda is exactly. What I do know is that not responding rarely weakens my 
position.  
Again, I feel like these are the rhetorical skills you just learn over time. I was an insufferable 
fuckhead online in the past. I wish to god I learned all this from a book. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Elmo Keep: Oh wow. If you get a definitive answer to this somehow in your research, I would 
love to read it! This question is kind of hilarious to me, at heart, because it again all comes to 
down to legitimacy. And the thought that people can ever truly claim legitimacy as critics one 
way or another is inherently ridiculous for two reasons: firstly because music and the enjoyment 
or dislike of it is so subjective it cannot be measured; and secondly because anyone can become 
a music critic. You cannot, really, go to criticism school and learn how to be one, you just start. 
And anyone can do it, and anyone who wants to pretty much does, and who’s to adjudicate their 
legitimacy? On what kind of scale? So you of course get a whole lot of really, really terrible 
criticism because when people start out, they have no idea what they are doing, but they’re 
getting published. That definitely happened to me! I didn’t know WHAT I was doing, when I 
first started writing about music—I just wanted to write. And I loved music, so it seemed very 
obvious to start there, and I just *could*. I just started one day and then it was suddenly my job. 
And no one was showing me how to do it, either, I was just making it up as I went. I didn’t have 
a person editing me, or showing me what was good or bad about what I was doing. Most people 
don’t have that.  
That’s why the line of writers who started out as pop critics is so long, it’s a free for all in terms 
of just doing it. You can’t really up and become a political reporter, say, without some proper 
training in journalism.  
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But to the opinion vs criticism thing: I guess the short answer is that opinion is about the writer, 
and criticism is about the artist/art. Or it’s trying to be, in a more considered way. But it’s all 
about the writer, in some way, because everything ever written has always been about the writer 
on some level. People who say they achieve objectivity and impartiality are full of shit, it’s not 
humanly possible to do that—least of all when you are writing about something as emotionally 
and culturally loaded, and personally resonant as music. So I think ultimately we read critics as 
people we either mostly agree with, or mostly disagree with, and that’s how we make our 
choices based on their criticism. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Does music criticism have economic and/or entertainment and/or sociological value?  
Jake Cleland: HELL YEAH! Even economic, though not in the sense of “Great review, I’m 
gonna buy this record now, thanks mistah!” But you know, what’s great about music and music 
criticism is its capacity to transmit certain values and ideas and I think that’s how it affects our 
economic reality. A literal example would be, like, if some song uses certain brands to lend its 
narrative some realism and mentions someone’s Converse shoes, and then a review of that song 
goes into how Converse shoes are manufactured in fucking abysmal conditions, someone 
reading that might think “Shit, better stop funding sweatshop labour.” I mean maybe they’ll 
spend the money they would’ve spent on a new pair of Chucks on a new record instead, but 
that’s not the point. By informing our perspective on the world, music and the criticism thereof 
is tacitly informing how we spend our resources. But man, a lot of criticism is also focused 
exclusively on the musical context of the record and refuses to address the wider world in which 
it was conceived. That’s the worst. That’s my least favourite kind of writing. I mean, why 
shouldn’t music criticism address a world as wide as the music does? There’s more to what 
informed a record than which bands the songwriter was listening to before they wrote it, you 
know? That also gives you your answer for sociological value. Criticism has just as much 
capacity to transmit values as music does. I just wonder if that’s taken advantage of as much as 
it could be. This is kind of a trite example I suppose, but fuck it: I learned a lot about how to 
think about the world from reading and re-reading Psychotic Reactions & Carburetor Dung 
[Lester Bangs]. This goes back to what I was saying about leaning towards not considering 
myself a music critic and why I’m probably a bad study for this research project. I feel like this 
is a pretty atypical approach to writing about music. Hagiography is kind of the standard and I 
can’t think of anything I want to be less than a historian. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Dorian Lynskey: It only has economic value when critical consensus gathers enough 
momentum to boost sales of an album. It should always be entertaining. Its sociological value is 
in making public and widely available the kind of conversations that every music fan has about 
music. Discussing art is a fundamental part of enjoying it and I think it’s a great loss when 
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papers such as the Independent on Sunday do away with their experienced critics because the 
conversation becomes more banal. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Christopher J. Ott: Absolutely. When presented as a recommendation to avoidance or 
purchase, criticism can literally determine the success or failure of a band. Whether they 
become a lasting success is another matter, but in the case of Pitchfork, a centralized 
recommendation hub that publishes plenty of valuable criticism, a substantive, positive herald 
equates to thousands of records and digital downloads in the artists’ favour. Frequently-cited 
examples of this phenomenon include the Arcade Fire, Clap Your Hands Say Yeah, Tapes and 
Tapes, K.C. Accidental, Godspeed You Black Emperor! Etc. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: Of course it does. In some cases it has more value than the music it covers. It’d 
be nice if more music critics believed this. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ian Rogers: Yes, yes and yes. If done correctly.  
The economics of it don’t seem to reward the writer though. The internet pretty well fucked us 
on that front. When you work inside a media that’s predicated on the rapid transfer of attention, 
writing things that require intense and focused attention from the reader is just not going to 
work. It’s just not valuable to the advertising industry and they’re paying the bills. So short-
form written criticism—as a pervasive and profitable commodity—is on the way out, no doubt. 
There will be an ongoing niche market for longer form stuff and a broader audience for new 
types of fast and multi-media styled critique. Individual critics may be celebrated and paid 
handsomely in the future for success in these new forms, that doesn’t seem completely unlikely. 
The written stuff is not all that entertaining for the most part. Again—to labour the point—lousy 
writing is a chore to read and more often than not, the passion is just not there to push the writer 
forward or compensate for the ‘bad’ paragraphs. I think people too often compare web 2.0 to the 
DIY underground of music; like every asshole with a blog is the writing/publishing equivalent 
of Beat Happening or Kiosk. Not true. It’s often just shitty writing, on par with the thousands 
and thousands of shitty rock bands that release terrible MP3s every year. If the intent and 
passion is there, none of the details matter but when it’s lacking...is there anything less 
entertaining? The problem is that this shitty work is incredibly fast and cheap to produce.  
There’s also the widespread opinion that people in their 20s have an innate ability to speak to 
their peers and that people in their 30s and 40s and 50s have no idea at all what the experience 
of a 20 year old is like, having long forgotten their own history. Also, thanks to Simon Reynolds 
and various parts of academia, anyone over the age of 25 who mentions the history of their 
listening in a review is now guilty of ‘nostalgia’—a serious crime apparently. 
What a clusterfuck it all is. This issue is pure sociology. (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Darren Levin: All of the above. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Ned Raggett: Economic—in the sense of buying guide/’spending’ time, I’d say. 
Entertainment—hopefully! Otherwise dry-as-dust data is just that, though that can be 
informative. Sociological—broadly speaking yes; there’s no ‘one’ critical language or 
terminology but the perceived critical language and community, who constitutes it and why, 
who seems to ‘belong’ and why (and who doesn’t) deserves a relentless self-awareness, a focus. 
The false universality of the ‘critical’ community always deserves a challenge. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: Not sure what you mean by “sociological” value? Discussion of value—trivial or 
deep—is one of the centrals means by communities define and bind and animate themselves; a 
constant experiment, cycling through fashions as external conditions and internal dynamics shift 
and change. The question of what music tells us about our surroundings, near and far, and how 
it tells us this, is obviously of urgent and permanent value: about the rules of cohesion and the 
flashpoints of fracture; about the conventions of shared pleasure and ease, and where 
aggravations will likely arise, rightly or wrongly, and what that means. Anything that matters to 
us at this level will have economic value, if you can find a way to monetise it (this last being an 
ongoing issue in the post-print world, as it gradually becomes obvious that the efficacy of the 
advertising and the marketing that largely paid the bills was one large communal fever dream). 
(Interview with author, 2011) 
John Robb: It is all, we are involved in a counter culture and some of us are idealists but we 
realise we are trapped in the entertainment machine, a lot of the blogs we deal with are 
campaigns, we deal with internet piracy and the problems with getting visas for America and we 
deal in political and social issues from Arab Spring to the badger cull but we always did back to 
our fanzine days. It’s always a pleasure to see a band getting paid for what it does but we know 
that the art is everything and we commentate on the collapse of capitalism whilst enjoying the 
soundtrack. (Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: Well, I pay my mortgage and put food on the table via web and print criticism, so 
yes. I believe that the entertainment value of music criticism should always be present and the 
sociological value where possible and appropriate. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Elmo Keep: I personally don’t want to live in a world where there aren’t people who are 
considering on a human, contextual level what is being produced in popular culture. I think that 
would make the culture even duller and more horrible than it can sometimes already be, and you 
would also miss a lot of really great stuff if it wasn’t brought to your attention. There will 
always be a small but dedicated band of people reading and writing and arguing and being 
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vibrant in this space, and I think that matters in terms of documenting cultural histories. I enjoy 
this space, obviously, and I know it will always continue.  
But I think its economic value is maybe waning in the face of the social web. We’ll have to wait 
and see how successful Mark Zuckerberg ends up being at owning every single social aspect of 
our lives. 
And making a living at it, at being a critic? Forget it. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: It has entertainment value. Nothing else. People enjoy reading our reviews, and 
commenting on them. I don’t think they take them particularly seriously. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Kelly McClure: I think it has all of the above. It sways people towards spending, or not 
spending, their money on stuff, can be very hilarious if done correctly, and sort of takes the 
temperature of what people are into at the time as a mass. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Jon Savage: Re the first point I think you can just look at declining sales of trad music press 
and closure of titles: Sounds, MM etc. I’m not a firm believer in the idea that anyone can be a 
(good) critic just because they have a blog and say they’re a critic: the problem with the internet 
is an excess of access. Placed against that, some good people do come through, but they’re a 
small minority. And the simple fact: music writing, like music, doesn’t mean so much anymore 
in our culture. And it’s to do with music writing being dominated (post Hornby, the Great 
Satan) with: 
1) the idea that personal experience excuses everything and obliterates everything else including 
reportage and analysis  
and 
2) the idea that everyone’s opinion is equally important. (See the anonymous vitriol of the trolls 
in newspaper comment streams). You may think so, but yours isn’t. Deal with it. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: Yes, all. I also believe, as does Devon Powers, that it is a form of intellectual 
history. Re: music critics as public intellectuals, you should read the dissertation and talk with 
Devon. I don’t want to bite her argument, which was a long time coming and is brilliant. She 
was Ellen Willis’s last student: http://www.devonpowers.com/Research.html. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: The more economic value it has, the more it will be tied to big business. Big 
business prefers endorsements for its products as opposed to genuine criticism. Value is 
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measured more in general terms, in the sense that web 2.0 is seen as important and valuable for 
its participatory element. The entertainment comes from participating and this in turn has 
important sociological implications. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Barney Hoskyns: The first can no longer be measured, where once it might have been. The 
second and third are unarguable, though the evaluation is necessarily subjective. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: If it has no entertainment value it will not exist for long. Given that the majority 
of those who read and engage with critical discussion will not see/watch/listen to/buy the art of 
being discussed, it is as thought-provoking or time-consuming or purely diverting entertainment 
that music criticism exists most of the time. Without entertainment it is academic writing and 
that is a self-sustaining bubble. As for sociological value, we can return to the first question of 
what is the role of the music critic. If there is a role then there is sociological value; if there is 
not... 
Economic value? Diminished, but yes. In whatever form, people will still be searching for 
information and context, opinion and entertainment. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Victoria Birch: Absolutely, for all three. Clearly labels and promoters place a huge amount of 
value in the critic’s ability to influence potential purchasers. The continued support of 
promotional passes, CDs and downloads suggest that the stats are making strong links between 
critics’ support and hard sales. The knock-on effect extends from directly related work e.g. at 
labels /promoters to food outlets, pubs and hotel and retailers that benefit from large numbers of 
people attending gigs close-by. The ability for music bloggers/websites to attract advertising 
revenue also shows there’s commercial value placed on their opinions. 
Criticism as entertainment? Great criticism is fabulous to read and enjoyable in its own right—
regardless of subject matter. I thoroughly enjoyed Will Self’s recent withering assessment of a 
book about Will Power (the emotional state not the artist)—I have no interest in self-help books 
but Self’s review was brilliant and very funny (interesting to note I only read the review because 
it was written by Self—he writes; I read). 
Robust critical analysis assists in the communication of artistic ideas that can have political and 
sociological impact. Criticism per se is probably rather impotent, but marry it to the ideas of an 
artist and you have a combination that can spark whole movements. Funnily enough I’ve been 
thinking about this after reading the Kathleen Hanna interview [on Collapse Board]. I certainly 
didn’t have the critical faculties at 15 to properly ‘get’ Bikini Kill and the advent of Riot Grrrl—
but the mountain of letters I received from someone (attached to Riot Grrrl) who basically 
drafted a critique of the music in a social context threw the doors open for me. It provided the 
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link between the ideas and the music. Gave me the ability to start reading and interpreting. I’m 
not sure that it didn’t amount to propaganda at the end the day but it’s the best personal example 
I can give for criticism’s ability to make a real impact. Without those letters I’m not sure Bikini 
Kill’s music would have made as clear and strong connection with my conflicted teenage self. It 
definitely inspired me to rally friends and talk about this stuff—it was small fry, but suddenly 
there were 20 or so young women with a bunch of values and beliefs that we still cherish and 
will impart on our daughters. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: Economic value—to whom? If you mean towards the exponents, then it’s 
steadily being deprofessionalized. For the industry, there might be value in the sense that the 
music press has always had a role in the generation of meaning and significance, which is 
actually a more effective way of getting people to part with money than just pleasure/use-value.  
Entertainment—for some, yes. I think the best music writing always had some element of flash 
or style to it. Not necessarily jokes, but the kind of entertainment value of watching anybody—a 
sportsman or rapper or whatever—do something well. The pleasure of language being flexed 
energetically or in unusual ways. 
Sociological? You mean that it can actually tell you stuff about society and the role of music in 
it? Possibly. Critical discourse is a slightly more disciplined and focused form of fan discourse, 
and fan discourse I would have thought was pretty valuable if you were trying to work out the 
social context and purpose of a music form or scene was. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Shan Welham: All three. Economic in relation to the possibility of a good review generating 
additional revenues from the readers within the writer’s scope of influence. Entertainment for 
the readers and a historical artefact of a point in time, its soundtrack and how it was received by 
professional appreciators; and in web 2.0 environments, their commentators. 
Reflecting on that, however, there is nothing certain, is there? My favourite band was critically 
acclaimed and yet broke up because of the lack of commercial success. And now I hear their 
tracks on all sorts of television shows and in movies... Maybe they were ahead of their time and 
that’s what the critics realised? (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: Time is money... I find criticism incredibly entertaining to read as well as to write 
(especially when being contrary for the sake of it). Criticism also provides a fascinating 
anthropological view of how people felt at the time—like, when the train was introduced critics 
of the day worried that if a human travelled above a certain speed their bones would shatter! 
Similarly, many critics thought the iPod was pointless and that Twitter would never catch on. 
Personally I wish there was more context to criticism and it’s something I’m trying to figure out 
how DiS can better explain a positive review in the context of that authors previous reviews, as 
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well as within the site. Like, we’ve had people writing their first ever review slating something, 
and there’s no sense of what they love or also hate. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Yes—it engages with the culture, helps explain it and illuminate it through 
personal responses, and still pushes an (albeit smaller than its heyday) audience to make 
purchases based on a critic’s recommendations. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Andrew McMillen: Economic value insofar as music criticism can affect artists’ album sales 
positively or negatively. (Less so nowadays, as discussed above.) Also economic value on the 
part of the critic, or so I would hope. Every good critic deserves to be paid for their work, 
whether writing or some other form. 
Entertainment value, sure. I do not think that it is the primary role of the critic to entertain the 
reader but it would be a close second or third. I’d place informing the reader above entertaining 
them. The best critics can do both of these simultaneously. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Neil Kulkarni: Economic? Ideally, increasingly not. Entertainment? Absolutely—all writing is 
a performance (and any performance is about honesty and being honest about your dishonesty, 
about making even your most artificial moments ring true with a tang of conviction). 
Sociological? Most arrogant thing I’m ever gonna say but I genuinely think I changed the 
perception of hip-hop for a lot of people in the 90s, and I think Eastern Spring, which is music 
criticism, might change a few heads round as well. We’re living in a post-Neil Kulkarni reality 
(joke). (Interview with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: I think value in economics and entertainment is determined by the same factor: 
audience engagement. If music criticism has an audience willing to purchase and engage with 
its products (even if said purchase is a matter of time rather than money), it has merit as an 
economic and entertainment entity. For now, it still has that audience. I think sociological value 
is perhaps music criticism’s greatest contribution. It discusses not only what has become 
overwhelmingly the most popular form of creative engagement in the world today but how we 
relate to the proponents and products of that form and why. Furthermore, it does so without any 
objective standard of engagement. All of this affords us a greater insight into how we function 
as individuals and a society—even if it does so simply as a document of our manifold neuroses. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Is it possible to become influential as a music critic via web 2.0 environments? 
Andrew McMillen: Possible, but unlikely. Pitchfork critics are among the most influential 
music critics in the world right now. I believe that their criticism has more impact than Rolling 
Stone, the New York Times, etc. But they are tied to one of the most popular web publications. I 
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can’t speak to whether many of their writers are influential on their own terms, or whether many 
readers give a shit about their bylines. I would guess not. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Dorian Lynskey: Yes but, as discussed earlier, in more limited ways. I know several critics, 
such as Maura Johnston, Nitsuh Abebe and (in his Popjustice role) Peter Robinson, who have 
built their clout online although many of them write for print as well. Readers will always be 
drawn to critics whose judgment they trust and/or whose writing they enjoy, and web 2.0 
enables them to be much more widely read. A busy Twitter feed of fellow music fans effectively 
curates an online magazine of the best writing. It can never be completely meritocratic but a 
great writer in a small outlet can now have a more intense and enthusiastic following than a 
mediocre one with a huge platform. (Interview with author, 2013) 
Kelly McClure: Yes. But you have to work at it, have some sort of backing to prove that you 
know what you’re talking about, and be consistent. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Christopher J. Ott: It’s far more possible than it was in the past. In the past you had to curry 
favour with editors and dance the dance with bands and managers and PR agents… today, if you 
rant convincingly-enough and deliver insightful, entertaining commentary to whatever audience 
responds to it, you can exist as a valid commentator and critic of pop music with literally no 
interference or input from peers or employers. Naturally, this would be a hobby, as you’re 
unlikely to make much money out of it, but then, even in boom times, few writers made more 
than an apartment-life definition of “living wage” freelancing or staffing print magazines. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
John Doran: I think it’s possible just unlikely. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Wallace Wylie: I’m inclined to say no but it remains a possibility. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Ned Raggett: It is possible. But I’m glad it’s a battle I don’t feel too strongly about fighting. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Stevie Chick: Yes, if your criticism is compelling enough to travel on the word-of-mouth 
currents that link critic with reader in the web 2.0 environment. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Ian Rogers: No, not with writing. No critic has done more to self-promote online, work their 
ass off in high profile writing positions and experiment with social media forms of criticism 
than Chris Weingarten, and I would not describe him as influential at all. If he had any sway at 
all, the Melvins would be popular.  
The influential critics still exist in spite of web 2.0. Simon Reynolds is a case in point. He 
predates it, is not overly committed to online culture and publishes long, densely argued 
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hardcopy books about his topics. You’d be hard pressed to find someone with a considered 
interest in music who is completely unaware of his ideas but web 2.0 plays only a bit part in his 
success. I should also add, I don’t dislike Simon’s stuff. It’s well considered, passionately 
argued and beautifully written but it’s become a type of shorthand way to dismiss contemporary 
music, music heritage and the very real, very active fandom I encounter every day. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Mark Sinker: “Influence” is a word I’ve been at war with for years: I haven’t the slightest idea 
what it means, because (in the mouths of glib young rock bands in particular) it means too many 
things, generally only connected by assumption. Does it mean you can cause people to imitate 
you at the level of the written phrase? Or at the level of deep purpose? (How are these 
connected? Do you, the would-be “influencer” even know? Does it mean you can implant 
similar connections in those you “influence”, even if you don’t grasp the links yourself, between 
your surface style and your shaping beliefs and drives.... ) Does it mean you encourage people 
to adopt your role as a matter of formal social geometry? (If an anti-social troll begets many 
imitators, how do they choose to stand in respect of the collective aggregate formed as a result: 
are they with it or against it? If influence creates an extended field of mimicry, doesn’t this so 
transform the nature of the relevant neighbourhood as to render apparent similarities 
contextually distinct?)  
Does it mean you know how to make things happen, that people will respond to (pro, con, 
other)? Or does it just mean you’ve succeeding in making a name for yourself, and have a 
following that’s prepared to trade on that name?  
Seems to me a critic—in the terms I want to use the word—is someone who’s going to be 
hunting down in among all these differences; to have no use for a word that unavoidably blurs 
them. I have not yet persuaded the world to use other words instead; to say what they actually 
mean. (Interview with author, 2011) 
John Robb: Yes, it’s been proven a few times but we must remember that the bands are more 
important and great music gets through no matter we have to say about it. It always did. the 
press hated Adam And the Ants in the punk day and their genius broke though, no one writes 
about Bon Jovi and they are massive, the press didn’t want Oasis and they were huge, the press 
loved endless bands that fit into their hipster perspective that are endlessly ignored—bands get 
massive and we like to take the credit but they got massive because they were also in the right 
place at the right time, toured hard and got on the radio—we are part of that process and 
sometimes we start it off and sometimes we set the agenda, often we are there at the beginning 
and often we set the parameters so our influence is there and it hasn’t changed, the result is the 
same the journey has changed, vive la revolution! (Interview with author, 2012) 
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Elmo Keep: I think it is, but only for publications, not individuals, and again it depends on 
what you mean by “influence”. I think individual critics as name brands is not something that is 
really happening any more, but people might refer to mastheads, i.e. Mess and Noise, or The AV 
Club, or Pitchfork (again! I know!), and they carry a certain amount of influence. But as to 
people knowing and reading individual critics on their name alone? I think this will happen less 
and less as everything is so much more fractured now. I personally welcome the death of the 
name-brand critic, because the size of their ego is so often insufferable!  
If you follow criticism then there’s are a lot of names, people writing today you’d be familiar 
with, but the break-out critics, someone of a Lester Bangs-sized (or Everett True-sized) name, I 
don’t think it will happen very often. Probably the last person that happened to—a critic so 
famous they became part of pop culture themselves—was Chuck Klosterman.  
But maybe I’m wrong. Because if the next Chuck Klosterman is out there, I want to read them. I 
think that today you just have to be that much better, that much more insightful and passionate 
and dedicated and entertaining, and your voice has to be that much more exceptional, your 
insights that much more lacerating than what used to be required to stand out in the crowd. You 
have to want it more, you have to be better. You need bigger balls to bypass the PR machine 
and actually get to the stories. In an ideal world, this would actually make for better writers, 
better voices. Because the cream that rises to the top has worked that much harder to get there. 
Which is just like it is for musicians today, now that I think about it. (Interview with author, 
2012) 
Barney Hoskyns: I’m probably too old (52) to answer that question. But the very fact that I 
can’t name a music critic who has risen to prominence online and not in print may say 
something. Are there star critics at Pitchfork, for instance? I couldn’t even tell you. (Interview 
with author, 2012) 
Bernard Zuel: Yes, within reason (see my answer about the power of critics) and within 
limitations such as the diffused impact of critics in an environment of multiple sources. 
(Interview with author, 2012) 
Luke Lewis: Yes. Pitchfork are influential, as I say. Record companies have told me so. But 
then, to what extent is Pitchfork ‘web 2.0’? It’s very old-fashioned and fusty, doesn’t allow 
comments. In fact its founder Ryan told me once what he REALLY wanted to do originally was 
publish a magazine, but he couldn’t afford it. And by the time he could, the moment had gone.  
If you’re talking about web 2.0 in terms of social media, then no. No one is influential. It’s a 
cacophony of competing voices, none of which predominate or cut through. There are no 
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‘Twitter music critics’. Spin have started doing album reviews as Tweets. It’s a joke. No one’s 
listening. 
But like I say, none of this is to say that music media is dead. nme.com is bigger than ever, 
hundreds of thousands of people come back every single day. We can still entertain, mock, 
celebrate—but we do it on a level playing field with our users. We don’t tell them what to listen 
to anymore. We listen along with them. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Shan Welham: Yes. All communities have leaders, it is human nature. (Interview with author, 
2011) 
Darren Levin: It’s possible, but rare. There are just too many voices, mostly saying the same 
thing. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Daphne Carr: Yes. See Nitsuh Abebe for example. What’s interesting with his work is that he 
is such a talented writer that his work doesn’t ever use pop music as an end, but as a means to 
talk about culture, society, politics, etc. I see his criticism as general critical humanities writing. 
Also see @1000timesyes [Chris Weingarten]. Chris is a self-defined troll, but he’s used the 
medium to its finest point.  
Trolling is a rhetorical strategy that attempts to discredit the conversation or speaker as 
absurd/obvious or otherwise shift the topic towards some other element of an argument than the 
one being addressed. Most of the time it stops conversation dead, or promotes the type of 
discussion where only combative or ironic statements can be made. It’s less a conversation and 
more an argument. At its highest, it can be a form of sharp witted verbal play that exposes the 
bullshit of purple prose or group think, at its lowest it is mean spirited personal attack and 
written shout downs so brutal they silence the voices of others. I do think trolling is useful. One 
of the biggest things I wonder about with critics is how their desire to be liked plays into their 
attitudes about how they approach a subject. You have to have a really strong sense of self to go 
against the grain of everyone and upset beliefs, arguments, darlings, etc. And you have to like to 
argue. A lot of critics do, a lot don’t. I like to have a good argument, but I will never yell at 
someone or tell them they are stupid for their opinions. For me, this is a very important part of 
feminism: to allow someone who loves art the dignity of their aesthetic, to seek to appreciate 
and understand it. And, if I am able, to help expand or engage that.  
 
Have you seen these “your favorite band sucks” t-shirts? First, they’re so ‘90s. Second, that is 
something I would never say. 
 
I am not of the school that believes that one should attack the critic her or himself, but rather 
their accuracy, ideas, arguments, their style. See my Bookforum piece on Simon Reynolds’ 
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Retromania for example. I walked the line there since I do talk about nationalism as it relates to 
the shaping of ideas, but I tried really hard not to make it about him but rather, for lack of a 
better word, his worldview and the potential lack of perspective that it would entail. Not to say 
that all British writers still wish for the authenticity of the Gang of Four (!!!), but with Simon, it 
is a self-confessed modernist attitude that shapes his values for listening, and I feel that makes it 
possible to objectify and analyze his taste without it becoming a troll situation. (Interview with 
author, 2012) 
Victoria Birch: The notion that critics are, or will become redundant is a fallacy. Music critics 
will continue to wield a high degree of influence, however the majority will talk to a smaller 
readership—not because there are less people reading about music but because the music press 
is more fractured. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Simon Reynolds: Yes but you’ve got the odds stacked against you. 
Most of the critics operating today who could be considered influential came up through the old 
print media and still write for them primarily, or they graduated to print after apprenticing in 
web land. Nitsuh Abebe would be an example of the latter syndrome: he came up through 
Pitchfork and the blog world and now writes for New York magazine, both their print form and 
their web section.  
One thing I would observe finally is that the web-reared generation don’t seem to want to be 
influential in the same way that the music writers that we grew up on wanted to be, or the way 
we wanted to be. I think if you look at our peer group—figures like Swells [Steven Wells], 
[David] Stubbs, Studs [the Stud Brothers], etc—we had inherited this excessive (and probably 
already beginning to be outmoded) sense of the power of critics to shape opinion, grant 
exposure to the righteous music, do damage to the unrighteous music, etc. There was a 
confidence that the way you saw things was a truth that could be communicated to others and be 
taken up by them. In contrast, the Web 2.0 generation are lot more diffident. They tend to 
eschew the very personalized, subjective approach (Bangs, Morley, yourself) and to write 
“objectively”, as if simply describing the attributes of the things they’re writing about. But it is 
an objectivity that avoids making large claims about the significance of the music or what its 
impact could/should be. The new breed’s tone is generally a lot less exhortatory and “you 
MUST hear this”. Even on blogs, which you’d think would be a natural home for shouty, “this 
is my truth” type writing, the tone tends to be more quiet and ruminative. Perhaps they are just 
have a more realistic sense of things. (Interview with author, 2011) 
Sean Adams: Influence is in the eye of the beholder, which is the same as it ever was. I worry 
that nothing is influential anymore and that far too many people have a thirst to be first, rather 
than to be right. Who cares about the 10th opinion on something if the first one was one that 
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you agree with? I think we’re in an era where analysis and criticism may be more important 
than ever because beyond the soundbites of hype and hysteria, there comes a great need for 
understanding. It often doesn’t come at first but I think as people explore more and more and 
find more and more of the same thing, they need to know the source of the inspiration or where 
to head next, and it’s hard to do that with mere algorithms and a constant barrage of 
recommendation. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Scott Creney: Sure it is. Just look what I did to Washed Out. That guy was getting hyped from 
all directions and then he vanished without a fucking trace. It’s hard to know what kind of 
influence you’re having at the time. I’m sure Lester Bangs was banging his head against the 
wall in 1974, convinced the music world had lost its way. Two years later, a type of music 
started to emerge (punk, duh) that reflected a lot of the values he’d been championing. Influence 
is never direct and traceable, so it’s hard to know whether or not it is happening.  
At the same time, one can make a case that a lot of US indie of the last five years shares similar 
values (careerist, tame, predictable, false belief that it’s edgy) as Pitchfork, the dominant critical 
outlet for US music. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Neil Kulkarni: Yes, probably. But at no point at any time should this even enter the head of a 
music critic. You might become ‘influential’—that’s merely an occasional side-effect of what 
you do, your art, writing, shouldn’t even be thinking about that and should be a million miles 
away from worries about ‘legacy’. At the end of the day you have yourself and those around 
you and all those thumbs-up and comments and likes and hits and the rest are a supreme 
irrelevance. All you need to sustain you is the sense that at some point you got something off 
your chest and maybe just maybe you suggested to someone that the world is not how it seems, 
is not the way everyone else says it is. And also the sense that, fuck, you’ve got to KEEP 
GETTING BETTER. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Matt O’Neill: Yes. I just think, in order to do so, you must either be astonishingly calculating 
or almost completely without guile. Audiences are drawn to honesty—but they have grown wise 
to the various iterations of manufactured honesty pioneered by music criticism institutions over 
the years. So, you either have to become a better liar or stop lying altogether. 
A friend of mine and I were recently having a discussion about the psychology of being a one-
hit wonder. His contention was that the majority of one-hit wonders were merely working 
desperately to write a hit and, as such, couldn’t sustain a career. His belief was those who 
worked at music simply for the sake of love and craftsmanship were rewarded with long-term 
success. I’m not sure if I agree with the theory but I do think it applies to this discussion. If 
you’re trying to be influential, audiences will eventually resist you. No one likes being told what 
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to do, really. If you’re simply trying to discuss your love for music with like-minded people, I 
think audiences will probably embrace you. (Interview with author, 2012) 
Jake Cleland: Definitely. Man, I feel pretty optimistic about music criticism’s potential to 
change lives, but I guess if I didn’t believe that I’d give it up and join the Greens. Yeah, music 
critics can be influential, for sure. To echo an earlier answer, they certainly can’t be as 
influential as publications, but the opinions of music critics are certainly awarded extra 
importance, appropriately or not, for the ability to string a semi-literate sentence together. It’s 
bizarre but I’m not complaining. I tweeted months ago that the subtext of all music criticism is 
“I wish you could hear what I hear,” and I still can’t think of a more concise explanation of 
music criticism. Maura fav’d it so it must be somewhere close to the mark. So if that’s true, then 
being influential, i.e. hopefully communicating what you hear to other people, is a favourable 
condition to be in. One thing I haven’t touched on yet is how web 2.0 allows music critics 
unparalleled access to each other—which is probably how so many of them are fucking each 
other too—and that exponentially increases the potential for influence. A while ago Mark 
Richardson wrote a Tumblr post wondering how one should feel as a critic when you see 
another critic jacking your ideas for their own pieces without attribution and I’ve had that 
conversation with plenty of friends. It’s a weird phenomenon and kind of annoying, but I also 
feel really smug about it. Like, ha ha, you fuckers, bow down, I’m influencing music writers on 
every continent. I mean, I’ve put bands on mixtapes for editors of sites or taken writer friends to 
certain shows and then seen that band start getting coverage on those sites. Obviously I’m 
giving myself too much credit there, I suspect the hard work of those bands might play some 
part in their success too, but look, for better or worse, we’re all talking about everything. That’s 
how this shit spreads. I’m in Melbourne talking with a friend in Chicago about some bands I 
heard from a friend in Tokyo. That friend in Chicago has influenced the taste of people on two 
different continents, and I’ve been going hard talking about those bands to my own followers so 
maybe that’ll spread even further. That’s the nature of web 2.0. Viral media, baby. (Interview 
with author, 2013)  
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